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INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power...arms. cont rol...energy..research on DNA. All equire -

broad public understanding of science if citizens are to influence wisely
the decisions of their electid representatives and of other policymakers.
A major part of.the research on.-these topics--and others of equal

imoortance--takes place within American universitiet, The.extent and.

importance of this research are shpwn by the fact that federal support .

'for university reseaTch reached an:estimated $5.5 billion in 1979.'

All too little information about this activity reaches the public. blp
'etr

gap exists, in .part, because university news writers and periodical
editors lack a background in science. Most of:fhqe writers and editors
,§tudied the arts and humanities, not science and engineering. They are

ill at ease and frequently ineffective.ig covering stories about research.
They are unable to "translate" with Clarity and accuracy the language of
the scientist into the language of the newspaper reader or radio listener.
Even when they have excellent stories to tefiuRi.versity writers and
editors often ao not know the best outlets for them.

, :

A group of research commugicatbrs within CASE began in 1971 to urge CASE
to take a more active role in research cOmmunications: Encouraged-by a'
grant from the Public Understanding of Science program of the National
Science Foundation and by the cooperation of five Other associations,
CASE held in October of 1980 a major national conference on communicating
university research. This handbook is an outgrowth of that confere(ce.

In our proposal'to'NSF, we indicated that CASE would indeed make a major

commitment tQ the encouragement of better research communication. We have

done this. We have added categories in this field to our Recognition.Pro-

gram. Many of our districts are sponsoring .sessions at their con4prences--

' on how to tell the research story. Research editors have formed, an

inforMal:network, with CASE encouragement. And we 'axe planning a second

national conference in 4e spring of 1982.

None of this wouid have bappened Without the initiative of a small group

of talented people. They prodded, encouraged, and helped me get these

projects started. All university research communicators owe a debt to:

k
William Kell of,the University of'Minnesota, the leader of

the group;

Robert C. Anderson, University of Georgia;

Blanchard D. Hiatt, University of Michigan;

C

Earle M. Holland, The Ohio .State University;

George C. Keller, University of Maryland;

Paul p. Lowenberg, University of California, San Diego;
e .



'dos ,s

a

.

. '
14 Carol L. Roger, American Association for the Advancement of

.

Science.
,

. .. .

.
.

.. .

Alsotimportantlgas.the, active support of five assoCIationA he
AMeritan Association for the Advancement of ,Science; Association a'

ofAteri.dan Universities, Council .tox the Advancement of Science
Writing, Council' of%Graduate'S'ihools in. the United States,. and National -I'.

'Association of .state ,Universities and Land-Grant Colleges. George
.TreSer and Jean Intermaggio of the NSF Public Understanding of ,Soie ce

.

program also have our thanks for their moral support and for the
pivotal'grant from.DSF.

. -a "
1 c

' ,
..

.

. .

'Finally, our thanks to Patridia Alberger, 4o hap, pati.ently and 4

effiCiently1shep6rded this handbook. She his overseen itfrom the stage
whenthe conference talks were On'audiOtape until the edited, pro6filead,
author-amoveq final manuscripts went the .piinter.

,

.
.

The writers in this handbook do more than outline teChniques. They try
to )heip researchcommunicatdrt,defirie,their field and to undeistand
better the world of the .researcher. At the corference, ye-estatIlished'

. in miniature the environment that will best.fo4er_increased public
understanding of soience: a close collabOratioramong researchers, ,

writers and editors, and media professidnals. It is to that collAoration
that we dedicate this handbook.' * \

yirginia L. Carter
VicePresident, CASE'

Jtind 981
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THE NATIONAL IMPORTANCEtOF COMMUNICATING UNIVWSITY tESEAECH

Dr. Jean Mayer
President
Tufts 'university

1

Perhaps one of the most neglected aspeCts'of science reporting is,not
the.reportingof the discoVery of new fapts or even new ideas, but the
discussion of:the impact on society of important new facts. It is easier
to write about a new fact discovered py a professQr or a university
laboratory--and we feel safer doing so. It is more difficult to report
6 concepts and ideas that a person or a group has developed about a
problem-based on science and technology. Very often onehas to extract
tW type of information from a scientist rather than serve as an
effective transmitter for a scientistApo has found something wonderful
at11 this morning and is eager to tell the World about it before lunch.

The appetite.for.neWs about science in our public at this point,is con-
siderable.' I think. the fact that The New York Times science section-is
apparently. the most popular of all the' newspaper's supplementary sections
illustrates that. The growing number of new scientific magazines and
the continuing success of Scientific American ere other examples illus-
tratin'g the fact that we have a large public 'interedted in science.
How 'well prepared oun public is to understand science is more difficult .

to evaluate, especially as science grows more complicated.

44,.

As I Spend more and more time in universities, I am continually impressed
with how crucial the role of the high school is and how in American
universities we are. driven-to construct, programs tfiat follow what is
'certainly the weakest part Of our national educational system, namely
high school edudation. I think reinforcing the science curriculum in
'the high schoolS will go a long way toward creating a public that is
More versatile in Its understanding of science, and this is something
we should all look..at very carefully. The general education courses in
the colleges in the sciences are certainly an improvement Of what existed
before,'but still don't make up for the lack of a strong high school
'curriculum. You may remember that Presidsnt Conant lauche at Harvard
the first general cation cote es of that type because he had been so
horrified at findiz out that President Franklin. Roosevelt; a Harvard
'graduate, had not had a single course in the sciences before he became
President. He had had someymatbematics at Groton, but he had never had
any physics or chemistry. The pimblem of explaining to someone with
that degree of sciehtific literary why in the middle of a very exacting'
waf.two billion dollars should be diverted to build an atomic bomb was .

something that he felt no scientist should ever have to. face again. We
have improved since those days, but not enough. When dealing with a
society based is'ourg is on science and technology, our population's
lack of general' science literacy is a major problem that should be
qorrectedat the high school level before it must be dealt with at the
college level.

1



The second major proaelnis that we don't teach peOple very well who is
an authority on what, and how you distinguish who is an authority on what.

. This is aided and abetted by two phenOmeda that are related to one
another. On:the one hand, many of our colleagues in the sciences are
timidabout departing from the tiny area in which they feel secure and in
which they are experts. So when they are asked questions on subjects to
the, right. or left of their-specialty, they won't talk about these topics
because they are not in "their field," even though they know enormously
more than most in that particdlar area and obviously more than the
-general public knows. By contrast, you heve.people'whb have lost the
sense altogether of what is Lot their field. I think 'we &11 have in
mind.a

,

number of scientists, one of them a recent Presidential candidate,
who remind yOu ofwhat Voltaire said about somebody,who'knows everything--
that is akl, he knows, but he knows it very well. Themark of an educated
person is not that he or she knows everything, but that he or-she has a
good idea of howto find aeicidert Op.a given area and knows what degree
of credence and credibility to.-gi've tokvarious bodies. , `

- . .

'The situation hasn't been made easierby scientists' lack of perspective .

as to their place and their knowledge as compared to general knowledge..
I think it is probably a deficiency in our educational system that people,
lack either theassuranceof being ableto draw broad conclusions in
fields related to- theirs, or the necessary timidity not to speak about

, subjects they know nothing about. It ,reminds one of Abraham Lincoln'S
saying: "There .are times when it it, setter to be thoughtja fool by,
saying nothing than to speak out and remove'all'doubt,." the good example
of where timidity would have been they better part ofvalor is tin my, own
field--the recent report of the Food and 'Nutrition Board on diet arid
degenerative diSeases, whiCh was an absolvtely scandalous document read
by most of the cardiac Patients in this ''unt . The. report was read byryok,

cardiac patientsas meaning that they didn't have to wurrl'about cholesterol
anymore. -An eminent thoracic surgeoa'atyufts told me that A one day
following this report he had seen 14 congecutive.patients with coronary'.
bypastes.who had gotten off their diet because they had read thereport.
The report in this case was self-conceived; 'nobody had asked the Food and
Nutrition Board to write it. Ascyou know, the Food ana Nutrition hoard
is a creat.ire of the National Academy of Sciences." Membership is rotating,
and at that time it was composed of a small gioup of individuals with
very narrow backgrounds. There was not a cardiologist among them, there
was not an epidemiologist among them44 and there were 'several people on
the Board who had been rididg certain hobby horses for years. The prin-

1 cipal author of the report was a well-paid consultant for the National
Egg_Board, which leads to all sorts of interpretations.

rt

What is especiAlly_alarming is the way irk which the report was immediately.
publicized by the mediaWith disastrous effects for preventive medicine
and curative medicine in this country. We are in this particular case
dealing with the most prevalent Of all fatal diseases in the United States.
It is interesting that in this part&oular case congressional hearings,
more than journalistic efforts, exposed the report's limitations and the
poSsibility of corruption regardie this report. This is obviously a

2
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situation where the public was,nd is confused. It clearly points out the
lack of understanding of scipAce',s limitations, the lack of understanding
of what various disciplines/do, and for that matter the lack oreducation
.among the public and scientists as to the difference between preventive
and curative medicine. This was a very serious example of the writing
of a popularreport and its °coverage by the media that were both counter-
productive. This is also a situation in which the impact of science on
society was not thought through-by the scientists ay not covered properly
by reporters. There are many examples that are perhaps less obvious.

A nt1Mber -of people who have reached a certain age in science find them-
selves 'members of several advisory bodies to the goVernmentyhereithey
feel they have various degfees of competence in te:mssor: the advice they
may give. This is one reason I.have thought very seriously. recently about
who is an'expert on what and what sort of expertrse one can bring and
report on. I have been vice chairman, of the Presidential Commission on
World Hunger, an area of science and technology and society where no one
can hope to know everything on a subject that complex,.but where I feel as'
well prepared as anybodS7 to give advice because Illave.workedin this area
for years. -However, I also find myself in two other situations where
Im less confident and Where I am very dependent upon wh .t I read in
newspapers and magazines. I am on an advisory committee -to the Depart-.

ment of Energy, and I am a science advisor, to the Secretary of State. Ih

both situatilons I think I was selected because of a certain competency ° -

in an area, let's say the energy cost of the food supply or the problems
of food and nutrition. But thoge committees' have very few scient.ists on

them or are very small. Therefore, we are asked to give advice'on a great
Variety of subjects about which we then have to find the information.
Thig is where I have a chance toeally measure the limitations not simply
of the reporting at facts, but the limitations of interpreting facts.

-
.

In a sense,. my problem there is na different ffom that of every other
citizen trying to decidelon such science subjects. Thp Department of
Energy is perhaps more than any other department of government at this 4'

,point engaged in planning the face of things.to-cOme.i/ It takes a very
long time to explore are find new deposits, of -fossil fuels. At this '

point it takes an enormous amount of time to plan any type of power
particularly a nuclear plant,,and-it takes a great dhal of time to decide
that we are, for instanc goiri§ to change certain types of agricultural
practices througho -the nited $tates. This department is making
'decisions now t are likely to influence..what is going to happen 10,4.
20, 30, or more yearsfom now. And yet the decisions are made on tl..e
bdsis-Of fact5 that I can't find and on interpretations that I can't
find. For example, France has contributed more to the development of.
atomic energy than any other country, except the United States. The French
ate this point are opening ail' atomic plant every two months; and they' are
opening breeder reactors. I had a chance to talk to the French prime -

'minis'ter last year about this'topio And he told me he had two problem's..
The fist one was that the eople at both the extreme'right and the
left ought the goverpmen was going too slowly in the de4eldpment of
atomic energy. -HiR,Other roblem involves foreign policy.

4
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At a demonstration against nublear pOider plants, most of the demonstra-
_ tors were West Germans. His problem was td make-sure that the police
didn't get carried away with their enthusiasm about showing young rmansi.P.
that they could not come to Fence and tell the French what to do and what

.

not to do. But basically, he had no problems of public opinion in.France, .

and only,a'problem of moving faster 4n developing a gigantic. rogram of
atomic energi,whichmeans that most of France's energy installations
are goincito be atomic by 1990. They believe they have dealt with the
problem of radioactive residual disposal by the technique of vitrifica-
tion, which means they make glats out of it: They are sufficiently
confident about their technique'that they put radioactive residues made

*
into glass cylinders in underground areas.where they:can be retreived
eventually.andUsed as raw material for.industrial applications. Now
surely we ought to have a disci Sion in our media as to whether these
people are mad; or whether they have a'technique that keally works, in

. which case we,shbuld immediately adopt it and'move ahead. The impli-
cations 9f the energy policy.inthe United States affect the whole
.economic development and employment situation. The fact that I have
never seen a serious discussion of the enormous differences in perspec-
bive between 'the Americans and.the French seems close to a national
scandal. Obviously, it is very difficult to advise the Department of

'.Energy about what to do concerning this major practical alternatiVe to .1

fossil fuels at thks'point.

There are other examples -of the sort of problems. one encounters in
energy policy. The estimates of how.much natural gas we\have in this
country.vary by close to a hundred fold between agencies of government.
The U.S. _Geological Survey estimates gigantic amount's of gas, which it

says no one has ever looked for because the price of gas was much too low
and gad was found only asjuprOdnct of looking for oil. But if the
.U.S. Geological Survey i, the Department of Energy is wrong,.
then obviously we ought to put our move o finding that gas instead of
spending a hundred million dollars on synthetic ls, largely to make
gas out of coal with enormous ecologica problems inv wed in the process.
Now there are difterences in ipterpreta ion and there are 3zfferences in
estimates of costs, but surely this should be a point of national dis-
cussion because it is f".r more important than a lot of the other pro-
blem we are being presented with.

.

Another example is gasohol. The government is moving ahead very
rapidly, and actuary plans for large -scale production of gasohol. We
have had some discussion, particularly in science, but we haven't really
had-the type of national discussion we ought to have as to whether this
is a good idea or whether it is a tragic mistake. Superficially it looks
very nice--we are using renewable resources; we are going to make farmers
more self-sufficient regarding energy; we are going back to the ideal of
Jefferilnian democracy; and it is going to free up from dependence on
fossil fuels. What we are not told, what we are not discussing seriously,
is the fact that most methods of manufacturing gasohol presently contem-
plated in the United States do not create any net energy gain. The cost
of growing the grain in terms of petrochemiCals for power, for fertil-
'zers, for pesticides, for distillation, and for fermentation is about

4
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the same as what.you are going to get back in alcohol.. So you are not
producing energy; you are simply conceivably making yourself more
independent of imported oil. The political aim may justify this, but
mast people think that we are talking about energy generation, What is
.perhaps more important and ffore serious is that just because aresource
is renewable doesn't mean that it is without cost;, in this particular case
the main cost is that of erosion. In order to produce gasohol from grain,
we would press into service a lot of land that is not only very expensive
in terms of energy, but land that is marginal because it is very easily
eroded. We have 'A massive problem of erosion in the United States, not
quite comparable to what we had in the thirties, but which is agaih much
greater than what we had in the fifties'and sixties. If we put,the land'
into cultivation We are going to lose a ldt of top soil, and.we haven't
really thought the thing through. Finally, we are at this point talking
about converting grain into alcohol in a period of relative abundance
of grain for the world at large. But .if we should again find ourselves
in a position similar to that of 1972 and 73, when we had grain failures
in various parts of the world, and if we have an-enormous'inyestment in
continuing to convert grlain into-power, the American grain reserves that
saved the world.from massive famine in 19734will.no longer be available.

All these things ought to be discussed before we develop an e nergy policy.
My point is that we are dealing with perhaps the single most urgent of
all our economic problems. The problem of energy policy is not so much
an ignorance of the basic facts as it is a complete lack of serious
discussion of what the alternatives and the costs are, and of what is
being done elsewhere. If this discussion is not maintained by-science
reporters or by journalists with an understanding of science,.it is just
not going to be held.

The answer to this problem is not a particularly easy one. I suggest
that the role of the science communicator for a college or university
ought to be much more than taking a professor's paper and translating it
into a language the layman can understand. Or even doing what I'm sure
many, of you do--go from door to door and try. to stimulate some of the
articulate scientists to speak.in terms that non scientists can under-
stand, to describe what they are doing, so that a. nice article can be
written about their research for the facts they have just found. I .

think we need a great deal more think sessions involving perhaps several
scientists in the same field. These can then be recorded to ekplain to
laymen throughout the country the implications of present day work.

I arlfond of saying that we live in the most exciting period in the
history, of the.world in terms of science. In the lifetime of many of
us we havt unleashed atomic energy, with fusioh around the corner. This

may at somepoint provide almost unlimitedamounts of energy, and what
does that mean? We have escaped gravitation and started exploring the
solar system and this may be the beginning, of transmission of life to

other worlds, We are witnessing the computer or data-processingrevolu-
tion, and the implications for society I think are not totally understood
by most of our fellow citizens. .

5



E think it is important to look at the economic life of this country in
this way: About 3 percent of our,people right now ai? falmers or. engaged
in agriculture; 18 percent are engaged in manufacturing; and,erybody
else is engaged in processing and transmitting info -tion. If you look
at the statistics showing the amount of silicon pro uced in the United
States, you will see, that it is absolutely exponen ial; it is almost

.
a vertical line. We ,can-now put 64,000 bytes ofzinformation in a computer
and will,scombeable to put; in 256,000 bytes/of information. The. amount

of information processed through computers is of a completely different
order from,what it was 10 years ago. -/

And finally, I think there is not enough understanding of what is happening
in the genetic revolution through genetic engineering. Because I am,
interested in the world foOd supply, I have had the privilege to See both
in the United States and in Europe in the past few,Months hundreds of
entirely new varieties of rice, corn,, and wheat that have been produced
through genetic engineeringrand did notexist before. I have already seen
'a number of new plants that didn't exist before. We will very soon see
new animals as well as new plants, and we will see new people. As you
knowp.the work on genetic engineering in man has started. This means that ,

at five billion yeais.of being the products of natural evolution we
have now seized control of evolution and can be the engineers of future

8

All this hag tremendous Societal Implications more distant and more
important than the particular facts cited before in medicine and.in
,energy, which are important enough. Unless we can make science and
'university reporting more than the reporting of new facts and even

...singlenew-id-64S, 'Unless we can really transmit to the public what the
university should be about and not always is--a place in which ideas are.
discussed and implications of new facts on society are described--, we
will really have failed in one of our most urgent and important tasks.
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GEORGE TRESSEL / .

/ .

,
, It is'rather distressing that/a meeting of this kind is so unusual, and

that there are so fewtimes that the representatives of science who are
concerned with public infdrMation gather to share'experiencg and
compare problems. Despite the size and importance of the research and
development industry, there is no organization of science public infor-
mation staffs. It seems to me that it is abbut time we started to have
meetingslike'this4 where people cbnterned with.the public communication
'of science, especially those wLthin the research,establishMent itself,
begin to work/together and consider what we can do about the general

.---
unafirstanding of science. .

.------ . ,

--- It' is cOmmln to talk Abollt the need foil/greater publig.understanding and

_greeter, science literacy among thepublic. And that is-really what pub-

lic information should be hll about. Our role in life should be more
'thantrying to.get more publig;approyal, more funds for our particular .

laboratory, or serving as a "flak" for the latest laboratory promotion.
There are much more, important things for the public to understand than
how many thousands of dollars so-and-so got for his or her latest project.

.

Public understanding of science is like the weathereverybody talks,
, .

about, it. The scientific community delights in discussing how little
the public knows and how important it is to have better public under-

-handing of science. But, in fact, few members 'of the scientific

coymmunity are willing, able,
.

and committed to doing anything about it,
.c.

except to complain. .1.

To.follow the same metaphor, the wind is blowing in our direction right

now. There are dozens of new science magazines, and the circulation
for most is growing at about 15 percent a year. Science museums attract

almost as many people as all other museums put together. "Universe" will

(':19
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be on the air.next year and the audiences for shows like "Cosmos" and
"The -Body Human" are verNobstantial. And 10 percent of the SAS fellows
area hired by the organization where they intern. All in al;(the ottlook
is quite encouraging.

But before we become too enthusiastic about this progress, we should con-,
sider some underlying questions that are important, pervasive, philosoph-
ical, and have long-range implications.

For example: What's the difference between public understanding and
public appreciation? When most scientists or research workers talk abbut
public understanding they really mean pUblic appreciation. However,
spokesmen for the science and academic communities should really be con-

( cerned about something more important than "selling the product." If
people understand your work, they can figure out,for themselves whether
to apprediatei'L We ought to have enough confidence in the public to
believe that;: and enough confidence to act upon,

If our activities are truly important and worthwhile, then there are More
important things for public information people to do than simply to write
and distribute science anecdotes. While we're delOg this day-to-day
activity, we need to remind ourselves of the reasons for and the goals
of science communication.

One can communicate science on a variety of levels_and to a variety of
audience's. Generally the scientists we work for don't recognize that

\ there is a difference between talking to a member of Congress, a
governor, or a.state legislator --Lthe so-called decisionmakers--and the
person who views "LaVerne and Shirley." What's the difference between
them and what should we say to each one?. What do they need to know? How
do we decide what message to send - -and where= -and how should we package

.it? Howmuch depth should we provide? Whom are we trying to please?
Are we trying to reach a lot, of people? Or are we trying to please the
scientist by puttin6 out a nice press release about him or her?

There is a broad spectrum of public understanding and there is a great
-

difference in the kind and quality of-material that fs peeddd. At the
low end ;of the spectrum there is,a simple need for awareness of What'.
science is( where-it Its, and what it's doing.

At the Other end of t e spectrum, there is a much smaller (less than 25
percent) portion of the public that is motivated, sophisticated,.and
generally attentive to the activities and issues of science. For these
people there is a need for much more substantive discussion of the issues
and implications of science:

Essentially this means that three out of four people really don'.t.care
about science - related issues. We do. But they don't. .probablY at the

ipresenttime the one attentive person is pretty well served. We have
many new science magazines; plus innumerable science house organs. The
more urgent question is: What can and should you do,for the other three
out of four people who had hardly heard of radiation before Three Mile
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. Island, and who are increasingly forced to think about things line Love
Canal, ladtrile, recombinant DNA, and acid rain without even a minimal',
background in biology and chemistry?

Hos4 can we motivate their interest and gradually develop the broad
background that is needed to understand the importance of science today?
Onit after you have thought through this question and 1.1ve some picture
in your mind of what,weire trying to do is it possible to discuss the
methodology intelligently. .

RAE GOODELL .rr
s

My job is to share with you someof the major research findings that shed
light on the supply and demand of science news. What does the public__
want, and what does the scientist provide? Of course, much-of-whatTs
important in science communication happens in_the-intermediate stages --
.between the supply at one end and thedemand at the other--in the work
done by public information specialists, science writers, and the'like.

First, on the subject of public interest in science and science news,
the data for the past 22 years have been oonsistent and encouraging.
The audience for science news may not be as large or as enthusiastic as
we may. have. hoped, but it is fad better ttian we had feared. Science

almost always fares well in readership surveys, for example. When-sur-
vey respbndents are asked to rate their level of interest in headlines,
news categories, or news stories, science, medicine, social sciences,
and environment end up with scores .roughly in the same league as any
other major subject such as consumer ne reign affairs, and education.
This has been true since the 1950s, w in the National Association of
Science Writers conducted its studies, and it was still true in a major
Canadian government survey in 1975, a Newspaper Advertising Bureau
survey in 1977, and in Gannett and National Science Foundation studies

' , .in 1979. -

Most'of these surveys also rind that 25 to 50 percerl'ercespondents
° .

express a'need for more poverage.of science. This is not to say that
science is universally ored. There is a galloping case of public 2

apathy toward scienc ut the disinterest in Science is no more preva
lent than the disin Brest in any other political area, as Jon Miller.of
Northern Illinois University andpis colleagues have pqinted out.

.

-.
i f

In this era of infOrmation overload and excessive demands on people's
time, Miller and his colleagues"contend that many people elect not to
follow public affairs at all and that those who do follow them select
just a few issues to follow closely. There is what Miller calls a small,
attentive public, as George Tressel mentioned, for any policy area,
including, organized science. People involved in prison reform,.agricul-
tural policy, and saving endangered species feel equally neglected.

On a brighter note, in an analysis of responses from a public survey of
1,635 adults just completed for the National Science Foundation, Miller
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and his colleagues estimate that Dearly half of the pdblic are "regular
consumers of organized science infamation" in the mass media. That is,
they regularly use a cobbination of general and specialized science
information sources.

Nearly half of the group--not necessarily the same half--also demonstrate
a'high level of ihterest in science Stories, as indicated, for_example,.
by expressed interest in headlifies ln the area._

. .

As in past surveys, the consumers 'of science news in the .new NSF study
are likely to have relatively high levels of formal education; college-,
level education particularly is a predictor of:science.interest. And .

the consumers are likely to bd male. It, is interesting that the market
for science, news among women has never really Been explored.

*3

The lISF study also finds that more people profess an interest in science
news than have found their way to specialized science media, such, as
shoi.is like "Nova," "Ascent of, Man," museums, and so forth. Presumably,
this gap between' interest and. consumption is the market.now being
_explored by'the popular new. science TV shows and magazines.

One thing that is not clear is whether the public wants to hearmore
about political issues and controversy in science or about research and
develoPment. Newspaper editors have been opting for conflict, and the

t

percentage of confliCt stories has jumped in recefit years. On the other
hand, many of the popular new science magazines are going more for the
old "gee whiz" approach, emphasizing the promise of research rather than
its problems. Cynically ire couldspeculate that the.magazineb are
picking up on the advertising dollars the newspapers lOst by being too
controversial about scientific and technological andustries.

To sum up, disinterest in news is not special to science, and there's
no justification gpr giving science less 'press attention than any other
area of political and social life.

If not apathy, then is there not an outright hostility toward science in
the public? If one looks at the Image of the scientist insopular cul- /I
ture, it would seem so. The scientist is frequently pictured asa crazed-
cartoon character, a white-coated aspirin peddler, bungling cloner
turning innocent bystanders into incredible hulks.

However',..according to surveys, all'of this has had relatively little
impact ot,''the more serious side of public. opinion. A decade of NSF
Science Indicator%Surveys--plus those by the. National Assessment of
Educational Progress, Union Carbide, Harris, arid otherd--have failed to
turn up any major anti-science sentiments.- Attitudes were fairly c6n-
stant and generally positive. Typically, 60 to 80 percent of.respondents
agree with statements to the effect that 'science has brought us morel
benefits than' problems or, that it has improved life.

There is some distrust of certain aspects of science measured by respon-
dents' agreement with statements that science causes change too rapidly,

10. 1
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ecreates dependence' on machines,,and-the-like. But apparently, most_ - .

respondents see, a distinction between science and technology, and they
. place the .113-nife on technology, however they define the difference.

....--

Also, ih spite.of wariness about developments in science and technology,
the practitioners--the scientists and the engineers--are still heldin
high esteem. And as in the case ofcpublicapathy, the hostility that
exists is not peculiar to science and technology. It is a reflection of
larger social forces, There is a general decline in confidence in social
institutions in this Country, according to an analysis by sociologist .

Amitai Etzioni and others. Although science also has slipped in public
confidence, the decline is slight, and science is holding its own very .

well. As social institutions go, science still receives.public confidence_._
second only to medicine and higher than religion, the Supreme-Court,
education, and the Press.

So, from...the public we have extenske-dellands for science news, in spite
of general Political apathy, and-sizable confidence in science as a social
institution, in spite of e. general decline in that area.

What comes from the other side--the scientists - -in response? That
depends in part on what happens within the powerful oystemf social con-
trol operating in the sientific community. Within that system, as
sociologists have docUmepted, various forms of recognition- -good posi-
tions, awards, invitations to meetings, trips to Europe,,promotionsf and
soforth--provide incentives to keep the research enterppse in high
gear. Such a system is going to be hard on activities that compete with
research for the scientist's time.

4S)

'

Relationships with the press, in fact, are a special problem for scien-
tists because the social system has not yet evolved a consistent position
on popularizing science Is it desirabla;.or isn't it?

Addingto the scientific community's internal confusion, external
political pressures are also conflicting. For example, events in the
1960s, such as the Vietnam war, and events in the early 1970s, such as
the tightening of Federal research budgets, encouraged what was called
a social responsibility movement in science. However, traumatic events
in the later 1970s, such as public response to recombinant DNA, encouraged
a backlash against communication with the public.

One can visualize scientists in the proverbial pyramid. At the bottom
is a broad base of scientists who are rarely heard from, not necessarily
because they are sullen and hostile, but more likely because they're
uninterested or uninteresting. Next are the many scientists, including
most elite university scientists, whose research occasionally becomes
newsworthy for a short time. Closer to the top are the regulars, the
inner group of sources who comment on research and technical disputes
within their specialties or close to therci. Still higher up the pyrabid
are the scientists who speakieout frequently to promote and to criticize
broad areas of science and science policy--the university administrators,
Washington bureaucrats, consumer group leaders, and so on, who are

11
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involvdd in issuesthey.feel need public response, either in the.form 0,/
\

support or intervention. Finally, at the top ofr.the pyramid Are the feW
scientists who\are sufficiently motivated, quotable, colorful, credible,
and accessible\to become-celebrities or visible.scientists.

. .
The problem with, the pyramid model is that a pyramid seems solid and
APendable. In fairness, we should turn it upside down.' This. would

. convey a better sense of its instability', as 'Nell as a sense of the
weight of responstbilfty for,communicating with thepublic.thal rests on
a few scientistsat, the point.

If there's one theme\most prominentin studies of the press coverage of
science, as I analyzethem, it is that science,news relies on too limited
a group of scientists,\ those.regulars at the narrow end Of the pyramid.
Thecriticism is that the'press passively accepts Ole views of these fdw
scientists as authorities, rather than actively seeking out a_lbroader
spect9um of perspectives and opinions."All too frequently, even in
highly Subjective areas, it is considered'enough to juxtapose one
scientist's statement with one critic's reepPhse, Creating an arbitrary
balance and ignoring the whole range of viewppintiin between. --,The46
result iS that the presoftenomisses stories that are not framed in
terms familiar to the established scientific community, such as the
'ethical implications of research, and stories that are perceied as
threatening to the security of the community, such as leboratprysafety \
problems.

=

I'm not sure it makes sense to ask scientific spokesmen stop trying
to push their point of view, foster a-favorable public image, and rally
public support, any more than we would ask the oil industry or presiden- ,
tial candidates to do so; That's their job. But it's not the press's
job, and, in fact,' the press's passive reliance on a limited group of
scientific spokesmen has caused serious gaps, according to researchers
and observers of the coverage of Three Mile Island, swine flu, marijuana
safety, DES, recombinart DNA, asbestos; the Apollo flights, and the war
on-Cancer. ,I can add to tne list the example that Dr. Jean Mayer has
pointed out--coverage ofthe Food and Nutrition Board's repott on diet
and cardiac .disease. It was not the press, but Congressional hearings '

on the subject, that brought out some of the problems with that report.

In study after study, the message comesAhrough: If more reporters would
seek out more sources, science news would improve. Fortunately, observers
have also suggested some wayi that public information Specialists might
help the situation. .

First, for the broad base of scientists -who rarely deal with the press,
such encounters are uncomfortable and sometimes create intense ambivalence,
and anxiety.' When a scientist's work suddenly draws press intierest4
therefore, why not supply moral and logistical support, perhaps extra
telephone service, extra secretarial support, and some counseling on
media relations to offset some of the objectiOnakle side effeCts of
media attention? Journalism professorCtiarles Eisendnath suggested such
an approach after looking at the Stitiking lack* of information reaching

local reporters about recombinant DNA from the University of Michigan.

12
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With,regard to he next level of scientists, ;hose who are regular
sources, the main problem is to generate more of them with a broader
range of opiniont. A number of observers have urged that public infor-
mation officers hold "backgrOundert" or briefings in potentially news-
worthy areas, particularly thoseldth broad .social implications.' These
backgroUnders would be for general reporters and for editors, as well as
for science writers. The most important ftinction ct those briefings, I
believe,would,be to expose journalist's to a greatet variety of sources
that they could call dam later. . '

Finally,,to end up at.tite narrow end of the pyramid; these days a
scientist has to be an egomaniac, a cantankerous eccentric, or a

. missionary. 'Public information people must join science writers and
scientific leaders in creating a climate in which more moderate folks can
beacomfortable doing extensive popularizing of science. This means
injecting into the social system of science significant rewards for popu-
larizing, such as fellowships for studying popular writing,ih universities- -
fellowships, in other words, for writing aimed at the public; rather than
at other scholars. Other rewards.might be prestigi8Ps awards for jobs
well done in.the area and tpecial,positions where job security is based'
on popular,. rather than technical, publications. These are a few
464Aestions based on my interpretations of research in this area.

lir
WILLIAM STOCKTON

I'm always fascinated tb hear.Rae Gemdell's research about science .

writing. There-is another kind of research: the mail we get. , We .get

a lot of letters,-and I want to share a few of them with you becau'se
they sound a theme.

"To the science editor:, According to Dr. Ernest.Sternglass,
nuclear radiation is responsible for a decline in SAT scores.
One wonders why school children in Japan, a country that 'has
been more devastated by fall-out than any Other, do better on
similar tests than American school children do. It it that low-
level radiation given off by a government-owned bomb is rela-
tively harmless, but radiation tainted by greed isn't? 9r
could it be .that the nuclear fall-out question is 'the fairole
of nonsense from the anti-nuclear movement ?"

We ran a piece about difference's in' the male and female human brain'. And
we got this letter:

}'I!d be the first to agree that human male and female brains
show sex differences if the automatic corollary is agreed
upon: That the male of the species is by nature violent,
untamed, and sick, therefore inferior to-the female."

A story about cockroaches that appeared on. the front page of "Science
Times" turned out to be one of our most popular stories and evoked more
mail than anything we've run. Here's a sample:

z,
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"To the editor: Reference t) your February '19th article about

cockroaches: To slow a cockroach so that you can deliver a
lethal smash to the little beast before it scoots, administer
a squirt of hairspray. Any brand will doi provided you keep
an uncapped can in every room where it can beograbbed blindly

. .

and used pronto. Roaches don't.tarry. -Ldrd kncWS what hair

spray does to hair."

Her't another one:

"Your recent article under the science section expressing

*N.
evolution as being scientific should rbe noted as\being erro-

neous anC inaccurate. Itis a well-,:known fact of\biology.
'.that changes in living things are geneticAlly limited: For

example, there are various races of cats but such.yarOtions
'are within the limitations off' the cat kihd. (ene CombinatiOns

'can.only occur within a kind and,hot across.kinds. \Mutationg
which have been used as an argument forevolution are, by nature,
random, almost alway6 harmful, and can onlywork within the
framework of the/Jaws of genetics. Mutaticns are mefely
random changes,withih.the existing structure of . They

cannot create new information in the DNA molecular code..,.

\

"Finally, it should be realized that the skulls that are
presented as evidence for evolution are misleadigg. Many

of these skulls are incomplete and,can'be'reconstructed'by
certain angles to appear In a variety,of forms. EVolutionje,'
a mere hypothesis that is unjustifiably presented'as science."

4.\

Another one reads;

"To the editor, Science Times: It is fairly clear from Jane E.
Brodie's article on obesity and diabetes in the Pima Indians-
that .the cause of these problems was the influence of Father
Kino, who eucceeded in changing the character structure of
this people in such A wax a to provide an increase in the
secretion of gastrin. Yet it.is typical of the physiological

,tunnel vision of. our times that 'such a mechanism is not even
mentioned in the article.

"8f as much ihterest'as whether there is a genetic basis for
the Pimas4 problems would, be whether Father Kino, himself, was
highly obese; which would suggest that these Indians dealt with
the loes'of him during his yeak of abserice by a mechanism of

.identification. e .

"There are two questions about the Pimas' problems ikom a

genetic viewpoint. Is there a genetic-based tendency to hyper-

secrete gastrin? Two, is there a genetically based increased
risk of diabetes among the Pima.Indians in the presence Of
obesity? However, any attempt to. understand the*cause of the
Pimastproblems`is bound to fail unless it takes into account

14
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that tribe's attitude toward life, an attitude that was .

apparently changed by Father Kino in a way that produced
increased frustration of certain oral tendencies that lay
have been more fiercely expressed priorto his coming."

This is signed; incidentally, bya medical doctor.

One woman writes frequently, and she talks about several stories in one
letter:

"As long as I am writing you, I have two more complaints.-

"The first is about the Short, ridiculousreview some time
ago of the marvelous Channel 13 pragram on spiders. It must

'have taken years to study the siAbj4dt and: more years to
organize and photograph. The photography was superb and litau--
tiful. The' program was not only educational and worthwhile'
but also beautiful -vigually. Not everyone dislikeS spiders.
I, for one,cori4iderthem intelligent, beautiful, and useful.
To write off yearS.of research and dedication with a few-
snide,remarks.is unworttik of a paper like yours.

"Secqndly,-the article about stagefrigt...-. Stagefright
should not be treated with drags, as suggested in the article.
Get to the root of the'matter. If the. performer, be'he
entertainer, musician, or speaker, is convinced that he has a

: message it is important for,his audience to receiiie,a message

e.which will benefit the auaience, he will fOrget himself and .

lose his q,tage fright.

. .

"P.S.,.I'm.a long-time iubseiiker who's considering letting ' '

,my subscription run out because yohr paper has become unwieldy
with a whole on food every week and lots.of unimpor-
tant,

. .tent, silly space fillers.' .

Finally, here's a pogtcard we received:

"Are you aware that schoolchildren ae clipping.articleg for
science projects?.,How about keeping that in mind when laying
out an issue?

"If two'articles_are printed back-to-back and they have no
0741ccesS to a copy machine, they are forced to cut throughone

article and lose its use. Maybe you can put articleson page
'ond, advertisements on page 2, etc. you are the expert; you
figure it out."

e I went through a whole file of aboUt 100 letters, and, they're all like
this. I,was struck at the end that, while the letters are funny and we
can laugh at them- -and they didn't get published for that reaspn--they
do reflect'a recurrent theme: that science and technology can solve our
problems but don't seem to'be doing it. A DC-:10 airplane falls out of

V
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the sky, New York City subway cars ar e,being recalled, new buses don't
work, and nuclear reactors are having'problems--the list goes on and on

People are concerned that things aren't working and want tc; know what ,'

can be done about it. That's why they wane to know about science. 'fey
want to know about things that touch their livese that mean the most to
them.

I had lunch one day with a person from The New.York Times research depart-
ment. We have a very large department'that studied what readers want.
The staff doesn;.t do it because we editors-Want to 4cnow that; it'does it
because it wants to sell advertiging. And there's a divided school of
t!,ought about this research among the editors. Some people feel we
should shun the researchers'because to find out what thd public prefers
to read and what its opinions are about things is to dully the editorial .

process, which should be pure and pristine. And there are people who are
: very serious about that.

There are others, and.I think I'm in this camp, who think it would be
interesting to knOW this.. But at the same time we recognize it's a
danger6us piece of information to have because it be7ins coloring what
we give people. To what extent should we give people what they want? .

What is our responsibility in the media:

a

Any%fay, this person from the research department told me what people like.
to,read' in ."Science Times." They always remember any kind of medical
story, without fail. And if surveyed on a particular issue, they will
always name thesmedical story first. They love stories about animals
almost as much as stories about medicine, which astounded me. I like.
stories about animals, and I'm always arguing with editors above me ,

about the need to run more of these stories. Pkople also like anything
that has to do with plants," with the beauty of naeare and of life.

If weimeasure what'people like in terms of mail, reader comments by
telephbne, and comments by ah_r people at The New Yokk.Times (which,
,unfortunately, I think reinforce' us too often, and we project what our
colt agues say onto the whole public at large), then they also like
medical Stories.'

x,'

We did a story recently about Type A behavior, and we had a checklist of
characteristics considered Type A that endanger people because of heart

Illaeasel I was, astonished to see how many people'on the subway were not.,
only reading that story, but readinit taa neighbor. I had dinner with
a friend, and the people at, the next table werereading it to one another.
That's the type of article peOple want.

What's"not popular? We did a big story about the latest on'ozone and
spray can propellents and whether the stratospheric ozone layer is being
depleted. I'm sure there was a big yawn, but it's an immensely impor-
%ant iSSue. We could be mortgaging the whole earth'.p future with this
very issue,"yet I'm quite'confident'to say rf f were to ask the Nimes
researchers, they would say that story was a failure.

-
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4e did a story about the technOlogy of the SALT treaty verification. .

What is the technology that alloys us to figure out what the Russians
are doing ? It was a very important story, in my opinion. But it drew
a big yawn around the building and with readers.

The final question is: Should we as journalists give the public what it
wants? The answer is, no. We can givethe people some of what they
want. Occasionally we dO pandet to the reader. But we also must give
then. what thpy need to be an informed electorate.

. ,

,

Another 'popular story was, about a survey on sex fob tne elderly. I

went fora war:. that Tuesday at noon, and I sat down on'the steps of
New York Public Library near two elderly gentlemen. And that story Va
'the topic orcohversationl, They were just fascinated::

We need that kind of 'story. But we need to tell people about the contro -' .

versy over a new president' for the National Academy of Science. We need--,
to tell pGop,le that the '.61,11e problem4i.'.dtillHwith us. We need to till
them about SALT.''So I think,that some of Rae Goodell's/criticisms of
the media'arre all too true:. We're much too concerned with controversy.

-I'me been concerned'that the new science magazines are going the "gee '
'whiz" route. fthought we had left that behind several years age, but
apparently not.

.

We also have'tdrecognize that people hear only What they want .to hear.
I'have a gad friend who's a brilliant journalist and a hisOy educated
man, but he has smoked more Vthari a pack of,cigareites a day all of his
life. There was a paper in a journal about research showkng that.
dmOkiiig tended to reduce, the incidence of a certain kind of cancer, My
fiiehdedragged this out and made a big deal out of this report. That's
going to serve as his justification to smoke fo some time to come. We
have to recognize that:people hear what they want tp hear.

I was happy to hear George Tressel say that we m
understanding of science from public *appieciation
'of public understanding of science and NSF support
for close to a decade. I used to be Very irritated by

st distinguish publit
orecience. The. ide

't has been around
that concept and

also quite irritated by the whiny tone some of its proponents took. It
was a tone that'said, "If we could only get the public to appreciate how
wonderful we scientists are and'what we're doing, then there'll be no
pro11ems with research money. Congress won't be cutting budgets; OMB
won't be cutting budgets; Proxmire won't be giving hid Golden Fleece
award

. -

I think that's very narrowsighted. We've had_in this country in the last
25 or 30 years a revolution in the way we finance science. A large pro-
portion of all the research money in this country comes from the federal
'government. That's my money and your money. 'And it's high time that

/A/

scientists and the public information people tied to the scientists
recognize that science must be accountable to the public and that scien-

_ tists must be available. Then it's the-journalists' *job to try to
present science in a credible way. I'll be the first to admit that we
have a long waY,to go. But the fact that we at least.have editors and
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publishers now willing-to-pa their behind big science magazines
bodes. well. I would Also warn that we Ahoul n't become complacent.

s

. <

THOMAS MOSS"

It's hard to say, from the point of view of the Congress, how science and
university research isperceived. I think most of the people in the
political arena think of themselves as readers of public opinion as much
as formulatois of their own-perceptions. To a great extent we base our
actions-on our view of the public's perception of university research.

There are several kinds of issues coloring public .,perceptions of univer-

sity research, at least-as they filter into the political arena. I'll
'start with the rather trivial, and yet important, end of the spectrum

. that I. think is influencing political perceptions and then go to some
. mord-g/obal tfiemes.

,0

The first one-, which .has probably caused you much more concern than you
evhr .dreamed, is Circular A21, the OMB circular on reporting requirements
of time and effort, ± think there's enormous confusion 'as to whether

this should be considered a major attempt to undermine the independence
of the university system and the freedom of academic research,, or whether
it's.a minor annoyance: Both kings of Signals come from the university
community;, both get into the political community, and they generate battle
lines on one side or the other.. That situation is then conveyed to the
public in. various forms.

In retrospect, I don't know ha:, the surrounding confusion or controversy
. could have been avoided. The feelings about Al and what it means for
university research are coming in very unintegrated forms from individual
universities,'individual pipfessiOnal societies, and sometimes even
individual dePartments within a university. From our point of view in
the political'arena,, on the receiving end of these feelings, we're quite
mystified as to what it all adds up to. The .feelings range from fears
that the fabric of independent research in universities will be destroyed,
to annoyance over some minor Paper requirements that are probably no
.different-than'those the state legislatures have made.

Moving up to more substantive things, the general budget stress we've
faced in the.last'year or two is also coloring perceptions. Again, I
think the political community is receiving input from the university
community that is rather incoherent. I don't mean incoherent in the
sense of not being well-formulated, but in the sehse of not being well-
coordinated.

In 1980, we for the first time' really implemented the Congressional bud-
get process--that.is, we set a top level of funds for the entire budget
and then, in category 250, the science category, we had a sublevel ceiling
imposed. For the firsttime we were faced with some basic national '
choices.in terms of priorities between high energy physics and the
National Science'Foundation and NASA. And we couldn't wiggle_away from
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them as we had in the past, when we just let the sums add up and called
that a budget.

If this exercise continues in this fashion--if there really is a debate
as to trade-offs between-money going for space research as opposed to
fusion' within the Department of Energy,or in university-based labora-
tories--, we will have to refine our deqsion-making systemtso that the
various views of the partiep, are much clrer in advance of those dis-
cussions.

Going up another level of profundity in this kind of debate is the general
discussion we've been having on the relationship of applied and basic
research in the National Science Foundation and elsewhere. Right now
the NSF, as many pf you know, is reorganizing or planning to reorganize
its applied science division. That affects a lot of university. programs:
There has been a big information-gathering system. And, again, I don't
think the argument has really been conducted in-the most rational fashion.'
Instead, I see our own committee and people with whom we're in contact
jumping from rumor to rumor as to what's going to happen to a program in
info s iences, in earthquake prediction, and so on. Affected or
interested sc -ntific groups may never know exactly what the proposals
are bUt still' y generate letters, never knowing whether some other
advocacy letters are going to go but fgpm other groups at the same time.
All this narrowly based and self-protective activitS, cantake place with-
out ever framing the debate on thd basic-question: the relationship of
applied and basic research in the National Science Foundation or in the
university.

That comes-to another theme that is emerging with greater and greater

frequency: the question of industry-university relationships in resgprch

programs. More and more, Congress is looking for this kind of,relation-
ship, looking for ways to stimulate it. One reason is that Congress may ,

be unwilling or unable to appropriate the kind of funds the university
community feels'itneeds to have strong research programs. Second,

Congress feels that it wants to rejuvenate American industry by putting
it in contact with the best technical-minds. Third, it wants to
strengthen the relationship between basic and applied research. All

those things add up to ideas for re-establishing university-industry
relationships'.

I come from Cleveland, Ohio. As did many students of science, I assumed

-I Twould go to Case-Tech. As I learned about Case, I' erceived, in a
very favorable way, the relationship that a university ice that had with

the industrial system in a city like Cleveland in the '50s'and perhaps
early '60s.

Unfortunately, when science support moved to a more national basis, as
it did in the '60s, much of that traditional relationship was broken.
I don't think Cleveland.an4LCase University were isolated examples; I

think that occurred in many areas. Now we're trying to re-establish
some of those relationships'between universities and their local consti-

. tuencies, and it, obviously is going to affect the nature of university_

reseax_ch..2- -s'c3 In a iondtructive fashion.
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That- brings me to'another thought about what is going to influence the
political community's perception of university research, and that is the
-development of research in recombinant Illkand its applications. Here
is a model of the translation of fundamental basic research conducted in
the university system into something of enormous societal releviance and
interest. The technology transfer system is working very efficiently.
The strong researchers who started in universities when this was a rather
esoteric field of scientific endeavor are now the key people in the firms
beginning to commercialize these developments. There are hardly any
characteristics lacking to qualify this eicample as an ideal Model of
translating university research into something to meet a societal need.

The perception of this kid of development is going to influence the
politicakcommunlly's vied of what universitx,scientific research ought
to be and how it oughtto deJelop in the future in other fields. Unfor-
tunately, a$ we know, what happens in one field, for historic, accidental,
or personality reasons, often doesn't translate into another'field.. We
may.have the familiar phenomenon of trying to do things exactly the way 0
we did them in one field and finding out that it just doesn't work in
another field. That will be a disappointment. But rthink it will,color
what will happen.

From the political community's point of view, there's also going to be
enormous interest in the scientific literacy of the public--not literacy
for cultural reasons but literacy for two very profound 'political reasons.
One is, to enable the public to mdke the choices that the p 'tical
community _thinks will be necessary. How should.citizens ote o
moratoriugftn nuclear reactorsa How should they-view t e recommendations
of a citizen's committee on recombinant ONA research? Those kinds of
questions coming more often into the political arena really require a
scientifically literate public. I fthink'the-political community sees
its own interests in building thaiiteracy, so that it does not have to
become the translating medium between the scientific community and the
publiC.

S cond, with all the concern for the country's industrial position in
nnovation and-productivity, I think there's more'cif a perception that
the basic workfOrCe has to be eqpipped to move into a highly technological
world and that the university system is probably one of the key elements

krein building:this technically-professional workfbrce.

One last point to consider is the fundamental change in the demography
-.

of the university student body we're likely tobe seeing. That is, there
are notall that many l8-to-2l-year-olds,'and perhaps the university of

.c e,

the future shouldn't consider these'its main concern. Maybe some of the
main concerns will evplve out of these other themes--university-industrial
cooperation, public Literacy programs, and so on.

Whatever policies we have, they're not
demographic trends that are occurring.
great deal more on what those mean and
be changed to meet them. I read about

4

likely to change the tpdamental
So I think we have to reflect a

how the university will have to
these trends, I hear about them,
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and I don't know what we ought. to be doing about them, if anything, in.
the political system. ,I think whdtever the.politicalcommunity does
about these trends is likely to be less effective and less well-

, targeted than ideas that come out of the university system itself.

Question: 14r. Stockton, how does one actually get in communication with
The New York Times about work that seems important?

Stockton: I think the most usefUl thing is a letter. -My news assistant
probably answers the telephone 150 times a day, and everyone who calls
wants to speak to me. And at least one-third of them are more,off-the-
wall than the people who write the letters I read you. If a public infer--
maacn officer comes to New York and wants to see me, all you have to do
is -identify yourself, your university, ydUr affiliation. I do return
calls; we all.return calls. In fact, we had an interesting affair last
winter involving a Russian and his_mathematics. Some of you may have
read about it in the Columbia,Journalism Review. The Review, incidentally,
we thought was quite unfairTinits presentation of the issue, and, of
course, we've*itten a letter of ,rebuttal. This was a case in which
The New York Times made a mistake, which; in fact, it frequently does.
We're human, as everyone else is.. We Misinterpreted some work by this
Russian, certain members of the mathematics community were quite upset,
and they completely failed in their attempt to communicate to The New
York Times that it got the story wrong. And not losne of,the upset

ithematicians ever called the department and actually said, "I'm
sos- and -so at such-and-such university; there's afroblem with this
story, and we think ;it's very important that someone in authority be
notified." The two letters we received over A period of two months
failed to communicate that fact. This illustrated once again the
difficulty the scientific community has in dealing with the press.

If 'You write me a letter, you'll get a response, and I'll be happy to see

you. Wel-re,happy to listen to you because we're looking for ideas.

Tressel: Don Herbert, who produces a series for commercial television
news programs, has told me that he hasa difficult time Otting,source
material. He said one of his problems is-. -that there are only roughly
half.a dozen public information people in-universfEr6s-who Bally tinder -
stand what he wants, the kind of format he wants it in, and hew-to send
it'to him--partially digested with a Oiscussion of visual' materiali to
tupport it, and so on. His problem is that these half dozen people are
so successful and so skilled'at providin9 material it's getting embar-
rassing to have every other report from these same few universities.
One of the needs is for people at universities to understanewhat kind of
Material and14hat kihd of format areneaded. I wonder if you have the

same kind of problem at The New York Times.

Stockton: I certainly do. In fact, I could give a seminar on how to
write a news release that will get any editor's attention. I read

. dozens of news releases everyday, and my rule of thumb is that if a
_release can't sustain my interest through the first two paragraphs and

. at least tell me what's going on, I won't spend much more time with it.
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I find one osf the most helpful things--and Purdue is an example--is a
summary of things gc'ing oni- a list of story ideas. And if you write a
news release, tell us in the lead what it's about. We got a news releaSe

2:41

recently from a prestigious medical center that was gi ng a very large
award to scientists with money from:a patron of the versity. One of
my editors went through and lined cut all of the garbage, the extraneous
information. I redognize yob have politics you have todeal with. But
this was a six-page release, and the ladt four pages were. all about how
wonderful the woman was who gave this money. The first two pages conveyed
the news in less than 100 words. Therest was garbage. We wade through .-

that everydaY--news releases with leads that,don't tell the story: And
sometimes the lead is overstated. The same old rule applies: clarity
and brevity.

Question: Dr. Moss, the phenomena of university-industry relationships
in collaborative research is probably the wave of the futu e. I'm also
told that one of the Major stumbling blocks'to this kind o relationship
in this-country is the anti-trust law-that forbids local iin versities and
companies such'as GE, Westinghouse, and Texas Instruments from all
collaborating on a single research project. Do I understand that
correctly, and does Congress intend to do anything about, that problem?

.

.

'Moss: I think you understand the problem. I've heard that problem many
times and the,Congress hearts it many times. I think it reflects less
what is in the law than it does patterns of thought that have been insti-
tutionalized when we had different priorities. There was a period when
we thought we could maximize innovation and competitiveness by having
the maximum independence of domestic firms,piomoting the maximum compe-
.

tition, and making sure there was no collusion or conspiracy. So we
institutionalized those concepts. People in the Justice Department
organized 'their bureada that way, and they've always behaved accordingly.
Now I think it is a matter of polidy to be much more sympathetic to'

A
partnership arrangements, even within domestic industry, for the
priority of world competitiveness. Still, the institutional, mind set
exists- -and on both sides. That is, the general counsel of the corpora-
tior sayS, "If we sit down with these people, we're really going to be
in trouble; I remember in 1964 when we did this, we were in trouble."
Now, the people who were in the Justice Department in 1964 may be gone,
or they may have different instructions and' may act differently. But
the company's general counsel still thinks they'll act the same way.
Similarly, the person in the Justice Department may have the same,
reaction, keyed to past policies and priorities. So I think the insti-
tutions are changing, but there's a lag between the change in national
priorities and change in bureaucratic response. Congress and the execu-
tive branch already have taken some steps to enforce new priorities, but
it can't change institutions magically, either.

.
.

Question: , One thing disturbs mesabout the reporting of advances such as
DNA technology. There's not agood feeling in the popular press for the
enormous amount of basic research that goes into those advances. Those
particular piec#s of basic research seemed esoteric at the time, and all
of a sudden they've become applicable. Dr. Moss, do you believe legis-
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lators understand how much of that research was done with ho aim as'far
as practical application, and how difficult it is to decide, at the/time
the research is being fraed, what'the practical applications will be? .

Moss: I'think there is an understanding. Another example often cited
is'research in solid state physics On'the transistor. We have often.
said, "Look, We did all,this basic' research and made a, transistor, and
it's transformed the whole world:" That argument has been used in various
forms for 20 years to explain the significance of basic-research, and
think it has been effective and has made'its point. I assume that the
life sciences will exist happily on the example of genetic engineering'
for another couple of decades. .I,think there is also public-understanding
,of these events, and it will be very useful'for thesciences in the next

. tT0!odecades.

-----
Stockton: -I've had a strong feeling for a number of years that'We 'are .

not putting enough effort into baSisgesearch. I personally feel that
the war on cancer, which is,an unfortunate misnomqr, has placed too much
emphasis on4argeted research. We're seeing more of this because people
want result t4 We wantj'po4olVe-the problems at hand. You can look at
the DNA aftandes and c4PA7hy number of examples of'research in the last
'15 years that came strictly from pure, baSic research. It's interesting
that the British scientist, who has won two Nobel Prizes in chemistry
writes about,one paper every 10 years. He's not caught up in this,

Q50

"publish .or perish" syndrome. He's been at the same institution since
1951, ana'hehas not had to, worry about wgiting.proposals and g tting
the lead right. He has not had to worry about some young pers n taking.
_Away his endowed chair because he hasn't published enough piec s in the
jouriials, and so on. I.thiffl%that's a serious problem that research
'face's. But I also agree With Dr. Moss that we can glide along on.the
DNAeXample for many years.

. a

Question: Before that kind of philosophy is generally subscribed to, and
before the publicis waling to go along with such generalized supOprt,
it has to be able tounderstand the issues. You decried current magazine
attention to "gee whiz II stOries. It seems to me from the work that
Dr. Goodell was describing, one can imagine a hierarchy of interest, con-1
sist'ing of people who just don't care and won't pay any attention to you
at all- people who will pay attention if it's "gee whiz" reporting,
people who pay attention regardless Owhat it is, and people who are
seriously involved in issues. .It'seemeto me.that if we want people to
pay attention'to issues;, you have to work at that whole spectrum at the
same time. What one would like to do is move people from one of these
categories up a little bit higher so that they have more'insight and more
sophistication. Doegn't that'imply that we_have to have some "gee whiz"
.material mixed in with this?

-- Stockton: There's a magic word at The New York Times in the,science
department, and it's "mix." I hear' it several times a-week.' Every
Tuesday when we start talking about what's in next week's, section, "mix"
is tossed around quite a bit. I agree that toga certainlexten we have
to educate people, and that' a philosophy that I feel.:strongl about. '

Frequently we'll have a proposal for a story, that i'an ed ation
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approach, and the question will come from one ofmy colleagueS,°"Where's
the news in this?". We are a neWspaper. Sometimes if we look hard
enough we can find the,news in a piece that's still basically educational.
Sometimes, if we're adroit writers, we can do what in the trade wecall.
a "hip fake" and have an interesting piece that's not .too filled with
news, but nevertheless sustains the reader's attention and educates him
or her at the, same time. Then we also need some of the "gee- whiz" stuff,
although I don't think any science, even the most interesting, has to be
presented in'that way. I think it shout' be written'in a responsible
way that gives,perspective on its background and its future implications
without.having to say, "Wow, isn't this wonderful and marvelousM It's

. also necessary fo have stories that:address difficult, but.pbs.sibly boring,
issues. -Everyone in the media has to strive for this mix. When I look,
through Science Digest; Discovery,4and some of the other 'science maga-
zinei, I can see what they're trying to do. They're trying to be lively
and bright, and.ali of them are doing a good job. I hope that we'll see
more turning to major issues and perhaps sober examinations of serious
issues. I think Science 81 has certainly been doing that. I don't think
Discovery has been here long enough for us to tell. I don't think I see
that yet. in Science Digest,' and not a great deal of it in Otni. So,

overall, I'd say we need more of, that type of coverage.

Goodell: I agree tat, even if half of the U.S. population comes across
as totally turned off to-scierlye, the media,must address the needs of
that half, as.well as the het that is paying some attention to science,
with a mix, as .Bill Stockton says. I'm, therefore, concerned about what
I see as the trend toward 'specialization in science news, the trend toward

'putting it in special sections of newspapers and, special magazines. . It

seems to me that that practice is saying science "is special, science is
different. It's like sports; it's a special thing that you may or may.
not be tuned in to. It discourages the notion that science is just
another part of the flews, just another part of social life. I think it
may, if anything, aggravate the problem of people being either turned on
or turned off by science.

Another way of seeing, it is'not only in the advent of certain things like
special science magazine's and science s:.ows, but also in what may be a

decline, or at least a lack of growtD, in science coverage in the regular
course of news in newspapers.

One thing editors do that makes some sense is to ask-A science writex
corning qp with a story., "Is,this really going to appeal to abroad
spectium of readers?". I think the influence of editors responsible for
a broad spectrum of news, not just in science, is important7-they're at

least trying to reach people who.are turned off. If We get_ttio special-

ized with science shows, science magazines, and science sections, I'm
afraid we're going to make the problem of .the turn d-off reader even
worse.

Question: Mr. Stockton, how many writers do you have on your staff?
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Stockton; The New York "Times prides itself on haying covered science.
with a large team for many years. ,',So to start the science section, no
new reporters were added.

When
are, now 10 reporters--nine in New York

and one in Washington. When the section began, the Times added editors,
an art, director, and d graphics editor. go, counting myself, there are
four editors, plus a graphics editOr, an art director and his assistant,
and 10 ieporters.

Question: Mr. Stockton, I'd like to know how much you depend on - 'eople
like us to get ideas. If you have 10 reporters, do yoU generate most of
your own stories?

Stockton: I'm constantly looking for new, unique ideas. That's why I
try to read so many news releases. I'd say mystaff generates a third
to'a half of the things you see; my.reporters, my editors, and I generate
thL rest. I'm always looking fOr any story, that no one else has:had, ,

tAat's different, that'S catChli,,that's importarit. And I'm always
surprised.at how little I get from public information officers: An
exaMPie-is our coverage of research on stagefright. I ran across that
ideamhile.browsing in the medical,ribrary at the University of California
in San Franbisco.--The research wasc"reported in the Rocky Mountain -

MedicalJournal, a regional medical journal. That Was a wonderful story
. for New York* City. When we startedinvestigating this paper, we dis-

covered thep were a number of people working in the field,and there -

were some people in New York city dealing with stagefright in thisbway.
It waS an interesting story and got a lot of attention. I'm not sure to
what extent it was socially useful but, you know, not all of odr stories
are. It was_something that at least enhanced people's understapding of
science and what it can do.

22eEtion: Are you saying more or less tliat if you receive a' press release,
it's obviously going to people in addition to you, so a letter might be
the best way to approach you, with a statement that you are the only
person receiving the information? .0-

Stockton: Yes., I prefer what I call a one-page query 1ptter saying,
"We're offering this to you first, and if you're not interested, please
let us know." Then we'll tell you whether we're.nterested. That's the
easiest,way. And maybe, if it's available, you might include background
information of some kind to flesh out your letter.'

Question: Dr. Tressel, what is your reaction to the suggestion'maAe
earlier that we as public inforMation officers should have backgrounders
or briefings for news media people who are not science writers, for-
People on papers that have exhibited no interest in covering science?
What do you think about that idea, and have you supported programs like
that on a local level?

Tressel: We at NSF do.have considerable interest in that. Last.year we
funded a Lehigh _University project that held seminars for journalists in
the area. It would have been nice if we had done it a year earlier,.
before the Three Mile Island incident. But it's a noble effort on
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Lehights part. Unfortunately the amount of money that's available to"do
thatis limited, and if one extrapolates that to every community in
the country,'we wouldn't have enough money to even begin to touch the
problem. 0
It is a shame that people graduate from jouhalism school knowing prac-
tically no science,'when we know that most science will continue to be
'reported by people who dOn'ticarry etabel as a science writer. If some-
one came to us with a proposal to develop a curriculum,-not for science
writers per se, but for the nonscience journalist, there's,very little
question we'd be interested. And if it were a good proposal, I would be
surprised if it weren't funded.

-In the meantime we did support Lehigh, and we welcome more proposals like
that,though we're not sure that everybody knows how to do it. We've
had some disastrous experienbes.trying'to support such seminars by
people who were 'less than sophisticated. At one seminar, only two 0

reporters showed up, but the whole university communtiY attended. That
really isn't what we're.all about. So seminars for reporters are,easier
said than done.

Question: Mr. Stockton, what is the science educational background of
your'reporters? Do you require a science background?

.Stockton: No, we don't require it. We require an inquisitive mind and
an ability to write scintillating copy or to write clear copy. We have
a medical doctor on the staff. I'm d chemist. There's another chemist,
a biologist, someone with a master's degree in psychology, someone with
a'degree in agronomy, and the rest majored in other areas. I'm a great
believer that you don't have to be a scientist to be a science'reporter;
you don't,necessarily have to have a.degree in the sciences. I think you
do need an ability not to be awed by an arrogant scientist, or not to be
afraid of technical material. Most of all, you need an inquiring mind.

Question: Dr. Goodell( I think there may be a converse to the scien ist
at the tip of your pyramid, and that's the one who gets almost to uch
ublidity. Do you have any ideas on how much responsibility p is infor-
mation people have to direct reporters to other, people doing interesting,
work, and how much'responsibility rests with the journalist who tends to
go after people who already have established names?.

Goodell: I think it's everyone's responsibility to be aware of the
problem. in a way, I'm more concerned about the ones who welcome the

4

. attention and who are willirig to be regular sources and to comment
frequently, Their point of view is indi:.ctly included much more often
than it should be because it's not considered a point'of view, it's
viewed as "the truth." I'm particularly concerned, not jut about contro-
versial areas where scientist X says 'something and then scientist Y is
quoted as saying the opposite, but about the same people telling the
Times, the post, and otherYpapers over and over again what is and what is
not good astronomy. Then we're getting a very limited range of stories.

\
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ilEBEARQH.MAGAZINE-:-A NUTS AND BOLTS ACCOUNT

William R. Kell
Editor, Research .

-University of Minnesota

Right from the start, a small claque of magazines took their places to_
view the explosion of knowledge over the past century. Fairly technical..
publications such as The Scientific' American and general circulation
magazines such-as The New Yorker have long worked to explain science and.
-scholarship in lay language. .A iew university -rested journals--MIT's
TechnolOgy Review is the best known example-rentered the field as higher..
,education-began playing ,a bigger role in American life.

. . b..
lA A

In the past several years, as if guid4d,by common,purpose, both commercial
publishers4Ond research universities have sensed a greater public,appetite
for informationabout&the.state of the knowledge arts. Now the rush is
on. like latecomers; long after.the curtain has 'risen, new commercial

( scidnce magazines and university research pnblications'are sidling
to their seats.

On,the one side we have witnessed the arrival of Science 8L. -from the
American Association for.the Advandement of Science: Discover from .

Time, Inc.; Omni from the folks who brought you Penthouse; and a refur-
bished Science Diditst from the Hearst Corporation.

Similarly, universities have developed new eiagazines to report to the-
public on research:, '.i.lell-established journals such as The Research News
(University of Michian) and UIR /Research Reporter (University of
Wisconsin) have been joined by, over a dbzen new research periodicals in
the pest.decade, A survey, doubtless incomplete, includes American
Inquiry, The American University; Chronicle, University of Maryland;
'Research at the University of Arkansas; Discovery, University of Texas,

0 Austin; Enquiry, University of Delaware; Focus on Research, University q
Illinois, Chicago CircleroLehign University Research Review, Lehigh Univer-
sity; Matrix, Rutgers, The State Uniyersity; Perspectives, Southern
Illinois-University, Carbondaler Research, University of Minnesota;
Research & Creative Activity, Indiana University; Research Directions,
Drexel University; Research in Action, Virginia Commonwealth University;
Research News; University of Wisconsin,. State,,Milwaukee; Research/Penn State
Pennsylvania State University; awl! Research Reporter: University of Georgia.

WAhout some investigation, it is difficult to understand why these insti-
tutions--and those who have research' periodicals. on the thawing boan--
suddenly have committed scarce resources to this task. 'Perhaps our
experience at the University of Minnesota in the creation of Research
magazine can shed some light on the matter. What were our objectives, and
how would they be pursued? What audience did. we want to reach? And how,
both with regard to purpose and effect, could we compete for reader
attention with commerciablpublicationth having enormous resourcesfat their
disposal? '

4.
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Like other research universities, the University of Minnesota has become
strongly committed,in recent years to communicating with the public about
the scholarly aotivities and accomplishments of its faculty. In some
quarters, at least, we have cope to believe that the very heart of the
institution--its intellectual/life--has not been thoroughly represented
to our constituencies and supporters. That conclusion seems even more
compelling because we have become a society that depends bn knowledge
more thin on anything ease. As Business Week put it recently, "Informa-
tion handling is already America's biggest employer." Our way of-life
now demands that we understand what makes our world work; what fuels the .

economy,, or causes it to run out of gas,. how opportunity, is created out
of the raw materials Of possibility; hT4 ideas are born, how they grow,
change, 'iuld'fade.

Such appetites are natural in a democracy. Fearing a tyranny of experts,
le believe the electorate. must be well informed. Efficient governmenti,
we know, depends on public reckoning of expenditures -- including those for s
education.

,

Beyond changing tastes and established public values, there is also a
personal rationale for publications such as Research. In this era of .

strict specialization; many of us wonder about the logic and processes
of thought beyond our own vocationaltraining. We want to share, as we
can, in the continuingkkhdeavor of our finest minds to grasp reality, to
becOmea bit more at home in our universe. 9 ,

In this very broadseducationaPprocass, research/universities play a
central role. They initiate most of th& ideas from which products,
processes, and services eveneually develop. More than that, they train
in.their graduate programs the new professionals who help make these
things happen.

6

Public. and land7grant universities, especially, bear respOnsibilities to
convey the knowledge they °develop to those who want it and need it. In
additionto classroom teaching,_,t'Vese institutions have traditionally
met this obligation with speetifiC client groups in mind. The information
systems that have blossomed for agricultural extension activities are
always cited as one example of, the job well done. But in many other areas,
the principal intellectual output of universities has been professional
publications: The ,general public, especially certain seguznts who, want
to stay abreast of developments in a variety of fields, is only now coming
to be regarded as a normal constituency for i!nforMation.

In the United States of 1981, public interest in' research should come as
no surprise.. Obr social system relies foremost and forever on knowledge.
Even if we wanted to return to an industrial or agrarian economy, built
on.hard'physical. labor, Our bridges have been burned. Our social
organization is too complex, our labor too expensilie, our people too
educated. In the words of humanist Douglass Cater, "approximately half
of the American payroll .now goes for the manipulation of symbols rather
than thg.production of things.P In the international arena, our one
continuing calling card--which makes friends for us and keeps other

6
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countries respectful of our poweras what We know, not what we grow or
manufacture.

Research,magazine found its genesis, then, in thiS mix of'needs, issues,
and Attitudes. Research was born of the conviction...that we coLld locate--
withlen the covers of 'a quarterly periodical -- glimpses of some of the mos\
significant new'knowledge in process.

One of my colleagues calls our projea:poptrageously ambitious." After
all, up here onthe plains of the Great Ailyerican Basin, how :Fan we keep
in touch with the intellecetial nerve'centers of the nation? While our
home inStltutidn,is regarded with respect, it doesn't appear, on everyone's

. short7iiStpf premier universities. TheUniversity of.Minnesota is, , . '

nOnetheless, a Valuable natibnal resource, resting on the remarkable
popular commitment of a state iisted19th nationally in population and
level of income. 'Even compared to the smaller private universities with
Impressive'finapcial bases, the University of Minnesota- -with its
extensive resources and diversity - -is a gold mine.of oppoitunity for
the journalist.

I

Our new magazine capped of an extvi5:ledperiodrof planning and, experimen-
tation. Threeyears before publicatiOn.bf,the previeW issue, the academic.

. leadership ,at Minnesota had c"Oncluded that'the.problem of research
communication was serious enough to warrant a separate publications effort,
analogous to thespeciglized,shops for sports..and agriculture. On the
assumption` that the appropriate audience Would not be the general public--
the presumed target'of most informatio programs- -, the academic leaders
decided to locate the neW_effort in our offit.g, the,Graduate School
Research Development Center, whose charge it is te..encourage faculty
efforts-to.secure SpOnsoredxesdarch support.

. 4

over those three years of preparation, we produced several shorter pbb-
licatioas about research at the University of Minnesota. A few were
rglated,t8 specific requests for research funding before the state legis-
lItUre and were used in other settings as,well; some were specific reports.
The first one, unlike the, rest, -was a general argument about the impor-
tance of6uniVersity research.

As time went by, we learned that audienced are more sophisticated than
'journalists often think they are. Although what, we were saying in many
of those aarlier publications was true and useful,, it was alwaysp'resented
in the. context of the UniVersitlY of Minnesota:` which professors were

doing what, and how much better off everyone was, as a result. The empha-
sis was on the internal workings of the Institution, rather than on the
more important and appealing subject, research itself. People*are truly .

interested in the process, results, and applications of research. They
-91-r

are not so very interested in the University of Minnesota ab such.

We have come to believe, therefore, that the in
. University of Minnesota needs to be placed in

context. We must show how research innovation
ideas and contribute to new knowledge in a po
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whole. Research needs to be presented, in other words, as if the
university understands its place 1n-the scheme of things. This proves -

to be-the-fundamental difference between research communication and con-
ventiional univdrsity public relations.

/
University and college public relations has been modelled very closely
on corporate practice and has been most-often managed by public relation
generalists and newspaper-oriented jourWalists. Probably the main

IA exception has been client-group wokk in medicine, agriculture,, and
engineering. But the usual goal has been to achieve the broadest
possible expbsure to the audience of greatest possible size. If you aim
'at a mass audience, however, it is unmanageably difficult to present a
messhge based principally on ideas: many people, in fact, have pronounced
the attempt hopeless.

Yet, we are struck With till:observation that the essential feature of a
university is the one most fully concealed from the ()Aside world. Lots
of people have some notion of-how the football team is doing, whet4pr the
state government is supportingsbuilding and budget requests, whiCh
faculty and students dare making scandal news, which famous alumni are:
visiting the campus, and so on, The public is also aware of some applica-
tions of medical and agricultural research. But how much do xnst people
in a natural constituency know about scholarship and scientific investi-
gation on the campus? .

That' observation brought. us to Research magazine. We came to the con-
clusion that our occasional brochures and reports did not go far enough
in keeping the research message before our audienge. We needed some
thing more regular that would be recognized for 44 it wap. Fortunately
for us, other publications had broken some ground. The one which
intrigued us most came from the State University of New York. Search,
developed and edited by George Keller until he moved to the University
of Maryland, had achieved something special. It behaved more like a
general circulation magazine and never presumed that the reader cared
much about where it originated. That, we thought, gave it an edge of
credibility.

From alffiost the very beginning we assumed several-things. First, our

.
magazine would need credibility beyond the stamp of the institution.
A ticles would be developed and presented as if for general circulation:

41

p ofessional standards of selection and execution would apply, End
_

ademic politics would be avoided. Second, it would need a format tha --

could compete effectively in an age of heightened visual opportunity and
literacy; the look of the grey -z-'...-darly journal, however dignified and
tasteful, smply made no sense. Third, it would need the best kind of
writing, making it possible for.the educated person to read about
intellectually substantive matter without an encyclopedia or special
-training in the field under discussion. Fourth--and this was the most
-unusual assumption we made--, the audience would consist of people with
some college education, presuthably interested in new ideas, and with
responbibilities or activities that in some way connected them to
research at the University of Minnesota. .

.
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Our circulation list--and the ways that list shaped our notions of our
audience--had evolved through the production of those publications men-
tioned earlier. Because of their variety, and because we were always
thinking o' new potential audiences, we had a good start on at least an
initial circulation structure for Research magazine. I'll describe the
way our audience listing is broken down and try to make a case for each
category we finally included. In doing that, I hope I can show what we

Aexpect from Research over the next several years.

While our primary. audience is meant to be opinion leaders, we see
opportunity also in reaching those who themselves communicate with the
general public. We observed this opportunity when newspapers in
the state began writing editorials, about our work, including one of the

/most boring subjects for a newspaper, the importance of research in
modern society. We also discovered that newspapers in small towns would
reprint parts of our brochures, often without a bit of rewrite. Also,
by interviewing editors at newspapers and magazines elsewhere in the
United States, we learned that they are as 'open as anyone to suggestion
by something presented in an attractive format.

So, one category of our mailing list is called MEDIA. It includes
editors and publishers Of all newspapers in Minnesota and bordering
communities; they number over 500. In addition, we have selected wire
editors, staff editors, science and edudation writers, and columnists
at those same papers, particularly the larger dailies. We also have
selected several hundred science and education writers, and editorial
page editors, at daily newspapers with regional or nationwide circulation.

To improve our national exposure, we have selected writers and editors
of general circulation magazines in these categories: business, educa-
tion, general editorial, humanities, science and research, and youth.
We also have included,Minnesotdi magazines in other categories, serving,
our state primarily, and inflight magazines of airlines serving Minnesota.
For radio and television we have listings of program directors, station
managers,-news directors, and, again, selected staff--both for Minnesota
stations and national ne,,orks.

We have two other devices by which Research reaches out to the general
audience. The magazine is placed in over~ 1,000 libraries in the state- -
public, higher education, and secondary education. It is also available
in the libraries of ma;pr research universities in the United States and
in smaller institutions that are land-grant or sea-grant colleges.

Finally, we place Research in selected public locations in Minnesota,
including the waiting rooms of health maintenance organizations, group
medical clinics, senior citizen residences, nursing homes, hospitals,
and similar areas where a copy may be seen by a fair number of people over
the course of three months.

0

In these ways, we hope to meet our obligation, as a magazine in a public
land-grant university, to make information about the scope and valve of
research accessible to the broader public.
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MoSt of the remainder of our non-university mailing list, then, consists
of people we regard as opinion leaders. Our very first publications three
years ago were directed primarily to Minnesota political leaders and
people in public agencies.administering research grant&. At the federal
government level, we send Research to meibers'of the House of Representa-
tives whd serve on committees responsible for research appropriations and
to all Members of the Senate: very few Senators, it turns out, do not
serve on committee oftthis-sort% In the executive branch, we have
included offibers of'boards, agencies, cabinet departments, and quasi -

governmental organizations involved with sponsored research. We also
want to reach people in the federal government specifically charged with
policy and,plagning_matters related'to the nation's research capabilities;
these include the Offige of Technology Assessment and the Office of
the :resident's Abietfce Adviser. Shamelessly,, I should add, we have
included the Preiideet, Vice Pre,Jdent, and members of the Supreme Court.

In state government, ,our audience includes the legislature, constitutional
officers, selecitedi.adminiStrOivz, officers, and pulklic officials of cities
and counties where the,pnqe4ity of Minnesota has teaching or research
installations. Iewaddi'tio5-0 addreSSing public official,: whose
responsibilitielsInvolVe legihdatpin/and policy, we also want to reach
program'officers'at agencies where the research grants, are administered,
both atthe state and federaljevels. Similarly, we have included
officers of privaie'foundationS that have in the past several years
sponsored research at the university - -and even a few who haven't but-

.,

might be convinced to do so.

We also think it is important to reach those long-term contributors to
the university who have supported its programs in a variety of ways,
part to thank them with a pUblication which, we hope, reinforces their
interest and pride in the institution. These include several groups -
within our developments organization, th University of Minnesota Founda-
tion, our Minnesota Medical Foundation /our Alumni Association, and
several smaller organizations attached4to colleges or programs.

Because the University of Minnesota is a very large institution in a
relatively small state, it,touches the lives of people in a broad
spectrum of vocations and activities. And, although not all of these
people might have direct interest in particular research projects and
activities, their awareness of, general intPllc.ctual directions at the
university could be helpful indirectly. For convenience of classification
as much as anything else,..we have broken these into four general groups:
BUSINECS AND LABOR ORGANIZATIONS, PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, CULTURAL
ORGANIZATIONS, and CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS. Parenthetically, I Should say
that in each case we address the magazine to a particular person, not an
office or organization. This procedure was forced by the system our
data processing people use'to keep mailing lists, but we became convinced
that .our 9pinion- leader orientation might be better served if we knew who
in a givA group or organization might be reading Research. In most
instan0s, we use the names of the central governing board or the chief
office!:.
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Under BUSINESS AND LABOR ORGANIZATIONS, we begin with officers of labor
groups in Minnesota--over a thousand, as it turns out. While the number
Scents outrageous, and the connection with research seems relatively

'- remote, we pave felt reluctant to make finer judgments until we have
studied the impact of the magazine. If itc turns out that business (pr-

., labor people hate it and throw it away, we'll remove most of them from
the list. This is true other areas as well: even though two members
of the U. S. Supreme Court are Minnesotans interested in the work of the
university, other justices may find this publication peculiar in their
morning mail. Since Minnesota is an important farm state, our next
category is presidents of agricultural and producer organizations. As

, you know, they already are well served in their own disciplines by the
,work of agricultural journalists, but we think that some understanding
of the rest of the university would be appropriate as well. Then, we
have selected nearly a thousand companies in Minnesota whose work somehow
depends on research'and knowledge; the chief executive officer of each
receives the magazine. So do the heads of nearly 300 business-related
professional and promotiOnaarganizations; some of them have been very
interested in our smaller publications and have requested multiple copies..
Business advancement groups want to deliver, to firms thinking of locating
in our state, the message that they will have available to them an idea
and manpower resource that reaches out to the public. 4

Our next*category is PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. More than any other
group their working activity relies'on the developing knowledge base.
Most of theme as you know, hSve ongoing relationships with parts of
research universities, but very often the interdisciplinary or collabo-
rative potential of a university is not clear to them. Among the fields
included are the'arts, commerce, education, engineering, science, law,
medicine, and public affairs.

Partly because the University of Minnesota has helped develop and
encourage cultural organizations in the state--the Minnesota Orchestra
and Tyrone Guthrie Theatre are two with which you may be familiar,
and because their boards of directors often include some of our most
influential citizens, we have included the heads of Minnesota arts
organizations generally and the boards of the more prominent ones in the
Minneapolis -St. Paul metropolitan area. They comprise our CULTURAL
ORGANIZATIONS category.

Like the three previous groups, the CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS category pin-
points those people who are most active in the community, not just through
politics. Included here are church and church-related groups"; conser-
vation and environmental organizations, fraternal associations, health-
related groups, nationality or ethnic groups, and veterans and patriotic
organizations.

Finally, we wanted to address the education community- -both local and
national. The fortunes of a research gniersity ip some ways depend on
the opinions of other higher education professionals._ We want to reach
the governing boards of the Minnesota state universities and community
colleges, as well as the advisory group that makes recommendations about
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the future of higher education to the state,tlegislature. We have included
the leadership of other colleges in the state and of the Committee on
Institutional Cooperation, a regional organization. We also are iinterested

in the presiderits of other research universities and the leadership of
national education and research organizations--many of them based in

-Washington, DC.- '

We wish every'One of our students could have a copy, but production costs
make that impossible. Research will, however,,be available in all
University 2f Minnesota libraries, in lounges of dormitories, and the
like. We also haveselected a few groups of students to be on the mailing
list. They include-'graduate students who nave received fellowships from
the university or elsewhere, undergraduates designated as Presidential
Scholars because of their academic achievements in high school, and
student government-officers on.all campuses. .

We also provide the magazineto merbers of the faculty and selected
administrative staff. Beyond the aim of keeping them informed of what
Research is up to, we have'another less obvious but more important pur-.
nose,in mind. The University of Minnesota is so large that some scholars
working on very similar problems of in identical subject areas are not
even casually acquainted with one another. We are continually struck by
the paucity of collaborative and interdisciplinary scholarship and by the
lack of appropriate communities of interest. Not only might.. improved

internal communication affect the research enterprise, but.it could have
an even more profound effect on the quality of new eoi.iYaes developed at

all levels. Moreover, there is a trend in sponsored research toward
interdisciplinary and problem-solving projects. Although there are
reasons for resisting some forms this interdisciplinary research takes,
the fact remains -that part of the research enterprise will continue to be
devoted to work that brings together scholars from a number of fields to
address a problem of public importance.

.An attractive research publication can also help boost faculty morale,
especially when budget battles tend to depress spirits. Inthe, magazine's
pages scholars can find evidence that progress continues, perhaps one
small way of offering encouragement to everyone's work. Finally, at
large multi-campus universities, publishing a single magazine with
articles on research carried out in different locations gives reassurance
that the farflung professoriate is indeed working towa_d common goals.

There are plenty of data available to show that the marketplace situation
for academics has reduced the frequency of movement from one university
to another and created a somewhat more inward-looking perspectivecom-,com-

pared with, say,10 years ago. More faculty are interested,in the needs,
of the communities they Serve and oriented a bit less strictly toward the
demands of their disciplines and professional associations nationally.
Regional consortia, defended mainly on grounds of efficiency, continue
to develop, and programs for sharing resources locally are becoming more
prevalent. In this climate, we think, it is doubly important that
faculty understand the interests and activities of, their colleagues on
the same campus or in the same unj.versity 'system.

0
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Recalling Harold .Ross's dne-page birth certificate for The New Yorker,

and the absence of any statement of purpose whatever for most periodicals,
our planning for Research seems excessive to the point of embarrassment.

One might make the same observation about our editorial process, especially
with respect to selection. Our position is that to be credible, for the
purposes of the magazine to be served, we need to avoid acting likean
institutional publication. Not only must our standards of editing and
presentation be high, but wr criteria for selectioleof materials must be
sound. Although we are still working to refine thobe criteria and the
process that flows from them, a description of what we have done thus'
far may be useful.

To select carefully, we try to keep abreast 4 what's going on amiss the
range of departments at the University of Minnesota. To help us, we have
requested the assistance of a large editorial"board of roughly 50 faculty
members whom we periodically tap for suggestions in their areas of
familiarity. We also consult the regular documentation of the university's
research enterprise, for example the di)ckets.of the Regents of the
university, which include the titles of all research proposals seeking
financial support; the computerized listings of all grants and contracts
received; and, in the minutes of the Regents' meetings, the posting of
sabbaticals that schedule research work.

Sometimes, ptompted by the magazine itself, faculty members volunteer
information about their own research-or the workof their colleagues.
But we strive to, complement that random news with a systematic solicitation
of all units of the university for subscriptions to all their regular
newsletters and other publications. We share a subscription.to"a com-
puter service, offered by the Institute for Scientific Information in
Philadelphia, which periodically provides lists of all journal articles
whose authors are identified with the University, of Minnesota. The ser-
vice is called the Automatic Subject Citation Alert. To help us
establish the context within which Minnesota research takes place, we
also read general journals such as Science, Nature, and The American
Scholar. These make us aware of broad trends in current thinking and
place Minnesota's contributions in perspective.

When one of these devices yields an idea for a feature article or depart-
ment item,, we initiate a review. It begins with collection of materials
from the scholar and some preliminary library checks to determine both
where the work stands in its field and what the peer reputation of the
scholar might be. If we are satisfied on these accounts, we check with
several colleagues in the same field - -two at the University of Minnesota
and two nationally recognized authorities from other universities. We
are interested in both their judgment about the work itself and the
possibility of our doing justice to the topic as we have defined it.
Finally, we attempt to determine whether we can come to the subject from
an applbpriate public angle.

Much research and science writing limits itself to translation from the
language of the discipline to general terminology. It frequently does
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not place the work in iptellectual or cultural context end thereby fails,
from the perspective of the general reader. Beyond an interest in ideas,
why should the reader know or care about this,area of research? What does
the work. have to do with anything else -- including what has gone before
it and what most, of us learned as some form of gospel in spool? In the
process of asking such questions, we seillk to discover an avenue of

approach that links the unschooled reader with the scholar/specialist.

Our next step--surprisingly late, soar nave observed - -is to haVe an

extensive conversation with the scholar. We discuss the kind of piece
we have in mind, including that crucial avenue of approach. If the scholar
is indifferent or unwilling.to give us some time in the editorialprocess,
we will not pursue the matter further. If the discussion goes well, we
conclude with an appraisal of who should write the article. Our choicds
include the scholar, a free-lance writer, or one of the three staff editors.
(Thus far, a majority of our articles are written.by free-lancers.)

We ask our writers to spend a good deal of time developing background,
largely from readings recommended by us (out of that preliMinary review
process) and by the scholar. The-writer conducts several interviews with
the scholar at this point, and in some instances has brief conversations
with the editors, if the project is causing problems or taking a new turn.
First-draft manuscripts, seldom. ready, under such circumstances in less
than two months, are then reviewed' by an editor who has been in charge
of the particular piece from the very beginning. The manuscripts are also
checked by an editor who knows little of the project - -in this instance
more to represent the general reader than to polish the manuscript.

The second draft is checked and edited as, quickly as possible. If every-
thing has worked perfectly, the writer's task is complete; if not, there
may be need for consultation at later stages. In any event; copies of
the manuscript are now sent to the scholar and to an independent reader
in the same field at another university; the latter is often someone with
whom we have spOken in the preliminary review process and whose comments
will be kept in confidence. Their reactionswhich we ask to be addressed
primarily to substance and accuracy--are then incorporated into the text
by the editor: A copy of the final manuscript is sent to the scholar on
the outside chance that we have made an unwitting error. Our final copy-
reading and subsequent proofreading are all textbook procedure.

Finally, we should Lay a word about pacing, We have attempted to'introl

duce some devices, common in commercial publications, to enhance the focus
of the magazine and to give the reader some relief,. Our practice of

- using single-panel cartoons and poetry related to,the overall thrust of
the publication has been criticized in some quarters--most often because
theseinnovations diverge from what institutional publications are
expected to include. We continue to believe that these materials are
worthwhile, however, precisely because they are all original and approach
readers from a somewhat different stance.

Whether the cartoons and poetry have helped save us from generic anonymity
is debatable. Perhaps the most pressing problem of university research
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magazines right now is-that the genre has not yet taken, shape. Among the
magazines established thus far, ihdte are wide variations in general
purpose, audience letiel, frequnOy of publication, length of treatment,.
feliaficeon illustrations, ielebtion of material, and authorship. What
they have ih_compon,however, seems a. sufficient condition for that genre

.

hey 'are all intended to let the public i

1

to emergeoolle of these days. -T

Cone closer to the intellectual excitement Characteristic of the best
days.on our campuses. .

$

.. .

Actually, they have One more thing in common: they cost money. In a
Period when higher education is straining to maintain itself, they are
yet another financial burden. How can universities afford one* more publiO
relitions program whenfactilty salaries lag behind not just inflation,
but the average salary increments of the rest of the work force? How can
money needed for classroom teaching, service programs plant maintenance,
and a thousand other worthwhile claims be diverted to'a publication that,
.viewed from the stance of the most cynical citizen or media analyst, is
-a waste because nobody reads these days anyway?

While the answer to those questiong depends largely on tacircumitances
of the individual institutidn, there, is a universal if not novel response
that administrators and editors dedicated to research, communication know

heart.: if it is true that we Cannot afford this magakine it is
doubly true:that we cannot fail to produce it.
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REACHING CLIENT PUBLICS

Delbert P. Dahl
Head, Office of Agricultural Communications
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champgign

t

A handsome farm boy was walking home one day. He had a live rabbit in

a basket in one hand and a pitch fork in the other and he was leading his
horse as'he walked down the road. A very attractive young farm girl

joined: him on his journey'doWn the road and they came tif place where

the trees were overgrown and it was quite4dark.' She said, "I'm a little
concerned about being here with you because I'm afraid you might try to

steal a kiss." The boy looked at one arm wits the rabbit in the basket 6r'

and the arm with the pitch fork and the rope leading his horse and said,
'How could I ? "- She said, "I think it would be fairly easy if ydu put
the rabbit down on the ground, turned the basket upside down stuck the..
pitch fork in the ground, and tied the horse to it.",

That farm girl had her act together. She saw a way to work it o t. As

I see it, that's part of the challenge Of almost any communication task.
I see working things out as the challenge'of communicating university

research. That.otvas the challenge a group of usat the University of

Illinokhad as we worked on two efforts fo s ng on cAmunicating
research from our university.

J.

it's by far hot the purest kind of research repOrting that we do at the C.

University of Illinois or that I think other universities do, but it's
something were increasingly involved in--communicating research to the
real clientele audiencej but not forgetting that funding is part of the

picture today. I think most of us in land-grant colleges. are aware-of
that.need fora variety of reasons. One of them is inflation,:and so

dollars don't go as far. Another is what's happening to the old three-
legged milk stool that was for many years used to describe that partner-
ship of local, state, and federal funding. Our federal partner is sawing

off its leg of the stool, and.4 think that's leading many institutions
into looking at the relevance Of their programs and repoiting that ,

relevance to their audiences. That was defihitely what we did in what

I call. two campaigns. I'll describe these.two efforts and then discuss

some related points.

One of the two efforts became known as the'"Food for Century Three" pro-
'gram; its forerunner was a campaign we called the "First Hundred Years
of Forever." I see "Food for Century Three" as a project that had

absolutely no'beginning. Nearly a hundred years ago our College qf
.Agriculture on a fairly informal and limited basis began research and
demonstration programs'in agricultural and home economics. I'm certain

the benefits of those early programs and others throughout the hundred-
year period.have been important to the` uccess Of our "Food for Century
Three" campaign.. Artificial breeding, the designationeof the essential
amino acids, the development of the corn combine--these are only a few of
the innovations that we can trace without question'ta7the University of
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Illinois Campus. We claim aslot of others, but so do'other:peoplet, and
we can't claim them without question. Each innovation and many others
have been appreciated by Illinois people whose lives consequently have
been made easier, or whose work load has been' lightened. So in isense.
the beginning was nearly a'century ago.

.

0
However, for.practical purposes, the beginning may have been the'centennial
celebration of the first agricultural experiment Atation. On that
occasion, the College of Agriculture launched an extensive mass media
campaign' beginning in July of 1975, Onewe called that campaign, the
"First Hundred Years oi'Forever." Its purpose, pure and simple, was to
get recognition for the agricultural eXperiment station, which is.the
unit within the College of Agriculture that carries out the research
function, by telling out many clientele audiences and to some extent the
general public about the,benefits of agricultural research. We didn't
knoWsit at thetime, but in retrospect, we can see that that campaign
laid t.le groundwork foi the "Food for Century Three" campaign. It lAas
a beginning; but we didn't know it at the time.

.
, ..

.
,

,

.

The plan for the "First Hundred Years of Forever" campaign called for an
approach that would reach consumers as' the number one audience. And that,
of course, led to a mass media approach that relied heavily and with
moasurable success on radio and-television spot announcements. 'But the
plan designated other specific'audiences, too--agricultural industry

'groups, real users of our research programs, the legislature, the alumni.
and .university community, farmers and agri-business'people. These groups
were'to some extent reachable thrdugh the mass media because they were
exposed to the spot packages. But they also had the advantage of a
campaign conducted in Prairie Farmer, our state farm magazine. We're
fortunate to have that outlet for agricult ral research i1formation

f
because in fllinoii it reaches 94 percent of the-farm families and 94
percent of the agri-business people. If ou want to report agricultural
.research, that's the place to do,it. Prairie Farmer carried 12research
features in two conSecutive.issues, each of them designated with the
"First Hundred Years.of Forever" logo, so they were identified as a
campaign effort. That logo was carried aver into our video tape spot.
announcements, was used in &slide' presentation, and was the, copy line that
was a part of the television spot announcements. '

t 0

. Fifteen television stations aired one or more of our four research news
features during prime time newscasts. It might be usefurto you tc see,
our message strategy. The beginning segment sets the stage and presents
the view of the past as the old timer remembers it.

"In 100 yea'rs, ag'researchers have changed the face of
Illinois agriCulture. From wooden plows to steel plows.
From manpower to electric power. From open pollinated corn
to hybrid corn. From picking coz.. by handsto pelf-propelled
eight-tow combines. All of this 'to make ours the best fed

'nation in the world. But these are"only the first hundred'
irears--the first hundred years,offorever. As times change,
problems wil.Pchange. And so will the challenges. confronting
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ag researchers. And the business of ag research itself will
go on forever. A

"And it makes sense. * hundred years ago,;,.research (:It under-
way to help a young, growing nation develop a science, the
science of agriculture to feed the people. But then it was
people, not scientists, who decided they wanted a university
for the common man, and they wanted that university to do
research and forge Otit that science. And t6day.that same
,purpose exists because in the-broadest sense, agricultural
research is really the science of providing for man--food pro-
duction, processing, estribution,..marketing.

"That's why this station's programs and the people who iMple-
-:ment them seem filled to 'the brim with an enthusiasm, a spirit,
a, conviction. This spirit helped early static& workers fashion
a research and education center out of. Champaign's flat windy
prairie. What was it that they used to say? 'One for the cut -
worm, one for the crow, one for the gopher, and two to-go.'

"That was way back, but they're still plantjhg corn by'hand
' here, and today the Morrow:Plots, the fist experimental

plot established on the Champaign County prairie, is the
,oldest experimental field in the nation. It has since been
made a' National Historic Landmark. The new information
learned fromAhe Morrow Plots and the experiment station ,had.
to be spread'to'farmers throughout the state. And extension
agents worked hand in glove with researchers to spread the
ward. Bgt despite the enthusiasm of agricultural researchers,
change did not come easy.

"In the old days, they did not respedt the university; they
'ridiculed it. They said limestone would make the land turn td
cement. You wouldn't believe that. And then a farmer= -one
of the farmers who told me that--inside of four years cemented
six farms, just quicker than lightening.

"The farms prospered. The farmers ltla,red a lot, and they

gained confidence in their new university.' e-

In that first section, we were defining the scope of agricultural research
and 'looking at slignificant projects at that time. I didn't include a lot
of them, but probably one of the most dramatic stories to be told was
research, largely done at Illinois, on whether farmers wouldflise
electricity on the farm. We had a mile line of electrical wires out in
the country when nobody_else had it. We had everything from dishwashers

to automatic washing machines, ice cream freezers, and so on, which we
gave to the farmers in exchange for keeping data on their actual use. It
was terribly instrumental in convincing the electric companies in the
state that farmers would use electricity. It's heen documented that if
that piece of research hadn't been done, we might not have gotten electri-
city on the farm as soon as we did.
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We also wanted to enthasiie the continuing nature of our research pro-
grams--how one development follows another. This is what I love about'
federal funding and what scares me about grant money--you can do research.
on something as long as you get money, and when thg money's gone, you go
somewhere else. I think one' of the significant contributions of agricul-
tural research is its stickto-it-ness. The next part of the presentation
deals only with our progiam in swine research.

"As late as the early 1900s, alarge part of the American
public earned its living throughhard physical labor.
Consequent] , they were happy that the pigs of the day, fat
little "cob -oilers" they were called,rsupplied a fatty
carcass. The pork fat supplies high amounts of energy to do
hard physical labor.

0

"But as people's lives changed, so did their diets, and at the
same time farming changed. Instead of everyone raising a few
pigs for their own use and'a few to sell, hbg production
became a specialized activity on some farms. And the first
real hog producer's had an eye for efficiency in their
business, juit as producers do today.

q'

"The Illinois experiment station played ,a vital role in moving
swine feeding from the primad,ve corn - pasture ration§ that
produced those slow- gzowinq "Cob rollers" to the efficient
'formulations fed to today's meat-type hog.

a

. "Illinois researchers were among the first to introduce
vitamins and antibiotics into swine rations, which made for
healthier, faster- growing pigs. At 7N-1 same time, research
advances in geneticsand breeding produced a leaner, meatier -
type hog, the kind consumers began asking for after World
War II.

"The type of hog has changed tremendously and the amount of lean
tissue in the hog marketed today is remarkably improved over
what it was 25 years ago. And again, we feel this is a direct-
contribution to the consumer, because it costs less to pro-
duce this hog than it might otherwise -:if we didn't have this
information.

"Another milestone development in the swine industry was the
move to raising pigs in confinement housing.

"It so happens that here at the experiment station at the
UniNfersity-of Illinois, some of 4-he 'First work in this
country on slotted floor§ fox-swine housing, was accuzplished.
And some of the early research work we did has dc'.1.13.1y been
the basis for guidelines of builders and swine producers in
designing and building their own buildings throughout the
country.
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"And so, research continpes to satisfy consumer demands and to
increase efficiencies of proiluction."

The final segment talks about the research that we most often talk about
today--exploring the unknown. And that final paragraph stresses the need .
for continuing agricultural research in the future.

"But there's another.ind of research, thekind that explores
the unknown and pushes hack the frontiers of science. And that's
exactly what,a research team in the Departnient of Horticulture,
is doing. Their work focuses On 'a new concept:of, food produc-
tion and they call it ce1]-free agriculture.

"The driving idea for out, group is to complement conventional
agribulture with a new brand of agriculture, with a new.type
of agriculture' that wouldn't use space, that wouldn't use
soil, that wouldn't use Vrge 'areas of water.

"'In fact, the challenge.isto grow food without plants, with-
out whole cells: The ikei to the concept is the chlo'roplast,
only'a tiny part,of a plant cell. Dr. Rebeiz and his team
have taken the chloroplasts out pf the pint and put them into
a machine they call a photosynthetic reactor. This machine can.
be connected to a computer that-monitors the condition of the
loroplasts.

"So we thought that if we can substitute ourselves for the
rest of th plant, then we..can get the chlorOplasts to do
just one thing: make food. They wouldn'thave'-tto worry aboUt
making wood, about making roots, about making leaves, Then'
.all the energywould go 'into makinp-Jood: So that was the
basic idea. That's what we call ce2.1-free agriculture.

. "Accomplishments.have been. made. Already the research team
has synthesized a.chlorophyll 'molecule. And they've fabricated
the photbsynthetic membrane where the molecule lives. Rebeiz
says that, ultimately the sugars the chloroplasts produce can
be used as raw materials to develop a wide range or,consumera\
products, clothing, food, plastic products, and petroleum,
for e4mple. And Rebeiz sees hOpe for this research to con-
tiibute to the solution of the world food problem.

"It's just the beginning. And, anyhow, a 10,000-mile journey ,

has to start with the first mile. And we are at the first
mile. And before the process becomes industrial and we
start producing food, it's going to be some time, a long tine.

"Time. It's amessential and unavoidable element in each of
our lives. And that's why we say ag research, the 'first
hundred years of forever.', Because ag research is research
for. people. People pioneered the'land-grant.college concept

ithA started it all, that made facilities and funds for research
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available, that provided opportunities for scientists to
document, to studYls to explbre.. Aficl we have to believe to

need for ag research will continue. That there will be `.

people.here on earth for a long time, a long time to come."

We.had history working for us. We had diversity of the research program:
We were'Working hare-to keep our message at the lowest technical level
possible, to make it as popular in its appeal as possible, to show its
relevance, to make"the research as, human as possible, to show how it
touched on people's lives. That's what we-were really working at in this
campaign. The spot packages also'were well received throughout the
state. Si):30-second4elevision public service spots were°used by 23
televisionStatiOns in Illinois; and that's practically all of them.

Based on'information .from the TV stations, we estimate the equivaleni..

, of $50fa00 worth of television time was devoted/tothe campaign. In
content, the TV spots paralleled the message'strattgy in the presentation
above. At least 50 radio stations used public service spot announcements,
and from their reports, we estimate the equivalent of $100,000'worth of
radio time was devoted to the campaign. We have very little feedback in
Illinois' on what we get places in daily newspapers. We heard a lot
from our county agents throughout the state, so we're fairly confident
that the material got used, although we don't hieve measurements.

4
The campaign was set toy cover a four-month period from July 15 through
November 15. And as is often the case, especially when things are-out
of control, the campaign lasted far beyond our cutoff date. The slide
setwas used throughout the winter months at meetings throughout the .

state; radio and television stations continued to air our spot announce-
.

ments. But as far as those.of us in the'Office of Agricultural Communica-
tions were concerned (and we were really the implementers of the campaign),

°.we were done with it. However, we goeback in the business when the
university's bbard of trustees requesteda showing of the slide presenta-
tion at its April 3:976 meeting. That was about six months after we

. thought we had laid it to rest. From the colle9eCs viewpoint, that was
a real coup because we don't very often.get our programs in front of the
bbard of trustees with all attAntion'focused on them for 22 minutes,
which was the'length' of the slide presentation. (We always make pre-
sentations 22 minutes because they fit into the Lion's and Rotary Club .

noon programs. If they're any longer than that, they make everybody mad.)
So we were going to therboard of trustees meeting. Three of is checked
out a truck, packed our gear, and joined caliipus administrators in-far-
southern'Illinois, where the hoard was to meet. And remember, 'the last -

few words of the slide set script is that the need for agricultural
research will continue, that there will be people on earth for a long
time to come.

Six weeks after that meeting campus administrators who had attended the
board of trustees presentation asked our dean, "What if we put together
a package on the total building and facility needs of the .College of
Agriculture? One package." Obviously campus administrators and, to some
extent, the board of trustees were really looking for another way to skin
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a cat. The College of Agriculture and the University of Illinois, in
general, Ilve had a tough time getting capital develoPtent projects funded
by the state legislature. They looked at this presentation; looked
at the relevaAce of the research; and. they said, "Let's not
traditional means. Let's put together a separate agriculture ing
program and see if we can give it the palatability that would be
necessary and see if we can communicate the relevance of the programs
doing on in that college to make this .package appeal do the legislature."

Now for you skeptics of long-range fanning- -and I've often been one- -
I'll say that this was one t' ong-range planning really,paid off.
Panic'and hysteria did- rein. The college simply began to examine i
-own-plans and proposals afi'd in a' very logical and orderly way in _a fa y
short time assembled a package of our building needs. We knew the
elements of that package were important to the college's future, and we
were confident about our requests because we had plenty df time to
consider them as we put the package together. It Was good that we
weren't rushed in putting the package together because we certainly were
rushed in developing our communication strategy. The first session with
campus' administrators included the president and the chancellor. We had
more vice chancellors attend than the chancellor knew he had because they
all wanted to do, everything as quickly as possible.. Their more spcific
directions to us included: a snappy brochure, aibig show, and a publica-
tion that sayi everything, but is also short. We were assured that the
hard facts would sell our pro4rala and that we had to start by telling
people what they were getting. The administrators assured us that dux-
prayers would be answered if we simply told interested audiences that the
remodeling of buildings 925, 925W,.926, and 920 would result in new space
of 24,500 square feet. The administrators said that we would,get our
money if we explained that this project was essential to achievn
effikient dairy research facility that would also provide proper venti-
lation and insulation, functional floors, stalls, watering devices, and
cleaning equipment.

Having been given. those specific directions, most of us in ag communica-
tions and the others who worked on this tended to flap around a bit for
th first few days. We wondered what kind of an impression that approach
and' that strategy would 'make on labor.leaders in Chicago, the dear little
ladies in the Kankakee flower club, the `shopper in the Peoria IGA, and
our astute legislators. Most importantly,, we wondered about the reaction
of our client audiences - -those who knew us well. We wouldn't have made
any sense to them. The flapping soon subsided as webegan to realize
that we were face-to-face with the classic communication dilemma: Will
we tell, the audience4.0hy the project is important to us and what we're
worried-about? Or will we tell them why it's important to them and what
they should worry about?_ A bit of horn locking went on for a few weeks.
Time was wasted because we couldri't agree. A look at our slide presenta-
tion will show you which approach. we cl-ose and how we handled our message
strategy. The following segments will also to a certain degree define
the scope of the "Food for Century Three" proposal.

"Your grocery boy. He's the last person, except :,ourself, in
the chain of people responsible for putting nutritious and
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appealing meal on your table..- He represents the point where
production ends and consumption begins. But food production
is a complex process. It may end with your grccety boy,-birt.

it certainly doesn't begin there.; Before him, there were.other
store personnel,-the people who deliver to the store, the pro-
cessors, and the producers who supplied the raw materials--the
meat and poultry that became pork chops, chuck roasts, and drum-
sticks; the vegetables, both fresh and frozen; the grain that
became bread, rolls, and cereals; the milk, for everything from
cottage cheese to ice cream.

"But even the proddcers aren't the beginning-of this great food
production process, The scriptures remind us, 'All flesh -is
grais.' Each of us dependsop the earth for our most basic need:
food. And unlocking thj'bounty of nature defends on knowledge,
scientific agriculture based on research end technology.

f -

"3n just two centuries, a short period in t of humankind,
*xthe United States has emerged as the greatest food-producing

nation in the world. And agricultural research combined with
`tikingenuity and hard work off the American farmer have been
majOr,components in our nation's success. What startedkag an
agrarfin economy based on human need but largely unsupported
by scientific methods has made a major turnaround. During the
second century of our nation's development, scientific farming
techniques helped food production outrace our population growth.
During this period of plenty in the U.S., complacency set in,'
and some people asked, 'Why do research when we already have
too much food?'

.

"Nature treats such complacency harShly. Agricultural problems
never stay-solved. The bio systems agriculture, must cope with
a changing environment--weather, outbreak of pests and diseases,
new economic trends, new social and political expectations
from society.

"A recent classic example was-the multistate outbreak of
southern corn leaf blight. Corn yields went from a state
average of 102 bushels per acre in 1969 to 74 bushels per acre
in 1970--a 25 percent drop. Fortunately, the solution.to this
problem came quickly from research-done during the preceding
decade. Illinois hog producers are now faced with a similar
problem, pseudo rabies. The disease causes severe financial
loss for many Illinois hog operations, but the solution to
this problem has not come as quickly. The lesson is this:
Be prepared. In recent years, rising Mood costs focused
attention on food production. As a nation, we've grown con-
cerned, concerned about how vs will produce food for century
three.

"The challenge to assure an abundant supply of nutritious food
underlies this $115 million building project from the Univer-
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sity of Illinois Urbana campus. The project deals with a big
idea that befits a great land-grant university. But it has to.
Food production is'a big problem. It's a problem that won't
be solved through piecemeal efforts., The stakes are high, and
the gaMe is not one the:world can afford to lose. The focal
points for the program are the Colleges of Agriculture and
Veterinary Medicine. 'Food for Centuy Thre,' designed to
be implemented during the next eight years, includes 21 new
building projects, major remodeling of existing buildings,
and the tearing down of obsolete facilities. It includes the

-

acquisition of land for research and demonstrations, major
pieces of fixed equipment, and research and extension centers
in.northern, western, and southern Illinois, as well as Urbana-
Champaign.

"In announcing his support for the program, Governor James R.
Thompson called 'Food for-Century Three' an undertaking that Could
potentially revol4tionize food production as we know it today.

"The governor has suggested that the capital projects in the pro--

gram could be financed by a special iss..e of bonds. General
Avenue funds could be used to cover tie non-bondable portions
of the building cost.

"Facilities created by the 'Food for Century Three' project
will give focus to five important program areas. The centers
created will replace old, obsolete facilities that no longer
provide suitable space to conduct research on the complex pro-
blems of today. About 240,000 net assignable- square feet of
new spade will be made available for expanding agricultural'
and veterinary research."

This introduction led logically into discussion of the five centers to
be established through the "Food for Century Three" proposal. And it
also presented darn near all the facts and figureS necessary. In each
section we tried to.get two jobs done. first, we tried to describe the
research work that we were doing and the important problems that reeded
further york. Second, because what we were teen, after in this program.
is new buildings, we tried to point out the deficiencies of our existing
facilities. The next segment will give you an idea of how that was
accomplished. It includes part of the discussion about the Agricultural
Engineering Center and phrt of the discussion about the Human Nutrition
Center.

The critical concern of agridultural engineering researchers
is to conserve and more efficiently utilize the energy resources
available to agriculture. Their efforts could have a lasting
effect on both the food and energy problems. For example, sub-
stituting solar energy for fossil fuel energy where appropriate
in agricultural operations and developing energy-efficient
machinery for planting and harvesting will directly improve
energy utilization. More efficient and versatile farm machin-
ery will reduce the amount of grain lost during harvest, saving
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more of the product into which researchers and producers put
so much of their time and energy and resources.

"But today researchers at the University of Illinois can't even
get a modern corn combine through the doors of the Agricultural
Engineering Building. By all measures, that building is
inadequate. Crowded conditions and inadequate noise control
make teaching and research programs in the building totally
incompatible.

"Even if farmers can maximize production and if processors can
form the raw food materials into wholeseile, nutritious food
products, the food problem is still not solved. The food must
get to the people. Again, agricultural engineers must be called
upon to develop more efficient transpOrtation systems and net-
works. And agricultural economists will be needed to develop
more efficient marketing and management systems.

.

o
"But agricultural research is more thanjUst food production.
There's a growing need to lea about nutritional requirements
of people, to develop new type of food, and to monitor food
supplies_to be certain that the 're safe. Research is under
way to compare the iron requirements of bottle-fed and breast-,.

fed babies, for example. Other research is being done to explore
the special nutritional needs of the elderly. Nutritional stan-
dards are being sought that will achieve optimum human health
for all ages. Research with soybeans under the Department of
Food Sciences is an example of the many types of new food
products that can be developed. For years, it's been known
that whole soybeans could be a major source of protein and
calories; but they just didn't taste.good. Research provided
the key for eliminating that 'painty' taste and for developing
a variety of soybean-based food products that are nutritionally
sound and have appeal to people of many cultures.

"We've made a breakthrough. But followthrough is limited because
headquarters for the research is an old steel building converted
into a research facility. It's a makeshift situation at best.
New facilities are also needed to increase man's capability to
assure a safe food supply. The growing concern about consuming
unnatural chemicals dictates that some,agencies must monitor
the components of diets. And the capa-ility to monitor and
the technology to do it must be based on research findings."

In structuring the final parts of the slide presentation, we slipped
quickly into the wonderful world of advertising. In truth, we made it
a little too slick. We rode the edge of "adiness" and.we rode it on the
wrong side part Of the time. As time went by and the evidence of our
success began to accumulate, this strategy received a fair amount of

' criticism, not from our intended audiences, but,from those on campus who
had had far less success than we had---dur on-campus competition for state
funds. The production was called highly produced, and it was assumed
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that it was bad, slick, and a PR piece., And we didn't give a damn. In

our Opinion, thosepritics were right; but they also were not a part of

thy audience that we really had in mind at the beginning of tits effort.
CP ,

The viewers responded just as weyanted them to. Their responses were
essential to the beginning of a campaign because we relied on many people
to reach other audiences in face-to-face communication situations.. I

don't think there was a commodity group in the state of Illinois that
year that did not pass a resolution at its annual meeting. Even the

horse radish growers did. They aren't our biggies, but we got them
to do it. The poultry people, Farm Bureau, NFO, the Grange, all the
farm organizations, and I think every agricultural-related group'came
out and supported us. They'd seen this program and they'd been touched
by the mass-media campaign that was associated with it.

"Exciting possibilities from an exciting program, a program that
is right for the state of Illinois. No state has gre ter
pbtentialto contribute to the world food supply than allinois.
Nearly one dollar in every five is closely tied to ag icultutF.
And research,is the base upon which the industry was b ilt.
Above and beyond what we use at home, Illinois exports re than
one-and-one-half billion dollars worth of agricultural ommodi-

ties, making it the nation's leading export state. The rewards

reaped today stem from past research. The rewards fu re

---generations will reap will come from research curre ly under

way and fromthe research of tomorrow. The nation n't go

forward merely on past investments.

"Already there are signs that yield increases are leveling.
And at the same time, the best minds-in agriculture through-
out Illinois and the nation say there Nare still plenty of
advances to be made if scientists make the right research
breakthroughs. For example, one report projects that, corn
yields and beef production can increase 60 percent by 1985;
soybean yields can increase by 40.percent.

"Alf this can happen and more, if wise investments are made in
agricultural research.

. "The 'Food for Century Three' project is a challenge in our
time for the Urbana-Champaign campus of the University of
Illinois, a challenge in research and education on food, its
production, and its use. The project is big, but it fits the
university's tradition of service to people through education.
If it is implemented, it will place the university.in a le_der-
ship role in an area important to Illinois, agriculture, and
food. And it will help assure that people throughout the
world have enough to eat. Food research does not recognize

geographical boundaries: Breakthroughs in agricultural
research at Illinois can be applied worldwide to help to pro-
duce more food.
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"'Food for Century Three.' It's a way to.assure that there is
plenty of food for your family and all families--safp, high-
quality .food at a cost we can all afford. To all of us it's
'food for-century three."

Now you may be wondering: ."I guess I can kind of understand how all th.s
relates to what this program promised to be." I'll try to.answer that
queStion. But I'll answer another question first: "Two campaigns in
Illihois--so what? 'Food for Century Three' campaign--so.what?" So far
we've had projects that have gone through the legislative process and

we been approved totalling more than $43 million. We now have a new
wine research center, a new basic sciences building for vet med, and two

'6-new research farms in western Illinois. The new.ag epgineering building
is under way and it's a really complex facility. The new dairy research
faCility has been completed. That's what we we're after.. But above a11,
we got understanding;, We got concern; we got appreciation that has lasted'
for more .than five years now. And this effort isn't completed yet. In

,rtly opinion, the planning and effort expended in conducting these two
efforts Are in no way different from what we at Illinois try'to do when
we run across a new piece of research, when we, issue a progregs report
on research, or monitor it through to completion and repokt the results.
The major-tlifferenoV,between those situations and our two campaigns was
that our objective wasemuch clearer, particularly with the,latter cam- .

pair. Ourebbjective was a great deal more specific. It was more,
immediate. It was more easily measured. When we report a single ,research
-story, thoseielementspare rarely prescribed for us. And we rarely think
through them before-we begin grinding, out copy.

I want to reinforce a couple of points again. I work for a university.
Our university doesn't have a lot of money. A lot of the researchkwe
report isn't hard news. Consequently, we fin0 increasingly that we
report research with an eye toward getting the story told so that the
work will be funded or new work will be funded. It's a part of life today
at the Un versity of Illinois and on many other campuses. - The stories
that re rt to our client audiences aren't the kind of-stories that
routine bring the major network crews out of Chicago to our prairie-
campus in the hinterland. In the College of Agriculture we do not
ro nely go to thg moon. We do not regularly discover a new life form.
We don't often revolutionize some major aspect of corn and soybean pro-
duction; we do that every once in awhile But we d6 several other

.

things. We learn how to reclaim land that has been strip-mined. We
learn that none of the products tested that.werp designed to get rid of
swine waste odors did the job. We do learn another step in the unraveling
story of how to successfully feed dairy cows.automatically as well as 014

master dairymen did when they were free to practice thart of good
husbandry. Those stories, to use a word that I am certain,came from
Washington, DC, "impact" our client audiences. "And it seems to me that's
when we have our, greatest succesSI,that's when we get stories used and
get responses from our intended audiences. We'we severely violated much
of what I learned in our basic journalism r'lasses. But we've. almost
always earned a pretty decent grade in Advertising 381, the campaigns
course at Illinois.
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This is an approximation of the approach that I'd like to see us use
when we're working with a single piece of reportable research. In my

mind, reportable research is narrower than research. If you read a

research report, ask, "Who cares?". If your answer is, "Nobody, other
scientists, or Senator Proxmire,11,you=ve got a piece of research that
should be filed under "reseakch better unreported." That does not mean

W;

the research is bad. That do S not mean that the work isn't important.
It, simply meanStthat you prob bly don't want to use the mass media to
report the benefits of that ork to any of those three interested .

audiences, even if the dean says it will sustain funding. But when you
ask, "Who cares?" and begin ticking off real categories of people, and,
When you know those people are best reached through mass media, then
you're on the track of reportable research. ,

If you get the right answers to the second question, "Why do they care?",
yofi're entering the gates of advertising. You're beginning to talk about
the benefits, tilip relevance of university research. Advertising
academicians contend that people go through a process: they become aware;
they form attitudes; and based on those attitudes they take some kind
of action. They also contend that an advertisement haP four jobs to dor
attract attention, build interest, create believability, and call for
action. And they see copy and ads oriented toward benetits'as a way to
get these jobs done. Simply put, this means that good ads and commercials
act quickly to answer the potential readers' or listeners' inev4able
.question: "What's in it for me? % And isn't that the questidn you and
I have every time we consider anything we read; -a news story, an adver-
tisement, a feature story, or whatever? I contend that the same is true
of good science, riting. If the lead doesn't get that job done, you've
got one of two' problems. Either the gatekeeper at your media outlet will
give you the gate or your potential reader will., It really doesn't make

. much difference which problem you have; the result is the same.

Now, if you're ready to roll up your sleeves, tilt down your green visor,
and get on with promises, take caution. Remember the processes of
awareness, attitude formation, and action, and advertising's jobs of
attracting attention, building interest, creating believability, and
calling for action. Yob/. intended audiences are going to form attitudes,
and they can form them on empty promises. They're not shy about it. Or,

you can be effective in building and sustaining interest an4, more
important, in being ethical in giving your science story believability.
Those elements can provide the basis for the attitudes your clientele
forms. Finally, if the research is conclusive enough, readers need and
want to be told what action to take. In some cases, you may be making
specific recommendations. In other cases you may be hintinc; that they
ought to be looking for further developments as scientists look for
other answers.

I like to keep the elements of an advertisement or commercial in mind
every time I work on a research story, a two-page release, a 40-second

Xnews clip, a major campaign, or whatever. Rarely,does a single reporting
get people,through that entire process of awareness, attitude formation,
and action. And rar0.y..joes a single reporting need to do all of the
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jobs that an ad must do. ,Instead,I like to think of each piece of
research we're monitoring as a loose-knit campaign based on the infor-
mation needs of clientele audiences: Those campaigns often don't have
high visibility,.ind I worry about that. But each element in the
campaign should build -on- earlier elements. If our media strategy is
right and interested audiences are being exposed, that's sound. If our
message strategy is right, then we stand'a fAir chance of getting the
readership or viewership we want. Subsequently, we stand a fair chance
Of achieving the influence we want. .
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THE PROBLEM OF INFORMING THE PUBLIC ABOUT BASIC RESEARCH

Zt. Victor F. Weisskopf
Institute Professor Emeritus
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

"He who acquires knowledge without being able to teach it
clearly, has not learned anything." -- T.hucydides

I.don't think rneed to tell an audience such as this one that the public
should informed about research going on at the modern research labora-
tories, university or otherwise. The public is not well informed, neither
about the content of what's done nor about the significance of it, and
Certainly not about the relevance of basic research,. One of the few
positive things about today's civilization-is-that we have gained so much
insight into nature, much more than in any other period. Basic research
ie, ofcourse, also important to society but not only because of its
direct applications to new inventions. Rather, it is because basic
science determines the intellectual level of t scientific technical
establishment. That's where some of the hardest unsolved problems are
solved, and that brings out-the peopliii who have ideas. Without this, the
whole technical establishment of applied science would be on a lower level.

There are very interesting historical examples of this. When certain
nations in the past have experienced high degree of industrial capabili-
ties--such as Germany in the late nineteenth centuryand in the beginning
of the twentieth century, England in the nineteenth century, and America
in the last 50 years--the level of basic science has been high. These
things are always parallel. One should learn from this'.

How can one inform the public? And what are the difficulties? The first
problem is the complexity of the topic. It's quite cl4ar that modern
science deals with very complex concepts unknown or at least very
unfamiliar to the public. This is due to rapid advancements in scientific
areas. It is also due to the special language that scientists use.
These two things are probably connected -- things go so fast that scientists
have to use acronyms, language shorthand for concepts that have signi-
ficance for the scientists but not for the public. Gften the "scientists
are not even aware of how misleading and confusing the professional
language is to the lay public.

In popular presentations there is a tendency to oversimplify, if you want
to explain research to the public, and this oversimplification brings a .

lot of misunderstanding. Also, the scientists are not really'the best
judges of what is difficult and what is not difficiulc, of what concept
should be simplified and what should mot. Indeed, if you look at the
popularizations of scientists, in many cases they oversimplify what they
shouldn't, an&they do not simplify what they should have simplified.
Of course, the science writers are on the other side of the fence. They
know well what the public needs, but many of them do not Rnow what is
relevant in a new development and how it is connected with the rest of
science.
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The second difficulty is a,restrictionin science writing to what is

"newest." Actually, you cannot understand the significance and the
relevance of a discovery if you don't know previously discovered insights.
This emphasis on the newest is really quite bad. It goes through the

whole range of scientific publications. An example is Scientific American,

whose articles are very hard to understand. They deal with some recent

advances, and do not tell enough about.the basic concepts. The magazine

is supposed to be popular. It's understandable for the writer of the

article; I'm not even sure about that sometimes. .It's understandable to
people who work in similar fields as that of the article; these are the
people tol,whom the writer shows his or her article, usually not to
people outside. In fact, Scientific American may not Iven be under-

standable to the editors. There are also several other popular magazines,
such as Science Times, Science 81, Discover, Science News, that concen-
trate on the news and do not care about presenting old ideas--that is,
ideas that are necessary for Understanding the subjects. This is true of

all the publicationi, and also, by the way, of TV stows. It is also true

of the many publications that pniversities pdt out about what they do.
For example, I would like to see in one of these university research
reports an article by a physics profesior on what quantum mechanics is.

The third difficulty in informing'the public about researchis an
emphasis on the results instead of the problems. What is *.reported are

new results and new insights, some of which, as We know, sometimes have
to be revoked later on. ,This does not underscore the importance of
science in action.. What is essential in science is not sc much the
discovery itself, but the progess through which you get the discovery.
You have to explain the whole situation in that specie) field; you should
tell e.00ut unsuccessful attempts and wrong conclusions, too. That is

science in action. There is not enough science in action, although
certain "Nova" programs did attempt this.-

Many of the discoveries made in modern fields are really not as important

as,they are advertised. Too often there is talk about a "breakthrough"

when there was ply a.little step forward. For example, in particle

physics, there is always talk about the discovery of the ultimate particle,
or the final great unification of all forces of nature when, in actuality,

some new quantim state of a quark system was discovered, or when a certain

similarity between two of the forces was found. Furthermore, the more

important side of those discoveries is not the finding of the ultimate
law,sbut rather the discovery of new types of physical phenomena, new
ways of behavior in nature, which usually are not understood within the
framework of our present knowledge. And these are the most interesting

things.

In particle physics, my present field, what is interesting are all these
mesons, quarks, and heavy elqctroAS that have been found, although we
don't even know .hat they really mean. Science has enlarged our horizons*

We know more about the behavior of nature under unusual conditions. It's

like discoverinpla new continent. I have often compared the progress in
particle physid§lwith Columbus's trip and said there are three kinds of
physicists--the Ones that build the accelerators, always underestimated
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in importance; the ones that make experiments; and the theoretical
physicists. The ones that built the accelerators correspond to the
engineers who buiZ,t the ships and the captains wild' sailed over unknown
'oceans. The experimenters are those who, when they-landed on the other
side, jumped from the ship and wrote down what they saw, incredible as
it seemed to them. And the theorists are those who stayed back in Madrid
and told Columbus that he would land in Sndia. Theoretical insights are
very important. But equally important is the work of the instrument1'
builders and the experimentalists who study natula under unusual
tions.,'Under conditions that are very different than those on earth, and
find new "continents" of natural phenomena.

Wherf-Glashow, Weinberg, add Salem got the Nobel Prize, they were correctly'
celebrated as having predicted so-called neutral currents in radioactivity.
,And that was later found experimentally. .To. understand the significance

.!

of this discovery of neutral currents, one has to know the whole develop-
ment of this field. One must know that all radioactivity up toinow was
a consequence of non-neutral, charged currents. There are many examples
tike _this also in solid state physics. .What is a triple point? Most
people don't know, but many tif the new developments deal With it. So
science, reporting must deal with older topics.'

There are other examples in quantum mechanics.. One is the color of
incandescent matter. Everybody knows that if you)heat up a piece of coal,
it is first red, then yellow, then white. How many people know why? It.
was not understood before 1900. It was just as mysterious as the theory
of memory is today. (We don't know what happens in our head when we
remember, and we don't know what the memory does.) Yet to know where
the. color Of incandescent matter comes from is essential for the under-
standing of the progress of science today. But no journal would ever
print a presentation of such "old stuff."

Another example is the specific properties of atoms. Why is iron hard
and neon a gas? How can you talk about modern discoveries without
knowing about this? Again, this is "old stuff" that nobody wants to
write about.

Then there is the general misunderstanding of the significance of
relativity and the uncertainty principle. Einsteip'has not made every-
thing "relative";,he has shown. that the laws of nature are absolute and
independent Of the.frame of reference. Heisenberg has shown that the
quantum state ..s well-defined, but only the old fashioned classical c.on-

cepts, like location and speed, are uncertAin. -We must show to the public
that quantum mechanics is the basis of all. phenomena that we observe in
daily life. It explains the specific propertiec, of elements, why neon
is a gas and sodium a metal, although the difference in.numbers of
electrons is only 10 percent. It explains the hardness Of solids, the
colorof things, and so many other daily experiences, such as the fact
that the same flowers blossom every spring.

,

An additional example is the quantum ladder, which is again quite
essential to the layman in understanding how the different discoveries
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in physics hang together. I cannot understand how one can talk about

particle physics to a public without xsing the concept of the quantum
ladder that describes the relation between...atomic, nuclear and subnpc.l'ear

physics. The layman needs an ordering.scheme of the different parts of
science so that he or she cansay, "Aft ha, this'is from here; that is..
from there." -

It is interesting to observe tl%t the situation is better in astronomy

. than in-physics and chemistry. Biology is in an intermediate position.
Somehow, topics such as the "big bang," black holes, neutron stars, or
quasars'attract the public. It may be because the origin of the universe

and the cosmos eRcites the public's imagination. ?erhaps,it is a quasi -

religious feeling of awe and humility toward the greatness of the universe.
Biology, of course, deals with life, with questions that have a more
direct connection with our personal experiences.

How can we improve communication about research ?,, First of all, with more
reporting. This means including more of what I called "old stuff." The

point is that old stuff is interesting, and it's easier to make inter-
esting than some of the new material, if you don't have the old stuff as
a basis. In addition, I believe there shouldbe regular science columns,

'which could report vat only the

7
n discoveries, but the interesting

/
background phenomena such as the quantum ladder. Television programs,
too, should be doing a lot better in this respect.

This brings me to the need of a journal. We do have the Scientific
American, which serves a certain purpose. Itis interesting for those
people who work in a particular field and helps them get oriented as to
what has happened in similar fields.

These articles are good and bring out a lot of interesting things. But,

in general, they cannot be understood by scientists of different fields.
We'have nothing between the Scientific American and Science News,
Science 81, and Popular Mechanics. That means we do not have a journal

that has the,,character of the Scientific American but that is under-
standable to the intelligent layman and that gives you more than a glimpse
of the newest. What is needed, in my mind, is a journal that has articles
about old stuff and new stuff, that is understandable to somebody who has
had only high school. physics and biologyt, Such a journal is possible.
There are examples abroad. In Russia there in a journal called Quantum
that is directed at high school students. It is, I think, an ideal
journal, but it has one great drawback--it's written in Russian. As far
as I am concerned, someone should translate it. In England there is
The New Scientist, but I ,think it is, like Science News, essentially
devoted to recent discoveries' and science politics. So we are in need
of a journal. And I emphasize again,. the old stuff is more fascinating
than most of the new.

One very important way to improve science communication is through close
collaboration between scientists and science writers. The reason is
obvious--scientists don't know what is understandable and what is not.
Therefore, you need somebody else. You need the science writer Who
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knows what is understandable. The science writers problem is that he
or she often doesn't know how the new developments are related to previous
work; he or she frequently has difficulties distinguishing the relevant
from the irrelevant.

Often a science reporter comes and has a telephone interview or a personal
interview and then goes and writes an article and usually promisesrtb

.

send it back, but doesn't. Nothing would be better than having a
scientist and a science writer really work together at communicating
science. I havehad many promises, but nothing ever came of them. I am
not blaming either side. Such collaboration could work for magazine
articles and news items. In television, things are a little'better,
simply because in TV you've got to hove other people working. with you.
A scientist-can write an article, but, he or she cannot make a TV show
without piofessional help. 'net ay.comatically gives you the right combi-
nation, and I think that's th' reason some good 'TV science shows exist,
such as the Bronowski series, andsome of the "Nova" shows.

A lot could be done and almost nothing is being done in this area of real
collaboration -- sitting down and writing together. The scientists sipould,
be humble in recognizing that they ye not very good judges of what can
be understood by the lay public; the science writers should be mdre
humble in recognizing that they would be able to do a much better job
in'tandem.

There is another important point ..to be made. It is terrible how little
recognition popularization gets in the universities. You have to do it,
so to speak, after 51 o'clock. It is not recognized as important; it is
certainly not recognized in promotions. In other w rds, the action of
popularization--wFiting a popular book, making a TV ;how, or writing a
magazine article--must be considered as one of the main duties of a
scientist, Your status as a scientist in the scientific community should
be improved if you are known as a good popularizer, That was so before.
,Jeans, Eddington, Born, and a number of other People were famous for
their way or presenting science. Now this is no longer so. An example
is Carl Sagan, who has become despised among his colleagues because of

rhis work with the public.

The same is true of the science writer. Science writers, with some
impressive exceptions, are not well enough informed. This, I think, is
also due to their lack of status among their colleagues in print or
broadcast journalism and, perhaps more important, among those in the
scientific community. That has to be changed. Science writers and TV
people should be invited to conferences, not only as observers, but as
members of the scientific community. There is nothing more important
than status. Mire than'money, status makes people work and take
things seriously.

We also have to consider the education gap, which is like. the missile
gap of armaments gap bdtween the Soviet Union and the United States. It
is a shame how much more science is taught in Russian high schools. The
European high schools are better than those in this country, but not much.
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In my time, they were very good. I had to go to two physics courses--one
at the age of 11 and 12 and one again at 16 or 17. And I really learned
something. Today, I'm afraid, Europe is imitating what is bad in America
but not much of what is good. Among otheethings, the Europeans are
accepting this idea that science is too hard for high school students.
This is the new educatioin gap that we must do something about. And, of
course, it is deeply connected with our problems in communicating science.

it

I cannot.c4lude withOut mentioning some of the psychological factors
that have idcreased the always existing barrier between science and the
public. These are the dangers of war, of pollution, and of depersonali-

. zation. These three dangers are symbolized by the nuclear bomb o the
nuclear reactor, industrial pollution, and, of course, depersonali tion
by the computer.

Cleary, these three things are foremost in people's minds and have
created the impression' that science is bad; it maybe interesting, but
it's dangerous. The problems connected with this are beyond those we've

Icussed today. But itsis frustrating to try to describe to the public
beauty and depth and significance of science, in view of these real

threats. Therefore,-the humanization of society and:the reduction of
the danger of nuclear war must be the first aim of everyone--scientists,
humanists, reporters, citizens. This century will be known in a few
hundred years either as the age in which science acquired the widest and
deepest insights into the universe_powtg`ihe time of preparation for the
greatest catastrophe, with science as the main culprit. Let us hope and
-act so that it will be known for the first.

Question: What about the problems that TV, magazines, and ne spapers
have? They're going to write what sells and I haven't seen gone

address that problem. The surveys that show people are interested in
science are no doubt picking up the people who are interested in "gee
whiz" science and the stuff scientists are not happy about seeing in the
public sector.

Answer: First, I have'nothing against "gee whiz" science reporting.
Indeed, the title of my popular book is4C22LwledgpandWohd Now,
"wonder" is just a different word for "gee whiz." I really think you can
make old stuff into "gee whiz" material if you want to do so. Secondly,
I really don't belirve that from a commercial point of view what is done
now is really the maximum. By going on with this kind of very short "gee
whiz" material here and there you excite a certain interest, but not a
lasting one. You could do much better than that. The interest in science

4will increase. You will have the "gee whiz," but you will have much more
to publish. I personally think that a journal, as I suggested earlier,
would be a very good business. This is the oldfproblem of the creation
of interest. People say you have lo follow what the people want to read,
but actually that is only partially true. There is also another component.
You create the interest by emphasizing certain things. You publish what
ydu think they want and then they will want it if it is of good quality.
Aftei certain difficulties in the beginning, of course, the broadening
of science interest is possible. And, of course, better gdality will
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increase the interest in science and therefore will make this raying
proposition.

.

%
. *

Question: On more occasions than I would like to admit rid confronted
With the closed door of a scientist who doesn't want to talk. Is that
going to change?

Answer: Yes and no. This, of.course, has to do with the point I made
'- about status. This problem again requires a collaboration of both sides.

I believe there are certain sciek!ts who' will never change andwill
always have a closed door. They 'don't want to be disturbed, and I have
-nothing against these scientists. They're usually fanatically devoted
to their work, and that's good. But there must be. other scientists'
willing to talk. I think,it's getting better. There are more s ientists %

1
who see. that problem. You have to find.,the right scientist. It s :

difficult because there are two- types bf'scientists who think that this .

kind of publicity is-necessary: the ones who are able and the ones who
aren't able to transmit,to.you what they do. So it's a matter of .

natural selection. You haveto find scientists who want to do it and
who can do it. That's-not easy. But maybe you might find each other by 4 1 .

mutual help.

Comment: -Consistently I get the argument from scientist,sithat their
colleagues will ridicule them if they appear in the local national
press. And this is an unfair assessment.'

.

Answer: Yes, it's an unfair assessment, althouy. it's partially true.
But a scientist has to say, like Carl Sagan, "I don't care. I'm doing
my duty." Every politician knows that,he'or.she is going to be attacked
by some people, and scientists should be accustomed to that, too. I'm.
also attacked. .I'm-knoWn as theoversimplifie, yoh know. I'm told that
what I say may be understandable, but it isn't quite true. To which I
say, "Well, what you say to the public may be completely true, but nobody
can understand it.", You have to find the right middle way. By the=way,
one point I failed to mention is thq funny terminology of modern science.
I spoke about acronyms, but I should also mention this funny humor, such
as saying "quarks have charm.' I personally think it's vsry bad'. I "
tried to avoid using the word quark, but I was unsuccessful. After my
student days I worked with very young and enthusiastic physicists in
Copenhagen. ,And they made jokes about everything. Bohr used to take new
_people for a walk to talk to them alone and I told him I was taken aback
. by allOhe bad jokes about these wonderful things. He said, "You know,
there are ceYtainthings that are so serious that You can only joke
about them." This is partially the reason for this whimsical approach.
and the silly terms like charm, beauty, strangeness, and so on. It's
kind of wdischarge, you know, because the!, are really doing Something
that has an almost religious.character for the true scientist.

Question: Do you think the U.S. government should imitate the Soviet
government in publishing a science journal?

Answer: I don't think the government should do it.
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Question: If nobody else will do it, do you think the govern ent should

do it?

Answer: Yes, although I always. distrust things thaL are done by the

government. But it would'be better than nothing.

.1
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UNIVERSITY.RESEARCH: MEDICAL AND LIFE SCIENCES

Dr. Richard T. Johnson

Dwight D. Eisenhower Professor of Neurology
and Professor of Microbio ogy
The Johns Hopkins'Univer§ity

As a research worker, my laboratory focuses on the relationship of
viruses to chronic diseases such as multiple sclerosis and amyotrophic
lateral.sclerosis. This has recently been an area of interest in the
popular press. On the other hand, I'm a physician in charge of a

multiple sclerosis Clinic and I also see patients with a variety of other
neurological diseases. TLerefore, I feel an obligation, in dealing with
the media, to protect or to assist patients. So I can speak from two
,vantage points that haw: some common parallels and also many differences.
This poses problems for some of us at medical institutions in dealing

, with the media that may be somewhat different than the problems others
might face.

The attitudes toward the media have changed. Twenty years ago consorting
with the media at all was considered bad form, and you might be ostracized
by your colleagues. The basic attitude was that if you were smart enough
to get money to do research, you didn't have to answer to anybody for it.
You communicated with your peers thrlough publication and got.your grants
reviewed, and anybody else approaching you. for information was considered
an intrusion and would be destructive to your scientific reputation.
That view has changed for two reasons. The first reason is that there
has been a shortage of funds. It's no longer possible for the director
of the National Institutes of Health to-appear before a congressional
committee and be asked, "How much money could you use?" Today we need
help in,getting support for medical research, and that help has to come
from the public. Therefore, "going public" with research result, Is
seen as a way to gain pUblic support,,, to help the public elect officials
who will support research arddinform the electorate that support is
needed. In this way, the public can become the constituency to lobby for
research funding.

The second reason for a change in researchers' attitudes toward the media
is probably more important--the general belief in accountability in our
society. That has evolved not only in politics,, but also in universities
and research laboratories. People realize that the public is paying the
bir_s and therefore deserves to know what the product is. This general
feeling of accountability is even more important in terms of the
increasing openness of people in research to talk'with the media.
This openness potentially can be one of the greatest allies of research.
The problems, of cpurse, are the misinterpretations that can occur and
the inadequate information that is sometimes given. There may also be
problems with one's academic colleagues when research results appear in
the media before they have gone through peer review and appeared in
scholarly journals. The'practice of peer review before releasing results
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is one of the things the media object to the most--why is a research _

report essentially kept secret for months? People in the press know it

takes only a day to get a story through the city editor, so they don't
understand why it takes months to go through journal editors. The fact

is that it takes months because a given report goes out for peer review,
which is a way of, avoiding mistakes and inaccurate information before the
report becomes public.

Another change has occurred in the relationship of doctors and patients
that has affected doctors' attitudes toward the media. Historically,
just as the research worker felt nobody should interfere with his or her
work, a good physician played father figure and told patients very little.
The physipian patted them on the head and said, "Don't worry; I'll take
care of it." If a patient had cancer, the physician never said "cancer,"
but might explain that the patient had "a little growth." If a p

had multiple sclerosis, he or she was often not told. Patient
considered strong enough to accept those hard words, so you id, ere's
a little inflammation here," or "Something is wrong with t insu ation

on your nerves.' And that was all.

Why has that changed? It has changed for a number of reasons. Certainly,

one of the things that changed was the development in the 1950s of cancer
chemotherapy and pharmacology. You couldn't ask health professionals in
these areas to see a patient unless you had told the patient that he or

she had "cancer." You had to use that word. You had to tell the patient

the truth. The patient and the physician then had to work out what to do

about the diagnosib. This forced a change in attitude of both physicians
and patients. Patients by and large now want to know what they have.
They want to know what their doctors are thin ing. They want accoun-

tability. And they deserve to know. That's hat they are paying for.
That's what they come to see doctors for the lona run, I think the
candor that now exists between patients and physicia7 is a great improve-

ment. Patients with multiple sclerosis tell me they/felt the greatest
anxiety when they were not told the diagnosis or d,iring that long period
when the diagnosis was uncertain, which is often :11,..t case in that disease.

Once the diagnosis is certain and they find oyt what they have, although
they are shocked, they find that with education, they can handle their
problems better, can deal with their disease in a realistic way, and

can 133 a better life with less anxiety. The change requires education,

just as educating the public about research can change its attitudes

toward research. Again, in this respect, the media can be a great ally.
It takes a lot of time to discuss the details of a disease with patients.
It helps if they have A basic understanding because of what they've read
in the newspapers or seen on television. Unfortunately, it's in this

area where the media are often harmful. They recognize, I think, some
responsibility for telling the'public the truth about research endeavors,
but they often fail to recognize a responsibility-to the sensitivity or
the problems of patients. They often raise false hopes, and that's not

a trivial matter. Many people say it makes no difference if'some quack
cure is publicized; it's news and makes good copy. The fact is that

millions of dollars are spent on unproven or even dangerous therapies.
Such reports often divert the patient from seeking proper treatment for
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the disease. And more important, looking at it from the vantage point
of a neurologist who takes care of patients with chronic diseases and
limited life expectancies, publicizing dubious cures takes time away from
patients' lives. Life is finite for all of us, and if a patient has two

evr three years left, spending six months of that time chasing quack cures
is tragic. This fault, I think, often lies with the media.

Examples of this are evident in even the most responsible reporting.
Certainly this is one of the greatest problems with television because
television is too short and too concerned with visuals. There's not
enough information given and there's a tremendous concern about what a
story looks like. Two years -go the CBS ev ing news ran a piece that
basically turned out'like an ad for the use of cobra snake venum for
treatment of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, disease whose victims have
a very limiteddife expectancy; so they should spend their limited time
aswisely as they can. But who could resist the picture of. Lou Gehrig
standing in the middle of Yankee Stadium with his hands withering saying,
"I am the luckiest man in the world." That scene fades to one of serpents
being milked--now that's good visuals. It's also poor information. It
caused thousands of people to waste money on airline fares and precious
time seeking .a treatment, the results of which had never been submitted
to critical peer review in any scientific journal. Subsequently, two

4 studies showed the absolute worthlessness of the therapy and one showed
possible detrimental effects: That sort of limited coverage is' inherent
to television.

Newspapers could obviously do better.. They've got more space; they don't
have to rely on what looks good. And yet the press often gives very
inadequate information. It often makes something that isn't news into.
news. An example of this arose a few years ago when a number of news-
papers around the United States ran headlines saying that Salk vaccine
for multiple sclerosis works. There have been, over a number of years,
attempts to treat multiple sclerosis using a fraction of brain tissue to
cause immunological paralysis and halt the symptoms of the disease. In
an experimental disease where there's an allergy to brain tissue, this
kind of immunological paralysis has been demonstrated, but the expeO.men-
tal disease is not multiple sclerosis. People have on several occasions
tried the same soft of material in multiple sclerosis patients without
any successful results. It was decided several years ago that it would
be worth trying large doses in a limited number of patients to see if
the treatment would work. Jonas Salk was willing to undertake that.
Lilly produced a brain extract that was purified and met standards for
scientific investigation and entered into stage one testing. The
initial stage was, to give this material to a small number of volunteers
with very advanced disease who were willing to try anything and to see in
the first stage how the material affected them. This was nothing more
than a human toxicity study. The announcement of the study by Lilly and
from the laboratories was that they had passed through that initial stage
and that these patients had not died when injected with massive amounts
of this material or become suddenly worse. That.was the story. And yet a
number of papers picked this up and misinterpreted its meaning. Not only
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were the laboratories flooded with calls, but in my Clinic we received

dozens if not hundredi of calls from people asking if they should buy an
airplane ticket for LaJolla, California, and get this marvelous vaccine

theytd read about inthe paper. Some of them 'flew to California and
foupd out that there was, in fact, no study they could register in.
It's this kind of inadequate information that often is detrimental-to
patients.

What suggestions can I offer to those of you in public relations or in
the media? One is that the-validity of a story should be checked by the
reporters of the public relations official. Is it published or accepted

for publication in a reputable journal? That's a pretty good criterion.
Being accepted for publication in a journal is not what I said--you can
publish virtually anything these days if you try hard enough or send it
to enough journals. So there has to be some knowledge of what is
reputable and Ohat is not. It is important for reporters 'to know if the
story has been released or endorsed by a reputable university. That's
where the public relations department of universities becomes very
critical. You ought to know the faculty, you ought to know what's going
on, you ought to. be able to check a story out. Even if a story comes
from a'repUtable university, some control is needed within the univer-
sity. We have in all universities some senior members of the faculty
who pre over the hill and some junior ones who are not as reliable as one
might hope they would be. In this way 'public relations professionals can
be a great assistance. .Having the media deal exclusively with the public
relations department is a good idea. In my university, it's not accept-
able for researchers to pia up the telephone and call the media; we're
supposed to pick up the telephone and call the PR office. The PR office

often calls us. I think dealing through an intermediary in that respect
is helpful both as a safeguard for the scientists, the physicians, and
,the patients, and as a safeguard for the media themselves. Reporters

also should learn that it's helpful if they make friends. All of us
know reporters who call and say they've heard something and ask if it's
any good, even though it has nothing to do with us. They know somebody

well enough to trust that they can get their own confidential peer
review, or that this person will help them find what they need to know.
Reporters are often somewhat reticent to do this. They feel they have to

maintain an adversary position. Yet they do much better when they
develop friendships and deal with the scientific community in a more
straightforward manner. One problem that comes up not so much with
university writers, but certainly with reporters, is whether the reporters
have read about their subject and know what they are talking about. You
expect people to have done a certain amount of homework and you're very
put off by the person who comes in and starts out an interview by saying,
"Multiple sclerosis, that's the same .as muscular dystrophy, isn't it?"

I've had,that happen more than once.

On the other hand, as an example. a number of years ago we had published
a paper on a very rare disease, so it would not seem to be particularly

important to the public. The article came out in the New England Journal

of Medicine, which'is a reputable journal. A science writer called me

and said that'she had read the paper. It turns out she takes 10 journals
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and reads them all. She said the article caught her interest; she asked
if the virus that had been recovered from this chronic human disease was
the same as the virus that had contaminated the Salk polio vaccines during
the 1950s. I was impressed because.we had carefully avoided making any
reference to that similarity in the paper; we had no evidence that there
was any relationship on the basis of the preliminary studies, and the
amount of terror one could place in the hearts of mothers and young people
in this country who had gotten that vaccine was considerable. She came
and, talked to me about it. I said, "You know, I don't think you ought
to write that." She said, "Well, you know that has to be my decision;
I'm a reporter." I told her why Ithought it would be unwise to print
that part of the story. She wrote an absolutely accurate article on the
virus, about how it was rare, but might relate to other things. No
comment was made about the possible similarity with the virus that con-

4
taminated the polio vaccine in the past. Fortunately, it turned out that
was not the case. Since then she has be-n a trusted friend. She calls
me up and asks me about other sources; I tell her what's going on any
time she wanta to know it. Beinginformed and having done your homework
is a great plus. In contrast, a reporter called a couple of weeks ago
and wanted to write on something else. I was busy and said I could give

f a couple of things to read, and then we could get together to discuss
any questions. On the telephone she said to me, "Read? You want me to
r9ad? I just want to talk to you." That is the opposite situation, I
think. I think because many of us are also teachers we get very upset
with people who want everything simply spoon-fed to them and haven't done
some reading ahead of time.

Another important point is to remain aware of the implications of pub-
licity to patients. This also involves basic science investigators who
see something that appears relevant to clinical medicine, but who fail
to appreciate, as the media fail to appreciate, the implications this
may have in terms of human suffering. I do not want to have the medical
profession put into a position of protecting our patients from heartless
media. I think it would be far better if the media could work as an
educational extension for the betterment of scientific communication.

Comment: The Cambridge City Council held a series of public hearings on
a proposal that recombinant DNA research not be conducted in that
community. The Boston Herald Advertiser, now defunct, sent someone
different to every one of those public hearings, and every time it
assigned someone new to those hearings that person would call me on the
phone and ask,'"What is recombinant DNA?" One of them called and said,
"Listen, I've got to cover this Cambridge City Council meeting tonight
on this DNA stuff and I don't know anything about it. What is it?" I

said, "Well, I can tell you very quickly if you've got five minutes."
He said, "Great, Bob, go ahead. But before you start, don't tell me
anything hard." This somewhat states the attitude--"don't tell me any-
thing hard."

Question: On the problem of publication in reliable journals, we in
public information offices face newspaper reporters who call up and say,
"I hear that there's a certain line of research underway. I want to
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interview somebody and get a story on that." We say, "Well, the researcher

respectfully declines on the grounds that he has not yet had that article

published." And then we are met with people from the news media who say
that's simply a device enabling establishment scientists to control people

they don't like. They say that medical politics goes on a great deal

during the peer review process. Someone submits a paper and referees look
at it and the decision about whether that paper should or should not be
published is based on issues other than the science that is contained in
it--personalities, the treatment that former graduate students received
at the hands of their mentors, competition for available funds within
the various institutes of health. What do we say to reporters who say
that is simply a device and they won't tolerate it? It is our policy at
MIT to seek concurrent publicity at the time of reputable publication.
We try not to deviate, but it's hard. What do we say to those people?

Answer: Reporters must pass their articles through their city editor.
Their articles go through peer review. Now, admittedly, the tine frame
is & little different; they can do it overnight. I don't know of any
science writers who write their copy.without having someone else read
it. Maybe there are some. Most sci.ace journals use outside review. In

newspapers, which have very short rublication lives, articles go through
an editorial staff within the pal-,er. On the other side of it, you hear
of scientists with rather non-validated cures who say that the estab4ish-
ment won't let them publish their work. That's nonsense; you can publish
almost anything. Yes, sore very famous pieces of work have been turned
down by reputable journals, but I can't think of one really good famous
piece of work turned down by a reputable journal that didn't get'
published in another reputable journal- Journals are capricious and they
turn down good material. We hope they also turn down all bad material.
I think that gboh material gets publishedin good journals. It isn't
that the alternative to publishing in Science is publishing in the evening
newspaper. The, alternative to publishing in Science is publishing in
Nature. o

2

question: We'llave had a couple of situations in which we observed the
rule of reputable journals, but then had a drug company working with the
project in a very legitimate way want to do a very big spread,before the
results had been published or verified. It is sometimes very difficult
to keep a drug company from doing that. Do you have any e of policy
where the researcher has some sort of control over what t e commercial
press officer does with your choice material? Have you c nsidered that?

Answer: I've never worked in conjunction with a drug house. I've never

been in that position.

2.1.29.1t1E1: How do you feel aboUt professional jealousy on the part of

private practitioners in the community? Do you think that university
information officers should put out a presS release quoting tne faculty
member's position on a subject in the private practitioner's area? Do

you find this a problem?

Answer: I happen to be very fortunate to be in a city where there's
virtually no town and gown problem, which ter4ls to be true of older
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universities that were there before the doctors were. In newer univer-
sities, there are major problems of thiS sort. I know that the local

physicians and specialists in a community have a certain degree of
hostility toward the university having a public relations office and
putting out information. I don't know of any easy solution to that pro-
blem, other than having the doctors work together or having the PR office
work with the practitioners as well as the faculty members.

Question: Do you consider it important to educate the public?

Answer:
4

I think public education is important and I think'we need to
communicate with the public. There are physicians who really don't
believe in this. I have had older physicians criticize me for telling
patient the diagnosis; I just don't think that you can deceive patients.
I-don't think that's ethical. But yes, there is a difference in phi-
losophy. I think to some extent that part of public education is using
the media to educate pAients, and I think that we ought to do it. And
we will be criticized.

Question: A trend that has been identified is the increasing role that
private industry will have in funding universities and scientific,
research-.- I am wondering what sort of ethical guidelines exist to
protect the public interest sand also individual scientists and institu-
tions from charges of biased research, for example, if you have doctors
who are doing studies on birth control pills or tampons, and their
research has been supported by the company manuracturing these products.

Answer: I think many of us intentionally avoid funding from plares like
the American tobacco industry for obvious reasons. Even if you're working
on something that isn't that directly related to a ccmpany, at least
among one's colleagues there's a certain amount of skepticism about your
work. There was an article in Science about Friedman's-recommendations
about the National Science FOundation and closing down the National
Institutes of Health and going back to tAe old days when the great private
philanthropists funded all research in the country. I can see some
terrible prOlems if we do that. There have been comments made questioning
why public funds should be spent on drug development when in fact the drug
companies will end up making the profits, theoretically. There are
diseases with too few victims to justify developing drugs, from the drug
company's point of view4 The drug company knows the market is not big
enough and it simply will not work on them. This goes for very rare
diseases such as Wilson's disease, for which there is a very effective
medicine and for which the entire market in the country is about 10,000
patients. Now, no drug company is going to further develop drugs for a
disease like that; it's very hard to get one company to even continue
manufacturing a drug for that disease. Potentially the situation could
be such that it's tough luck if your disease isn't common enough to be
marketable.

Question: How would you rate the progress of medical news in terms of
responsible reporting?
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Answer: It's better. t's not good yet. About 1957, I met a science
writer for The New York Times and he said that at that time The New York
Times and The Wall Street Journal were the only two papers in which you
worked your way 2E to being a science writer. In a midwestern city where
I later lived I got to know a science writer on one of the newspapers.
He was a very good and knowledgeable reporter who had been in the news-

. paper business a long time. But he had been sports editor and had had a
heart attack. Therefore, he was disabled and couldn't really make it to
the games,. So they assigred him to cover science. He preferred sports,
but he covered, science. On the other newspaper there was a young woman
who was hoping she could work her way tip to the society page by starting
out on science. It used to be that science reporting was not very inter-
esting and exciting and consisted of tiny items on the back page. Science

is now on/the front page and receives more coverage, yet it still has not
developed enough prestige within the hierarchy of newspapers. There are

not many newspapers even now, I believe, that have science editors.

4. Comment by member of the audience: that's right. Out of the 1,750
daily newspapers in the United States, the number of newspapers with
reporters ass:Lgned to science has declined. And those newspapers. that

have people who used to cover science are now covering environment. They

don4t do science anymore.

Question: I agree that the scientist must determine whether the.reporter
has done '..lis or ler homework. But what do you do when obviously the
reporter doesn't have the time or the inclination to do that homework?
Do you decline to inter7iew with that person? And are you accused of
favoritism aft r that?

Answer: When I met with the reporter who didn't want to read anything
in advance Ilreally didn't have much time. I saw her for 15 minutes, and
it was obvioUs she didn't understand very much about what had gone on.
I handed her the things, that I had suggested she read beforehand. he
wrote a piece based on those articles--well, it was plagiarism, but an
accurate article. ,

Comment: Our problem is that general assignment TV reporters cover our
science stories and they don't have the time or the background to really
understand what's goil,c on. But they have to get the story and they want
film on it.

Answer: I don't think any local television channels have people with__-
science backgrounds unless there is one in New York. They send whoever
is available. If Action Camera is ,:overing a fire in our area and they
want to pick up a medical story on the way, it's the reporter who covers
the fires that comes by. No, I suppose you can't expect science know-how
from them. They're not rea7,1y writing a piece; they're usually doing a

short spot and ask only about four questions,

Question: Is there any effort being made in places such as medical
schools to help scientists learn to speak intelligently and coherently
about their work? This is also a problem.
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Answer:- I think there would be some value to that effort. You're hot
gding to get scientists to come to a course on how to talk to the media.
A writer married to one of our faculty membets did give a course on
communication last year ft:busing on how to best present papers at meetings.'
She invited, anyone interested to a series of talks, some of which involved
hoW'to communicate in amore,cleneral way. Muchto my surprise, the room
was packed. But the offer wa0 put into the.context of presenting papers
to other scientists, which really is the same problem. Many of us talk
to pebple working in the same area who have a great deal of background
and who'know.everything you've done up until today. They want to hear
only what's new. The next day'we may talk at a county medical society
meeting to people who have to be approached at a totally different-level.
In that respect, it is important for physicians to learn to change the
way they talk, depending, upon their audience, so they are not talking up
to orsdown to scientists, fellow physicians, patients, or the media.
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APPLIED SCIENCES: ENGINEERING, AGRICULTURE, AND COMPUTERS

Dr. William P. Flatt
Deannd Coordinator

'College of Agriculture
university of Georgia

What do applied science researchers see as major impediments to wider
dissemination Of our work in the media? The first obstacle is the
timidity of the research scientist and the fear of ridicule--not only by
his or her peers, but by others as well. Scientists are concerned with
being misquoteein the media and having their peers read the exaggerations,
distortions, and errors that might appear. Sometimed the headlines are
the offenders rather than the articles themselves.

°Another fear is ridicule by the general public when it learns of the
research beiny conducted. All of us in agricultural research do some
work that has a very serious base, but that can be made to appear
ridiculous or trivial if it's explained in only a few seconds or minutes
on television or in a newspaper headline and brief article. So there's
concern about ridicule by the Media and the general public, as well as
by politicians such as Senator William Proxmire.

It is no small matter to receive aGolden Fleece Award. We're all aware
that the reputations of some scientists have suffered as a result of
receiving one of these awards from Senator Proxmire. One scientist took
his case all the way to the Supreme Court and won. The research in
question was on chimpanzees gritting their teeth. As a .result of the
court case, Senator Proxmire not only had to pay damages, but also had
to apologize to the scientist from the floor of the Senate Being
subjected to this kind of attention does affect a scientist's willingness
to share his or her work with the general public.

Another obstacle is that many scientists fail to appreciate the impor-
tance of informing the general public about their work. Even in land-
grant colleges we sometimes live in an ivory tower. Some scientists feel
that they have no responsibility to inform the general public. They know
in their minds that they're doing significant work, so the! don't under-
stand the need to tell others about it.

Failure to cmmunicate effectively is another major impediment to wider
dissemination of information to the media. An example is the scientist
who 'Went into a drug store and asked for some sodium salicylate. The
pharmacist said, "You mean aspirin?" The scientist replied, "Yeah. I

never could think of that word!" Scientists are often unable to communi-
cate effectively because they have a tendency to use jargon, and that
jargon is different from one discipline, to the next. Even within
agriculture, scientists in agronomy sometimes can't understand what the
agricultural engineers are saying, o- they have difficulty understanding
the social.science terminology of agricultural economics. I'm sure the
problems become even worse when you cut across colleges.
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Another impediment to the dissemination of scientific information is that
many people in the media don't know enough-about agricultural research to
decide what's exciting or important, and too often scientists assume
they do.

Another problem is that each research project is only one small part of
a big puzzle or a big picture, and scientists can lose their credibility
if they claim too much for their research. In the agricultural experiment
stations, each time we prepare to report research using the Current
Research Information System (CRIS), we project the outcome of the
research. Most of this research is mission-oriented, which means we're
aiming at a tnecific goal. But there is always the possibility of
overstating the case and losing credibility.

Public exposure may, in some cases, make it more difficult to actually
get research done, so some scientists prefer not to discuss their work.
They are well aware that their research is quite sensitive and could lead
to a negative reaction by people who would prefer that this type of work
not be done. This might be true, in"engineering, as well as in agricul-
ture and some of the other sciences.

In scientific communication we must also consider the problem of timing.
For example, a lot of research is long term in nature. Some studies
in breeding and genetics look pedestrian and seem to move very slowly.
Even though they are extremely important, many of the long-term breeding
projects in plant and animal genetics may not seem timely or newsworthy,
so they often don't meet the criteria for media coverage. On the other
hand, premature release of information can be damaging. This concerns
many scientists. They find that some of the really innovative farmers
or agribusiness people--those who are-really ready to adopt new infor-
mation--ire quite likely to use strictly preliminary data from the
first or second year of a project. When Jimmy Carter was governor of
Georgia he wnr.e.red why scientists at the University of Georgia had to
repeat the same projects three to five years before releasing information. .on them. In fact, caution in releasing information may help to keep
some farmers from going out of business because they might otherwise
adopt the wrong technology. We have several examples of varieties that
have not made the grade, or various cultural practices that we thought
would solve problems but proved ineffective with later testing. Prematurerelease of information can damage the credibility of the scientist as
well as actually cause economic losses to the people who use (or misuse)
the information.

some research in agriculture may have peen considered a little too
delicate or sensitive in the past to share with the general public. But
considering the nature of some of today's television progradMing, I don't
think it's the problem that it was at one time. Yet there are certain
subjects some people still think shouldn't be aired.

We ran into this problem recently when our board of regents was developlag
a plan for a television series to show the outstanding research accom-
plishments in the schools of medicine, agriculture, and engineering.
area I wanted to discuss was our work on soybeans, which are important
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for good quality protein.- But explaining the work would involve discussing

the research being done to control insects, diseases, and weeds, and the

use of chemicals in this area was a sensitive subject. At the present

time-there is considerable public concern about pesticides. Much of it is

well founded, but some of it is misguided and unnecessary. The fact

that we have a fair amount of research aimed at reducing the use of

agricultural chemicals has great economic and environmental significance.
But because some people frown Upon the use of pesticides, it's difficult
for the public information people to cover this work without using some

of the sensitive words.

It has become virtually an obligation to disseminate information about the
importance of agriculture. .As Dr. Jean Mayer has indicated, at the turn
of this century 'up will be producing nearly twice as much food, but
another 2.3 billion people will have to be fed, and at preent there are
already many hungry people. We've heard about this situation so much
that it has lost its newsworth: ess, and people don't pay much attention

to it. But the problem is going to become real as a result of the popu-
lation explosion and the fact that so far we're not able to increase food

. production at a high enough rate. The need for food is basic to every=
one's life, and we have a responsibility to focus public attention on
research in this area.

In addition, many people are unaware of the handsome dividends that invest-
ment in ag research pays. -There are plenty of cost/benefit analyses
that have been carried out to show the importance of the new technology
that has developed in agricultural research. Many studies have shown
that there's a 30 to 50 percent return per yearon the funds that have
been invested in agricultural research and education. As a result of
the basic research in engineering, the transistor has been used over and
over to benefit mankind. There are many examples of this sort. Research
that has results you can show, tell, feel, smell, or count is something
that the general publid can understand and,O.sualize better than some of
the more esoteric types of research.

In site of the special problems involved in communicating science, there
are several ways to improve communication between researchers and the
public.

First, public information officers must maintain a sense of the importance

of the job they do. It's important to the general public. It's impor-
tant to your employing institution if it is going to continue to he able
to get tax support--and all institutions do receive tax support. It's

important to scientists that their work be recognized in a meaningful way

so that people understand the significance of it. Also, indirectly, it's
important in enabling scientists. to continue to get the kind of support

they need.

Credibility is absolutely essential. We cannot take the chance of

releasing information that would damage credibility. As you know,

interpretation of data does change from time to time, even with the same

basic facts. But it's extremely important to protect and develop a sense
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of credibility. This credibility has to be with the media, the scientists
themselves, the administrators of the institution, and the public.
These groupd may not be ready to believe you to begin with, b_t you must
work hard to establish credibility.

Anerter way to improve communication is to learn to speak the language o:
all the people you are dealirig with. This is easier said than done.

'It's extremely difficult to know the jargon and to speak the language of
the general public, the legislators, and others. Of course, the general
public and legislators have basically the same language. Your job is to
transia_e scientific information into langbage that's understandable from
one;group to the other. Doing this requires &number of things. It takes
involvement, getting in and talking to reporters. It takes great intelli-
'gence. I can't imagine a more difficult job, and I've been pleased with
the kind of work I've seen. It takes concern and sensitivity to trahslat
scientific jargon into something that can be easily understoo3 by the
general public.

After collecting and translating data; you must condense it if it's going.
to get used by to media., You have to listen and to hear; you have to
identify with the general public, with citizens, scientists, administra-
tors, and journalists. You must also keep up to date on the activities
at your institution. To do an effective job, to take advantage of timely
events, you must not only keep up with research but also teaching, news
reporting,public opinion, readership, and audience trends.

It's also important to be loyal to the institution you're serving. You're
representing the university to the general public, and this is difficult
to do unless you are lOyal and have commitment to the institution. If
there are problems you should take a positive approach: help identify
campus problems and help solve them.

Another suggestion is to take advantage of opportunities. The eruptions
of Mount St. Helens-probably provided a real opportunity to call public
attention to the research being done on volcanoes. Scientists throughout
the United States became involved in this news story, and the general
public came to understand it. One news release explained that the erup-
tions may not have been all bad--that they may speed up formation of soil
and that top soil could be generated more rapidly. Releases also focused
attention on air pollution and related difficulties, such as acid rain.

Opportunities to communicate science do come along, even though sometimes
they come in the form of disasters. An example was the mycotoxin out-
break in the Southeast. With a severe drought, worm infestation, and
difficult climatic conditions, we had a very difficult time with
mycotoxins. We had requested appropriations to get additional funds to
study this because we anticipated it would be a problem in the future.
But our requests had been turned down. The problem actually occurred,
and some dairy farmers were not allowed to sell their milk in North
Carolina. As a result, t1- problem got publicized, and the governor
provided funds to build the mycotoxin laboratory we had been requesting.
The General Assembly provided funds to continue research on the problem.
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Fo, as far as our farmers were concerned, here was a disaster that became
an opportunity to publicize the needs of agricultural research.

Drought is another example. As a result of the drought in 1980 we will
probably have less difficulty when we go to the legislature for funds to
do irrigation' research.

Inflation is on everyone's mind,.and this makes it easier for us to tell
the story that increased efficiency bf processing and marketing and
improved technology can help reduce inflation. Current interest in
energy is another example of an opportunity for communicators. Agricul-

ture is a source, of renewable resources. We can produce soybean oil
and peanut oil to be burned in diesel engines. We can make gasohol. But

we're going to need public 7.4areness that it takes an investment in
research to produce such alternative energy forms.

Another example of a problem that became an advantage was a television
newscaster's report on the poisonous aspects of 2-4D. It showed a man
wearing a mask spraying a plant inside a greenhouse. One of our scientists
saw this and realized that the report couldn't possibly be accurate or
the spray would have killed everything in the greenhouse. Rather than
just sitting there he picked up. the telei.lione and called the television
station. The newscaster said he wanted to know more. He came to the
university, filmed some wor' with t.e scientist, learned more about the
subject, and did a television '-eries pointing out many different aspects
of .the research being carried on. As a result, we were able to rec.ch
hundreds of thousands of people.

We've produced an advertisement showing how agriculture is aL4..empting to
address timely concerns. For example, everyone is concerr ....mut food

production, about having a plentiful supply of food that's economical,
nutritious, and safe. Our advertisement includes slides that explain
the research being carried out iryfood production at agricultural experi-
ment stations, as well as research in the marine sciences conducted under
the Sea- Grant Program. The. turf in one of the' olides was developed by a
Georgia USDA scientist, Glenn Burton. It vac one of his failures--it
didn't grow rapidly. So instead of grazing cattle on it, he used it to
develop many of the turfs used on football fields, golf ourses, and
lawns.

The advertisement also points out that engineering is related to peanut
production. When formr President Carter got out of the Nevi in 1954,
the average peanut production per acre was 605 pounds. It was about
1,000 pounds for several years following that. At the time he was
elected President it was over 3,000 pounds per acre. He realized this
increase was due to the application of science to insect, disease, and
weed control, and to the development of improved varieties.,

To illustrate the agricultural engineering aspect of research, the
advertisement includes slides showing a spray to control insects, diseases,
and weeds. They show Dr. Ed Law, a good spokesman for science, who
developed a little spray nozzle that directs the pesticide spray to all
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sides of, a plant, rather than just to the front side of it. Use of the
nozzle can reduce by half the amount of pesticides or agricultural
chemicals sprayed. In fact, some studies indicate that the amount used
can be reduced to 1/4, 1/6, or even 1/7 and still achieve control. Field
studies-have clearly indicated that the damage to insects on fields sprayed
with half the amount of chemicals is every bit as good as or better than
the damage to those sprayed with the usual amount.

Another aspect shown in the slides is engineering involvement in water
management. Irrigation is coming into the Southeast more than it has in
the past, and we have a large underground water supply that we must learn
to control. Engineers trained in engineering colleges are responsible
for helping to lead multidisciplinary efforts to study water management.

We have another excellent spokesman, Dr. Dale Threadgill, featured in the
slides. Georgia is the poultry state, and Dr. Threadgill is the engineer
workirg with poultry industry personnel. Instead of having them manually
move coickers, the engineer developed a scheme in which the chickens are
guided over to a belt, ride up into the truck, and are transported away-
without ever being touched.

The slides emphasize'solar energy research by showing how energy is used
4-o help heat a pig manure pit so that methane production is more rapid.
One of our scientists on a Golden Fleece Award for his research on
jogging pigs. The award did not stop his work because he knew that it
was important to find the most i.ffective way to raise pigs--to find out
what effect exercise has on the pregnant pig and the size of her litter.

Georgia is known as the peach state, but there have been some problems
growing peaches because many mature peach trees have been dying. One of
our scientists thinks he may have circumvented this problem by planting
rooted cuttings. Our slides show the peaches he obtained from 14-month-
Old bushes instead of three-to-five-year-Old trees.____---

There are numerous other examples showing how agricultural research leads
to improvements in food production and other areas. There are many
opportunities for public information officers to help the public under-
stand and appreciate university research. This work is important to
future generations because many of today's efforts are looking ahead.
It's the kind of work that will affect generations yet unborn.

Question: What do your research administrators do to help your
communications people?

Answer: First, we place some emphasis on communicating. We encourage
our scientists to discuss things with our science writers. Also, we do
have a mechanism by which our science writers can be aware of what
projects are started. Each time a project is initiated a copy of the
proposal is sent to our department of agricultural communications so that
our communicators can know what is being done.

We also encourage the actual investigative process. For example, the
first thing our recently appointed ag communications department head did
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was to go to the departments, get acquainted with the scientists, and
talk with the department heads. So when representatives from an Atlanta
television station came to campus to do a story with one of our scientists
who was talking about soybean cyst nematodes, right away the communications
head told the reporter, "They're little worms in the ground," and pulled
one up to show the reporter. He helped to translate the story as a result
of his first-hand knowledge of the subject.

We also have an annual report that is handled through our ag communica-
tions department. Each department is asked to send examples of '.the 10
most important projects in the department for the fiscal year. Then, our
ag communications people determine which examples to include in the
annual report.

In agriculture we have the Current
which provides print-outs of every
or private funds. Also, each time
an information copy is sent to the

Research Information System (CRIS),
project funded with federal, state,
an article is submitted to a journal,
ag communications department.

Question. Does your institution also do basic research?

Answer: Yes. Although my topic is applied sciences, we identify 36 per-
cent of our research activity as basic, and we feel that we can definitely
defend it. In fact, the general public, media, and legislators are
interested in such things as photosynthesis, nitrogen fixation, and
interactions of trace minerals. We have one scientist who's interna-
tionally known for his research on zinc metabolism, and yet we know of
no case during his entire career where there's been a zinc deficiency in
our state. But we can point out the knowledge he has and the things he's
learn* about interactions and homeostatic mechanisms of minerals. Some
day we're going to run into problems with trace minerals and, if ue know
the answers in advance, we'll be better able to face those problems.

We can a/1s° point to bagic research by one of our plant geneticists 10
years before we had the outbreak of southern corn blight. When it hit,
it was devastating. But we already had a scientist who had done research
in this area and had shown that Texas male-sterile cytoplasm corn was
susceptible to the microorganisms that cause southern corn blight. Ther'4

was already enough information, plus the research done in other states,
to combat this problem. Between 1962 and'1971 we had to defend the
scientist's work. Once the problem arose, however, he was the expert.
He was the spokesman speaking to civic clubs, to farmers, and to legis-
lators, explaining tothem the research he had done.

We have a lot of good examples of basic research. I wouldn't have any
problem selling at least half of ou 'ogram as basic research and
saying that, if it weren't for basic Lesearch, we wouldn't have the
appli_d science providing advancements for the future.
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JOURNALISM, THE ACADEMY, AND THE NEW CLASS

Dr.- Michael Novai-

Resident SchblAr

American Enterprise Institute

A basic change in social structure has occurred in the United States
since World War II, In 1939, there were 900,000 undergraduates in our
colleges and universities. And from about 1947 until 3967 we built a

444,' new college campus, on-average, every two weeks. In the state of New
York the campuses mushroomed, as they did ih most other states. Now
there are about 13 million persons, mostly between the ages of 18.and
22, enrolled in universities, collegest, adjunct institutions, commercial
schools, and others involved in professional/vocational preparation.

The number of faculty was about 60,000 in the 1930s. It's now well over
600,000, and more when you count the assistants in the laboratories,
libraries, and elsewhere. If ever we formed ,a union, &would be larger
th4n that of thf. steel or mine workers.

Since 1945, then, we have tremendously expand our e
educ Lien. At present about 13 of adult
leaS four years of college. On t e principl that a
is a angerous thing, our educated class is particula
shifting conventional wisdom. When a new idea °comes
persons are more likely to learn of it and take it se

De in arms of
opulation has at
little knowledge,
ly vulnerable to a
long, educated

iously; five years
latter they may decide it was all a fad and mostly mist aken. You might
change all the childrearing practices of an elite group of Americans
and 10 years later these people might be reacting against '-hose practices,
saying they were wrong and they should never have followed them. It's
t(oo late for; the children. There are great advantages to higher educA-f(
tion, but education alone does not guarantee wisdom.

1 The, expansion of our elite in terms of education is real. Probably many
of us are the fin:t persons in our families to get a college education.
That's true of many Americans.

There has also been an expansionof the elite in terms of income. The
emerage income of a surgeon or lawyer in 193qkwas $4,500 and $4,100,
respectively., Today 20 percent of the population by household has an
income of over $29,000. (That figure now jumps by about $2,000 a year
because of inflation.) That's a tremendous amount of discretionary
income, of which never in history have so any people had so much. On
the other hand, it makes.you wonder what the 80'percent below that
income level do. How do they send three or four children through
college, and how do they provide for medical care and other basic
necessities?

Besides education and income, there is a third index: _status. According
to the Census Bureau, in 1970, 23 percent of American workers were pro-
fessionals or managers. A very large part of thisgroup consists of high
school teachers, owners of some kinds of small businesses, and members of
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new professions that hardly existed in 1939, such as psychiatric

social workers, science reporters, football players, stock brokers, and

so on. The significant social fact is that such persons are paid on an

annual basis: weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly, not by the hour. They may

work 80-hour weeks, but they work at their discretion.

Thus, when you are organizing a political campaign, the people you turn
to are the managers and professionals; if they take off a day or ,two,

they don't suffer any salary loss. The 4orkers who punch a clock can',:

do that. They have to work eight hours at day and, therefore, may be

able to :give you only their evenings. One must use a very different

organizational principle with one group than with the other. That'a'in

part what is meant by "the new politics"--the availability of millions

of professionals and managers across America for political activism,

activist with new skills concerning words, symbols, and organization

who can completely outflank the old political machines.

Teach,trs, as the New Republic has reported, are now the single most
significant lobby in Washington, more powerful than the oil companies.
With a windfall profits tax, you can take $200 billion from the oil

companies in a matter of "six weeks in Washington. The teachers are very

highly organized in every town, village, and precinct of America. They

know people. They are profegsional and skillful. A powerful political

force.

The first point, then, is that the elite--defined by education, income

and status--has expanded tremendously.

The sc, and is that\the e ite has also split. At least half of the members

of our highly-educated, ighly-paid, high-status group' find that our v

interests are better se ed through an expanding State. The more,the

state spends and the more the state does,; the more opportunities/there

are for us and our students. Thig is the first time that thevAmericn

elite has been divided-in this way. It used to be said that the business

of America is business. Now the'business of at least half of us is

making life difficult for business. And we see that our own income and

career opportunities and those of our students depend very heavily on

growing federal spending. It is not sc likely that the National EducatIon

Association will come out for lest government spending in education. So

we're seeing in our midst an interesting class struggle develop concerning
two ideas about the shape of Americawhether it will have an increasingly

large state-funded sector or a private sector increasing the scope of its

activities and powers. ihat's a fascinating issue, but I don't propose

now to go any farther
powers._

that long road, except to add that the war of

ideas is highly significant.

The next point concerns the meaning of news in tlis environment. 'One of

the interesting things in learning to write for newspapers in particular,

and to some extent for television, is that not everything that is true

is news. There is a very important difference between what is true and

what is news. There are certain things that are absintely true that are

boring, however relevant they may be. They don't sound right when you're

reading chiefly for what's new.
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There is a particular problem with the news that we.haven't faced
adequately enough. The reason is due, I think, to that change in social
structure I described. Not very long ago, intellectuals and university
professionals looked down with some disdain upon the news. They never
expected that what was important to the world could be communicated
through the news. One used to speak with glib contempt of Time, Newsweek,
and The New York Times. It simply never occurred to serious people that
you would xead those publications to find out what was important in
terms of ideas, science, and social science. In those days, such publi-
cations aimed at a common denominator,and relatively low level of under-
standing. You simply didn't look there.for serious information. And .

in fact, were you to write for onto appear in such publications, youi-
/Career would suffer. One of the reasons that attitude has been .rans-

formed, of course, is the expanding education both of the readership and
the writers. Almost all persons who now work through the media or for
the media have at least four years of College education. Almost all
have incomes of at least $29,000 a year. Almost all are professionals,
if not managers. If you -7emember, by contrast, in the movies from the
1930s, the correspondents and the journalists used to be working stiffs
identified' with the proletariat. Indeed, at that time, intellectuals and
university professors were pictured as absent-minded professors, not
terribly effective or important in the world. Today, the persons who
prepare and write the news, and develop and create the symbols and images
through which we understand ourSelres as a people, are increasingly
coming from the top 20 percent of the population. Moreover, they tend
to have taken predominantly one side in the war of ideas between classes
within the' elite itself.

Thejargest story of our time on which all other stories hang is the
story of change. For the last 40 years, change predominantly meant
larger government. An American sermon must always end with a recommen-
dation of something effective to do, like starting a committee. You
can't eave an American audience with an image of human evil in the
world. In America you must always end a talk with a positive recommen-
.dati f something to do, and if you don't, your audience will resist.
When we find such recommendations in our news stories, the implication
is often that government should do something. It is assumed that the
principal agent of change is the government. That accounts for the fact
that most of the news on the front pages of newspapers and most of our
leading stories on television are about government. They are much less
often about industry, universities, or science. One is struck by this
fact on visiting Eastern Europe, where so much of the news i about the
introduction of a new tractor Itside of Leningrad, .or some new machinery
in Bratislava. The evening news on Soviet or Eastern Euro ean television
is much more focused on the world of work and on terhnolog_cal break-
th..oughs. What we mean by "news" here, one notes, is d.amatically
different.

Again, news about religion has long been rather badly handled in America.
The average comprehension that sophisticated people have about religion
is poor. How can You be 40 years old in America and not know what a
"born-again" Christian is? Not long ago, it was eery. When Jimmy Carter

tt.
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came onto the scene in 1976, many major reporters went scurrying around

trying to find out,"What's an Evangelical?" And that's the largest

single body of believers or ideological.groug in America. It's a group .

with a certain image of the world, a certain sensibility about the nation,
and probably the one closest to the origin and meaning or this country.
So much of our imagery of the New World, of the new beginning, of the
capacity to 'S-tart over, of a New Deal, centers around the experience of

being "born again." Every political campaign needs its slogan, and you

always have half of it before you begin. You know it has to connote a

"new" something, and yo debate what the next word should be. This

impulSe comes less from he Puritans with their sense of depravity and
sin than from the Evange 'cats with their sense of being born again.
It's a side of the Ameri an tradition that is very important. Until

recently; hardly anyone ever paid much attention to the Evangelicals.
Yet they are'numerous and have in recent years become, wealthy, well

educated, and powerIgl.

Thus, in talking,about the meaning of the news, we are led to the pro-

blem of the structure of the news. Today, we have national news media.
In the 1930s, Henry Luce invented a paper of a quality that would repro-
duce color and photographs with high fid(lity. And then he developed an

ink that woula dry instantaneously. Once those were achieved it became
possible for a national news magazine to be put to bed editoria.ly on
Friday night, printed Saturday, and wi,hout,waiting three or four days
for the ink to dry, stapled and mailed and in peo le's hands by Tuesday
morning. Suddenly you had available a means of co unication with the

elite throughout the nation. Time and Newsweek bo st that 23 million

Americans a week read them, which abut 10 perc nt of the population.

Their audience coincides rather well, It ink, wit that elite I've been

describing. Now, almost simp:an )nsly, th newsp pers have developed

a'focus, too. The reports in The New York Times on the national and
international news appear not only in New York but in newspapers across

the land. They are syndiCated. When you read news stories in Topeka,
or Portland, or whereverlin America, you find that you are readiAg The

New York Times, The Los Angele filmes, The Washington Post, AP, or UPI.

This structure has a bottlenn k. The number of persons concerned with
science, or universities, or ideas, who 'have input into the newspapers

of America is very small. They probably number not more than several

thousand. That is extremely important to keep in mind. When we talk

about the news on a national level, we're talking about a finite number
of editors, writers, and favorite sources. We're also talking about a.

finite numberof available coluMn inches. A few media--AP, UPI, The Los
Angeles Times, The Washington Post, and The New York Times--are the chief
guardians of those inches on the national scene.

Something similar has been true of television. There are 70 major redia

markets :;r1 television. In those 70 major markets, there are, for the
most part, three channels available--fewer in some areas and more in

others. (Cable television is revolutionizing this structure.) So

multiply 70 times three. Now how many science or idea reporters work at

each of those channels? Not more than one or two. So again, you're
dealing with'a universe of maybe 500 people across the country who ha've
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influence on the content of television, and not all of those have access
to national television. If.you're thinking simply of national access,
the number is, of course, far fewer. There are the three networks and
public television, and there are just a handful of science or idea
'reporters. That makes the problem rather different than it would be with
greater numbers.

I would define the problem as a form of surprisingly common world outlook--
Solzhenitsyn has reported his astonishment at the extent to which our
media present the same view of reality on almost everything. There is
no significant ideological difference between ABC, CBS, and NBC. And it
would be hard to pick an argument between Time and Newsweek in terms of
ideas, on what they accept as true, or on what they argue for. The
interesting thing about human life is that when people sit..down together,
they disagree not so much about the facts. Rather, they look at the
world so Oiferently that they can hardly tolerate one another. If you
obServe,an argument between liberals and conservatives in our society,
it seems, at times, as if they live on a different planet. We live in
very different worlds in America--regarding abortion, the Equal Rights
Amendment, government spending, welfare, crime, almost any symbolic
issue.

What's interesting about our national media is how they fineSse that
problem by taking a view of what seems plausible, which becomes the
conventional wisdom and is acceptable to at least a majority of those in,
the top 20 percent. This is the audience they basically reach on
current events shows such as "Meet the Press"--about 10 million people.
The media
accepted b

re able to shape a conventional wisdom that is largely
educators and other sophisticated people across the country.

4

We've lear ed to live with this sort of public world and we know there
is no use arguing with it, even if we privately disagree. There are
certain things that people. take as plausible and they negotiate from
there. You realize if you step outside the conventional wisdom that you
are in for ap argument, and you may not, feel up to an argument right
now. We fi.id at cocktail parties or evenings of relaxation with friends
that as the conversation gets spirited and wanders away from the conven-
tional wisdom, and as people begin saying what they really think, friend-
ships sometimes fall out. And people say, "If I had known they thought
like that, I would have never had anything to do with them!" Through
these sorts of pressures, Americans, ironically, are becoming more and
ore birds of a feather. We are now free to choose our neighbors. In

t was of relaxation we associate with people with whom we basically
ag ee. The only time in America where people still sit down in a
systematic way with those whose politics they can't stand, or ,hose
religious ideas they abhor, or whose general views of the world are in
complete conflict with theirs is at Christmas or Thanksgiving with their
families. The only melting pot left in America may be at the family
dinner table. ,

Another important factor is the indispensable preeminence of print in
the world of ideas, science, the humanities, and other fields. True, we
have hardly explored the capacities of television and film for communi-
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cating many ideas that are important. I don't want to underestimate the
possibilities of television or film. Still, in recent years I've been
struck by the extent to which there are so many things that can't be
said, so many distinctions that can't be made, except in words. They

can't be explained on film or on television. They really have to be
expressed in cold print. For example, it's interesting to follow what a
politician says ontelevisionand to read it in cold print. These are
two very different experienceS. One allows you a certain coolness in
judging the content of the idea and the other involves your human
reactions to the presence of the person. You find that the radiance of
eyes or skin, the inflection of the voice, and other signs may communicate
something at variance with the words. My mother pointed out to me that
every time a certain presidential candidate talked about love, she thought
he was accusing her and trying to make her feel guilty. The words were
saying one thing, but the intensity and the severity of the voice were
saying something else. As we gain more experience living in the world
of television--we're the first generation to do so--we realize how
untrustworthy television is in the field of ideas. In at least some
senses, we were much more coldly informed about politics when we knew
what was going on in a campaign only through reading newspapers, when we
couldn't see the images and couldn't be involved in that personal
reaction. Ideas mattered more.

There is also a structure in the social sciences and the humanities of
which we must be more aware. There is an intellectual structure below
the surface, but influential in the way ideas are addressed. There is a
growing gap, I think, between that top 20 percent of the population and
the other 80 percent. The people of the United States, for One thing,
are far more religious in many ways than the elite tends to e. The
elite, even when it is religious, tends not to say so. Some things are
not often shared outside the privacy of the heart. This al st system-
atic etiquette may separate the elite from otherS. This se s to be
happening in religious matters, in moral matters, and in attitudeg
toward life as a whole. These diffeiences show up in many opinion sur-
veys.

The humanities also have a peculiar bias against a whole aspect of
modernity that is hard to bring to the surface. Humanists, writers,
poets, and philosophers were once supported by the nobility, and their
destiny was linked very closely to that (1 the aristocratic class. There
were lovely salons, beautiful palaces, great paintings, and other works
of art commissioned by the aristocracy. This was a happy marriage--an
aristocracy of money and title wedded to an aristocracy of intellect and
talent. And the imagery of the aristocracy fit very neatly '.ith the

self-image of artists. Interestingly enough, the intellectuals and the
artists were almost never aristocrats. They were almost always
bourgeoisie--people who were not quite serfs and not quite nobility, who
had the talent, who created the works that aristocrats would pay for.
Beautiful salons were riot made by aristocrats; they were actually built
by bourgeosis craftsmen. But the iragery of the bourgeoisie fell short
of the class of the nobility. The humanities have always been identified
with the uppe,:. class. To say "a prince of a man" is to make an aesthetic
statement, but 1-.1so a class statement. To say that someone has an
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aristocratic taste is a rather nice thing. To say that someone has
bourgeois taste is not intended to be so nice.

Perhaps I can sharpen this point by saying that it suddenly occurred to
me one &a hat we in the liberal arts are liberated from. It ;lit me
with the force of a single word: "work." The liberal arts are non-
industrial, non-servile, non-commercial arts. And there is built into
that tradition a suspicion of anybody who sweats too much. It has been
saia that the entire history of English literature is Luddite and anti-
machine. The history of the sensibility opposed to capitalism, industry,
and commerce is apparent, from "the dark satanic mills" of William Blake
to the scenes in Charles Dickens's novels. There has hardly been a
friendly voice for commercial civilization and industrial civilization;
almost all literature was hostile.

Part of this, I think, is because in the humanities there is a deep sense
that the better you are, the fewer the peorle who can really appreciate
what you do. If you can make all the fin distinctions necessary for
true understanding, only a certain group of people can appreciate your
achievement. If you are reaching a mass audience, something must be
wrong. There is a conflict between the humanities and market principles,
which cuts across the lationship between, many experts in the humanities
an4 the journalists. t's a deep, emotional conflict. When humanists
think they are doing w at they ought to do, they tend to think of them-
selves in rarified ways. The market principle seems wrong to them. If
something is reacting a mass of people, it must be on a low level of
discripination; it's n6t likely to be very good. There is a tone of
voice in which people speak of journalists as mere journalists.

There is a similar problem in the structure of the social sciences, born
in the same moment as socialism, which understood itself to be the science
of social behavior. The assumption was that society can be taken apart,
analyzed, and presumably made to work better by experts who can put it
together better. There is remarkable suspicion of the market principle
and an antagonism toward the irrational behavior of individuals who are
likely to do what they damn well please, rather than what they know is
good for them at any given moment. And the'L is also a potent conflict
in the way one simply looks at the world, in the almost unconscious
expectationt of the world, as between the viewpoint of the social sciences
and that of common people.

Yet the viewpoints that naturally receive greatest and most potent play
in our media tend to be those of the most articulate, most highly educated,
most acculturated to the rules and the sematics of the conventional
wisdom. This is understandable. Yet isn't it worth worrying about the
danger that a rather large elite--some 20 million--may go on talking to
itself, not quite in touch with the perceptions of the other 200 million?

We need to take special care about our democracy, given the new structures
of a society so dependent upon the media. It is a hopeful sign that many
persons, from many directions, are attending to such issues.
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COPING WITH CONTROVERSIAL RESEARCH

Dr. Ibioert DuPont
Clinical Professor of Psychiatry.

Georgetown University
School of Medicine

4r
I have had a lot of e- erlence with the media, not all of it positive.
I am one of the few people in this room today, I would suppose, who has
had Jack Anderson deliote several columns to saying unflattering things

about me. I even had a local television investigative reporter spend
full-time for a year*Covering me, going thzJugh my wastepaper baskets and
talking to everybody I had ever fired or otherwise had anything to do
with. So I have a personal insight into some of the risks in dealing
with the media and some of the pain that goes with it. I went to a play
last. night by BertoIt Brecht called "Galileo" and wrote down a couple of
quotes that I thought would set the stage for what we are talking about.
At one point, Galileo says, "As much truth gets through as we.prush
through." I thought that was an interesting concept - -the idea that we

gave to push to help the truth. At another point he said, "Won't the
truth j,...st take care of itself? No, it requires some-assistance in terms

1

cf getting the truth acrOss." He also said, "It is such bliss to doubt."

In communicating about science, it is particularly painful to the public
to see the extent to which scientists find such bliss in doubt. Reporters

find this bliss even more difficult '..:.o deal with. My own experience with
reporters, especially comm n3cating controversial subjects, has been in
three areas. One is in the drug abuse ar a, where I spent many years

treating heroin addicts an in which the p imary controversy had to do
with the use of methadone, an addicting n cotic drug that was perceived

at times as a panacea for ercin,addicts d at other times as a curse- -

a case in which, as some people say; t..e cure was worse than the disease.
It certainly was an enormously controversial subject. I have also spent
a lot of time working on the marijItana issue. I am now the president of
the American Council onMarijuana and have spent a good bit of time, in
the last three years in particular, on marijuana research. The third
area, which is newer to me, is related to my work with phobias, such as
public attitudes toward nuclear power, the Three Mile Island accident,
and other issues related to nuclear energy and public reactions to that.
I had the unique experience of watching for 13'hours over the course,
of two days all the network news coverage of nuclear energy for the last
decade. Some of yoU may know that Vanderbilt University has taped all
evening television news shows since 1968 and has now cataloged them for
researchers to use; they are available by subject, by reporter, by net-
work, or any other kind of indexing. The collection is a marvelous

resource for research. As I watched these newscasts, I found the dominant
theme; particularly in recent years, has been the theme of fear. Fear
literally overshadowed any technological, scientific, or economic consid-
erations. I think even a casual look at the nuclear issue would reveal
that it largely hinges on fear. So my background in dealing with coltro-
versial research is in the areas of heroin/methadone, marijuana, and
fears, especially fears of nuclear power.
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Part of the problem that most university researchers have in communicating
controversial research is their own fearfulness in dealing with the
reporter. Who is this person? Researchers want to know something about
the reporter; they want some reassurances. They are also concerned 5bout
being quoted adcurately and having-their_information presented in an
accurate ane full fashion. encourage university researchers or those
who work with university research to try to put in perspective what the
interaction is between the reporter and the scientist. Essentially, the
reporter's job is to write the story or to put it on the air. The
researcher has to deal with the fact that he or she has absolutely no
control over that story--that it is somebody else's job and not the
researcher's. He or she is not responsible for the story and cannot con-
trol it. No matter how careful the researcher is, how many times he or
she qualifies things, how many times he or she goes back ovekthings,
there's nothing a researcher can do to control what that repolter is. going
to say. As Harry Truman said, "Don't go near the kitchen if you can't
stand the heat." If you cannot accept the fact that it is not you writing
the story, but the reporter, then you should not be talking-to the
reporter. The reporter will decide what to include and will relay it
to the audience in any way that that reporter sees fit. It is the
reporter's responsibility and proper role to do that. One of the pro-
blems is that the research, particularly in controversial areas, does not
always get presented as fully as one woul like, or always in the context
that one would likei All these problems an be understood as part o4 the
problem of understa ding roles. The role of the reporter is to report.
The scientist can a d should explain his or her findings and views fully,
but he or she should also respect the limits of his or her role. The
scientist does not control the story. The reporter and his or her bosses
do.

Also, and I guess this goes back to our scientific preoccupation with
Galileo and a few others like him, the researcher would like to be a
hero. One would like to be seen as doing a very good thing. Beiefg
criticized is probably the most painful outcome, even more painful than
being misquoted, of this interaction between a researcher and a reporter.
It is painful to have the reporter go out and find somgtody who says,
"I know that jerk and he has published that junk for the last three years,
and it doesn't make any sense at all." But this is the way that the media
work. Essentially, they are concerned with what they call "balance."
Once an issue is defined as controversial, the media, although they are
interested in the truth and the facts, will have an even greater commit-
ment to balance. If you are saying that marijuana is a bad thing, then

.

they have got to find somebody who says it is not'so bad, or it is good.
If you are trying to discourage people from using marijuana, it drives
you crazy to have them dogthat. I know this firsthand! The same thing
is true with the nuclear energy issue. If I say that fear is an impor-
tant issue and that it is separate from the concern about nuclear tech-
nology, then the reporter is duty-bound to find somebody who says that
you 'have good reason to be afraid. And it is even worse when you know
that statement is going into the same story that has your statement. You
have to be prepared to deal with that, and you must realize that you pro-
bably won't come off as the hero you know you are!
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Another concern is that of being misquoted. Again, I think the issue
has to do with recognizing the limits of one's control. Perspective can
make all the difference. A couple of years ago a reporter for The
Atlanta Constitution came to a talk I was giVing about marijuana. He
asked me what my primary concern was. And I said my primary concern was
people, especially young people, who were'using a great deal of marijuana.
By that, I meant using it every day or several times a day and that this
was happening at a very high rate. As some of you may know, one in nine
high school seniors smokes marijuana every day, averaging three-and-a-
half joints a day. To me this is an enormous percentage of'very heavy
use of marijuana. I said that is what I was most concerned about. So
the headline the next .scorning on the front page of The Atlanta Constitu-
tion was, "Federal Official Unconcerned About Casual Marijuana Use." In
a certain sense there was something to that, but it was just a little
bit off of what I had in mind! The repOrter was quite pro-pot and said
so in the discussion with me and with others. After a protest to the
editors, they did run another Story_that was more accurate. They never
did take back the first story, but they ran another story on page three
about my concerns. That reporter no longer works for The Atlanta Consti-
tution. It may also be .a long time before I get invited back to Atlanta
to speak on marijuana..

Another example of controversial research is the so-called Rand Study of
Alcoholism. Essentially the study found that relatively high percentages
of people who were treated for alcoholism and defined as alcoholic by
the criteria used in the study were at a later point found to be drinking
in a way that would be defined as social drinking. So the headline was,
"Former Alcoholics Can Become Social Drinkers." That produCed a storm
of protest from the alcoholism community, Alcoholics Anonymous, and the
National Council on Alcoholism. It became a cause celebre and a test
when anyone would speak about alcohol. "Where do you stand on the Rand
Study?" (You had to go one way or the other.) "Can the former alcoholic
ever become 1a social drinks, ?" This issue raised a question that is also
raised in many other areas--the larger implications of some research
findings. They may have an important truth in a particular context, but
used in another way can have an alarming negative effect. Most of us Who
have worked with alcoholics shudder at the idea of an alcoholic resuming
drinking because so often we see the pattern of the person saying, "You
know, I haven't had a drink for several years, I'm going to return to
social drinking, and I can do it." And that leads todisasterous con-
sequences for the individual and for the family. The implication of this
study was clinically'scary for people working in the field. And I think
that kind of sensitivity to broader implications of research is important
for both scientists and reporters to have.

Research as it relates to social policy usually becomes controversial.
There is a lot of public interest in policy issues, It is rare to find
a research study that is directly on target to the social policy
question being dealt with. Usually it is related, but in some kind of
controlled or limited fashion. The question usually becomes, "Can,this
research be extrapolated? Can this be applied to the larger policy
issue?" One of the things I have found interesting and painful is the
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realization of how limited our research endeavors a:tually are in terms
of their capacity to deal with important policy problems. Many of the
most vital-problems of the day are not the subjects of research.

An example that I was involved with was the heroin epidemic i
5
n the late

.1960s. What happened to make'that epidemic occur? What was associated
with the decline of the epidemic and is now associated with the relative
rise, at least in some parts of .the country? There has been almos no

research done on that subject, although there have been a few papers
written on it. But it remains a mystery which gets little research
attention. For-reasons I do not fully understand, it has not been
interesting to our colleagues in the research community. I do know that,
researchers, if they are to succeed, must limit their focus and conduct
"do-able" studies that will produce quick payoffs in terms of publica-
tion. That means ignoring big, often important, issues because of limits
of time, money, and technology.

Another problem we have in communicating research is that on controversial
subjects "the experts don't agree." Former Senator Edmund Muskie a few
years ago said he was looking for a one-armed scientist. The reason was
that all scientists said, "on the one hand this," and "on the other hand
that." Muskie felt if he could only find a dne-armed scientist he might
be able'to get a straight answer to his.questions. The fact is that
people involved in public policy dealing with controversial issues do
want to find answers. I think we often underestimate the extent to which ,

there is high motivation not only to finkanswers, but to use them. '"he
problem is that in most of these areas the experts do not agree.

In nuclear power, for example, you can find plenty of experts on both
sides who have fine credentials. You can find plenty of people in the
scientific community who think marijuana is a terrible drug and is
2eF'roying our society. You can find an almost equal number who think
it is relatively benign. Methadone is another example of the same kind
of disagreement. Researchers need to recocAize that they are entering a
different arena when they enter public debate and that they will be
disagreed with. They will not be perceived as having all the answers,
as a sort of white knight charginli in to solve the problem. We must
recognize that researchers are people who have feelings, too. I think
often both they and the people who relate to them tend to forget this.
It is important to recognize that it is fun, especially in dealing with
controversial subjects, to get some attention focused on your work for
your university, for yourself, and for your subject matter. The glare of
those bright. lights is addicting; people like it, and they like the
excitement--at least some people do. -I am reminded of Andy Warhol's dream
of having a democratic system so that everybody' can be famous for 15
minutes_ If only we could have that, we would solve a lot of our pxo-
blems!

It.is fun to get involved with reporters and contrcversial iqsues,,if you
are in a proper frame of mind. The proper frame of mind means that you
understand that you are not charging in with the answer, that the water
is not going to part before you, and that everyone is not going to. say,
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"Great. Now I understand what the prOblem is .with inflation. Professor

Jones, you have the answer." You.havefto recognize that pientyof people
are going to criticize you. And the-more notoriety you get, the more
-recognition you get, the more people are going to criticize you. When I

was feeling particularly picked= by,Jack Anderson a couple of years
ago, my brother, who is a university 'researcher, said he thought it was

an hdnor that I was the only person in the family who ever had Jack

'Anderson work him over. That, he felt, was quite an achievement. It

was helpful to me to have him say that because I was feeling a little

unhappyabqut what was happening. The one.nice thing for researchers.
dealing with controversial subjects today compared to times past is that
People no longer burn you at the stake; they.just misquote you and '

criticize you..

Question: Is public fear of nuclear power phobic? If so, has that MK'
been created by media 'reporting or are the media simply responding to at
widespread phobia than pre-existed? -

' Answer: Much of the public fear of nuclear power is phobic and much of
pit is, if not created byi at least encouraged by the media. But not all
fear of nuci,ear power is phobic, .and not all of it is caused by the media.
By phobic.fear, I mean essentially thinking that focuses on what could
;happen as opposed to what is happening .or what has. happened. This is.

absolutely characteristic of somebody who is phobic. A phobic person. is
Tarely concerned 'about right now; he er she is concerned about. what could

happen. "The airplane could crash." "I could lose control on the belt- o

way." Whatever, the issue is, it's almost invariably future thinking.
Phobic thinking is insulated from the experience itself. Even though -

the person has done this many times and never panicked, or lost control,'
or the plane has not crashed, the experience:gets insulated and
reinforced by the concept that it could happen and there's nobody who can
say it could not ever happen. That,is characteristic of what happens
in'the concern about nuclear power: Three Mile Island is the classic ,

example of a "what if" problem. The Presidential Commission on Three
Oa

Mile Island concluded that there was no health damage whatsoever associated
with that accident for the workers in the plant or for the public at
large. They calculated, in fact, that perhaps the radiation release
associated with that accident would produce seven tenths of one death'
increase over the lifetime of the 50 million people living within 200 miles
of TMI in the context of 350,000 expected cancer deaths in that population.
That was the conclusion of what actually happened. Now when it comes to
what could happen,,thatiCommission report'was in A way a whitewash of

the Three Mile Island accident. It was hostile to the industry and to

the operatbri-of nree Mile Island. There was plenty of what could'have
happened in that report. But .what Concerned me al:kit the. media repqrts

was that there was almost no reporting of what!did happen in terms of -the
health effects and thet was a tremendous preoccupation with what could,
have happened, with (how ose we came to a disaster." The commercial .

nuclear power indu ha en around for 25 years and has been wide-
spread for 10 t seems me that at some point the media have a
responsibility to talk about, not what could have happened,, or what might
happen tomorrow, bUt what has happened in the last 10 years. What has
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% . 1the Safety record been?' The one negative health effect-the Presidential .

Commission did identify wasithat thc, people in the area.were fearful. I
.went up, there and:talked to manly of them, and'they were. Now the media ,f,are draWn to the issue offear because the media's aim is to get attention.

Ohe of the things that will definitely get people's attention isfear.
If you;can report in a weather forecast that you have a storm closing in
on the area; people are going to listen to the weather. The .same is true
with the news. 'I do not blame the media for thisrit just has io bd.

accepted. Thepublic is getting. much better educated about controversial
issues and is learning a terribly hard lesson,. The lesson is that we
haveto be able to make decisions in information environment in which
the'eXperts do not agree yhen there is controversy. It is hard for most
people because even if we are-egperts,.we,are.experts only in lone or two
areas. Ile do rle.YE have broad expertise in all areas that affect our lives.
It's difficult for the public to learn to live'with the idea.that-in .-impOrtant issues. there is disagreemerit and uncertainty,. but even so, we' ,

must make decision and moire forWard.
4'....

.

, . .. ..

..

t-. ..
.

Questiori:'-rm-interested in seeing,how 'universities cooperate with the
media in educating the public better. I want to ask you about courses

77' by newspaper that-atteMpt to build instructional situationSl'ardund,&
- .

/ .

S'eri'es of'articles. Does that really work?'

.
.

--

Answer: Among the payoffs, itseemI to me, is to help people%thirik aboutk:,the media as sources of knowledge, Hof learning of education; and that is4/ ,
ly

.,.a very important-concept. The amount of good information available .

;.''through the.media is ovewhelming. Media people are, of course, pre- ,, k.,occupied with being embarrassed by being criticized for doing something .
wrong, for getting the factS wrong, or forwhatever else. The reali6 y

. ..

.is, at least.from my point of view, that the'amount ofbalance"and wisdom,'"and information that gets put across in.all the media is just incredible.
Two year's ago I had a contract witti "Good Moving, Amerida" on ABC-TV to
o9mment on mental health ,subjects. f haye only'two.isgues that I can

.. 'talk aboutas an.expert--drugs and phobiasT-, so I needed new material ..for' my regular appearance on the show.. The best sources were the women's
magazines--Redbook, Family Citcle, Ladies Home.Journal, you name it.Those magazines are full. of the most incredible information about human ,relationShips, anything to do With the family, . with sexuality, with work, ,

0...withith whatever really involv\es people.. 'People .my think,' "Oh,it is just
- junk." .:'.L found they were good articles; they were solid;.they were well

researched; they gave .a balanced view.of what,..was-going on; and they were
helpful. It was impressive. I didsnot find one article that .1 felt,was
really trash among the nonfiction articles. 'Those editors were puttingout useful information on important topics, at least .it seemed to me.
Some of my best ideas came from those magazines!

. ,

Question: You mentioned the fear that.scientists and others have of the
media.. Have you studied at all'the impact On these ,people of theiF
encounters with'the media?

-

/ .

...Answer:
.

Often university:resea r
rchers are terri y frightened of media

exposure and back away, which I. think is' unfortun e. On the other hand,
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dbme researchers hunger for it. They come back.againpdagain and they
'like the exposure. Others abaway feeling bruised and battered,by the
experience. They tell:their colleagues about the awful experience of
being criticized and misquoted. At least, I hear many of my scientific
colleagues say- they arenot'well served by the media. The problem is 2

rooted in their misunderstanding of their role'in relationship to the .

media. It has to. do with the fact that the researchers think they are
more important tlian,the reporterdoep.' It also has ,to do with the

to, 'grandiosity that gets:built into going after the truth. They see the
reporter as a v4hicle to simply, put across their medsage, and that is hot
what the reporter does.. The researchers can publish their articles in
'Science or Nature or wherever, and that is fine. They are then the writer;
it is byline:. and they are responsible for what is there. If the
reporter writes it, it is the reporter's story and he or she is responsible
for it. A lot of people in the university.commnnity feel'that they have,
a lot to say and they feel that they are ignored, thatleople.are no't 10

interested enough,it them. When they d:olget attention, they-feel they .4
do not get their full view across, or'it is not quite'what they bad in
mind. Whenever\you get criticized or have your facts repotted inaccu-
rately, you must realizehow few people will see the article anyway. If
more researchers could have this perspective, it would help. Recently

. I was on the "Tbday" show for half an-hour. The Trod'ay" show does,:not
often have halhour segments. How any people in this audience saw
that? No one That is typical. This,is the kind of experience that
instils, humility. It was a big thing to me to do that show, and yet
the reality is that less than fOur percent of Americans sawthe"Today'"
show that day; Andi'll bet less than four percent of those wto did see
it` can remember it two weeks later.

Question: How do you feel about public information officers who'inform,
reporters that there is a controversy on a sqentific Subject when.the
repOrter did not know it existed in the.first place?

. .

Answer: The best articles that I have been ,involved in were not my ideas,
but were the reporters ideas. When a reporter comessto you with an idea,
he or she will fight to the death to get that idea across. If it is the
other way around, the reporter often feels you are pitting something over
on him Or her. I think the most imPortant,way of working with the media
is to be ontheir side in some way. You have got to. respond to their
needs. When they come up with an idia, you have got to help shape it in
some way that makes sense. So the most important thing in dealing with
the media is to,have their confidence. Part of doing'glat is letting
them know what is going on. If your job was to get one story across in
the most favorable way, then I wbul Ipt tell a reporter about a contro-
versy. If you do not tell a reporter about the controversy, he or she
may think your researcher is the cat's pajamas and that is the end of it.
The story just runs like that. But in the long run, what is really impor-
tant is that, tie knows that he or she can comedto yoband that
you are goin:i to watch out for him or her. As I paid before, reporters
have Vftir anxieties; and thgrwant somebody they can count on. So if
1'ou alert theM to a controversy, 'they, are going to be, at least from my
experience, responsive. On the other side of that, if they find out that
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yop.mithheld information, that was impSrtantr they are going to think
about your in a dligNp different way the next time. . '

, -,
'.'', '

.

Question: Wouldn't it be difficult
.

tq convince the faaulty'of your "
institution th'at that's a good attitudel

Answer: Yes, because-they have more limited exposure to the reporters.
and they never 1de the followup. You should, communicate to them that
.this is part of a` relationship that extends o er time and that the,are
pait of that -relationship, too, and are°bene iting from it, even if it

'is only'for'onp story. -There must be a relationship of trust and Mutual
' interest. '0406usly; the reporter needs Itwtoo. The reporter has to

fill that space every day.. Not only.that,but the reporter has to compete
).

with the other reporters for space because they are all coming in with
stories. If the reporter sdoes not get a story, on thefront pageoLor on
'the evening news for many days, he or s'ae isoff the paper or of the .air.
Sothe reporter hastb make it a good story. He or sheThas a natural "

Ca'
cominunity of interest vith you. If the reportrAsgoing to spend times
Alp even 'talk to you on the phone; let alone send a crew out todei the
story, he or she'has invested in that .effOrt and wants to get i on the
air. So you workwifn the reporter"bn how you can dO that. Yot espond, .

for example, by'providing.sources. Wd have.had a fair amount of ,

publicity. abbutthe,phobia program I.am involved with in Washington; and
almost all of 'it has been genel.ated by the medig. For pxampley there we's
an article in The osWashington Pt last fall about.voting phobia. It
never occurred to me:'#at one Of .the reasons Xople-do not go to .the
Rolls is that theyare afraid to walk into those booths: But the reporter
who Wrotethe story was sensitivebto the issues of phobia partly-b cause
this reporter is a former phobic he elf: So she knew that was an,issuer,).
and she. calked up and asked "is about his idea. She wanted to talk to
some phobic people about th4lr voting experiences. Our job was simply to

'' put the reporter in touch, not with sc entific experts, but Wip phobic
peopl to find out what happens, to the when tliey,get'in theoyotingbopth
or think abont.going to' the voting booth. People may have seen that
article and may have thought it wasthe work of a good PR department, We
did nothing except respond to that reporter's request to get in touch .. .

with someiphobic people, and.,we did it quiCkly. We did not say,..."Come
back nextweek." We said we would do it.immediately because that is the
way reporters work. Agaiir,I think the probleM is that most people worry
too much about negative press. If you can get across the idea that
criticism jg part ofthe cost of doing business, that you are not always
going. to be a hero, that therb is always going to be .some' criticism, and
that it,is an *Vitable part'of relating to the press- -then I think
everybOdy is,goih to be a lot betterserved. It is just not all going
to-66me out positive. The first timeI ever got criticized by the press

really felt, bad. I would drive to work and listen to nonstop raCip
news abbbt what 'a terrible person I was Every night I came home and it
would be OA the televisiOn. At one point it was 'even theubject of a
prime time%dOcumentary on one G ation. I went to a friend one day awl
said, ."This,iS a terrible thin Not only that, but I reallyam a good
guy;' Y am not really a bad guy." He said to me, "Weld, tell you
what/ . If you want to play itfair, every time you get a good article Or
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' somebody says somethihg nice'aboutyou and you know you didn't really do
What they' re. attribUting to'you, or you *realA, aren't the, hero theY!re
implying you are, you should go to the Paper and sayyou're really not
at great as they made you out to Ba. Theta it's fair for you/to complain
about negative press. But unless you're prepared to give up all hose
favOrable -pieces, .thekru're just going to have to .take your lump ."
It was very helpful advice for me to think abbut itthaeway--that
criticism is juse'a Cos.... t of doing business.. EverSrbody.,does not under*:

t 6Stand that.' .
.

.

, '

t ..

Question: How did you deal with the privacy issue in disblosing the names
of those patients?

Answer: It/WaS easy. jFirSt of all, we have some patients whom we know
don't have'a problem talking to repirters. In all cases, however, we
just bavethe patients call the reporters We call the patients, give
them. the reporter's.name, andltellithem if they want to talk about this,
finis. I4,phobia work_there is a real sense of missionar"e*al on the

"part'of some recovered phobits aboUt helping other phobic people. Others
WoU* not touch the pedia witha 10-foot pole, and we certainly-do not
'put any pressure on them to .do so: We -have .had 'no negative effects ftoi. ,

the patients who have rei/ealed themselNies on tlevispn or radio about
their 'phobias. .On v other hand, we respect ttrk,feelings of the patients
whoodo not want to share their experience publicly':

0

.
it.

.

I
Question: Our insti ut ion developed a technique and the scientific,
apparatus for this technique. Two major publiqationsolid a feature on
this technique and ihe apparAtis and just totally overlooked us. They
didn't even give us a paragraph or-,a sentence. OpviOUsly; our faculty
and departments were shocked. What do,we do about this? po we write,a
letter to the,eaitor? Do We visit,thesepeople to set them straight?
Do we get on the phone? How do we.handle this,kind of a situatioR?

, c,
, ..
Answer: I would t9.11 both publications, for one thing, exactly how you
feel'about it.. I wopld'make sure that they at least know-about But
again, A would'say this is the way the cookie crumbles. YoU.just have to
talk with the people at your institution,. Ydu can go to the reporters and
explain the situation. Sometimes they. will, like ,The Atianta'Const3tu-4
tion, come back and run another article: I would be forceful and direct,. ,

,but also re4ectful and tolerant." I think we need to remember that the,'
, reporter has responsibility for the story and cot tle iesearcheror,,

scientist. The researcher, or 'the university PR office )s not responsible
for what the reporter is doing. The -researcher is responsible only for
presentingthis or her ideas as welkas possible. After that, -it is,up4
,to the reporter. If the reporter's story displeases the researcher,
Aten.I think I would put'a little salve on the wounds, sort of like 'my
friend Aah6 took Me aside and said you-win a.few and you lose a few:
Otherwise,, you cannot play.the gathe. tf you have to hit a home run every
time you step up to the'plate, you are not.going to play baseball. 4emind .the offended researcher how many tiMef he orshe has gotten sole or
primary credit for work that was done by many people, and how many times
yquf institution has been falsely,credited in the media--not always having

/
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./ fully deserved the praise. It's harder to remember these positive
experiduces, bUt I'll bet they are more feguent than the more easily
remembered negative exper ce
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MAKING THE I.RCANE PLAIN

I Dr. Lynn'ArtRur Steen
Professor of Mathematic
St.. Olaf College,

t3-

O

.

I am a mathematician by trade, not a journalist. Since for mbst.people
,mathematics is the archetype ofan arcane subjeCt,I can speak with some
authority about-arcane matters. But I don't know if anyone can make the

. .

arcane plain.'
p

. . . . .

In aldhemy, the arcanereprevanttd a profound secret of nature. Indeed,,

in this age,o,moSt profound' secrets of nature are expressed in mathematical,
terms. Because the alchemists always associated great mystery with the
arcane, itsoon camekto syMbplizeas well as an elixir, a type of marvelous
rdnie4Y. The-same thing has happened in this age: Many, scientists, espe-
cially social scientists, find that the best remedy for an ailing theory
is a mysterious dose 'of n ers and statistics; it%gicies soft science.
What one mathematiOan des ribed as 7flystification, intimidation, and an
impression of precision and profundity." Mathematics -is the elixir of

. kthe scientific age.
.

/
. .

,
: 1,

3

. 4
, \

I uSe,the word mathematics,'or the phrase matheMatical science; to include
any Of the quantitative and theoretical disqiplines, such as, statistics, '

comp4ing, operations research, systems theory, theoretical physics; or
mathematical econoMics, in ,addition, of souri6, to tre traditional core .

of mathematics as defined. by the school Abject of that name. In calling
all -these things mathematicS I do,not intend any type of intellectual

,-3,,, imperialism; it is merely a shorthand way of identifying what theyall*

have'in common, and what makes them arcane. 3
3

IMPEDIMENTS'TO PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING

" Despite the significance and prominence Of'the mathematical-sciencesin
our technologica ]. society, it is nearly iMpobsible for anyone to describe

for a lay.pubp.id the content. or inplications.of research in.these fields.
The distance between the research frdhtier and public understanding iS'
probably greater in mathematics"than.in:aaS, other field of human endeavOr.
In virtually 41 other areas of science, the general puh,lic is aware in a.
rudimentary fashion of major 20th century contributions. Most peoples
have at least a vague understanding of electronsIDNA; blacktholes,
genetic engineering, and micropiospsors, even though they neither under-
stand norPare to understand such'things in detail. .e

In contrast,,public vocabulary concerning matheiatics is quite primitive.
Except perhapS for some pejorative feeling about "sets," most peoples°
closest contact with mathematics has been,an (often despised) high school

course,in Euclidean geometry. 'General understanding of M'athematicg is

not4a decade, not a century, but a inillenium out of date. Explaining'
a . 4
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what'is actually happening in contemporary mathematical science to the
average layperson is like explaining artificial satellites to a citizen
of the Roman Empire who believed that the earth, was. flat. p

4

Not 'only is the public's-mathematical vocabulary archaic, butlaublic*
interest in the issues of,c4stral concern, to the mathematical sciences is
virtually nonexistent. Effective articles(or Ty programs) muss be about-.
subjects that really interest people. People may be,sedticed into, learning.
the rudithents4of biology because of\thpir intrinsic interest in medicine,
or the rudiments of Chemistry beCause of their interest in environmental :
problems. But there are no alluring roads twmathematics.

Finally, public understanding of mathetaticeis impeded by a public4

attitude that is an anomalou3 mixturelof. awe and contempt. Although the
average'citizen speaks in wondering tones abOut his "genius" nephew wt)'.
scored 800 on his mathematical aptitude test,.he appears proud of his
own ignorance of tangs mathematical:. "I'never did understand percen-
tages.". Even well-educated people who wouldn't dare admit in public that
they have 1ever heard of Keynesiah economics will brag about their lack
of understanding'of statistics or calculus. By and large, non-mathemati-
dians not value mathematical knowledge enough to regret their ignorance
of

.WHAT IS MATHEMATICS?

_Before discussing further the difficulties associated with translating
mathematical research into common language, let's look at the-nature and
Scope of contemporary mathematics.

-

Carl Sagan, talking in Cosmos about the Young Kepler's fascination with
`4.1e order of the universe, stressed Kejler's belief that geometry was the
anguage of .God. ,Indeed, Kepler seemed to believe that geometry, was God.
For contrast, to see how far we haven progressed since Copernicus,.Keoler,

, A
and Newton used mathematics toestablisha new scientific paradigm, con-
sider'George Burns, playing God in themrie, "Oh God, Book II." He says,
"Mathematics was one of my mistakes." ')

The reality is somewhere in between; Mathematics is a diverse and almos\-.
incoherent collection of pure,and applied disciplines united Only by a

R spedial focus on, abstract structure. Much of the recent growth of these
mathematical -Sciences was due to the extraordinary scientific research
effort'ofatirld War II. Other parts of current mathematics research have
roots'that Ob well back into the last century. Here is a*sample of what.
is now included in matheffiatical science:

1. Statistics, the theoretical basis for medical research,
environmental studies, and "politicAl polls,

2. Mathematical logic, the theoretical basis of computer science,
as well asthe foundation of mathematical truth. 0.

4
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:----20perations research, the application of mathematical techniques

to problems of industrial and economic optimization.
S.

.

. .

. .
.

4. Group theory, the abstract representation of symmetry, now used \
to model thostructhre of crystals and to organize the fun-
damental coltituents of matter.

. .
---- - .

5. Computer sciepe1 the study of brogramminglanguages and
.-i,

si data structcries that make our.modern age work. '..

.

`6.- Graph theory, the reptesentatic of-relationships required
for computer design, information networks, and transportation
systems.

.

7. Topology, the abstract .study of form, now. used^to explore the
geometry of the universe, the evolution of living thidgs, and
thedynamics of the economy.

S. Theory of algorithms, the modern' way to seAve"problems through
step-by-step procedures that computers can follow.

The point of this list is that matheMatics today is more than just
algebra, calculus, and Euclidean geometry. Mathematics is a vast,
sprawling complex of subjects united more by research methodology than
by common content. Although its influence,on society is frequently
hidden from public view, mathematics has shaped our world in fundamental
rays, and continues to exert profound yet iindirect influence in every
aspect of our daily lives. Despite all this, the public remains fUnda4
mentally illiterate in all things mathematical.-

LITERACY IN MATHEMATICS

In a 1975 article in the American Scientist, the astronomer Benjamin Shen
distinguished three aspects' of literacy in science--practical, civic, and
cultural. P;actical literacy is knowledge that canloe put, to immediate

'.use in improving basAc living.itandards The' ability to compdre loans,
to fighre unit prices, to manipulate household-measurements, -arui to
estimate the effects of various rates of inflation brings immediate and
real benefit. Popular demand for texts in "ArithMetic for College Stu-
dents," evidence from the National Assessment of Educational Progress,
and the recent popularity of mathematics "clinics' designed to cure the
fdd disease of mathophobia or math. avoidance corroborate the enormous
extent of practical mathematical illiteracy.

.

Civic literacy involves more sophisticated concepts, namely those that

would enhance public understanding of legislative issues. Major public
debates on energy, environment, and the economy frequently center on

scientific issues. The-inferences drawn from the data, the projections
concerning future behavior, and the interaction among "ariables in a,com-
plex systeth involve issues with essentially matlaematica-1, content. A public
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A.
afraid of or unable to reason wihfiguresql.s unable to discriminate
between rational and reckless claims inthe-technological arena.

The third in Sheni.s.levels of scientific literacy is cultural--the
attempt'to communicate about science or mathematic's as a' major human 0
achievement. Because cultural literdcy lacks an immediate, practical
purpose, its appeal will belimited.largely bo,a subset of the intellec-,
teal community. When one considers that the readership of the cultural
monthlies like Harpers, Atlantic, and Scientific, American is about one-
half of one percent' of the U.S. p6pulation, a cultural approach to
mathematical, literacy will hardly contribute to general "public" under-

1 standing of esoteric research. Yet, to be honest, this is the only,,..level
. on which the.arcane and esoteric can really be appreciated--as a contri-

butfon to the heritage of human culture.

MATHEMATICIANS VS. RETORTERS

There are two basic, factors that inhibit reporting about, mathematics
A,research4 matheMaticians and reporters. Without them, there would be no

problems at all.

Efforts at public understanding of. mathematics tare often frustrated by.
mathematical scientists' concerns that talking about mathematics is.not
an appropriate or adequate substitute for doing mathematics. Those who
,hold thiS view argue that simplification for public consumption neces-
sairly entails oversimplification, and that oversimplified mathematics--
lacking precise definitions, hypotheses, and deductions--is no mathematics
at all* Since logical precision and not ekperimental-obsgrvation is the
essence o, mathematical reasoning, proper understanding requires the
distinctive flavor of precision rather than the hash of incomplete
description.

'

The weight'of thi.s argument is formidable. In practice, it has meant
thatiathematic6 is virtually the only major scientific discipline that
lacks an'eRpository forum for communication with the nonspecialist. po°
one -but an ,expert read,any of the 'Duplications that discuss current
mathematical.a4t .ty. It has certainly contributed tothe impression- -
widespread among journalists and scientists who have tried to examine
mathematics--thaV4dathematicians are haughty and uninterested in relating
to ordinary_mortals. Wherbwas the last time that anyone from &university
department of mathematics or computer science called a press conference
to discuss-his -or- -;hex -latest discovery? -Awell-knOwn mathematician of
the Courant Institute in New York was quoted in Science several years
ago as saying that he was not interested in fame, fortune, or public
acclaim,-but wanted only "the grudging admiration of a few colleagues:"
Even in collegiate education, texts for those courses whose central pur-
pose is mathematics literacy (that is, survey courses for liberal arts
'students) focUs on elementary and hackneyed topics where the precision
Of definition, theoreiti, and proof may be understood and practiced rather
than on a survey Of the current major problems and research frontiers.
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'Whether intended or not, the effect of this insistence on doing mathe-

matics in order to learn about itis-to erect insurmountable-barriersto
persons Who have other primary interests. Critics call this arrogance;

mathematicians call it scholarship. It is one. of the major hurdles that

any science journalist faces when trying to cover the mathematical sciences.

The other major problem in ctvering technical, quant;tative stories is
that few science writers know enough about the mathematical sciences to do
stories in this area. Many of the best science*writers have no mathema-
tical tr. ning beyond high school and this suffertfrom the same illiteracy
as the public for-whom they are writ ink. Of course, a good writer may .

convert this illiteracy from a handicap to a benefit, since it makes him
or her more able to empathize with the difficulties, the reader willce
in reading about mathematics. But to do this the writer must at least
know enough to ask the -right questions and demand clear answers.

4

TWO recent examples show that thisiminimum requirement of comp4tent
journalism is not always present. ,The report of the_Task Force on the
Public's Ilight to Information of'the PreSident's Commission on the
Accident at Three Mile Islandsaid bluntly that Many reporter6 were
illiterate when 'it came to radiation matters: "They did not know what ,

questions toask." As a result, "radiation coverage at ft-was abysmally
inadequate. To a reader or a viewer trying to' decidexhether to pack his
bags and run, radiation report54in the media were often as,useless as a
baseball, score of 6-4 that negActed ta mentiorothich teams had_ played."
The report concluded that the.fault lay partly with sources who failed
to provide complote information, buttalso with reporters who "confused
matters with improper comparisons, insufficient background information,
and factually impossible statements'

z.

The reporting at Three Mile Island was done under extremeicircunStances,
and it is understandable that even the best,efforts might have produced
donfusicn in that story:= But last. year similar confusion, with much less

`- excuse, permeated press coverage of the new algorithm for linear pro-
. grafting discovered by the russian computer scientist Leonid Khachian.
Following rather routine initial reports in Science News and Science,
The New York Times picked up the story under the flamboyant headline:

.

,

I
A Soviet Discovery Rocks World of Mathematics.

. . f
.4

.
. .

It wasn't piimarily the"headline that bothered,researchers, but Ilatant
errors in the story on which the headline was based:* The Times claimed
for Khachian's algorithm powers that it did not\have, powers thaho
Russian or American scientist claimed it had. The Times error was caused -
by inattention'to the subtle distinction between two problems that sound,

rather similir: In fact., one could be solvtd, the other could nett be.

The cro ing Slow, however, cage after months of correspondence between
the Tines and various computer scientists and mathematicians involved with
this work. The Times print 91 a lengthy clarification, under the headline:
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A Russian's Solution in lath Questioned:
Americans who Studied

--

Khachian Linear Programming MethoA 0

Express Doubt on its Scope.
4

It was as ifsomehow either the Rusbialrox the American scientists were
noW revising their original4claims. The openipg paragraph, cosily cast
in passive to avoid the need for an actor in this &lama, continued-the
misrepresentation:

)

American mathematicians who have studied the new Soviet method
for solving a dtgficult class of conpuational problemi known
as linear programming problems say that the feat announced last
November, while important, is fak from thetseAinalachievement'
originally Portrayed.

Few readers would infer from this _that it was the Times itself that
painted the original, -distorted

entists,
portrait. For many mathematicians and

computer scientists, however, these events reconfirmed their Worst fears
of press distortion and misunderstanding.

0

SUGGESTIONS 4p ND RECOMENDATIONS-

The portrait I have painted of tine arcane disciplines seems to leave
little hope for making them plain. Disinterest ofthe public, dathophobia
of reporters, and disdain of researchers form an unpromising basis for
effective communications.

.

t

There is, however, 'some evidence of-opportunity that cold lead to
interesting-innovative reporting in the future: The abiding interest_
in Martin dardner's column in Scientific American, the unprecedented
excitement aboUt Douglas1Hoftadter's Godel, 'scher, Bach, as well as .
continuing public interest in mathematics education' (new math, back to
basics, computers in the classroom) provide- touchstones for penetrating 1

the facade of diginterest. Matheiticians become what they are
because of the intrinsic pqwer9f-mathematics to picid the imagination
and compel attention. Evyn_fdrAhose who turned away froM mathematics
at an early age, someofAhis original spaik remains and canbe fanned .0'..
into luminosityWapproaches such as those of Gardner and Hofstadter.

Mathematics, too, is changing. Not only is the subject itself beginning
to touch on matters closer to human scalecost-benefit studies axe a
bit easier to comprehend and interpret-than is the.fluid dynamics of
thermonuclear plasma - -, butflathematical,leAders are becoming aware of
the,need to meet the real world half-way. The new publication called -

7he Mathematical Intelligencer Contains news and information of interest
to a broad public,_although...it still requires a college mathematids majoi

__----to-rTe most of it. A'recent self-study by the Mathematical 4k.ssocfatkon-- "-
of Ame ica included -amohg its resolutions one that' called for greater
efforts to inform the newsmedia of matters of.interest to the general
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public arising from within the-mathematical sciences. That resolution.
may amount to not much more than good'ihtentions, but even that is an
% A
improvement over the past. .

.
.

'

44
Whethet a change is occ6rring in science journalism I can ot

.

say. I do .

note a distressinge lack of coverage of the technical, quantitative sciences
I've

e
in theiseveral new popular science magazines. Indeed, v heatd that -

till's is generally a matter of editorial policy-.-to stayas far away from
matheTatics as possible. I would suggest,1however,.that this may not

t

represent a good reading of-public interest. .1'here is a large and

increasing number of computer hobbyists (rePresented by the subscribers
to magazihes such as Byte), amateur matheMaticians (represented by °

1

Mart.in Gargner's fans), and statistically-oriented scientists. These' I.

indiyiddals would generally appreciate simple ekplanatipns of the
-

quantitative reasoning acid evidence behind many of the science stories
.

.?

now reported without. any significant or'reasonable'mathematicarback-
ground. How is it, for instance, that A poll of only 950 individuals in,

y.!

a state'as large as Illl
..

nois-can-be accurate, as pollsters claim, to '

within
.

in 3 percentage points? Or, what statistical inferences support the'
various FDA decilionstoremove carcinogens from the public market? A'
sizable 'minority of Americans can appreciate the, significance of questions
such as these and can understand a clear explanation that does not duck
basic mathematical issues. . .

i
.

...,
.

;

To present science.without mathematics is.to present ,results without
reasoning, conclusions without eyidence. -boing this fails to communicate
'the natural symbiosis between the scientfic method and mathematical

,t/modelling and distorts in the public mi d the 'nature of scientific inquiry.
The task of the science journalist in bovering the arcane subjectsf

, mathematics, statistics, and computing'.is not just to seek out stories
ithin those fields, .-1A-tocs,..onstantly show how methods from the mathema-

al Sciences-Make possible tlise-t lilts of the natural and behavioral
sciences. Doing this will both improve fence journalism and increase
public understAnding'of the role played b' th -quantitative, theoretical,
arcane discplinesw

/'
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TRANSLATING THE CURIOUS LANGUAGES OF RESEARCH

Jon Franklin
Science Writer
The Baltimore Evening Sun

In his-book, Lives of a Cell, Louis Thomas makes a basic point that lan-
guage does more than just represent culture. In many senses, it is
culture. The problems of the science writer stem from the fact that his
or her source belongs to one culture, the sbientifiC one, and the reader
belongs to a vastly different culture. That cultural gap is critical,to
any discussion Of the use of language to bridge the gap.

Al favorite cultural gap story involves the discovefy of the pulsar ack
in the 1950s. A pulsar is a spinning cinder from an exploded star, but
in the 1950s that wasn't known. However *, in hindsight, astronomers had
the formula's to predict that there should be.such a thing, and that it
should spin very rapidly and spit out a beam of radio waves that would
sweep the universe. It would be like a radio lighthouse in space--blinking,
blinking, blinking.

At the time, astronomers down in the Carribean, where the discovery was
made, were. just scanning the heavens. They were involved in a mapping
program using a big radio disc nuzzled in the tropical hills at Aricebo.
As the astronomers listened to the static from space, they happened upon
a strange and intriguing sound. It went beep, beep, beep, beep, beep.
The discovery, whatever it signified,' was important,,and the astronomers
knew it.

After just a few weeks of listening to the beeps the astronomers sat down
and'decided, being good scientists and open ones, that they should
announce, the discovery to the world, but they weren't sure how to go
about doing it. Finally one of'them suggested that they tell the editor
of the largest newspaper in the United States about it. Then their
duty to the public would be pretty much done. It sounded logical enough
at the time, so the astronomers sent someone to the library to look up,
the name and telephone number of the country's tost widely circulated
newspaper. That newspaper turned out not to be in New York, as they had
assumed it would be, but in a place called Lantana, Florida.

An editor in Lantana picked up a ringing telephone. He listened to%the
scienti4t, and as he listened his eyebrows went up. Yes, he was
interested. The editor. scribbled notes. A reporter was on the next
plane sOpth. The astronomers were very cordial. They net the reporter
at the airport and took him to heir laboratories. Thep told him about
this mys*y object sitting out there beeping at them. They let. the
reporter listen to the tape-recorded beeps and they explailieeyd their
theories.\ The reporter asked, "Well, yon don't'really kno$ for sure what
is doing the beeping, right?4' "No, of course not," the scientists
answered.
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They freely admitted, as good scientists dc$ that theories are sometimes
in error. What they really knew. for sure -was thatisorNthing was beeping.

Then the repbrter said, "It could be intelligent life trying to signal
/us, even."

//

"Sure," the scientists-said, pleased that the reporter was beginning to
grasp the basicvagueness-,of experimental knowledge. Then they started
explaining their theories again, but the/reporter was in a big rush to
go. They_escorted him back to the airpdrt, saw him off, and forgot the

r
matter. Later they discovered that ,he represented a scandal sheet that
focuses on cancer cures and the tribulations of the widow Cnassis.

.

And so it was that the.most importantaFtronomical observation Cf:the
decade was announced on the front page of the National Enquirer. The
banner headline said.in 72-point type something like: "Space Beings
Contact Earth." The Story, I'm tolderan.on.the same page as a piede
about an arthritifs cure and an n-expose on Elvis.

_

The point is that this chasm&exists. On the one hand, there arethe
scientists: Far; far overttnithe other hand there's everyone else,
including the people who go-to the supermarket and buy'the National
Enquirer and thereby get their news about scientific discoveries. Now

.

whenever you find c ltural gaps, you find language gaps.

Lei's consider why scientists see the Universe differently than we do and
why they consequently have developed their own language to describe that
universe.

. /

Languages are not nearly as arbitrary as the people who write dictionaries
would sometimes have us believe. The scientific universe is different
from ours. We don't deal with protons, significant statistics, Lack
orioles, or mitochondria. Every time a scientist discovers a new thing,
he or she has to label that thing in some fashion and that becomes, over

la period of time, an important and new word. So scientists are forced to
develop their own complex language that is alien to us. This is something
that science writers take for granted.

But at the same time we must not forget that the words don't have to%be '
'as alien as they are. They are also a barrier. After all, it was just
50 years ago, for instange, that linch mobs hunted'for doctors through
the streets of Baltimore. The doctors,, according to rumors, performed
autopsies:

Scientists throughout history have been an extremely embattled group, and
they remain that way today. Complex language is one way they can discuss
things among themselves without gettingin deep trouble with, for instance,
the a'itivivisectionists. So they use the language -as a defense mechanism.

As a case-in point, one of my favorite little words is data. When I
first ran into it, ata was a group noun, it was pronounced dita, and you
would say that the ate was ridiculous. The word dlt.1 bet,, vie a fairly

4 .



handy word and went into the English language. Truck drivers started to
us it.

.

Suddenly,
..

uddenly, the scientists switched. It was no longer ate.. It was now
dlta, and it became plural. Now-you would say the eSta were ridiculoUs--:!
and so was anybody who used the word incorrectly. And the latest. one is,
I understarld, that gynecologists now want to rename their profession.

1,

They wart to be called gynecologists. The point is that scientists 'Ave
..

a lot of lip service, particularly recently, to Communication with laymen.
they talk about the necessity of explaining what they do to laymen, since..
the scientists are getting public fending for what they do. They,give-,
it a lot of lip service, -but their instincts and their history gie Con-
trary. t. , 1

0
.

It's foolish for a writer,,,to overlook this cultural paranoia or to expect
scientists to be particularly grateful when you translate. Sometimes, 6.../
they'are, and sometimesthey,aren't.'

.
,

1

f

.

Let's look at thp other side of it, exemplified by the peOplewho pielt up
the National Enquirer as they4go through the supermarket. Unlikpe=

anscientist, the average American's thought
eti

process deals with the concrete
and the active. He or she thinks i
happening. The roof leaks; the clo
politicians insult his or her intelli
thinks in an emotional way. The fact
connotation. There's a worry involve

rms of specific things that are
need washing; interest rates rise;

ence. The averageAmerican also
hat the roof leaksSasan emotional

. The person who owns the roof has
to do something about it. There are alsp emotional connotations when the
clothes need washing or when interest rates.rise. When Politic insult
his or her intelligence, the average citizen becomes angry and Frustrated.
Those are emotional 'and active thoughts; and they "are conveyed by th4 use

.-,.of active verbs. A good writer writes that way--in active voice. .iV --
4

Over the years, I have come to depende lot on Paul MadLean's theo of
the trtulle'brain. MacLean is a National InstitUtetlof:Health senio
scientist who has his own laboratory up north in,Washington. His basic
thesis, which as a writer I find very helpful, is that the human brain
has evolved in three specific periods aid at three specific levels.
(After all, as a writer, you're trying to communicate with someone; you're
trying to communicate with what we are discovering is basically .a .

biologicalcomputer. And it helps to know hoW that computer works.)

At the b ase of the brain is w hat Paul MacLean calls the,lizard
.

which deals mostly with habit. The lizard brain is not drastically
different from the kind of brain you find today in a lizard, or the kind
of brain that the dinosaur had. No one knows what kind of biological
computer language the lizard brain speaks in or processv.

On top of the lizard brain is something called the mammalian brain,
which we share with all mammalb,,and it apparently processes things in
terms of emotions. That's the limbic system; that's where we get our
feelings from. On top of that, of course, is the cerebral cortex, which
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apparently, deals the abstract. The language of the cortex is whatever
language you were taught, in our case English. -

It is'i:nteresting in that light to consider the way yOur/reader is
thinking--iii the active voice,'in terms of process, and with emotional
connotations to those thoughts. Scientists tend to think and to communi-

)cate quite, differently. They're interested not so much in process. When
it comes to communicating, they tend to be interested in results., And
they talk about things like nitrosamines or carcinogens, for instance.
Neutrinos hevemass. Statistics are significant. Scigntists gA grants. °

'This is the kind of thing that grabs scientists.

Well, the difference here is that "are," "have," and "get" are passive '

verbs, And passive verbs have very little emotional connotation tb them.
The most significant difference between scientific language and plain "

EngliSh is the question Of active/passive, There are a lot of other, ones,
too; but that seems to be at the root of this cultural differende:
Passive verbs-don't -connote any physical movement. 'They're vague verbs,
and as anyone who's done inch yriting:comes to understand, the verb in
the sentence is the most powerfui transmitter. It carries the emotion.
and the image: Everything else in your sentence 4s pulled along into the
mind by that verb, which I've come to think df as a carrier wave, very. .

much like the electronic carrier wave on which'You suPerimpose_your
message on radio and television.

That being the case, you should be able to simply change everything the
scientist said in passiye voiceto active voice, and you'.ve got it made.
But it doesn't work: Thg.sentences'become.awkward and the active verbs
tend'to become bureaucratic verbs. They become things like "awarded" or
"wised " - -those heavy verbs that don't have emotional weight: They're
of much better than passive verbs, although I think they are somewhat

better. Every writer tries to judge his or her audienceby the response
he or she'gets. I found that when I changed from passive voice to a
bureaucratic active voice's got a few more readers. But the readers, as
they had been before, tended to be intellectual types. Actually, they
tended to be scientists, not the people who would pick up the National
Enquirer, not the kind of people'that a popular writer is,trying to reach.

Several-years later, after tInkering around with this and finding out-
that Changing paisive,to bureaucratic didn't work, I finally started
thinking of passive verbs, as symptomatic*of,somethinselse--of the failure
to write in the concrete. That's when I began to undetandthat
scientists tend to focus on ideas and results. Your reiqderd aren't
trained to do that.. They tend to focus on people and action. As a
science writer, then, you realize that if you want to catch the reader
and pull\him or her into your story, you've got to focus not on the idea
and not on the result, but on the4human beings involved.

As result of looking at this andsome of the other things that have
'pen happening in literature lately, I thin* increasingly we are going to
[see literature that foCuses on scientists performing this scientific 4

process. Many of us would agree that science in the last 20, 30, or 40.
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years hashad much more impact on our society than politics has, for
instance. So I have.a feeling that the next group of books, of the
quality and magnitude of. 'the political novels that have been written will
,be.about scientists instead of politicians. :

Td come back to the point, the dse'of conerete language and active verbs
has its roots in the kinds of questions you ask the scientist. If*you

'ask, "What have you discovered?", you are oilig t8. get one kind of answery
But if you ask what the scientist did, you are going to get a totally

*

different kind of answer.' '-

Many of us are in awe of scientists, and wecertainly'tend to forget 'that
the Scientist is a human being.. ,He or she had a sei'of.background facts
and circumstances and actively:did something with them. The scientist '

tinkered'with the machine, put together a. chemical apparatus, and poured
things into that apparatus. He or,she 'watched what Was in 'it bubble, .

froth, and foam. And.the fact that the scientist came up' with synthetic
urea-is jot nearly as interesting to your relder, although that is what's
important, as the proceSsof produCing it...0to if you focut on the process
in terms of the very specific, the reader can follow step by step what
the scientistdid as a human beingo not as an abstract.entity.

.

-Although the reader may riot have'had a college education and may notI*/
oknw the big words, he or she. is usually nonetheless intelligent." (As

soon as.you.start looking down on a reader, you're dead anyway.). :Letting
the reader understand What the scientist did'is:an extremely powerful way
of getting your message across. Few of us like to be told something, but
we ail like'to understand what happened'and-come to a valid conclusion on
our own. The-conclusions we reach on our own imprintthemselves i our
minds 'so much move solidly than the facts that'Someone tells us. That s
the way to.get to your readers, 'to keep them involved, and' to see that. .-
they remember your main point when. they've finished the article.

, , .,
. 6

One of the.prokAems with this; of course, is that in the course of an
experiment there are,nuMeious things that happen. If you tell everything
that happened you end up with an extremely long lift, a lot longer than
you' Can put in most news releases, newspapers,, or even magazines.' Be ides

ser
that, the list' is bor:' gbeeause a lot of the,things that happen are
repetitidus, are be' 4 the main, pdint, or are 'blind alleys. What you
have to do, then, iswilofine intellectu lly what the scientist did. You

\
haire to pack'out thehighli..ghts.of'ihat experiment or that process by o'
'which the scientist made th2 discovery nd focuson those. If you pick
the highlights correctly, using two or three of what I call focuses, you,
will end up explaining most of the peripheral information the reader
needs to know as well.

7/

'The idea
*

of a focus in active writing is very important. It's something
'that was 'described to me when I was in school by a novelist, T. Ft.

SalamanCa, who taught creative writing: ,Think of yourself as a writer,
as a Moving picture cameraman.. Ifyou pan that' camera,.the pictures you
come up with-are-mOvingblurred, and confused. But a Professional

.

focuses the camera on one ihing_until that imprints itself in the viewer's



mind. Then he she moves the.,camera and then-stops'it, moves it, and
stops it. Where you stop that camera is what I am calling a focus,-and

.where you move it is a transition.. Transitions tend to be passive, and
the focuses should be written in active voice.

Writing is certainly difficult tca do and no one does it perfectly. None
of us wants to look like .anddiot, althoughwe do on occasion do.that.
Once you decide to Acus On a, chain of events, once you have decided to
give the reader the imagery, it's going to be very-obvious if you'don't
understand what you're talking about. If you are just going to tell the
reader what to think andif the reader gets confused, he or she will feel,
"There's something wrong with merILm not bright, enough somehow to under-
stand 'this," even though it's the writer who made the mistake. Once
you'vedecidedto demonstrate a set of focuses to the reader, if you'fail
at that point it's you, the.writer, instead'of the reader, who looks dumb.
Tt is very difficult to write inActive voice because when you do, you ads'
the writer put yourself on the line, and,you're never4in such danger of
loOking silly. Looking silly is what writers always fear. So you have
to understand thatithis kind of writing is scary. If you don't really
feel that somebody is going'to throw an egg at you, yoti probably didn't.
do it right. In. -any event, having the writer look dumb instead of the
:reader is one step in tte right direction. After all, -it is the writer's
responsibility, not the reader's, to communicate.

By focusing, by picking out significant action by a significant person
who then becOmei a character in the truest literary sense, you've
,limited what you neeWexplain. But you've made it necessary to
explain those things very well by eliminating a lot of the tangential
material you would have otherwise put in. You have some space flexibility
now, and you can devote six, eight, or 10 paragraphs to a single focus.

That kind of writing requires a .great deal of efficiency of language.
' You have to gille so much inferMatOn that's unfamiliar to the reader;

i't's gotAo be done in.so little space; and it's got to be done in a way '
that makes sense to the reader. It is not enough to put a fact down and
assumeothe reader is going to remember that fact. You have to put down-
tha fact in a way that helps the-reader to reingmber it. That's why .

(af er this rule aboutusingthe active voice .,.ch ,Ifthink'for science

wri ers,is the bottom line) it's important to, use metaphors that involve
%

yb most critical problem and bring forth your most creative techniques.

Mostfbf us know, we have to explain.and define unfaMiliar terms.as we go
along in our copy. That's correct, and most of:the news releases I see
coming acros my desk do that. But it's correct only as far as itgoes.
You can't expect the reader to remember definitions throughout the ,copy,
particularly when they're Complicated. People are always writing a sen-
tence in which they use a 757-cent word--I guess it's 'a dollar-and,-a-halfl-

Word with -inflation--followed by a Comma, followed by a reasonably straight-
forward but very unlamiliar explanation followed 'by a comma. ThroughoUt
the rest of the text the writer use. that dollar-and-a-half word with
the expectation that the reader derstands what it means. But usually
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the reader doesn't. You're luCkf if the reader understands it two lines
-down; -let alone on the next page. The reader Won't remember definitions:
They're factsand they're passive.

The reader will remember active images: If you can dive your readers an
image that will fit in some familiar fashiminto their minds, they will $

remembei that image throughout your story. If you're writing about a.
neutron star and define it as composed of atoms with no electrons and then
you,g6 on with your sentence,_ the next time you say,neutron star the reader
probably won't have the vaguest idea what you're talking about. , The
reader'wili be confused by it and wilffeelAtupid as axesult. The
reader's tendency will'be-to lay the stety;asideand go on to something__- -
that's more interesting, maybeflon.the sports page. Butit_yetr--dge- a word
or a' concept that 'the readerge familiar with (t often Call neutron stars`--
the cinders of burned out stars), the reader will remember it because be
or she .knows what a cinder is. Then-r-Waild try to use the word cinder
wherever pOssible instead of- rreutron star so that the image.stays with
the reader.

The critical thinghere, of course, is that when you make up,a metaphor,
it has to apply.- One very troublesome metaphor I run intb has to do with
mitochondria, which are parts of the cell.that,prodIce the ATP used as
fuelin the metaboliC processes of the cell. A long time ago someone said
that mitochondria' were the power plants of the cell. In a sense, that's
right. That's where the cell gets its energy/4 and energy is power--there=
fore, the lioWer.plant. But as you try to,push that metaphor you find that
you can't do it.- The image becomes very fuzzy because the reader thinks
of a titwer plant'as.generatingvelectricity. And the process of generatihg
electricity.is not in your reader's mind a chemical process It all. Yet
you're trying to use this metaphor to tell the reader somlhing *about
biochemistry. Since a mitochondrian prbduces ATP, which is chemical
energy; as soon as you use that metaphor you're in trouble, and you're
going,to lose your reader five or six 15aragraphs down the story.

. .

All you have to do is just make sure the metaphor applies. Mitochondria
function; in fact, as the refinery of the cell, if you want to put it that
way. the po4nt. is that your metaphor has to give the reader an image that
will'help him or he understand not just .the sentence where you use it,
but the rest,of the copy as well.

As a general rule, I find that a good news story or magazine article uses
no'more than three major metaphors. Why three? There are so many rules--
of three in writing,,and I don't know why. It'maY have something to do
with Paul MacLean's triune brain theory. Maybe it'doesn't, but that's a
good way to-think about it.

Another rule of three applies to the use of examples. One example is a
contention, two examples an argument, and three examples are proof.
That's true, always has beep, and-probably always will be. If you use
three bad examples, you've proven a wrong thing, and you're not going to
unstick it from the reader's mind.
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If your story is 'active to start with, lucid nietephori willmake it and
fuzzy ones'are going to destroy it. 2'11 often spend.as long as-a week
tinkering with metaphors. I don''t do it sitting in 1topt of.the type-
writer, butes I'm doing other things--drivih4 somewh,pret standing in
some interminabll nine, or listening to some lecture that I really don't
want to hear. just ask myself how7I can 40me up with a metaphlr that
is somehow familiar to the person who buys the National Enquirer, but is
also true.. . . .

The other thing to remember about metaphors is that after they have.been
used a long ti they become cliches, and as syon as they become cliches,

\

they totally los their meaning. A lot of people now refer to mitochon-
dria as the relin 1 of a cell, and the reader has see* that so many
times that, it doe n't mean anything to hinfor he anymore. As soon as
your metaphors start looking like cliches, you'.ve got to start all over,

.

Now we come down to the question of specific words. I will not' give you
a long list of words to avbidr those things` are Very available. I.do
-want to recommend a book, The Elements of Styllerby William gunk Jr.

gilis
acid E.B. White. There's a section in the back that talks about an
approach to style, and there are aboilt 15 pages in that section that give
the most concisestatement I have ever seen about what a:writer has to do.
I heartily recommend it. .V a

When it comes to words, the rule is specificity. My favorite saying on
this.is from Mark Twain, whom I personally think is the. greatest writer
in the American language. He said the difference between. the right word
and,the_almost right word is the difference between the lightening and,.
the lightening bug. It's true. You've got to find a word that says
exactly what you mean, not sort of what you mean, and that says it using
common language. I'll-mention the lightening bug 'words yOu see all the
time. Theyfie all bureaucratic'words,"the ones that the Government
Printing Office puts out, or -at least used to.put out. A'book called .

eobbledygpok Hast.Got to Go lists pages'andyages of words tnat bureaucrat '

love to use and that scientists in their clamor to become bureaucrats
have'adopted. You have to avoid them if you intend to write well. Advise,
for instance, is a word for warn. A bureaucratic wort}, fund, is one of
those words. It means to-pay for. You can always think of another word
instead of fund. Another is presented, for argued.

0

RemeMber, your job is to translate. That means when'you are translating
something you have to say exactly_whet the person'said in the ather'lan-
guage. What the persbn said in the other language,partidelarly in
science, is untranslatable to ,start with,.literally, in phe sense that'
the word used has no valid common En4lisb equivalent in this business.
That goes against all your journalistic training. But when you cpnsider.
that your scientist is going to speak in the passive voice, use words the
.reader doesn't understand, and use them in forms that the reader doesn't
understane., if you quote the scientist you're ,going to be doing.all the
bad things to your reader that you have tried to avoid everywhere else
in your story. So you've, got to paraphrase the'scientist and minimize
the quotes.
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When you see a science writer using quotes that are inactive and that have
basically'bad word construction in them, you're seeing a lazy science
writer. It's a cop-out because the writer can n-always back out and. say,.
"Yeah, but that's what the guy- said." That applies to nothing because
it's your job to make what the scientist said make sense. A new lightening
bug I find.scientists using is synfuels, for instance, for raw materials
for synthetic fuel. Who knows whet synfuels means? If your reader. stops
and thinks 'About it,ohe or she can figure out what it is. The key here
is that if"the reader stops and thinks about it he or she loses grasp of
what was learned 30 seconds before, gets lost; and feels stupid. And
anything that makes us feel stupid we obviously want to avoid.

.

Some words that are the worst offenders have to do with thi defensiveness
of scientists, and the words tend to be euphemikils. The worst is the use
of 'the wordr!'saciifice" for "kill," you. see in all kinds ofcopy.
I'm aware that if you change "sacrifice" to "kill" the scientist you're
Witing about will be up on a chandelier. Writing well means taking heat.

.

;

4rword about ego--ours,not theirs.' In the process of writing about any .

group of peopte, we become very, closely attached to them. It's difficult
to write about someone without empathizing with that person. I've never ,

written about a mass murdeler; but I.think if I did I would probably come
to' liktithieor her. Itjust the naturesof the business. We've come .to
like scientists and-there are good reasons to like scientists. They're
the epitome of someof the finest human qualities. And quite often; we
go another step-andatry to emulate them.

."

I think writing, is as amenable to the scientific mec.ho( as phxAics is- .

some things work and others don't. By experiment, fou,can find out what'
does and what doesn't work.' If something works, thee is a reason, and

think.we can discover it. There is'also generaliagleement that
scientists are lousy writers; otherwise, they wouldn't need us. Let's -

not.let our-desire tomulate them trick us into writing like them. ,you
. ,

see an awful lot of that.'

.My main point is about the concrete and the active. Scientists .are.
abstract, and sciantiAs re passive. The process of translation involves
turning that into concre e, specific, and active ITguage.4Scirtiste use
technical words to besp'cific in. heir language; that's the way it works.
In our _language, we have got to be equally specific, but.wethave to be
specific using common words.% Scientists tend to focus on facts. If we
wart to communicate to a hrge audience we have to focus pn action, and

.we have to use action to demonstrate those facts.

0

What we are getting at is the same. We use action to demonstrate facts
and examplgs to make those facts meaningful. Scientists tend to talk
about what they've found. They tend to deal with nouns. We should be
looking harder for the "whys," which is where the verbs are..
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INFORMING THE PUBLIC ABOUT RESEARCH: THE MEDIA

David Perlman ;

Associate Editor and ScienceEditor
The. San 'Francisco Chronicle

No matter how many reporters te ll you that they never listen to a univer::.
, sity "flack" or that they den't card about news releases, it isn't true.
YOu are the people.%e depend on probably more than.any other' source?

I found in TheNew York Times'a greatvjuxtaposition to open this discussion
on informing the public about resear.11 A'head,line on one side of the-
pa!ge said, "U.S0 Report Fears Most4AmericahS Will Become Sc.'tentific'
Illiterates." The article was based cn a report callea."Sciente and ,4---
Engineertng'Education for the 1980s" prepared by the Education Department
of'ihe National SCience Foundation: The.other sideof the pbge had a

:storyWith the teadline, "Jersey's Psychic. Searches ;Atlanta for Killer J
of Chi-fdren." Obviously the Jersey psychic is a result of the scientific

,tliteracy problem that we in the newspaper busihess face and that yob face
the time. Fortunately,,the problem is'be'ing recogazedby television,

Which is perhaps the strongest.MbauE:affeating Americans' information
backlog. good to !mow that all three networks now have full-time
science peddle and we don't have to depeAd oniy.on Jules Bergman's accounts
of.what the 'real truth is in spac , engineering, airplanes, and so forth...

There are 1;750 daily newspapers in America ancyanin few science' writers.
There may be hundred'or so specialized science reporters on newspapers
who-really cover--try o cover -- science, medicine, and technology full
time. If you,take th 10 or a dozen who are involved in that process
atThe New York Time and maybe the sit' or seven at The Los Angeles Times,
you find thbre are out 50 newspapers in the, country that really can
olaim td have ful time science writers. This means,, of course, that
your responsibility, if you don't know it already, is even4greater becgtse
so many newspapers rely almost exclusively on the material you put out.
We have now, as you all know, an absoluteexplosion in thb science
magazine business with Science 81h Discov4r, and Science Digest. The,,
December issue of'Science 80 alone cites. the work of 22 American univer-
sirn researchers in various places, plus another half dozen research
institutions that are not iirectly affiliated with universities, hospipals,
and the like, As you can see, with the increasing attention that National.y, .

Geographic and Smithsonian magazine are giving to real science, something.
is going on out there--something that seems to substantiate.the idea that
Americans, in fact, are increasingly interested in science.

The Council for the Advancement of Sc nce Writing with the gracioup
041.

assistance. of Rae Goodell commissione one of Rae's students to make a
-preliMinary and cursory survey of the literature on science reporting
and come.up with some intriguing information. The goal was to repeat a
1957'surirey that CASW commissioned on who out there is reading science,_
what they want or dch't want, what they are interested:in, and what the
attitude of the public toward science is, as well as the attitudes of
publishers, broadcabters, and magazine editors.
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The report by Sana Siwolop of MIT, "Readership and Coverage of Scieoc ,

and Technology.in Newspapers and Magazines, does not by any means.pre-

tend to be complete. But it's a,first stab at what we hope will become

an exhaustive opinion survey. [This repOrt appears in section Two of

,"
this handbook.]

. f
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Once
.

iupon.a tile, science writers like myself were able to devote our-

selves almost entirely to the questions of_pure scien8e. The late

Harold.Urey once said: "To those of us whospena our lives working on
scientific problems, science is a great intellectual adventure% We,are

attempting to understand the order of a physical .universe, vast in extent
in space and time, and most complicated and beautiful in its details."

- '
1

That's the kind of story all of us love to,write--stories about fundamental
explorations of the cosmos, from the smallest particles to the big bang '

theory. We still do as much ofthat as we'can, but we've become much
more than that now. In a sense I guess you'd call most of Os writers on
politics or-at least writers on-science and technology policies. Three
Mile-Island obviously is the biggest nuclear power story to come along
the pike in a long time.- But there are questions of nuclear waste and
seismic safety and ntwlear weapons proliferation as a result of the fuel
cycle and the controversy over nuclear fuel recycling. We cover recom-
binant DNA. But where once upooa time it was an interesting labdratofy 0.:

experiment, it has become a very different kind of .story. I remember
recombinant DNA research: Charles Warren, the assemblyman holding the

,
hearing, said, "If the scientists can start crossing.the genes9of plants
and toads and I found myself with a house plant that croaks, I'd want to
know a lot more about what's going on." It's our job in the press to let

'::
Charlie Warren and4the public know what's going.on. Warren, incidentally,
subsequently became chairman of the Presidents Council on Environmental .

Quality, so I guess he does know what's going on now., , .

Questions like recombinant DNA or nuclear decision-making become diffi-
cult for us, and there's a tradition among many vcientists and particur
larly technological people that what they are doing is really too com-
plicated for the rest of us to worry about. I remember Chauncy Star,
former dean of the School of Engineering at UCLA, later president of the
Electric Power Research Institute,. talking to what he thought wasa
private meeting of utility company executives; he didn't realize that a
reporter was in the room. He said: The public must accept the judgments
of informed experts who halt the public interest at heart; the technical
issues are so complex that you cannot make decisions in public hearings."
Well, he's wrong. The decisions are being. made all the time in public

hearings in one sense or another. They are being made by the government
regulatory agencies like the Food and Drug Administration and in public

hearings before congressional committees. All of theSe things mean that
science writers today more and more are developing into politically,

aware, policy-aware reporters. In addition to the instances I've cited,

we must write about the fate of DMSO, which is .a public policy question
now, not just an obscure pie6e of research by Professor Stanley Jacob of

the University of Oregon, who thought it wAs a gret thing for arehritis.
We're writing about sexuality and contraception_and abortion and cancer,

.5\
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not just research in cancer, but the Public issues.. What do you do about
laetrile? How do you present -4-in a reasonable, informative way, whether
it's been published in the New England Journal of Medicine or not--the
controversy over what Lind of breast cancer treatment is the most useful,
under which circumstances? These are issues the public wants to know
about. They want to hear about the conflicting and contradictory schools
of thought on the subject. They want to hear about the controlled
experimentvthat go on. It's up to s to tell them about the double
blind studies arid what that kind of s dy reaily'is. And it's up to us
to besophisticatecinough to explain.t eople whether something has
statistical significance.

-All of these are a greatidoa l different from the kinds of storie- we used
to write a long time ago. I would 71commend, because it also relates to -

your.business, an article that appeared in the New England Journal of .

Medicine on March 27; 1980 called"Gene-ploning by. Press Conference," by
Spy5ds:AndreopOblos of Stanford University. It's the best piece I legow
that addresses this very central question of when and under what circum-
stances you should release material and what's'the appropriate, ethical
way to do-sit. [The article appedis in Section Two dfthis handbook.]

41
O

''4.1

It isn't only the people yho plan presi conferences who become invollied
in these questions. In 1977, Phil Handler, the president of the -

National 2%cademy of Sciences, t st fied before a-congressional committee
And revealed a spectacular new,expriment in gene cloning. The 4anu,script
on. the cloning was then under)iubmission for publication in Science maw-
zine. But Dr. Handler, to show the magnificent progress that recombinant

_DNA research was going to make, in the immediate future, chose to disclose
the information containt'd in that paper, whiCh had not been accepted for
Rublication--i.e. had not undergone peer review. He described it before
Congress, which I think was just as bad as somebody swiping a paper that
has been submitted to some journal without peer review. So it's not just
the corporations that are engaged in the recombinant DNA race. It's he
scientific community itself that at"times is capable of violating itb
own concepts of peer review, its own highly ethical strictures on the
subject. All of these things are issues we have to be aware of and wary

. of. They are issues in which you can play a highly significant role as
key advigors on science and public policy to your respective deans,
provosts, chancellors, presidents, and so on.

As I.said at the beginning of this talk, don't eve. believe that science
reporters don't rely to an enormous degree on the press. releases ,6u put
at, on your ability to recommend to us the right people in your,univer-
sities to whom we might talk for background information about developing

/ stories, to persuade those scientists and researchers that it's all right
to talk to a reporter if a reporter really seems serious about needing
the informatPon. We depend on you to do these things, and above all we
depend on you for your press releases. Some of them are lousy, and I
think I can point out some of their flaws. Too many of them unfortunately
are not really candid. They don't explain fully enough the significance
of what they're repordng. Some of them go overboard. An example is theJ story of the tirst application of recombinant DNA in-attempt: to correct
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a genetic defect in_huitar patie ts. The first press release issued, on

the subject said, "The revolutionarptechniqUes appear to be useful in
the treatment of cancer," without much further explanation. Subsequent
editions of that press releiie were revised to remove the word "revolu-
tionary," and I'm glad that they were. But it seems to me that complete
honesty in terms of appraiSing-the significance of a story is an essen-
tial ingredient of a good press release, particularly if you recall that
few newspapers and local radio and TV stations have experienced, trained,
or knowledgeable full-time science reporters who can seek out the kind of
evaluatioy,that's necessary.

Appropriate timing is another consideration. As you know, there's an
ongoing controversy over just what cknstitutes,appropriate timing. I

prefer very much when I'm talking about research results to wait until
there's been some form of peer review, although certainly that's no
guarantee of validity or significance. I remember coveringa surgeon's
meeting at which a paper .;as presented about the "miracle" of gastric
freezing as a treatment for ulcers. The paper was published in a well-
-reviewed meplical journal. A year later the same surgical team from the
Midwestappieared before the same surgical meeting to announce that gastric
freezing didn't work at all. Even the most prestigious journaf'tae be
wrong.

I'd also like to plead for a sense of historic perspective in your
dealings witirthe preSs and in the press releases you put out. Beyond
that I plead for an indication of who else is working in the same area,
where they are working, and what theyve'idone. I'd love to see enough
background in a press release. And even.if you're giving a plug to the
University of Michigan while you represent Ohio State or vice versa, such
background information can be very'helpfulto science reporters.

I shouldn't have to discuss clarity very much, except to.urge you to
make your news relleases"literate. Here are a few sentences from one of
my favorite press releases: "Dr. Blank recently announced that
scientists have identified a complex protein macromolecule that may be
involved in cell growth regulation. Dr. Blank has found an enzyme system
which produces ADP ribosylated protein in mitochondria.... A possible
connection between mitochondrial function and macromolecular metabolism
opens new fields of investigation into areas of medicine. The ADP
rikosylated protein is uniquely reminiscent of the ADP ribosylated
elongatibn factor 2." It took a little digging to find even a clue to
what that was all about, and I'don't think I ever,actually did!

The last point I want to make is about providing access to sources. I

find most of the time that, I'm not writing about what was announced
yesterday, a "breakthrough," an article that's going to be published in
a journal and is embargoed until a certain date. More often I'm trying
to write about people doing things in the laboratory in connection with
a,particular problem. I mentioned, for example, a policy-related question
on contraception. If I were to do a series on what's new in contraception,
clearly I would want not only to write about the things that have been
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recently published, or the things that are immediately appearing in the
press; I would Want to go into'the laboratory and talk to the people who
are researching new types of contraceptive devices, chemicals, hormones,
and so on. Again, this is where people like myself depend on people
like you to help find our way through the vast academic structure to get
to talk to the people who are at the forefront of that research, or who
can provide provocative and stimulatink contact with the research in the
laboratory. I think it's extremely impbrtant,for the lay audience to
understand that any kind of science, an kind of research, is not a series
of "breakthroughs," but rather is an onOinTprocess. And I think if' .

together we can communicate something of that continuity, a lot of the
Golden Fleece Awards would not be made by Senator Proxmire. I think he
fails to understand the nature of the scientific process that I am
describing. He fails to understand why, a. piece of research that apparently,
has no relevance, why things that' seem to have no connection with
reality--which win Golden Fleece Awards--very often are profoundly con-
cerned with reality. But if they're put out as news in and of themselves,
they really do seem .silly sometimes. If theyare used to fill in the
gaps of what's going on in a given research field, they can be extremely
significant and important.

One final thing: I urge you to try to help us by briefing your scientists
when they do have a major piece of news to announce, when'there is some-'
thing tivthas just been published, and-when you are bringing them into
a Rress conference. It's a good idea to give them'a thorough working-
over to tell them what kind of queer ducks they are going to face out
there, what they'll have to explain, and why it's going to be necessary
to be simple and clear and honest. Here are a few sentences from a
transcript of a press conference dealing with the discovery of virus- '

like particles in the milk of nursing mothers with a family history of
breast caner:

Question by a reporter: "Are these particles viruses?"

Answer by the scientist: "They are particles which are indis-
tinguishable from others which we-call viruses. That's caution.
You're free to call them what you like, but I have y colleagues
to worry about."

Question from another reporter: "Would you make general
recommendation at this point that no woman should nine in
this case ?"

"No, no, nd, certainly not. No, look, if a woman has a
familial. history of breast cancer in her family and if she
shows virus particles and if-she was my sister I would tell
her not to nurse the child."

Question: "Doctor,, the publicationsme represent have a cir-
culation of many millions. You're asking us to tell women to
go out and get a test which is only available in your laborat
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AnsWer: ".Noi I'm not telling you to tell them that."

Question: : "Doctor, would you stand by what you said4origi-
nally, which is forIthose women who are lucky enouerto live
near your university and who have a family history of breast
cancer and who get into your laborgtory and if your tests show
up then particles in their milk fgat they should think twice
about breast feeding their chilOren?"4

Answer: "Ye14.that I would certainly say."

To haVe to coax that out of a gcientist shoulbe unnecessary.d.You
should tell the scientist precisely how he or she should approach this
question, Which goes to the heart of 44ot of what we do, particularly
An medical writing.. People tend to belieqewhat we write and people tend
to act on,' it. "They _run into their doctor's office waving their notes or
the neviipaper in their'hand-and say,- "Doctor, why aren't you giving me
-this prescription?" Or, "Why aren't I getting this treatment ?" Or,
"Why Can't you 'diagnose me more-effectively?" What we write has this
kind of significance; therefore, what you present us with has that kin-d"
of significance. So I'm asking you, in effect, to be ouguides, toNjeE
the scientists on your various faculties to be our mentors and to remem-
ber that we-as. science writers have a rather special relationship with
the scientific community. '

Barbara C011otid, the news editor of Scienceimagazine, wrote in the New
England Journal of Medicine: "The press does vet create issues, but it
would be naive to argue that it cannot influenceloublic opinion about
.them. The press has no obligation to protect or to defend science, though
many researchers 'wish it did, but it,has no obli4tion to'be against it
either. Its job is simply to reioort and to give pffspective on the news."
That I think is as good a defiktion I've heard dewhat our job is all
about.

I'll close by citing a quote from /oseph Bronowski that addresdes-the
public policy quedtion again, and its vital importance in society today:
"There is no more threatening.and no more degrading a doctrine than the
fancy that somehow- ki may shelve the responsibility for making the
decisions of our society by passing them to a few scientists armed with
a special - magic. The world today is made and it is powered by science.
For any tan to abdicate an interest in,science is to walk with open eyes
iagaxd slavery." I think that's' true, and-it's our fob to prevent that
from happening by presenting science research in Its context, in its -°

contgUity, and by addressing ourselves to 'the policy issues that flow
froth science and technology.

Question: One prdblem I think,everybody has'noticed is that,when a news
story appears in a newspaper, for example, on something to db with nuclear
chemistry'or 'nuclear physics, to the average newspapeOreader that
story is often in a vacuum and there's little backgrodnd a make that
story meaningful. What does your paper think and in general what do
newspaper editors think about that, and are they planning to do anything
about it?
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Answer: 'I can tell you what we try to do on my paper. There,are two ,of
us who cover science, medicineand technology, and we have somebody
covering energy and somebody covtring environment, and the fields
obviously overlap. What we mightNio and have done many times.is to try
to do a kind of review article on what's new in a particular field. We
try to'do background pieces. We have a section call ad "Briefing." It
has very little advertising and it comes out once a eek. It has long
articles, often reprinted from other publications, and not 'infrequently
dealing with a subject that wefeel tbe.daily news story of 800 words
can't really cover adequately. We try to run 2400 or 3,000 words on
that sort of topic. And more and more newspapers are doing this. That's
why The New York Times has its Tuesday "Science Times" section now.
Miler newspapers, I think, are beginning to do that kind of thing because
we recognize the need for it. And it sells papers.

Question: Can you see a conflict between your ideal of objectivity in
reporting and your idea of getting moreintopubiic policy issues? And
if so, what might one do toprotect oneself?

Answer: 'Well, clearly, I dmi't think getting into public policy issues
has anything to do with one's objectivity. You try to present whatever
scientific evidence there is on either side 'of a particular question or
all sid's - -if it's a complicated question. I will once in awhile doa
piece that's clearly labeled -"opinion" or "analysis," where I gresenta
v int'of view. For example, we've had a big con lict-out in California

, over what's been going on with 16.7-level nuclear aste that has been
dumped 30, 40, or 50 miles off the Golden Gate Bridge near the Farallon
Islands. It was a &ming ground many years'ago. It has become a
political issue, and there was a congressional subcommittee hearing on

k.(the issue chaired by Toby Moffett from Connecticut. At the end of it I
did an opinion piece that said, in a,sense, "a plague on all your
houses." Not that I was saying that the testimony at the hearing was
invalid:- I covered the hearing objectively. But I also tried to point
out thatthii was a public policy issue in which scientists themselves
honestly and on the basis of necessarily limited data were disagreeing.
Some said. there was a potential hazard and some said the hazard -would be
trivial under any circumstances. iEided.tp-point this out and draw smite
parallels with other scientific controversies such
DATA issue. But I try to put the issue in context. That's what I thought
was a responsible thing to do, but it didn't destroy my objectivity at
all.

0
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CRISTINE, RUSSELL

,The-title.Of this session, "HoW I Cover -Science," has. a.showand-tell'
i

sound to it. I 'think if we were actually going to demonstrate 'to .you how
we cover science, we would be coming in here With truck kgads-of mail
from our office, piles Of phone messages, and the books an magazines

that we all get. A- lot of time is spent just sorting through the infoi.-
mation we get in this ,very broad area of science. ."

.

:David Perlman
.Science 'Editor

The San Francisco Chronicle

Working for an afternoon newspaper, Itii'conSidered a specialist. In my
,.own mind, science is a very broad area, and cover science from the

health perspective across the board to general science topics. Perhaps
because 4f my own interest and because of-the perceiVed interest of our
audience, I tend to spend,more time covering the health area.

As a Washington-based science, reporter, I also spend more time thin other
science reporters: around the country do on the politics of science. in
Washington everything has some political perspective, evenif it's some-
thing assimple as a basic announcement from the National Institutes of
Health. We spend a lot of time following'the executive branch, following
the:Congress, and covering stories both on basiclresearch and on the
implications. of science. For instance, if we're covering the Food and
Dru§Administration, we spend as much time on the politicaland regula-
tory aspects of issues such as'saccharilv.as we spend,onthe basic ques-
tion of whether it causes cancer.

\

Too many times the science- related topics that get covered today don't

have any bottom Line. We're covering thingsfor which we\have lots of
questions, and very often the scientists or the'experts t at at we're con-

sultingtoith don't have the answers. So we are faced with trying to
explain these problems to our audience, who may"be very co cerned with

what we're writing An example is' the recent coverage. of t e toxic shock
-,-.4,.

syn#rpme problem, which is something people are going to t e very per- 4
x

sonal].y. ..The Center for Disease Control and the Food and Drt\g Administra-

tion don't have very many facts about exactly what this problem is We
can't really tell people exactly what the cause is and what tliy can do

about it. We simply keep describing a changing problem as it go\ es along.

.
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In terms of coverage, we in Washington do/ get a chance, forttinately,,to
get out of town to the real world. In the last.couple of years I
traveled with science writers on a fascinating trip covering science in
China and also in AntartIca. I also covered the Three'Mile Island
accident, which was science in action, but much, less science and much
more politics of a crisis nature.

. .

My articles vary consideiably,from:very, short stories that are phoned in
(which is still done if you work for an afternoonriewspaper) to longer
feature articles. Our paper is now both an a.m. and a p.b. newspaper,
so we axe still trying to, as our',ads say, put today's news today in the
newspaper. So often we are faced with a very short deadline. For
example, we hear someone at a Congres'siohal hearing say 10 minutes worth,
of something and we have to create.a story Out of that--so that's what
we cover at one end of the spectrum. FOrtunately, in the science area,
We-have more luxury than many of our journalism colleagues in that we can P

Spend an incredible amount of time-on one subject. For one series I,
wrote recently on modern maternity, I spent more than two yeari researching
the subject.

The sourcesof the stories we write also vary considerably, from the sten-
dard handouts or the journals (I feel we are very overwhelmed with infor-*.
nation) to the things that we dig out, and those stories are always much
mote fin. I think we're being haunted a lot with press releAses and non-
stories, and I know a lot of you are in the position of having to decide
what -you will be sending to us." If.I hato give any comment on thk,
it would be that if we got feirer releases on more important topics, we
would-all be'happier. It's frustrating spending a lot of time .just,,

getting'through the mail and discovering that half of this box that has,
been piling up for the last week contains announcements of people getting
new titles. It would help if you would pare down what you're sending us.
Send us things that are honestly important. Call us. Let us know whether
it is a real story or a nonstory. It would make our job that much easier.

. if you could make a side comment.thAt maybe you were forced into sending
out something'for.politibal purposes that may not really have that 'much
importance or' impact.*

?
Also, I think in general the way we are covering science has changed.' I
don't think that we are any different in many ways than our colleagues in
other areas of journalism. We:a;:e more skeptical. There is less of a

, "gee whiz" attitude in our.Oritiitg of science. But I ltdnk that there is
still bore of an effort_on the science beat to present the so-called
balanced story, to let both sides have their say. We are.neither
allies of science, nor total'critics.of'it. We are simply here to try
to present those storiee in the best perspective, and I think that is
somewhat different than other -areas of journalism right now. There is

e of an effort in_science to present that perspective but, of course,
we all have,biaseS. And in the end, we're all going to be fighting for
space. For a Washington -based newspaper, 1980 was not a great year for
science and medical news because of the campaign and the great deal of
foreign news. We're really just fighting to get in the newspaper ,the..
same way everyone elseis; So the kinds of stories we were looking for
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last-Year had to be a little bit more attention-getting than they, might
have to be this year., -.----

WARREN' LEARY

Science writing and science writers are defined a littlLe differently,
depending on which newspaper, wire service, or broadcast-station you are
talking 'about. Working, for a wirAwservice in Washington, I have :a very
different job emphasis than Cris has working for a newspaper here.
spend very little time dealing wtth health politics and health science
because a difference in emphasis and in the way our two organizations
use science. M§Zemphasis is really on spot news, as such--developments
that are'harpeningthat day and that are newt that day. We get them out_
.44i MOVe'on to-something else. Wire.servicet are known for their dead-
lines. ,SoMetimes I don't even have the luxury -of 10 minutes to get a
diary out. We are more or less composing and thinking about a story as
We'are dictating it over a telephone.

Our audience is very different from a local audience he re in the-Washing- .

ton area or any Other area in the country., I'm essentially Writing for
everyone who can'read in this country or elsewhere i the World; or any-
one who 1. td to a radio or TV'broadcast. So in many ways, I'm aiming
at a more neral-audience than most science writers do. Thereford,i nay
stories have to be shortei and more basic.. My explanations have to be
clearer in many ways than .those of some other more specialized writers
working .on different newtpapers..

With the Associated Press we have four science writers throughout the
country--one here, two in New York, and one in Los Angeles. That's not
very many people to catch up on what's going on in science in this coun-
try, We have a few people at other bureaus throughout_the.country who
pick up, on a part-time basis, some of the science, technology, and
environment stories happening in their areas. A lot of my time here
in Washington is spent 'looking at what 'we call goverment science. 1

deal with NIH and the National Science Foundation. I'm writing about the
resuj.ts of research that,is funded by different federal agencies, which
means I have to cover a lot of 'ground. One day I might be at NOAA talking
about' weather climate research, the next day at NIH talking about fer-
tility drugs. Next day I'm:at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission talking
about the steam generator and nuclear power plants. BJcause we cover a
loot of ground, it'srrather difficult to bean expert in any one particu-
lar area. -.The emphatis is really on the kind of story that would interest
'some readers somewhere. Every,story,1 write may notbe'for everyone,
but I'm aiming at some audience out there in the country that might be
interested. I might do a story on an agricultural topic that I know will ,

never be played in any paper on the:East Coast. I.did a .story a year
ago about growing disease-resistant potatoes. I didn't re that 'story
in any East Coast paper, but my play in the West and in'Maine was just
incredible. So I have a very broad interest and some of it is "gee whiz"
science pr technology, e type of things that people will talk about at
the dinner table at ni t. ,At other times I'm trying to explain what
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recombinant DNA research is; what these regulations are; and how this
affects you as you're sitting around the dinner table that night.

Like every science, writer, I spend a great deal of my time going through
papers -- journals, mailings, and so on. It's an incredible paper burden, .

which is why I have a mailbox four times larger thad any other reporter
in .my office. After a weekend I can count on having up to 300 pieces of
mail when I arrive at the office Monday morning. It's no fry going
through it all, but it's necessary to find out if there is any news there.
I also have an extra burden of reading medical journals. The way the
Associated Press divides its science coverage, different reporters in
different geographical areas are responsible for monitoring certain
medical and science journals to find information that-might becOme a goo d

story. For example, I read Science, which comes out weekly; Science 81;
a monthly publication; and occasionally the New England Journal of Medicine.

4-0I read approximately 10 journals a week, which many times might include
.200 or 300 sttidied but no story. Sothen the bOss asks me, "What have

.

youdone
:

this week? YOU've been sitting around reading,iagazines all
week."---"Well, not really; I'm just trying to find a story," I explain.
If I don't read, those magazines',.as the boss puts it, and a'story appears
with our competing wire service or in The Washington Post or Star, I'm
asked why we didn't have thatt I say, "Well, that was on the bottom of
the pile; I hadn't quite gotten'tothat one yet."

6
So there's 'a great need to go through all this' paper and read a lot to
try to keep up with, different fields. I can't emphasize toe much the
need to cut down on a lot of the paper burden that is associated with
the jo,..-_This would allow us to get to some, of the stories we're missing,
to have abetter-perspective on some of the things that we are writing
about. Because we're here in Washington, we get a certainoamount of
paper from government agencies. This is in addition to everything we get
from the universities and anyone else: And we have a certain responsibil-
ity to follow up on a lot of these stories, whether they're from the
National Science Foundation, NIH, NOAA, or the Pentagon (sometimies we
deal with technology in the military). So that takeS a great deal Of
time and effort and adds to the whole burden ofthii type of job.

PATRICK YOUNG

I don't think I realized how different my perspectives are until now.
When I was asked to talk on tow I cover Science, several things came
immediately to mind - -words like blindly, haphazardly, inconsistently,
It occurred to'me that in a sense I don't really cover science or
medicine; not in the sense that it's all inclusive, science-wide or
medical-wide.

I work for the Newhouse. News Service, which has two functions. First,
it's the national news service for the Newhouse newspapers, .which are
spread also haphazardly across the country. The Neyba6se Neists Service
also contributes to the field service along with. The Boston Globe,vThe

:Baltimore Sun, and The Chicago Sun Times. So I'm writing'for about 150
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papers, All of these papers get AP and/or UPI. They are likely to get
The New York Times Service, or The Los Angeles Times-Washington. Post Ser-,
vice. The emphasis in my shopfts tb do something that nobody, else is
doing, which tends to cut down on doing flews stories. I wrote my iirst
and last toxic shock syndrome stOry in March, 1980. Other people dis-
covered the stoii, and went runOng off on it.

I probably do'an average of two stories a '.eek, apprOximately 1,000 words
seldom less than 800, seldqm more than 1200. I write'essentially in a
magazine style, and I'm always looking for good ideas. And there are
plenty of theM around.

How do I select a story? First it's got,to appeal to Me. .'I've got,to
-be awfully interested in,a topic berore I'm going to write on it. I'm
lucky in the sense that just about everything it science and medicine has
some interest for me. The next consideration ia what's going toebringa
certain story or,topic into print. Essentially,Ait's hitting me with the
sense,."Gee, I didn't know-that," or "Gee, that's interesting," or "I
haven't seenseen anything on that." I'm also impressed if I've seen an awful
lot on a topic. If I've seen a piece in the NewHEngland Journal of,
Medicine, a report from AP, or a couple of press releases on the same
thing, I think; "Maybe there's a real trend starting in this-area."
I'll pull some of these things together and do-an, article. When I look
atipreps releases, I'm looking for that element of "Holy'cowl That's
unusual; that's different; I can really get into that.!' I found myself
reading a press release a few months ago and thinking, "Now, where do I 4
fit into that pattern?" And it suddenly occurred tame that I was.tryirig
to figure out where I fit into that pattern. I produced a, story with
some.pretty good play around the Newhouse chain.,

Others talk, about the decline of "gee whiz" science writing, I still
am, perhaps more than most, a "gee whiz" science writernot in the
sense of hyping something up, but in.the sense that .I'mr curious about the
way the world works: I think there are a lot of people out they who are
curious about how the world works. They want to know a Litt bit about

,They want to know about physM. They want to know a out astronomy.
They want to know about the basic science of medicine, as well as clinical
medicine. And that 'gives "us a tremendous opportunity to write in an
interesting way because science in corny ways is a Continuing mystery
story. You st t with a problem; you have a solution. Often enough it
brings up,new roblems. And there is that continuing sense 'of excitement
that we can b ng to many science stories.

DAVID PERLMAN

I want to tell you how we really Cover science. A reporter on rewrite
at the Chronicle not long ago got a phone call from a press agent. The
reporter took a memo foI the city desk, whiFh read: "English faith
healer, Ted Fricker, author of God'Is My Witness, will expect a report4r
and photographer at his suite in the St. Prancid Hotel at 10:30 a.m. 4
copy of his book is in the desk and a sheet of press clippings on the
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remarkable Mr. Fricker. On a swing through the United States promoting
his gook, Pricker has been .healing a number of people .of long-term
illness and injury. Examples: Ralph Schrell, known to the Guiness Book.
of Recordas.the world's most successful complainer, "was cured of his
backache: Schrell is. willing to confirm this and you cadcall him.
Also Andrew Farkus, healed of a neck injury suffered in'a trampoline
accident two and a half years ago." The city editor (I was not serving
as'city editor at' the time and maybe that explains a'little something)told the assistant city editor totalk it over with me and my assistant,
Chgrlie Petit, the other science writer on the paper. He want

)
d us to !''

is

see if we "could come,up with a wrinkle, such as having a docU or two
confront him or getting someone he. can heal." Now that's the way a city.desk assigns stories to reporters. Fortundtelle, I am not only older f'than our forMer city,editor, but I have a-Tittle more clout around the 1' >-office. We did'not go to the St. Francis. Hotel and.we did not photographMr. Fricker. But that's the idea many city editors have of what a go9d
science story is% And in a--sense, he's. right, you know. Most People
would read that story: But' it's.-so obviously andblatently phdAy Piece.'of nonsense that even The San Francisco Chronicle, which is not above
entertaining its readers, declined td do it.

\f courser we do the usual things that my colleagues do.: We read a lot
of jpur'tals; we wade through enormous numbers of press-releases. We try,
to decipheriodrnal articles if we can. And we ask you to help us' get
access to the scientists, if we don't know them. '

Fortunately, of course, most of us who have.been in the busindss awhile
have developed a kind of network of people we're likely to cal-1°n. Thetoxic shock syndrome story is an appropriate example. We call Up the
chairman of the Department of OB/GYN anclget,the name of.somebody who's
doing some work on it at fhe university-somdbody local. But if it
happens'that the best scientist is at Harvard and,is somebody I know, I'mlikely to call that person. Telephones are easy to,use and they're not
very expensive any morel' We have networks of people we've come to rely
on around the, country. We've met them at meetings. We go to the ALAS'
meetings to.get stories o fild, but also to build up a backlog or
background information and to meet people Wecan call later, if au issuecomes'up that we need informatiOn on. -We may also ask for the kind of
information that only a really ood friend will give you: "took, I've
Lust read anartic?e in journal X by so and so. Is that guy a phony or
not?" We can get that kind of 9swer if we develop relationships 'overt
a period of time. 'I ask those of you in public information:' If you
have a chance to sort out some of the phonies at_.0e,institiltions yov
rbpresent, in some way communicate your inside knowledgecto us without
ever saying enough to get you fired. That would be a great favor to-us
because sometimes w4 have ho way of picking out a phony. For example, Idid a story once about some research at'a university involving some trials
of a particularly interesting brain horMone.. I talked to the head of the
service and learned what was gding on. 1' asked hila if anybody else at
the institution was involved in this work. "Oh no," he said. 'We're the
team doing it." t had no reason to disbelieve '11.m, and I wrote a story

.
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* on his work. I got a phone call the next ay from Dr. X saying, "Doc-
tbr Y 'didn't tell you that my team over in the lab down the hall is
,doing the same kind of work, and we have some interesting results that

have been published. He 4(dn't mention that, did he?" I said,'"No, he

didn't. In fact, he said there wasn't anybody else working on it."
I knew both of. these people, but I didn't know thf,I,sqcond man was

working in this field. Now, the first man obviously is never going to
make it into The San Francisco Chronicle again because he wasso jealous'

. of his lietb-empire that he wasn't about to tell me that anybody else
was .working in the field. I,didet have the wit, as a matter of fact,
to have asked the same question of the pilblic inforhation representative
of that,instieution, If I had, Iiplowher well enough to know that she
would hate told me honestly that Dr. X was involved in the same field.
These are some of the things that we try to sort out, and we need your
help in sorting them out.

Question: po you see a difference in the coverage of science and'reseafch)
including hbdipine, between the West Coast and the Easit Coast?

Perlman, You mean, d6 we see a difference in the way it's handed or in
the kind of science that comes out qualitativeirN,

Question: A littlobit of both:

Perlman: I'm on the West Coast, and the job is-iwo-prOnged. One is,

keeping tabs on developmepts else ere that relate td stories I'm working
ono They may-or may not be local. There.mkght be national issues. The
second is coveringthe local science scene. And if you happen to live
and work in the San Francisco Bay area, that alone is enough to provide
you with a story'a day for the rest of your life. And then there arethe
national meetings, where you,don't care where tl.e pervon comes from; it's

the subjec't that's the most interesting to you. I don't think about the

geography of it at alj. But it's natural that in a newspaper on, the West

Coast there's going to be mom science from the West Coast. George

AleXander can rewrite the same story about seismic research 50-times and
get it in-the L A Times at 2,000 words a Crack over and over again. That's

Whaeg happening in his area. And it isn't often that he'll do the same

thing about Ohio State. The same thing is true with me at the Northern

end oftthe San Andreas fault. So sure, there are qualitative differences
in what we do.' We are both local and national, and that's the difficult
part.

a

..Russell: I think most full-time science writers like to think of our-

selves as nationally oriented. Obviously, we're going to do more in our

local areas. In Washington, we could just keep circling around from one
scheduled press conference to another. We may get a,lot of press releaSes

and such frOm around the country; and, again, think we are overwhelmed

by paper. Occasionally-I closet very nice phone calls out of the blue
from institutions or people I'm not familiar with, and they give me some

very good ideas. I don't think we hear enough from the institutions that

dofist have huge public relations staffs. So if sometimes we are slighting
various areas of the country, it may be because were just not aware of

-
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what's going on. In.our office 'we've all got computers now so j.t's easy
to sit down at a computer and push national wires and go around the country
and see all the-stories being sent out from this place or-that place.

'§ometimes I'll.see a local science story from somewhere and say, "Gee, I
wish .1 had known about that." Maybe I have a press release on it in that
gi.diat stack of mail I got that day. Sooften the institutions themselves

. -.tena to thinkvery-locally, and they may feed the information to their.

local wires service reporters or their local newspapers-and then stick it
ih:the mail with a random or imnediaterelease date. If I:get that in the

f.

mail,-I don't know how old it really is. We have a terrible mail system
.just within.our own building; I don't know how long a release takes just
to get to me. I think if we had better input from around the country and
better knOwledge of i mportant stories and not just routine things, there
would be better-coverage from all of us, even though we're located in
different parts of the country. We would all like to do national stories,
and we-all have some opportunity to travel and a capability of talking on
the telephOne'for endless hours. I think that we would change if we had
more input on important stories and also had these stories on time. Mite
of us is going to do a story two or three days later that was big and
broke somewhere el e. We may do a followup later, but we're not going
to d;') the basic news story three days later.

Leary: To some extent we really are slaves of our geography. If we're
in a certain area, were covering the things in our area more than things
elsewhere. Over the years, though, we've been getting out of that. Some
Of us in any case do what Dave'Perlman mentionedwe develop our contacts,
people we've dealt with before and can call again. If I'm writing about
a 'certain topic and there's someone in that field that I did a story on
two years.ago,°I can call this person, wherever he or she is and ask, "What
do you have to say about this?" And over the years I have made an effort
to try to reach out of Washington, to go out of the East and find some of
the scientists in the Midwest and other parts of the country. It's a
slow process because, as Cris said, you just don't know what's going on
out there. Over the years, I've met publii: information officers from
other institutions, and I've asked them to put me on a very select mailing
list so,I won't get everything they send out, but just the big stuff.

.

Sometimes these people are unsuccessfully dealing with a local Re office
whose reporters are occupied with other stories and don't have time to
deal with a science piece. Some information officers will call me or
someone in our Los Angeles or New York bureau and say, "I'm from!Toledo
and 'I barilt seem to get theabureau here interested in this story, but I
/think this might be somethitg you'd like." I can write that story from
here or one of our other science writers can write it from Los Angeles
or New York. That way we kind of bypass the local bureau.. So yOu have
to kind of keep us in mind for things like that. ,Emphasizing the point
that'Cris.made, we have to "know about these stories in time. It doesn't
do us any good three days later to get a release marked "for immediate
release" and not know when it came out or how the local papers payed it.
In my case, the local AP bUreau may have picked up this story a / d run it
on the state wire just forthat particular state.. In that case, I'd have
difficulty doing that story again for the national wires becatise it hap
already been out and I don't know how widely it has been disseminated.
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Yes, Fe do have a certain prejudice for our geographic area. But there's
a willingnev to breakout of 'thht if we know what's going on and if
people4ry to contact us about the important things, not the trivial ones.

0.
. .

Young: I think that information officers are in a position similar to
that of free-lance writers -- you've got to,know your market. Whether
you're dealing with your local medial,or the national media, you have to
'have some idea of what they're writing and what their approach is; then
pitch your subject to that publication or writer. Many ofthe press
releases ,I get might be good for a local paper or the local office of
the wire service, but they're not going to do much for me. Also, this
network that has been mentioned is very real, Wetalk not on)y -"th
scientists. We have built up our own little pool of information officers
around the country whose work we respect, and we occasionally exchange
notes on who is good. It,used to be called the old boys'. network and
I guess now it's the ol:persOns' network. It's composed of those whose
work you respect andwho haven't led you astray. I remember interviewing
one scientist who gave this absolutely brilliant and lucid-explanation of
some work on the moon. I was all set to go; I had this great story
until I found out \be was the originator of the theory and the only true
believer.

A 4

Questions Is there a geographical difference in fatuity members? What
is the hardest.geographic area in the United States in which to work?

\-------..

Young: There's'a researcher at the University_of Minnesota right now
who isn't at all friendly. Iwas told by hii secretary yesterday that
Dr, So and So does not wish to 'be interviewed At this time. That's
another problem we run into. And it's helpful/sometimes to have an
information officer who will open the door for you, if you know a
scientist is going to be difficult. There is a lot more research going
on on the West Coast and the East Coast than there is in the Midwest.
Also, I think, the East Coast and the West Coast for the most part tend
to have higher pressure and better organized PR offices. I think that
very much plays a rol\. Johns Hopkins. gets a lot of play, not only
because it's a fine r ; search.institution, but because B.J. Norris and
the crew up there ar 0very aggressive, knOwledgeable, and helpful. And
that counts for an awful ,lot.

Perlman: Two'points that Pat made are worth Underscoring. pne is the
availability of information people on campuses who can steer you .to the.
right 'person. If I call UCLA to get a story and I don't know who the
right person might be, or if that person has never heard of me, I can
ask Al Hicks at UCLA to tell the scientist that I don't have horns.
That's a very effective way of having somebody pave the Way for you, even
if the scientist doesn't normally want to interviewed. And then you
can assure him or her that you're boa fide by asking an intelligent
question. Ninety percent of the time if the story is in an area you're
not keally familiar with and you ask an intelligent question, the
scientist assumes you know a lot more than you do and he or she gives you
an answer right out of Physics Review. So that hae problems associated
with it.

;I
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Russell: I agree that it does help to have information officers help us
get to these people. Often it helps if it can be explained that we're
spending all of our time doing science writing, and that gives us more
experience than someone who's starting off doing his or her first science
story that day. And I don't think there are any geographic differences.
I was out in California recently begging a couple of scientists for
interviews. Because of their bad experience in the past with the media,
they were uptight and would not say a word; they looked perfectly relaxed,
but what came out of their mouths was not. A lot of scientists are very
nervous about the media and they need to have some reassurance that we
are not going to use "breakthrough" in the firc* .:,entence of our story.
Very.few of us have used it in recent years. We're a fairly cautious
lot, and we're looking for good stories, not necessarily sensational ones.
I hve a problem, occasionally, when I call a scientist out of the blue
an''say I'm from The Washington Star. Well, they just hear the "Star"
part and think it's the National Star you find in the grocery scores.
So I have to convince the scientist that I'm calling from a daily news-
paper in Washington. Often we have to explain ourselves,or beg our way
in the door. Bust I don't think there's a difference in scientists in
terms of geography.

Question: Mr. Lee-:y, could you give us some guidance on when to deal
with local AP bureaus on a science story and. when we might be better off
going directly to you or the science writer in the region? Are there
times when the local bureau might dismiss the story with a few paragraphs,
when the national science writer might recognize it as being a more impor-
tant story?

Leary: There are a lot of situations like that. Every once in awhile I
go to our library, where we file everything coming from across the
country. I'll see 200 words NI a story and think, "How could they have
missed this?" I saw a story out of San Francisco about the world's first
testicle transplant, which somehow our bureau managed to condense into
200 words and let die. It was a story.that just begged to have more
done about it. 4 called about it and someone at the bureau said, "We
were kind of busy that day and he came in and we got it on the wire."
You just go crazy when you hear things like this. The information
officers can look at their stories and know whether they have some kind
of national impact. Does the story concern anyone else outside of the
state or region? If it might have a national impact, then they should
consider dealing with one of the national science writers. Of course,
some stories are more local and very confined in their impact. I deal
with people in Maryland Sea Grant occasionally, and they'll come up with
an oyster study having to do with part of the Chesapeake Bay. I may
feel it's really interesting, but I can't sell that to anybody else. If
they call the Baltimore bureau. about that, that bureau may get a nice state
story out on it. A university in the East recently did, some interesting
work on stack scrubbers from steel plants and sothe of the different
pollutants that are concentrated in these scrubbers. I saw in that a
little bit more than a local story or even a steel industry storyv and
I was able to make a national story out of that. It's just a matter of
looking at what you have and seeing if it has any implication beyond your



area. Also, local info on officers should consider developing a
personal relati6nship w th someone in local AP or UPI bureaus. A
bureau usually has a ne s editor, someone who does the assigning and is
the gatekeeper of the news, coming in. It doesn't hurt to get to know
this person, to visit the bureau so this person has a face to connect with
the name. Sit dowa and talk with the bureau people and tell them you're
not going to bury them with, a lot of paper, but when something substan-
tial comes up, you'll'call and let them know. 'In the way this whole'
system is structured, it helps if you develop a personal relationship
with the,local AP or UPI person.

Question: If we contact the local AP bureau with a story that may have
national impact, will the local bureau alert you at the national office?

Leary: No, they probably wouldn't. They'd do it as a local story. The
local bureaus can have a good story and control it statewide or in a
certain region. Then they have to ship'all these stories to New York,
where there's one deck that decides what goeson the national wire.
Depending on who is sitting at that desk that particular day, he or she
Might say, "Gee, this is from Indiana. If it's good science, it wouldn't
be coming from Indiana," And that person then doesn't put it on the
national wire. But if I write the same story from Washington and it has
my name on it, the person at the desk may say, "A sciencewriter is doing
itr therefore it's a national story.' And that person will ship the
same story out on the national wires. You have to deal with the local
bureaus and sec how you do with a numbA of stories, If you're not
getting any satisfaction, try to expand and to k to some of the national
writers.

Question: How important is it tolu o t lists of the experts we have
on campus?

Perlman: Several universities pe,hodically send out a list of ,people who
have certain kinds of expertise, These are useful if the field of
expertise is's-adequately defined, 1 In other words, to suggest that Dr. So
and So fine seismologist would not be particularly helpful. But
if the scientist's area of interest is very specific, for example, if
the scientist is conducting laboratory tests on the breaking strain of
granite, that would be a useful thing to know if we do an earthquake
story at some times If you structurc puck a list giving us a really
clear indication of the scientists' fields of interest and what their
accomplishments 'are, it could be useful.

Question: How often do Slou come out to a collage campus and actually
attend a scientific conference?

Russell: It depends: We all travel a certain amount and maybe we fall
into a rut of traveling to the same meetings every year. Often we'll get
a brochure in the mail or a-program and think the program looks very
interesting-, Then we call to find out what kind of arrangements there
might be for,the media and discover that there's going to be nothing.
It'S a little it discouraging sometimes to come out for a meeting and
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discover we're not going to get any papers or anything we can put our
hands on. I think it depends on the arrangements--not that we all want
to be totally spoiled, just a little bit spoiled. I think mainly we
just walt'someone who will help us once we get to the meeting, especially
with.the very specialized meeting. We'need something to help us get

o through the technical jargon to find some interesting stories. Often
the small specialized meetings don't get covered because they're not
really set up for us to attend.

Leary: Often there will be a three-day meeting at a university campus.
But we cannot spend three days covering a specific meeting; so we.want to
be'able to talk to someone and ask what the best sessions will be. Often
the information officer we're dealing with doesn't know. We want -now
if,abstracts or papers will be available. Often the information officer
doesn't know and says, "Well, just come out and spend three days with
us." We really "can't do that. But it's helpful if we can call someone'
who will tell us which session looks good, who will be at the meeting,
if the scientists will be available after they give their papers, and so
on. This allows us,to channel our time, go to a few sessions, and get
some news or at least some good background for a future story. It
requires a little more than just telling us that there's a meeting at
the university that could be kind of interesting.

Young': I'd like to*add one plea: when you're bringing your scientists
out for the occasional dog and p6ny show, please tell them not to under-
estimate the intelligence of science writers and overestimate our know-
ledge.. I cover everything from space to psychology to medicine, the
hard biosciences, and the phydical sciences. I've got a smattering of
knowledge in Some areas; almost none in others. I like to work out with
the scientist the level that we'll eventually talk on.
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HOW I COVER SCIENCE: RADIO/TV .1`1

Edward J. De Fontaine'
Managing Editor .

AP Radio

Robert.Bazell
Science Reporter
NBC News

EPWARD DE FONTAINE

.While not neces ary to have a science departMent to have science on
the air, it's-also n t necessary to have a radio and. television depart-

_ment to get science o the air. Eiren with an organization like ours,
which has ne. science departmettt of its own, there are hard news connec-
tions with almost every field of science today. Primarily the topic

, of interest that brings that to the fore-is energy: We're,interested in
pointing out not only the advances that have been made in science, but
What your particular insfitutkon has to offer and the efforts that you're
putting forth.

You really must have the.knowledge that you have somebody who can speak
.authoritatively at a-moment's notice on a topic that happens to be in the
news of that day when you're approaching an organization like Associated
Press Radio, which does not have a science-oriented program and does not
have a science reporter as such. We do have an energy reporter who
spends about 50 percent of his time on that-beat. You also have`
scientists wbo are. going to be in the news from time to time. The better
universities and research institutions take advantage of that by making
their people available and by publicizing the advances they have pioneered
and the fields inwhich4they can offer expertise when somebody else pro-.
duces an advance. XOU also have people who are personalities when they
win an award, when they appear in the news because of conferences in
their field. And in many of those cases you'ie talking about a local
radio or perhaps television opportunity. When a national convention is
involved, you have the ability to get on,a national network--ours and
the others--because the forum is important and yo-ir man or woman isan
important part of that, particular function. The lesser the forum--for
example, if it's completely science-oriented-7the more problems you'll'
have getting on the air. During the question-and-answer session we'll
talk about the specific problems you face in getting your material in
front of our editors..

,*

You should be prepared to give a radio station or a network the best
quality audio for radio or the best picture potential for television
that you can. For radio, you certainlyneed at the very minimum,a
cassette tape recorder and the knowledge of how to hook it to a telephone
to conduct an interview with good quality over telephone lines. Most of
these contacts will bemade on a moment's notice and you should have
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people who are ready to go to the phone when a query is made. Our
organization will ask for your cooperation when we need the material,
when the story has come to the fore and you have the expertise. You
also. should make us aware of the people you have available. Some insti-
tutions do this to their great advantage. They outline the spokesmen.
they have and their availability,, the fields in which they've accom-

. plished something of national or international note, and then tell us to
whpm'we should go to make the contact (seldom will they give out the
person's private number).4. Making a list like thisland distributing it to
national organizations like ours and to local and regional stations will
affect the effectiveness of your fund-gathering, which is an important
part of why you have a job. Then you can sit back and wait foi the story
to.develop, or you can think of an angle when a'story develops that a
newsperson who's not science-oriented might not think of.

Therefore, you should make a certain number of personal contacts, be it
by'telephone to distant places or personally to stations-in-your own
backyard, to make sure that you know the news director and theprogram
director. And remember that news alone is not the only exposure your
people can get. There are talk'shows that are not run by news departments.
And there are appearances on local programs where expgrtise is required
that are not run by news departments. So you don't want to limit your-
self to the news department alone. ipien your person does agree'to be
your spokesman in a certain field, you should make him or her aware that
the questiiis that will be asked might not concern the scientific advance

."'alone, but also the effects on the listening public, on eCold4Y. It
might not be am interview-in which the spokesman will be approaChed on
a purely positive basis, so he or she should be prepared.* I suppose this
is especially true for television because the surprise in a person's faced,
shows more than it does in a person's voice. Your spokesman should be
prepared for questions that are going to be.critical, if only from the
point of view of the correspondent being the devil's advocate.

ROBERT BAZELL

I work for the network and.have never, worked for a local station, which
is probably what you deal with more than.you deal with the three networks.

..One of the biggest problems I face in coming around to do a story is that
the scientists are angry at what they perceive as the'bubblehead from
the local__atation who came in and interviewed them a few weeks ago and
didn't get it right. So they wonder how I can possibly get it right. And
I'm not saying that I always do get it right; of course, I make mistakes.
But that seems to be a real problem.

I essentially do two things for NBC. One is a weekly spot or the "Today"
show that runs on Thursday mornings, which has been going on only since
the summer of'1980. I'm very happy about it because it gives me a chance
to doifeature material. I do basically anything that is'vaguely connected
to science that'I find interesting z.nd that I can subsequently convince
the producers of the show would be interesting, although they pretty much .
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leave it up to me. This has,ranged from things like an interview with a
scientist at UCLA the morning after Ther.josiLLEnelesLrimes revealed he

had done genetic engineering experiments'on human beings, to a story
_ab8ut the walking catfish in Florida. I'm not going to cover nuclear
physics it I can't make nuclear physics interesting to myself, first of
all, and to other people. And I'm looking for things that are visual.

The other thing I do is cover breaking news, for both the "Today show
and the nightly news. This is when we are in a panic situation. We're
coming into your campus, and unlike radio, We can't interview you on the
telephone. We have to get a picture, We have to do 4n interview with
fhe scientist who doesn't understand.whyi if he just said this on the
telephone to somebody else, he has to sit down in front of a television
.camera and repeat what he has already said 15 or20 times.

In terms of the features, I can't emphasize too much that we really depend
on you, the public' information officers. X don't know what's going on at
10,000 universities across the country, except what I learn from reading
the journals, hearing from you,people, and talking to scientists oh other
stories and asking them what else is new. Interestingly-enough, the
latter is my major source of stories., The scientists usually 'do better
than the public relations people in putting vmething into perspective
and saying that this is really interesting. Not all scientists do; some
of them haven't a clue. But they'uslAlly see connections that I, don't
get in a news release. And there's no shortage of material out there,
particularly because of the.wide diversity of what is potentially'a good
piece. It would be nice to have as much input as possible from the
institutions. It doesn't have to be at Harvard, and it doesn't have to
be affecting everybody's lives to be interesting, although affecting
people's lives obviously in journalism makessomething:news. Its not
the only criteria, but its important. Is.it going to chIange the weather?

Is it going to make people healthier or Sicker? That's a story you can
always sell.

Question: gnat exactlyis Associated Press Radio?

De Fontaine: This is a'wired network, the same as the commercial wired
networks are. There's a 24-hour constant contact. We are currently
moving toward satellite, but there are only about 20 cities affected se
far, perhaps 100 by, the end of the year. We prOvide basically a hard
news product; there is some feature production, as well as public affairs
production. It is usually hard news-oriented, either in previewing or in
assessing the aftermath of a story.

Question: °Why do yousay that we need a tape recorder?

De Fontaine: If yOlre in Ann Arbor and we're in Washington, it's better-
to have a tape recorder when you're using the telephoneto feed us news.
It's always adva:Itageous to be on the Bell telephone system. If,you use
another company, sometimes the quality you get out of the lines is not as
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good as you would get fromida Bell. No matter what anybody says about the .

rest of the organization, it.does provide a good. service: .If you have a,
r,

tape recorder, you can amplify your scientist's voice by recording him or
_her.4on a good microphone, rather thn using the carbon microphone that's
in the telephone. 'There's a-great differ'nce in the signal-to-noise ratio.
So you start out with,a better product.' When you have the advantage
through'microWave or even Satellite.of avoiding the. limitations of hard-
wired circuits, you can get a very good quality interVietw on a telephone
line if you pre-record it. If the scientist has done something at your

'universitysor has made a speech, you can feed; excerpts fiom it to us.
If we're talking to yoUr scientist, you seat pim or her down at the
microphone with the tape recorder next to it= it does not h'ave to be
recording; it's sufficient if it's'in the record mode. Or you can make
your. e'own copy of what the scientist.has.said and feed it to us at thsame
time. It makes a big diffeience both in the loudness of the signal,
which affects signal-to7noise ratio,-,and in quality of the material
because you're using a better microphong::,.: It doesdot have to be evensive.
We',re talking about $150 for the machine. 'ou should invest in a micro-
phone a shade better than what comes with the machine--4ut oniy.about $25--
and a,pair of what are called alligator clips 'connected to a' Mini plug,
which will fit into the speaker outlet of that machine. Then you're set
_up to do a.decent job of providing audio.

Question: What do you mean by hard news, fast breaking news? And how
amenable are you to broadcast-ready Material?

.

De Fontaine: We are a' ews gathering organization and we are really not
interested in brdadcast-ready material. We are interested in asking your
scientist questions or, if he or she.has given a speech thht has made
news, we're interested in being able to get excerpts from that speech.
It is then either the forum before which the scientist has been speaking
or the scientist's revelations that have made news, so it does 7ot
necessarily mean that we have to talk to the scientist, if the speech
itselror the scientist's appearance. has made news first of all. But we
are interested in talking to your scientist in order to play off of a
hard news story--tO determine the. effect it is going to have on the public,
or the importance it's going to have economically. This is our view, and
not, necessarily that of a science reporter, who might be interested in
the raw information because of its importance to science itself. But in
our organization, with.our.format, we would be interested in talking to
the scientist if he or she has a comment to make or some information to
.divulge on a story that's already in the news.

Question: Do you pay attention to what is happening in Canada?

De Fontaine: Speaking for myself and for the people I work with, if you
'send'Me'news releases, I certainly would not ignore them because they
were from Canada. I cover the entire United States, and Toronto is a lot
closer-than most of the places I seem to be visiting, so I would have no
problem ifiejt were dIffilitely newsworthy. Despite the fact that we don't
have a science ed14,011Wa person assigned to that beat, an editor opens
every pieCe of mail that comes in to see if there anything of news
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value. We sometimes find that a university, in sending out information on
one stogy, informs us.of an expert we migHt use in a completely different
story. There are universities with medical schools that have provided us

in any field of
would probably know
adcast News of

h*which weare,affiliated. But we would like to know about
ally and directly as well in Washington, DC.

with sports stories when, for example, the use of dru
sports co s to.the fore. In your particular case, w
about an ing you send out, if you provided it to B
Canada, wi
it indivi

Question: joesn't AP Radio have Canadian news?

De Fontaine: Yes, we do a Canadian newscast every day. However, .very
little of that would be science-oriented because it's really news of tl?e
day for people who are down here from Canada defrosting in the winteA

.

Question: How do you like to becontacted? What is the best way that we
can get information to you? By letter or phone call?

Bazell: 'I.find phone calls are very valuable if something is legitimate
breaking news. If you're calling up to talk about a possible feature or.
something, you'ke not going to get through, and it is really a waste of
your time and money to make the phone call. News releases and/or letters
are about the same. Everything that we get is read 'It doesn't (let
igflored. Most of it eventually is discarded, because 95 percent of the
news releases don't lead to stories.° But that doesn't mean you'shouldn't
send them because that 5 percent is what we are irk business for.

De Fontaine: On a breaking story, where you know that you have an expert,
please phone, amd I'll give you a WATS line number so that it doesn't
cost you apenny inside the United States. ,Sorry, Canada. But it is true
that if you phone to tell us that you have someone who's going to a conven-
tion, that he or she is going to deliver a paper, you will probably not
get any reaction. However, if the scientist is going to a very important
convention and is going to make a very important'declaration or revelation,
please-let us know.' It's better to call once tot. often than not enough.
If you are going to propos a feature, it's probably.better to send a
letter than a news release. The press release, as such, does not tell
us how you think we could best use that material. And in our particular
situation,*that is an important part of your approach to us, and your job
would be to outline a few ways that you think we could best use that
material. You might hit upon the jackpot and get yourself some national
publicity.

Question: Wouldn't it also be very good in your case to work with a
station,in your locality that carried AP Radio? Would it giveour news
more credibility if the station you work with calls you?

De Fontaine: Every one of these organizations, the commercial networks
as well as AP Radio, uses member stations as a source'of news. If you
have a good rapport and can explain your story to a news director in
your community whom we recognize as a good news person, a call from that
person would probably, be effective because he or she would tell us the
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material's news value and probably would not have picked it up unless it
were a news story. Now the material might be so localized that we
wouldn't be able to use it, but that doesn't mean it wouldn't be .a good
approach. If, however, you've been ignored by ypur local facility, and
you are sure you have'a story or someone who can comment on a story that
haS already developed, don't let that deter YPU. The fact that the lodal
news director is a good news person doesn't mean that he'or she has a
greA knowledge of what is importafit in the fieldof science. So'give it
a try if you think your story truely has merit. '

Question: Woild NBC use a story coming from thef8cal television
affiliate's. studio?

Bazell: Only if it Were a breaking story and time constraints made it
necessary. -If the local station has a godd story, it may get o the
"Tod'y" show as a spot,..news item done by the local reporter. , there's
a service call that all three networks. use,, a feed,that goes ut to the .

local stations through the network that every local station in the network
can use for its own local news. And that's not something to be overlooked.

. , It's .a very important outlet. MilliOns,of people see it. But if-I were
doing 'a story and I had any chance whatsoever to get to your campus with
ily own crew, I would do that. 'Affiliates w.c4Ek for a-different corporation
t an NBC, and .they have their own needs and their. own typesof equipment,
hich often aren't compatible with ours.. We like to do a story our-

' selves if we possibly can:, but sometimes there isn't time if it's really
crucial.

ti

Question: Do you pay much attention to institutions in the Midwest?

.. . . .

,

.

4 44..
.Bazell: I seem to.spenU a lot of time in the. Midwest. itnd us your.

material. It's no less valuable because it comes from the Midwest, from
my point of view.'

.

.,
:4

De Fontaine: Anyone from an institution that nas a School of Agriculture
should remember ttat °AP Radio does five dgriculture shows a day, and there
aren't that many developments coming outoof Washington, or enough stories
about the growing season or-grairi sales to China.to fill these programs.
We are actively.sseekirt anything about innovations in agriculture, be they
scientific or managerial, that would be of interest to the agricultural.

community. There's a natural for you. Any institution with an economics
.department should remember that

.

we
,

do a business program, and know ,

television has a great interest in economics stories. There is a
possibility there of having a noted economist'comment on an event on any
given day. There's one thing to remember when you have someone who is
successful enough to win something like a Nobel Prize or any other major
award--don't let success go to his or her head and have that person then
refuse to pick up the telephone. Tha''s when you can cash in on publicity
without any effort on Your part because the story is already there, and
your expert is a part of it.

Question: Regarding experts, is it a more valuable approach for us t.
send you'a general list of which experts on our campus can talk.about
certain issues?

1.33
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De Fontaine: The list,is the first step. However, when you recognize

that,you have somebody who pan cOgnent on a breaking story, you should
also make the effort to let us know at that time. /0u- WATS line number
is 800-424-8804. You should always make the. effort to let us know if
you're really sure that you have a contribution to be made to a breaking

story. When the editor goes looking for someone who is knowledgeable on
a certain issue, he or she probably has already 10 ordl5 universities in
the card file,- and if, in the meantime you phone an offer aid the editor
wants comments from only one expert,"your effort will pay off. 'The
editor is usually looking for somebody who: can explain an event or issue

in lay terms, but from a scientific point of view.

Question: We don't have that many really great stories in,our university,
but every once in awhile we do get calls from radio stations inquiring
about various feature and research. stories that we've done. They seem

.somewhat put out when the faculty member is off in a hospital somewhere
and not available to talk right then. From your point.of view, hbw much
does it decrease our chance of getting publicity if the faculty member is
not immediately available for a story that is not a breaking story?

(o

De Fontaine: I believe it makes a great difference if it's a'hard story.
If it's a feature story and your person itthe authority, it shouldnkt
make any difference.

Question: To ,whom do we send information aboutagriculture news?

.De Fontaine: Generally any of this information can be sent just tQ

AP,Radio without a name. The agriculture editor's name is Joe Kafka, and

our addres is 1825 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006. But if you for-

get anindividual's name and,you send off a release or a list, you'can
rest assured that it will be passed to the person involved. It it's a

complete list it'll be broken down and your agriculture experts will be
sent to Joe, your economics experts to our business reporter,,ind so on.

Bazell: While w4 are on the subject, let me give you my address, too.
It's NBC News, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Nt! 'ork, NY 10020. And just

send the information, to me.

Question: If we have a good feature idea and send a letter, how long
can we reasonably wait to find out if yoU're interested?

Bazell: A week.. Just allow,for the mailb. My policy is I'll always
call,somebody back right away, if I'm interested, to talk about it.
There are certain things concerning picture possibilities and the.avail-.,
ability of the people and so on that we want to get sorted out before we
seven think about whether it's a story.

4

Question: If I want to give you an exclusive, is that appropriate?

Bazell: From our point of view, sure, I love exclusive stories. From

your point of view, it's-a great mistake, unless you feel that somebody
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cices an exceptionally good job on that type of sLory and will do the story
the way yoU Want it done, while others won't. Exclusivity doesn't do a
thing for you. But don't let that hold you back if you want to phone me*
with one because we like to have them. But from your point of view, I
think that's a mistake. The other university.in the next state.might
have that developifent next week, the way science developmdnts go, and then
you'll lose out.

Question: It's sometimes difficult to get the. c,..operation of scientists
in trying 63 p out a release.' Do Ouhave any comments on this problem?

Bazell: Very interesting.' And one of-the'real problems with being a pub-
lic relations person is that you really.have to be a Teporter, in addition
to all your other duties.. I know that it''s tough dealing with scientists,
and I really sympathize with you, !.1 know what ies like to go back to
some lab and start trying to shoot the breeze with these people and say,
"Hey,' what's new and what's the significance of- this ?" And they are going
to say, "Get out of here; who are you?" Ikhow you've got that problem. .

You've got to put the development in soMe,kind of context; you've got to
understand that this is really interesting; and you have to believe that
you'd like to see this on television. You can't send'qit a release
thinking the subject isn't very important, but maybe you can put one
over on us. You can't think yop' e doing your job just by getting out

;
news releases. If you think the abject would make a 400d,story, if you
honestly believe it, tnat's the be inning.

4
-

De Fontaine: One'thing to remember in broadcasting is' that nobody is going
to take your release and write a story off of it. Someone will have to go
out and generate either film or an actual:_ty, even if it's by phone. .It
takes effort on our part, so it's not like sending a release tp either the
news agencies or to a newspaper. Tf you don't make it interesting, it won't
attract our attention and won't seem worth the time we're going to have
to spend to produce the story; we probably al,..n't gbing to do it if we
don't read down to the bottom where you buried the le,4d. So put the lead
on top. That's the important difference -bet- N-0 sending out releases to
your local and regional newspapers and to broadcasting operations._ We
cannot write off Of your releaie. It's going to make absolutely no sense
to have a story on science without the expertise of'the peison involved in P
the development or without the institution-that produced the development.
So it takes effort on our part and it is not going D be rewritten right
off of yoir copy.

Question:_TV needs 0.visa.1 angle.
that is very significant and very
possibility, other than a picture
that alWays a concern?

Tilete's a, lot scientific research
esoteric, but therele.no visual
o' the scientist talking about it.

Bazell: 'It is a Concern, but I would maintain that,what is visual and
what is not is a lot more sophisticated than that. I have seen very few
stories where you cat't take pictures. The scientists are usually doing
something, except perhaps in theoretical mathematics, where the person is
sitting down and literally just working with figures or sitting at 1 com-
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puter. Almost everything'invOlves some activity. The scientists will
.

tell you quite often:that thee .re no visual possibilities. But in fact,
that should never ever be the first consideration of whether something is
a story or not. God help us when that becomes televisioh's sole criterion.
If a story is imnrtant, there should be a way to'do it. We have graphics
for example. We have animation facilities in New York and Washington,

cartists who an draw pictures for a spot, and all kinds of other ways to
make a story visually'intereSting. So that should not be your first con-
cern;

.
- .

De Fontaine: There is an area in which we are interested in even straight
voicers. If you. have a regional convention going one, we 'have a regional
service that covers stories that do not have a national impact. If you
have a great number of educators or scientists from a multi-state area,
it's nbt going to attract national attention, but it would still be useful
on our regional file; Again its the same WATS line number. We arIrmore
_interested in the actuality than we are in the story, although, if it did
not receive national attention, you'd have to be prepared to give us enough .

of a storytory so,that our ?il'lbbard would make sense., ,

.

Bazell: . In terms of televieiony-there seems to be an inbreasing popu-
larity with sending out video tapes from institutions. The number of
.video tapes I get seems to be rising every week. And every time I get aakerting it costs God know
video tape, I think, "What a silly waste of mo y forthe people doing
this." The tape itself costs about $40, and
what; it's really a lot. And for me they'rt useless because the quality
is never of he kind that I could broadcast it again on the air. By the.

g

time it got to t

:t

West Coast again, it would look like mud on. your TV.
So, again, we n from you words td tell us what a good-story is;we don't
need prepackaged. pictures. However, if you have e'stdry'and want to:2 .

P

illustrate what can be done with it because of the personality that you
, _have on your faculty, you can send along a video tape as an illustration ,

of how well the person speaks, hoW interesting he or she is; the typeof
'information the person is gOingto give, and the lay language he or'she.is
going to use to explain it. That might be of isterest, and.it might
prompt a requestfrom us for an interview with that person, either throlIgh
a member station nearby or by telephone.

N

i
Vuestiov After seeing some clips fkom "Universe," one of the doncerns I
have isrthe treatment.of-some of the scientific material in a manner that
gives the audience a good laugh. But the problem .is that some scientists

or their projects end up looking ridiculOus before a national audience.
How would you,deal with this kind of problem? It's the people like our- .

selves who would have to answer for it after the show is on. We get the
letters, the phone calls, and so on. Why are you doing these ridiculous
kinds of thing4 , .

. 4

4,
as

Bazell: That is a difficult question. One of the reasons that I have a
job is that the network thinks it's important to have a science person who
is familiar with science andcan stand Up to some of the criticism, which
is constant. Scientists, as I'm sure you all know, often don't think that
a o .
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their work ib represeilted'fairlyin.theimedia, and sometimesNthey're
right. But sometimes it's no different from any politician who never
thinks that his or her great speech was represented properly in the media.
People have their own set of ideas. When their story goes through somebody
else's brain and get? considerably shortened, it never comes out quite the
way they had in mind, unless they have some sophistication about it. N.

That's one thing.. regarding the problem of seriousness, television can be
ridiculout and trivial. In the "Today" show spots, which are features, I
try to do light pieces sometimes. Sometimes we. make things a little bit
humorous because they are a little bit humordusI think. You can't
approach everything iF if it were nuclear physics. But if you are doing

.

-a story that is serious, it shoUld be handled ,that way. It's a question
of judgment, and I can only say for my pieces that ; stand on my%2.0W11
.-

record: But I certainly wouldn't defend the television industry in this
respet because there. have been some serious abuges. It depends on who
the reporter is, it depends on what the stbject is, and there are going
to be bad mistakes in any case.

De Fontaine: We are humorous, but we are never going to pull the chicken
and egg routine if we are talking to Your agriculture researcher abcut. a .
new development in,making egg,shells arder and the like. This is very
important in marketing eggs because if you can cut down the,breakege, you
get a better product. However, it doesn't mean, that the story itself can't
have some humor in I don't see.anything wrong with having alight
moment in 'a scientific story.

Bazell: In terms of public acceptance, that's'also very important. One
of the real, problems1 have when I go to the producers is that'Much of
science seems ponderous. Aod, indeed, from the way it's presented, for
instance on-public television, it often sounds ponderous. Scientists will

° always ask why we can't be-like "Nova" or some otherprogram they like.
And "Hoye" does someewonderful,excellent shows sometimes. But -some of
the programs on public television, and not just 7Notra," sound like bad
lectures.I*Used to hear when I was a student. ,And I don't think people
want to hear bad, boring lectures. In the first place, a lotdf people
have bad memories about science in high school '3r.college, and they
don't.want to relive it on their TV sets. So you have to be very careful.
Often a little bit of humor can get a very serious idea across.

De'Fontaine: Ond of the things that will come up, by the way, when
you're trying to convince your scientist to §o. on the air, is the corn-
plaint that the brevity of broadcasting won't allow him or her to tell
the story. The fact that individual pieces cannot be very long in
today's radio fOrmat--90seconds, even for feature length,pieces --doesn't
mean that we can't do more than one of them on the'same subject. We can
take a story or a development and tell it piece by-piece with a reminder
that there's mork-to come.

Question: Holy do you feel about radio-as a competitive medium with
teievision,,and do you think there's a need to sell Adio as a viable
medtuin for science stories?
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e Fontaine: It'sharder to tell a science story where there are compli-
citions that the public does not understand and might not when the story

't is finishes}. Its harder to do that on radio than on television because
those pictures tell an awful lot. And by demonstration, you can bring
home a lot of scientific stories that would be very difficult on radio.
That doesn't mean that we don'tLd6 them, especially when they're hard news

. -related or have an effect on the individual-in the .audience. If'we can

relate your scientific story to the maxim, "Heart, Health, and Pocketbook,"
we'll have the. listener listening. To have an audience understand the-

scientific development is ha er on radio. But it doesn't mean it's not

a radio ssitory-

se

Question: Scientists from time to time are still somewhat suspicious of°
what's going to transpire during the course of an interview, particularly
over the telephone. What is your reaction if the scientist asks in advance,
"What are you going to ask me?"

Bazell: Our people have nothing against outlining what they are going to
askosomeone before an interview,.if it is for the purpose of allowing the
scientist to get the answer wellin-mind and be prepared to respond per-
haps more intelligently and more understandably. But we won't put up
with somebody who says that you cant askthis or you can't -ask that.
We'll ask it to make sure we:find out why he or she won't answer it or to
get the scientist to say that he or she ill not respond. The scientist
can have'any answer to the question, b we won't submit questions in
advance for clearance. Certainly, we' 1 be more than happy to tell th
scientist the axea in whichwe will ask questions,-and it's every
individual's righ to refuse to be interviewedk So all the scienti

has to do is say that he or she won't be interviewed or won't cont nue
'long those lin s. That ends the problem as far as the scientist is
concerned, e pt that he.or she hasn't answered a quegtion the
journalist thinks is important to explain the, story. As far as doing an
interview for.10 miputes on the telephone or across the table and knowing
that it won't appear on the air for that long, the scientist has to rely
on the profesionalism Of the correspondent or reporter as much as we

.,rely on the scientist's expertise and professionalism in giving us an
lhonest answer. I know there are people in every business who'll disappoint
us and you in what comes out on the other end, but we will try very hard
not to do so. ,And if there is anything used, it won't even be out of
context.' If wd use.only a piece of a sentence because the scientist
happens to be long-winded, we will try to paraphrase that sentence so
that it stays.in context. But I can't guarantee that you are going to
have that sort of luck every time you bring one of your people to the
microphone.

Question: Do you ever have any failures? Do you ever go after a story

and then find half-way through that it's something you can't really use?

Bazell: That happens all the time. It happens less with features. Even

after we've started we can find we really'cah't use the story; it can cost

a lot of money. But it's a risk we have to take to do a decent job.



De Fontaine: We'd need a lot fewer people in the shop if we knew that
every time we made a call we'd get an interesting or informative response':-
Sometimes we phone three or four places. Often the first couple of
places will have just the experts we need, but we discover they can't
express themselves. That's something you will have to be aware of. If
there are three members of your department and the head of the depart-
ment is the real expert, you've really lost on radio if that person
stutters, and you should save that person for the'newspaper interview.

Question: Will we be able to find out when a story will be used?

Bazell: For network television it's easier. We always let you know.

De Fontaine: We'll be able .to tell you at the end'of the interview if
the material is going to be used. But we don't have a clearance proce-
dure and there is no guarantee that even if we have it on our 11 o'clopk
newscast it will be on your station locally at 11 o'clock. There is no
clearance requirement on this service. The stations take and use what
they need; so all we really can tell' you is whether the material is going
to b2 used on the service. The reporters will know ti.6t by the time they
finish the interview; they will .recognize its value. But as far a&
telling you'where you are going to hear it, that's impossible on our
service. One 'thing they can do, if it's for a feature program, is to
tell you the prOgram its going to be on. But where it's going to be
played is impossible to tell on our service.

A
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HOW I COVER SCIENCE: MAGAZINES

Susan West
Earth Sciences Editor
Science New

Dr.'Allen L. Hammond
Editor
Science 81

SUSAN WEST

Science News, if you're not familiar:with it is a very small magazine
in size, but it has a circulation of about 189,000.

Our audience consists primarily of scientists who are interested in
keeping up with fields other-than their own. So they are laymen
essentially in everything but their own fields. Therefore; we are
writihg the magazine for a very technically-oriented lay.audience--
people who already have a high degree of interest in the information we
want to present. The magazine has three sections, essentially. The

news section consists Of spot news stories, breakthroughs, if you want
to call them that, although we rarely use that. sort of terminology. Then
we have brief articles that we call, "Notes," which are interesting pieces
on research that we have been following for a long time. Then we run
feature stories. Science News is a weekly magazine, which means that,
unlike newspapers, we can't present things that happen immediately. We

4

do a second -day treatment of the news. For instance,] when Mount
St. Helens erupted, it finished its little tantrum-right before our dead-
line, sa I had to write that Story looking back on it and saying what
geologists had learned. We try to take an approach like that.

;

There are eight writers on the staff, and each of us takes one field of
concern. I write about earth sciences, and others write about biology,
chemistry, space sciences, physics, behavioral sciences and biomedicine.
Most of us have had some sort of scifence training, although not neces-
sarily in the field we are covering. I have a background in biology and
chemistry, but the last time 1 took earth sciences was in the eighth
grade. It varies a slot. Some people have backgrounds in journalism;
some don't: Two or three of the writers have been on the staff 10 or 16
years and are real veterans; some, like myself, are'not. We exercise a
lot of autonomy in What we cover. We each receive stacks of information,
stacks of press releases, stacks 'of journals. We go to var!' 4s meetings

that concern our own fields of interest. I attend the American Geophys-
ical Union Meeting. Each of Us decides what is going to go in the maga-
zine, what we want to cover. The editor very rarely assigns a topic.
On some occasions he'll pull soMething out of a newspaper and ask us to
follow up on it or do it from a certain angle. But for the most part we
exercise our own judgment on these sorts of things. A Jot of our infor-
mation comes frdm news releases and from public information officers,
many of whom have become constant contacts for us, and that's a very

.
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important way of getting informatiOn. Unlike some newspapers and maga-
zines, who when they are pressed for a deadline will run a news release
verbatim or almost verbatim, we usually use news releases as a springboard.
It's very important for us to have clear'and accurate information in the
-news releases. It's important for us to have enough background in that
information to be able to evaluate what this scientist or group of
scientists has done. Very often it's hard to tell if something is news
when we receive it. Our reporters go to a lot of meetings, and we often
catch things before the mass media do. So sometimes we'll get a news
release six months later about something that we covered a year ago. For
instance, recently one of our editors got a news release about some work
that Mary Leaky did. The release said she found some footprints and that
there were footprints within these and concluded that it was obvious
someone had been following this pre-human creature down a'path. We had .

covered that six months before, and it had been released at a National
Geographic press conference. But when the event took place wasn't men-
tioned in the release. It rang a very familiar bell to the editor, so
he looked it up and discovered he had written about it several months

*ago. So it's important to tell us how recently the work was done or if
it was released by one or more institutions before. I khdw that when
the National Science Foundation puts out a news release, 'it says the
University of Michigan or some other institution is releasing a simul-
taneous statement about this. That's really helpful to know because
then of it comes across somebody else's desk on thestaff or my own, we'll
know the background.

The other important thing is finding out who else is working on a pro-
ject. Very often groups of scientists work together, and this is done
increasingly in fields such as earth sciences and space sciences, where
projects are costing more and more. We run into problems when we have
reports on what one person at one institution is doing because we then
offend the 16 other institutions that are working on the same project.
So it's good to know what other institutions are doing the same work.

There are also some very mundane things that would help us out quite a
bit. Because we often use news releases as springboards, it helps to
know where the scientist is, if he or she is going to be on vacation, or
if it's possible to have his or her home number, since often we work on
West Coast stories as well as East Coast stories. It would even be
helpful to have a directory of telephone numbers for many of the scien-
tists and some who could be referred to as experts in their fields.

As I said, because we attend many meetings, these are a major source of
information for us. The American Geophysical Union meeting had about
4,000 scientists in attendance. It as an enormous meeting: There were
hundreds of papers presented, and I was, the only person from our staff
at that week-long meeting. It v.as very hard to weed out what kind of
stories I should be following. So news releases become the primary
source of figuring out what's news and what isn't news. If you know that
a scientist is going to be at a meeting, it would be helpfulif you would
send out an advance news release,.or.make sure that the press room at the
meeting is stocked with that kind of thing.
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Tip sheets are, another thing that I find very useful. I know it's hard

to prEdict what's going to happen in the next year, but if you know of
something that's coming Up, if you know of good feature.ideas or people
who are alwaysia good story, a rundown of such items would be helpful.
For example, there's a meteorologist at the University of Chicago who is
flamboyant, but a very good scientist, and he's a great story anytime.
That kind of thing is good to know about. It's nice to know if somebody
has the sort of personality that would help out a reporter.

One very important thing--and this is as true, for people on my end of it
as it is for people on your.end of it--is enthusiasm. Very often we'll
get news releases that are really dry. They say nothing to us; they
don't catch our eye. When it's six o'clock and we've been reading through
a whole stack of these things all day, we've got to have something that
will spark interest, just as we have to write something that will spark
interest for our'readets.. So ydu've got to put enthusiasm into/your
material. You have to make us want 'to read what you're writing, just as
we have to make our audience want to read it.

It's also essential to make certain the scientist knows in.aogance why a
reporter wants to talk with him or her. Often I'll call up a researcher

and be through with the interview and_say, "Well, I really appreciate it

and I'll let you know when this article comes out." Then I discover the
scientist had no idea that I'd been interviewing him or her. Many have

no idea what an interview is; they don't know what we do with the material

we get. Then when we write something, they're so shocked. They thought

the interview was just a casual conversation and I was making friends or
something. It isn't like that. If you know someone is newsworthy, if .

you have written a'news release about this person and you know he or she
hasn't dealt with the media before, it would help them and help us if you
would sit.down and tell the scientist what is going to happen--"You are
going to be barraged with phone calls and people wanting to ask you very
dumb questions. Expect to be quoted and be careful about what you, say,

but make sure that they understand it." Try to make the scientist
understand that with magazines and newspapers'he or she can't always see

a review copy of the article. We-work on a two-day deadline and we can't
very, well send something out to the West Coast to have it approved before

we put it in the magazine. Many people do want us to do that.

Question: Are you more interested in a news release than the background?

Answer: I would say no. .t's hard for me to generalize these kinds of

things because I'm speaking from a Science News perspective. We are

interested both in spot news--the kind of things we get in news releases- -

as well as backgrounders. If we don't use the news release for that
immediate piece of news, we'll save it for background, for a feature

story.

Question: My feeling has been that when it comes to features I am
better off handing a reporter background information and letting him or
her Write the. story as opposed to writing the story myself. I've done

it both ways. What.is your own preference?
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Answer: Yes, in that situation; we ere more interested in background
information.

Question:' Would you prefer that we have local freelancers send you a
query?

' Answer: No, because pur articles are primarily staff written. We get
very little material from freelancers. So, no, we would much rather that
you go through us.

Question: Your point about the professional meetings is interesting. A
lot of writers gather at the American Association for the Advancement of
Science meetings. There are also meetings of people in all the other
fields. And writers go to meetings. Do you find a lot of other indepen-
dent media writers at those meetings?

Answer: There are usually some independent writers,'-but more often staff
writers from-specific news organizations.

Question: Then would it not be worthwhile for asuniversitito prepare a
release? When that investigator goes to the meeting, for one thing, the
organizatibn might not be set up to accommodate reporters.

Answer: That's a good point! .But it works both ways. It's kind of a
self-fulfilling,prophecy. If you don't provide information there, if
there's no bait, then you're not going.to catch any fish: As I met-,
tioned before, the American Geophysical Union is a huge meeting. There's
always 0 very well run press room and there are other press people
there, not nearly as many as'at the AAAS meeting, of course. But you're
doing the specialized publications a disservice if you don't serve those
meetings as well. But I really think that if press releases were sentouttime, it would help. Pres:.:Ipeople make calls all the time
to different meetings, even if they are not attending them, and will
try to pick up 'on that kind ofthing. But that is a good point; I hadn't
thought about that.

Question: Do. you prefer news releases, personal letters, or.would,you
rather see theperson?

Answer: I would probably.rather see .a personal letter, but I think that
comet down to a question of convenience for you. It's probably easier
.for you to put out a news release. In terms of getting attention, I don't
Ahink itwould make any difference.

Question: If and when yop get a personal letter, do you always assume
that it means you are the only person being offered the story:

Answer: No.

Question: Is the story more appealing.jrf you think you are the only one
being approached at that moment?
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Answer: Personally, I don't think so. ,It's sort of flattering in a way,
but I don't think I would give it any different sort of evaluation if it
were a personal letter.

Question: Most of what goes-on ih universities is basic research and a
lot of that is very difficOt to c(Jmmunicate and talk'abqut and put into
context. It's been my impression that many university public information
officers drift in the dirction.of the things at can be seen more easily,
understood more readily,.' applied to practical p lic problems, and so on.
Wow receptive are you to ideas about the very tough stuff, quantum chemis-
try, mathematical subjects, things of that sort?

Answer: That's a good point. We are very interested in those kinds of A

topics. As I said, our audience is composed primarily of scientists, and
they really Ab want to get into the nuts and bolts kind of stuff. Often
the nfts releases we -get are sort of pabulum for us--either we've seen
the stuff Wore, or it is so extremely watered down that we would have
to really scale up in a way to *each our readers. The only way to over-_
come that is to attach some kind of background information, either a.,paper
that the scientist has written, or something like that. But, yes, we
are interested in basic research.

Question: How do you decide what to Write about for this audience of
intelligent people who are not knowledgeable In a certain field?

Answer: I think it mostly takes developing some sort of expertise and
that's why we go to a lot of meetings. Then you can figure out what the
scientists in that field are excited about, and whatever they are excited
about has got to be the best stuff. So that's what you start writing
about, and the longer you keep writing, the more you;11 learn. I've
been writing at the magazine for about two-and7a-half years now:* The
first' year, looking back on it, I missed a lot of really significant
stories beCause I hadn't been covering the field. But the more meetings
you go to, the more you get to know.the people, and the more it just
becomes obvious what the important stories are.

. ,

Ouestion:,.You coves earth sciences; what are these scientists Interested
in?

a

Answer: A lot of them are interested in biology. They are fascinated by
recombinant DNA articles. Geologists tend to be open minded; they are
really dealing with the whole world. Some o them are dealing only with
one strata or sediment, but a lot of them are ascinated with ideas about
biology and bow that fits in with geology and with.space sciences.

Question: How broad,is your definition of science? Does it extend to
policy areas and the social sciences'and are you strongly interested in
materials of that kind?

Answer: Yes, definitely. I think it's very 4ifficult to separate the
two these days. There's always a policy side to just about any story.
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Question: Do you think that your audiences are interested in seeing
longer articles in Science News?

Answer: Apparently, they're not. We just did a readership survey that
shows that most of them are interested in a brief publication, and that's
whywe stay at 16 pages. People really like to be able to read it in an
hour-and-a-half. And they want to-know within that time what has happened
of importance in science. Who did what experiments and where? Part of
the reason we get a lot of material from journals is that scientZets don't
have the time to read all the journals they Axe supposed to read.'sto

they see something in our magazine and then they go back and read it in
the journal. ).

Question: HoW do you di-tinguish yourself from the burgeoning new crop
of magaiines?

Answer: Science Newsis different because of its size and I think.because
we define science as. news; we believe it can be treated as news. I think_
that makes the difference. DesPitewhat Discover says, it is not a news
magazine in science. Ican't be because it's a monthly. I'm not trying
to put anybody down; I'm just trying to make a distinction between the
magazines. Discover's latest deadliheis-two weeks before publication of
the magazine; ours is two dayS.'' Of course, when we mail it out, people ,

don't get it until later. But we.are probably the most current scientific
magazine that's going out and also the shortest, and people want to read
something like that very quickly and be done with it. Science 81, on the
other 'hand, is very features-oriented and really well done,'as far as I'm
,concerned. It has more in-depth articles that are of general interest.
Even our feature articles tend to get verrnutsy-boltsy; they sometimes
get very dry, sometimes very technical. Not so with Science 81.
Scientific American gets very technical and you'd generally read that
for information and use it as a reference. Science Digest to me is
like Discover. It tends to do pretty much the same things. And again,
what distinguishes. us is that we're.weekly and news-oriented.

o

Question: How do you select your lead news article of the week?

Answer: There are a couple of ways. If it's a teal toss-up between kat
is the most important story scientifically or the most exciting, we
choose the one- hat is timeliest, the one that has been presented, for
instance, at a meeting just two days before, or the one'that comes from
a news conference. Our deadline is onTuesday. If it came from a news
conference on Monday, that one would get precedence. That's also some-
what up to the editor. He tends to go with hard sciences for the lead
story, rather than behavioral sciences or softer sciences.
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AiLEN. HAMMOND

At Science 81, our particular perspective and approach to covering
science affects the-mechanics and the details of what we do and, there-
fore, affects. the .way we interact with people like you., Any publication
that wants to survive has to respect its audience and respond to the
needs of that audience. We're seeking a very broad audience, and that
affects what we think is interesting and how we treat it.

Science has largely been an invisible part of our culture, but a very
major one. There are close to two million people professionally involved
in science and-engineering in this country, and I'm not talking about
support staffs or people like us. That's a' huge number relative to
the amount of information that's available, relative to the journalistic
coverage of the subject. Professional sliorts, whit', occupies a much
smaller number of people, is much more visible. And science is
a more important part of our culture because it tram forms theculture;
it changes the directionfin which were hpadin, Ou approacato
covering science, since, we want to reach a very broad audience, is to.,
cover it as a part of our culture - -to emphasize the.cultural connection.
and to make it, in. effect, a visible part,of our culture so that there
can be a dialogue betikeen the two cultures.

That affects a lot of what-we do. We will.cover stories that are impor-
tant and timely due to that cultural lens in which the science involved
might either be somewhat. bold or net overwhelMinq and earth - shattering
in its importance. For example, last year we ran a piece, Just when the
Olympic games were starting to happen, on the last clf the Olympic sites
to be excavated. Some new information came out of that dig, -but I think
in fairness one would have to say that the dig itself did not shatter the
archeological world. The story did not focus on how earth-shattering
those details were. Instead, it proposed an interesting approach--that
is the ancient and noble ideal of the Greek Olympic:, had nothing to do
with commercial huckstering, national posturing, and the geneial clamor
that mark the current Olympics. The answer, of course, is yes, it had
everything to do with those things; that's what the Olympics were like.
And the data that filled out the premise for the story came partly from
the new dig, but also from the classics of literature. People stopped
wars to have the Olympics, very mush like today. And it sends an impor-
tant cultural message, if you want,to put it that way. The interest in
the story was not in the importance of the research. The interest in the
story was in what it said to us about ourselves. -.And so it was not in
that sense a hard science story, although the science was perfectly
good and hard. But the way we treated it had more to do with our maga-
zine's sense that we are making visible a part of our culture that is
not very visible and providing information that is pertinent to people
who are not themselves scientists and who do not have any immediate
connection with organized science.

That approach affects everything we do. We use a.very broad lens to see
what sciencelipdicine, and technology are. In fact, one can organize
what we do into two broad themes. There is what I would characterize as
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the traditional kind of science coverage--the invention of new knowledge,
the breakthrough, the experiment. And the second theme is how science
affects our readers as consumers or as cititens. That might tend to
involve more applied stories, but it can also involve stories such as the
one I just mentioned. Your perception of human organizations and societies
is very muchaApart of how you vote. So we try to cover both kinds, of
stories and go at what we think is interesting with those themes in mind.
In general, our point of view is that taking the technical results and
translating them into good English is not adequate. The cultural context,
the impact of those results on people, is equally important, sometimes
more important. The advance,of knowledge is so great, with half a million
active 'research scientists all busy doing something, that one cannot
possibly cover all of,it. We are uriabaShedly selective becAuse we are a
feature magazine, not a news 'magazine. We are selective with a lens that
asks, "Is.this important because it changes the shape of knowledge, or
is itiimportnt because it changes one's perception of the possibilities
bi the impact of society or ourselves?" That element' underlies the
selection and editing processes.

Another thing becomes pertinent when you are trying to reach a very broad
audience with subjects that most people still regard as a little intimi-
dating, as hard work, and as possitay even dull. We emphasize very good
writing and graphics that are as attractive and,eyergrabbing as you, can
manage within the bounds of good taste and accuracy.

,

About four years ago, when I first started thinking seriously about this
magazine, I made it a point to look very carefully'at what was published
for the general public about science. After monitoring several publica-
tions for quite awhile, I concluded the- best writing about science was
published in The New Yorker and also, the Atlantic Monthly. I found that
a shocking fact because neither is considered a science magazine.. Science
is relatively invisible, in fact, when you think of rle image of-those
two magazines. There was no magazine that reached a large segment of ,

the general public and that consistently had the kind of writing that
would intrigue and entrap a literate person who has no pretensions of .

understanding science and is a'little terrified of it

So we have endeavored to create such a magazine, and we Eio emphasize the
writing quality. We Would like to aim for the writing and literary
qualit} that has always been associated with The New Yorker and Atlantic
'Monthly. If one is goincrto break down the cultural divide that I men-
tioned, one must take the first step in terms of using the cultural tools,
the frame of reference, that our society lives with, and that is not by
and large the language, level of background, and framework that-informs
the scientific community. So we emphasize good writing, and with a
basic belief in the market mechanism, we are trying to create a good
market for writing about science and attract into it the best writers in
the country. Interestingly enough, we're essentially a free-lance maga-
zine. We have a news section that is written in-house; everything else
is free-lance: We use a variety of writers. In fact, the door is wide
open. .Bu as it turns out, the writers break down into"three types. A
third of our pieces comes from the community of people who normally call
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themselves science writers, jourhalists specializing about writing about
science, About a third comes from scientists--it's not quite a third,
but we're trying to encourage more scientists to take an-active part in
communicating about science. And about a third comes from general
journalists or authors who don't write about science very often, but who
are excellent writers and perfectly competent to explore a subject in
some detail and urrite a good piece about it. I thinlvur most successful.
pieces have been from that last group.

Essentially everything we do is commissioned. It's rare that we get a
piece ,cver'the transom that we like or want.. The commissioning proceqs
works in two ways. We come up with an idea anafad,a writer to execute
it, or we get queries that alert us to a story possLbility, and we try to
respond to those quickly. 'A fraction of those queries that come in are
ultimately commissioned and brid up as stories.in the magazine. We use a
written contract, and we pay roughly a 20 percent kill fee of the agreed-
upon price, iethe article is unacceptable fof some reason. Once a piece
.is in- house, wedo a numbier of things to it. We research everything
independently; sometimes that involves referees. It always involves a
fact-checking operation. Sometimes it involves outside specialized advice

' as well. We, in effect, go over every story line by line and try to
independently verify all the material in it. We edit stories, when
they need help, tightening, or new leads. Sometimes 'we completely
rewrite them. We have a graphics group that works.with the author and
the sources for the story to _Create photographic or illustrating treat-

,

ments that enhance and carry part of the message of the story, as well
as attract people into i. And we have a copy editing, group that provides
Some additional polish, worries about style consistency, and, in general,
urieto defend the English language and our honor, as it were.

Putting together a feature story is a fairly complicated process and
endsjUp involving at least five staff people, not counting myself. I

get involved in all the features as well This involves the writer, the
illustrators or photographers, the sources for the story, and other out-
side peoplip,,if we use referees. All the.pieces have to come together
and fit. It takes some time to accomplish. Our normal lead time from
the time a piece is in-house and accepted until it is in print, if we're
pushing it, is a couple of months, which really means three months by the
time people see it. To be timely, we have to guess well as tb. what is
going to be timely. Sometimes the lead time is longer than that because
.frequently a piece comes in that is not acceptable in, its present form
and we go back to the author and suggest revisions. Actually, some of
our best pieces have been ones that came in and were not what we hoped
they'd be. We worked on them; we 'sent them back; and that inspired,
challenged, or shamed the writer into doing better. And the final result
was better tan anything either of us could have done alone.

,r

Our news section is staff written and closes very rapidly. A piece Ilan

be initiated on Monday, slide into type on Friday, and go to press on
the following Monday. And then there's a two-week production cycle. It

al
takes near y a week to print the magazine because we're printing about
600,000 now. it takes about two weeks 'Ito go through the mail or to truck
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it to news stands. So it's about a month fromithe time we have to close,
the news section, until the time people read it. .That's an irreducable
minimum. But we can do things on that scale; we can do longer pieces on
something close to that scale. We have a "Special Report," which is a
feature-length thing that runs in the front of the magakine, and that
can close essentially on that scale. It's less ambitious in terms of art.
Feature pieces close at least a month earlier simply because of .he color
separation process required to do high-quality color printing, and one
has to go through page layouts and that kind of thing. It's a complicated
process because we in effect design every page in the magazine; we don't
just lay it down.

The problem with any editorial group is that it gets insular and isolated.
There are a number of ways to overcome this. One of the best ways is fo-

' have a lot of interaction with people such. as public information officerS
at colleges and universities. We emphasize that our door, our mailbag,
and to a lesser extent our phone lines are-always open. We would like to
hear from people when they think there are things going on that we ought
to be award of and tt) watch--whether you want to propose specific stories.
for us to do or you want tti. alert us to certain developmeAs. There are
a lot'of people working on different aspects of several fields, and there
may be a lot of excitement building. You might want to drop a note
and let us know about these projects. They may tie into something else
we have in mind. We might have a project underway and want to include
some ofthe things going on in several institutions.' We try to get our. ,

senior people out in the field 'at-frequentlY as possible to get into the
raw material. I think that the problem is alffthays one of being aware of
what's going on. There is so much going on; and the more we can extend ,

our resources through people like you, the more effective we can'be.

Question: How important is exclusivity to you?

Answer: We want first run of everything. What we'll take is sometimes
a little different. That is to say, we will not run a story that has
run in the same foim in another publication.

Question: Even if it has run in a university publication?

Answer: Even if it's strictly a university publication. For one thing,
we have copyright problems. 'We want the copyright to everything we,run.
If it's been copyrighted by somebody else, we obviously can't run it.
The only exception is piepUblication book excerpts, where we are in
effect borrowing a copyright for one tam. That's-not to say that some-
thing that has appeared in the university publication is not a perfectly
good story. We might run it in a modified, different, or redone version.
So I'm less concerned about exclusivity in terms of dOntent: in terms of
actual copy, yes I have to be. In terms of the story, we, of'course,
would like to have it first, but realistically there are levels and levels
of publications and audiences. For example, it's fairly rare that we
have something before our colleagues at Science News do. On the other
hand, we reach a different audience and if we refused to run everything
that Science News has already covered, we'd have an awfully empty maga-
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zine. No, we're not-terribly fussy about that I think it's hard for
an editorial group not to feel that it'has.to beat everybody and 'have cm
only original material. Our readers aren't usually the same as any other
publication's readers. If it's a 'good story, our readers should know
about it. On.the other hand, if the same story _or a story on the same
subject has already run in Smithsonian, National Geographic, Discover,
etc., we're going'to be less interested in it.

Question: Is your magazine available in Canada?

Answer: Yeswe have quite a few Canadian subxribers.

Question: Would you describe how,you know which stories are successful?

Answer: Editors always operate in the dark, mostly because feedback is
always indiredt. If people hate the story, you know that; you get lots
of that kind of mail. It's pretty rare that you get mail saying'something
was vionderful. But you have your own instincts to go on, and there's a
grapevine that makes you think you have some feel for what's going on.
We also have done some formal surveying on.nearly every issue so far,
.partly because ours was a new publication and we wanted to calibrate.
We've done phone questionnaires, random samples, out of our subscriber
list after people have had the magazine for about a week. We ask%them
if the magazine was too difficult or too simplistic. Did it meet their
expectatiOns? What departments did they like best? What stouie. did they
like best? We use unaided and aided recall and that kind of thing. Out
of'that we have some sense 'of which stories played well. There are few
surprises, but generally one can say what you put on the cover is going
to play well. People are led to what they should read in many ways.
Things in the front half of the book play better than things in the back
half'of the book. But there are some exceptions and same storiesothat
were very popular surprised us. We did one on'gravity waves that I
thought was a little difficult and a little dry, but it was very popular.
We did a story on the return of the wooly mammoth, which had to do with
the use of aminio acid tracing to establish a molecular lineage for the
mammoth, and which hinted at the interest among some scientists of
eventually finding enough intact protein or DNA in frozen mammoth that
they could clone one. I wouldn't describg that as one of our more
successful stories, but it certainly was one that people found most
interesting to read. The cover story of one issue was really a profile
of Tuzo Wilson. It was also almost a history of plate tectonics. It

happened to be well along when Mount St. Helens blew its stack, so we
ran a substantial sidebar about the geophysics of volcanoes, and how that
tied into plate tectoriics, And the,whole package, together with some
elaborate graphics showing what goes on underneath Mount St. He Yens, was
fairly successful. It dealt with a current event; it was reasonably
timely; and we hadsome good photography. It also dealt with a person
who was an interesting character and used that person to communicate
information about the geophysics of the earth's crust. People seemed to
like it, and we have had good feedback on it. The idea for that came
from myself and my senior group. We were setting out to commission a

&ft
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series of profiles of interesting scientists and we looked at them
almost by field. We wanted something in each field. It wasclear that
plate tectonics was a'gOod subject to get at, perhaps through a profile,
because there wasn't an awful lot of news to cover and yet we could
assume most of our audience wasn't really familiar with the details of
plim'ce tectonics. We looked at several people and it seemed clear thAt
the grand old man of the field was the obvious person to profile.

Question: Hqw did you look at the people?

Answer: A profile is a speci..21 thing. You can't do a profile that works
very well about just anyone, just because that person is.a good scientist.
You need a certain colorfEdness of peksonality.to pin a profile on. At
the same time, it has to be somebody who gives you a legitimate way to
tell about a field. Our rlim in our profiles is to talk about a person
and his or her work, the fiela of science; that person's particular
perspective on the field, add how it)'s evolving. We want to use the
profile not primarily as a personality device, but as a way into the
science.

Question: Do you call the universities for information?

-Answer: No, we don't ca3 universities; we call people. In the senior
group, we generally know quite a few leading people in any given field.
And within the AAAS we have access to other people who are equally
knowledgeable. We also have an advisory board that is helpful in certain
fields, so that generally we don't go in blind.

I
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THE GATEKEEPERS: THE INNER CIRCLE IN SCIENCE WRITING

Dr. Sharon Dunwoody

AssEstint Professor of Journalism
Ohio StateNUnivers4y

. Ben Patrusky

.
. ProFamiChaigman ,

, New Horizons of Science.

Council.for the Advancement of Science Writing
)

Free-lance Science Writer

Carol Rogers
Head of'Public Information
Agerican Association for the
Advancement of Science

My general areof interest is the proces f news making. I study
journalists primarily because I think th t.the way` journalists reconstruct
reality has to be understood if bonsumsx.s. of stories are going to under-
stand and be'able to process whiltrergy are lo6king at. Icdon't subscribe
to the notion that news criteria are better left undefined, that there's

- some kind of generic notion of what's news.

In the latest, most controversial. project I did,* I was interested in a
couple of 'factors that I think are irvolved in the news-making process.
One that's very important to me is the notion that organizational factors
control what becomes news for journalists. By organizational factors, I
mean things that many journalists assume as a matter of course, things
they don't even think of when they think about'news making--deadlines,
competition, the amount of equipment involved in doing one's-job.

A second factor I was looking at is the inner club notion, something that
you find in specialty writing, not Inecessarily among general reporters.
I was interested in how informal networks operate in news-gathering
situations. Igirthink that within the science writing community there As
such a thing as an informal network of reporters who work for the
prestige media in this country. Many science writers have told me there
is an informal network. I characterize this group as writers who work

i. for media that can afford to send them wherever news is breaking, which
is something that many newspaper reporters never experience. In the
prestige media, for whom science is a national or'international beat,
there are reporters who have a great deal of autonomy in their work.
They spend less time in the newsroom than the average news reporter does,
and more time at least in the past, on the road. They'ye become

*"Science Writers at Work," Center for New Communications Research Report
No..7, appears in Section Two of this handbook.
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socialiZed to one another to a much greater extent than yog wold normally
find among reporters. Research in sociology has shown, t,r example, that

"f:'

M^nt newspaper reporters become Heavily socialized within their own :

newsrooms. Among specialty reporters in general, and particularly among
science writers, a great deal of socialization across media organizations
takes place. This group is also characterized by a very heavy professional

4-.tint-et-est in science writing. Perhaps more than any other speCialty
writers inthe country, including political writers and crime reporters,
science writers havea very intense interest in how they do their jobs,
in how to do them well, and in how to do them better. There is a great
deal of introspection within this infornial group.

In thiq particular study, I. was interested in seeing'how these tic) major.
factor interact with one another. I selected an event that repArters
annually attend, and I selected it in large part because the repOrters
present are saddled with heavy organizational constraints. The American
Association for the Adliancement of Science meeting is a six-day meeting
that manyz'members of this informal network cover every year. And.,most
of them come saddled at least with dal* deadlines, if/not requirements
to write two stories a day. What interested me about that particular
situation was: Given those heavy organizational requirements, =how does
an informal network llke this affect What becomes news?.lahat.affects
what the members of the group do when they actually produce news'about
the meeting?

L

What L found, in brief, was that these reporters, like any ethers, are
heavily influenced-by organizational demands. The.best predictor of the
way stories ultimately come out turns outto be organizational demands.
If a reporter has'to produce two stories a day, that reporter will take
action to'allowthose two stories to be produced efficiently. The infor-
mal interactions did have an effect at this meeting, but primarily
affected the r'iality of the coverage itself. Members of this inner
group essentially adted as.resourccs for each other, which is a very
effective way to cover science. In other words, the quality of the
information produced was relatively high, given the fact that the
reporters could share information whilethey were at the meeting. For
your purposes, I think the study seems to indicate that the AAAS in this
particular instance could essentially decide what was.news about its own
meeting. It could do this by making available certain papers and by

-setting up press conferences. Reporters, no matter how good they are,
'arrive.6on the scene with a lot of organizational constraints. They're
going to try to do things efficiently, and in that kind of a situation
I think artificial constrictions of reality like press conferences or .
making some papers more available than otter papers go a lopg_way
toward determinin-j what's news about a meeting like that.

b

BEN PATRUSKY

I'm thepermanent ctidiAlan for the council that puts on a five-day event
every year for science reporters. About 50 to 100 reporters attend. It
started back at the time when we didn't have science writers, when-pevple
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had been assigned to become science writers on papers, and we ha
educate them quickly. So we put together a small faculty for fiv ys

to cover science. It's sort of a smorgasbord of science. We-get people
in astronomy, physics, cosmology, and other fields. We try to find
individuals who can apprise the science reporters ahead of time of the
stories they may cover subsequently. 't's a fast education pr!ocess. In
addition, editors are assigning their reporters to cover this program,and
they expect them to turn out stories. So we try to identify first the
areas that are exciting and about to explode. Then ve try to find the
scientists who can tell the stories. I try to find 16 scientists in every
area of science who can tell the stories well, informally, and in an
exciting way. The stories that come out of the "Ne%, Horizon" sessions
are the ones that turn up in publications for the next six or 10 months.

The public information people are the ones who can tell us who their
most articulate scientists are, which ones are exciting and doing
interesting work. It's sometimes haid for me to find out who they are:
The biggest frustration is trying to fill in these 16 slots knowing that
someplace there's a terrific scientist who hasn't told his or her story
yet. So I hope that learning about this program will motivate the public
information officers to contact me if they have any ideas about possible
speakers and tell me something about them so I can pursue it further.

I want to emphasize that the program is conk,,, ,al. We want people who
can talk about an area that's exploding. The stories are not just some-
thing you can turn out in a handout. They're exciting. Science reporters
are people who care tdlbe excited, who care to be turned on. The science
writer is someone who says, "Hey, this is extremely interesting to me."
So in my program, I try to get people whom I find personally intoxicating
and whom I think the other science writ,,rs will find interesting as well.

CAROL ROGERS

How do reporters get their science news, and what role do we play in the
process? I'm addressing the subject of gatekeepers because of my role as
a gatekeeper, if you will, in the, context of the AAAS annual meeting. In

that context, within varying parameters, all of us are gatekeepers. Dave
Pexlman'used a term that I feel more comfortable with than ,the term,
"gatekeeper." The term is "guide," which to me suggests making informa-
tion available, pointing out who's doing what work, where, why it's
important, and how it's important. The whole concept of gatekeeping to
me is negative. Gates open up to.let Feople in, but they also close up
to keep people out. From my own point of view-, I'm a bit uncomfortabl'
with that as a concept. I really don't see our role as one of keeping
people out, as keeping reporters from getting the information. Rather,
I see our role as One of making information easily accessible to the
people who need it and want it.' The AAAS annual meeting is the largest
general scientific meeting in the country.. an that context, we attract
hundreds of reporters every year. When you figure that there are only
about 50 newspapers that have full-time science writers, you might wonder
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who in the world these hundreds of people are. Some are science writei.g.
Many are general assignment reporters. Others are reporters for specialty
magazines, as well as mass circulation magazines. They may be television
people, radio people, wire service people, and the like. So we have the
peer group that covers science all the time, as well as a large number of
people who are pot used to catering science at all.

The meeting covers all scientific disciplines, runs for five days, and
has about a thousand speakers, many of them dealing with topics that are
of great interest to the public. The questioh arises, "How do you get a
handle on the meeting so that the information that gets out to the public
is the most current, t most interesting, and the mcst important? To
assist reporters in process, we ask speakers for copies of their
papers. We write t it public information officers and tell them that
a scientist from th r institution is going to be speaking. We tell them
if they'd like to do a news release on the scientist's paper, we'd be
happy to have it available in the newsroom for reporters. We make the
papers and news releases available and set up press conferences. Out of
a thousand speakers at the meeting, we have .about 10 to 15 percent at
press conferences over the five-day period. You can see that a consid-
erable altering process goes on.

The first time I did a AAAS meeting, which was several years ago, I looked
at the clippings after the meeting to get a feel for just how well we had
done in selecting press conferepces. I found that we did very well. In
fact, almost every clipping was based on people we had had in press
conferences and, in fact, was based on the press conferences themselves.
There were some exceptions to that, but by and large the majority of the
meeting's coverage could be directly traced to the press conferences.
I noticed that phenomenon for about three years, and at first it made me
feel really good. Obviously, we were doing something right. We go
through a pretty extensive process in-house to make sure that the press
conferences are interesting and relevant. Then I blgan to ealize that,
in fact, there is something else going on here. Since what most people
cover comes out of the press conferences, the converse of that is true- -
what's not in the press conferences usually doesn't get covered. We
modified the selection process, and for the latt three years I've been
circulating advance copies of the program to a handful of reporters,
usually three to five. I ask them to suggest which sessions appear to
be most newsworthy. Interestingly, w' get a wide divergence of views.
The physical science reporters basically want things in the physical
sciences, and the biomedical science reporters basically want things
in the biomedical sciences. But there are also some that basically
validate our initial selections and also point out some things that we
missed in the process.

In looking at the coverage of the meetings in the last.three years, when
we've been going through the process of including science reporters in
the selection process of setting up the press conferences, I still see
that the majority of the coverage is based on the press conferences. I
feel a little more comfortable about it knowing that the journalists them-
selves have had a hand in deciding what press conferences are going to be
conducted. It's not quite that cut and dried because, just as Sharpn
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Dunwoody said, reporters' decisions about what they cover and how they
cover it are based to some extent on external constraints, such as dead-
lines, how many articles they have to write in a given period of time,
and so forth. We, tpo, have to fit press conferences into a time frame.
We have to schedule them just before a session so that, in fact, the
information is-released at the time of the session and will be considered
newsworthy by the reporters and attendants. So there is another filtering
process there, too..

I see our role, in terms of providing reporters with information, as being
very central to the process of what gets covered. As I looked at the
AAAS meeting, I saw it happening there. Sofa: of Sharon's work confirmed
that. What Ben says about the Council for the Advancement of Science
Writing "New Horizon" sessions on the one hand shows that he has been very
successful in finding people who are at the cutting edge of certain areas
of science. On the other hand, the meetings have served as a very impor-
tant guide that reporters can then use. They save them a little legwork.
'When subjects are on that program, the reporters can feel pretty comfort-
able that, in fact, these areas are going to be useful and interesting
to pursue.

When I look at the science news reported in newspapers in particular
(magazines are different because they have different time and deadline
constraints), I see it coming from a handful of sources. I see it coming
from publications--that is, reporters are writing about something that
has been published in Science magazine, The New England Journal of
Medicine, the Journal of the American Chemical Society, and so on. I see
writers reporting information that has come from meetings such as the
AAAS annual meeting, the American Heart Association forum, the American
Cancer Society forum. I see them reporting on things that have been
covered in press conferences that may have been held by various univer-
sities to announce what their researchers have done. Some of the news,
although it is not as easily traceable, also cones from the often maligned,
news release. What I see is that very litt.e science news in newspapers
has been generated by the reporters themselre,. And I think that puts on
us an obligation to make sure that we are providing information responr
sibly in that regard. Without putting any value judgments on it, I think
it does raise some real questions about how the public gets its infor-
mation about science.

Question: What do you mean by stories that are generated by the report-
ers themselves?

Rogers: By that I mean stories that originate by thP reporters' calling
up institutions and taking the initiative to find out what new things
are going on, rather than relying on the institutions to call them. I.

realize reporters have serious time constraints, deadline pressures, and
so forth. That's why I feel that our role is really important.

Comment from member of the audience: I see a lot of what you're talking
about. Maybe it's because reporters read a lot of papers and magazines.
However, I think there are more self-gene:ated stories now than about
10 years ago.
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Dunwoody: Bill Stockton said in a session yesterday that up to 50 percent
of the stories in The New York Times science section are generated by
the reporters.

BogAs: I also think The New York Times is to some extent an exception
because it has 10 people covering science. Most newspapers don't have
any, or they have one. And that makes a world of difference. The other
thing he said that struck me concerned the amount of time that he and the
other reporters spend reading news releases. And I couldn't tell whether
he was including ideas that came out of those releases in the categoryof
ideas generated

It
the staff'or in the category of those coming from out-

side sources. t wps hard to tell,

patliqky: The New York Times also wants exclusive stories. So if the
Public information officer contacts the Times and serves as the conduit,
the article still comes from the outside rather than as a result of the
Times going out and exploring the corners of laboratories. The problem
is that some people think if an article doesn't get into the Times, the
subject didn't get covered, That'S' thattitude that seems to prevail,
and I think it's wrong. There are lots of papers out there, and that's
where most people get their information. To pay so much attention to The
New York Times is, I think, a mistake.

Dunwoody: Also, you must look at news generation at a local level, at
the level of smaller cities. In Columbus, Ohio, for example, the two
newspapers do not have science writers, and I think the coverage of
science in Columbus is characterized primarily by passivity. There's
very little generation of information on the part of the newspapert.
Battelle, a huge science institute in Columbus, has a public information
staff that generates nearly 100 percent of whLt becomes news about
Battelle, either by phoning journalists, by phoning the city desk, or
by taking calls from journalists who-ask to speak with experts on various
topics and have very little familiarity with the organization itsel.Z.
So I think particularly with media that don't have science writers, the
repotting is quite passive.

Question: Are WiNktioing any good by sending-press releases to you for
the AAAS meeting?

Rogers: In my experience, coverage of a particular item increases
exponentially if, one, there's a press conferene on it, and, two,if
there's a paper on it. Reporters are able to take a little more time
to develop the story if there's something written that they can look at.
The news release helps to pull highlights out of a 20-page paper. The
release letsa reporter know pretty fast whether it's even worth going
any further. So, yes, I think a news release serves an important
function in that regard--more so for reporters who are not in the core
group of science writers who may already know Professor X and his or her
work, or for the general assignment, reporters, or the science reporters

attending their first major meeting who are totally overwhelmed with
information.
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Question: Dr. Dunwoody, your report seems to say there is pack
journalism in science reporting.

Dunwoody: It has been called that. Wheri I started the study, I was more.
Interested in small group iteraction--how people who are directly com-
peting with one another interact and deal with very technical information.
I tend to view it as coping behavior--how people at a meeting like the
AAAS meeting cooperate with one another when faced with an overwhelming
amount of information and technical language in a short period of time.
I think the notion of pack journalism takes the attitude. that it's a
lousy way to do journalism. 'What I find is that there are a lot of
benefits in cooperating with one another when covering science because
no one reporter can know everything. In a traditional reporting situation,
reporters work alone. You've seen press conferences where nobody works
together, where the questions are disjointed, and there's little followup.
When I have observed experienced science writers at press conferences,
that, condition doesn't prevail. They essentially work with one another.
A question is asked, and then instead of leaving the topic, a related
question gets asked. At a certain level, I don't view that as negative.
There's a real feeling in traditional journalism that a reporter is a
Lone wolf and that cooperation, when reporters are supposed to be
covering the same thing; is bad. If cooperation makes the story better,
I think it's an excellent idea,'and I think it has evolved in this group
over time because it works well. never called it pack journalisth
because I don't view it in a negative fashion.

Patrusky: Science reporters talk to each other because science is
complicated subject to many of us. And all of us have done stories that
have cost us. There is a lot of hype out there. There's also cash out
there, as we've seen with the recombinant DNA issue, and also with the
pharmaceutical holases out there beating the bushes for-publicity. A
reporter has to be very careful, and I think all of us covering these
things for some time have begun to trust each other a lot. We've all
covered certain areas and have our own areas of expertise. So we'check
with each other. In this sense, I think "pack journalism" is healthy.

_Question: What are examples of areas that are exploding?

Patrusky: I think x-ray astronomy is an exploding area in many ways.
Calcium protein is also going to be very important in biology. The
implications seem extraordinary, and I haven't seen too much of it
covered. Social biology is another imminent issue. .There's now some
evidence enabling a fair assessment of whether there is such a thing.
For example, is there a social gene? We must also cover the social
issues of science; they have tremendous impact on society.. The reporters
also need feature stories. There's a pacing involved here. We don't
want to keep hitting them with cosmology, so we balance it off with
psychology. So part of the program deals with new frontier topics,
while part deals with other information that hasn't been covered, with
new horizons. I try to identify things that I think are about to
happen. I check the journals, I check with my friends and colleagues,

40-

and I ask other people who have been on the program in the past. Then
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I try to put together a program of topics that are imminent, that the
reporters are going to have to cover pretty soon. It's scary for a
reporter to go into alpress conference on x-ray astronomy and suddenly
somebody's giving you'all this information. There's always some reporter
who knows, the particu ar topic, along with those who don't. That's why
there is pack journa ism, by the way.

Question: Di. Dunwo dy, in your research, after reporters in the core.
group share information, do they write the same story?

i

1

Dunwoody: As I said, the event 1-studied was this massive AAAS meeting,
and the answer to some extent is yes. 'There is by no means a one-to-one
relationship. Everybody isn't doing exactly the same story. But the
reporters are doing, many of the same stories. I think this is the topic
selection part of this business. And aseI said, I think this is governed
a great deal at the meeting by organizational constraints. A reporter -.

is going to ',elect something to cover that gives him or her a much greater
opportunity to get a story from_it. Press conferences are specifically
designed for that,. Even if reporters like a topic, I think the general
tendency is not to attend a symposium; but they will .,o to a press
conference. I think this is also partly a factor of information 'sharing.
If there is a kind of gYoup story, reporters can share information. Some
reporters will say that they all independently picked a particular press
conference to.attend. And to some extent that's true. But I think that
the kind of reporting that's done, the deadlines that have to be met, and
the need to share information reinforces this action of doing similar
.)stories. Reporters obvio sly can't share information if they'xze gone
in two different directions. So at a meeting like. the AAAS meeting
there's more to be gained, not only among this core group of science
writers, but among all science reporters, by having group access to
information and by writing similar stories. I also argue that this ii
somewhat related to another organizational constraint that I call'
competition. I have experienced it in my own newspaper work, and I got
reports from individuals that I studied of the same phenomenon. Competi-
tion is not a Matter of reporter against reporter in a situation where
reporters are friends. There is certainly competition in that they work
for competing media and feel a'sense of responsibility to their media
organizations. But at the same time, these reporters are friends. And
that's a conflicting position. Also, their editors are monitoring what
other newspapers are doing, which is not unique to science writing. What
happengNis t4t, if your editor is monitoring another newspaper, he or
she believ es you've done a good job if you've produced essentially the
same story as that newspaper or wire service. And in anumber of cases,
reporters were called and asked why they didn't do the same story as some-
one else. TI-ere is a tendency toward duplication A these situations to
meet this criterion called competition. So there are factors resulting
in homogeniety in news making at meetings in which theie are a lot of
organizational constraints.

PatruskZ: I don't totally agree. The AAAS meeting is such a giant
meeting that somebody has to do some culling. You've got enormous
numbers of reporters d other people there. It would be horrible if
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they came into a situation where there were a thousand papers to choose
from. How w6uld you sele,t? You need somebody to guide you, and that's
what Carol Rogers and her staff try to do. She called herself a guide.
I think the organizational constraints analysis implies something
negative about quality. And I don't see that. When I directed PR for

- the American Heart Association for 10 ydars, I handled a big national
conference, in which' 500 papers were delivered. I saw my job as a
surrogate reporter. I didn't have an ax to grind. I saw myself as being
a friend to the science reporters, as someone to help them find a story,
not because I had something to convey or to push; that wasn't my job, and
I don't think it's any of our jobs. I think our interest is to get
information out. The fact that science reporters go to the same press
conferendes is because Carol has accomplished part of that task, not
because AAAS has something it's trying to push.

Dunwoody: I didn't mean to imply that AAAS is trying to maintain that
kind of control.

Patrusky: But when you talk essut constraints,-I'm concerned about con-
trol. I didn't hear any other constraints. There were no constraints
on me at the American Heart Association; I just tried to identify what
I thought would be terrific stories.

Question: What abollt lobbying and pressure groups?

Patrusky: There is a great deal of lobbying. That's what pharmaceutical
companies do when they send you handouts or take a reporter`eporte out to at
and try to sell a story. That's the kind of pressure'you get.

Question: Dunwoody, did your study deal with ty newsroom constraints
that science reporters may experience?

Dunwoody: I didn't go into the newsroom to look at that. The only
evidence I had were reports from these people about their autonomy in
the newsroom. I think they have more than any other group of reporters.
They are in fact their own editors in many cases. Unlike almost any other
kind of, reporter, science reporters experience few newsroom constraints,
partially because editors don't know a great deal about science news
writing. Although their backgrounds have been predominantly non-science,
these reporters have been on the job for a long time, I think a median
of 15 or 16 years. They are highly skilled in many areas of science.
They have particular areas in which they have more expertise, but they
generally have a great deal of science information. I,also think science
writers experience less turnover in their jobs. The newspaper field has
a very high rate of turnover among professions in general, although the
rate is decreasing. But given that, science writers themselves are a
very stable group within newspapers. There's very little movement out,
of science' writing compared to other parts of journalism. I get the
impression that there is a higher level of satisfaction with the job
than among other reporters. Science writers take a great deal more
responsibility for what they do than do other reporterq. This is because
the information is so difficult that other people in the newsroom don't
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feel they have the expertise to.step in and criticize. f don't know
exactly what taboos they run into, but I think they probably run into
fewer than the average general assignmedt journalist does:

Question by Patrusky: Does AAAS have science reporters helping 'you
choose what to include in the press conferences?

Rogers: For the last three years, we have sent the program usually to
some officers of the National Association of Science Writers who have
expressed a willingness to assist in that w4y. We have them go through
the program and comment from their point of view. We do make the final
decisions, but we've been getting their input. I sense by the question
that you have a problem with that.

Patrusky: I'm concerned because it seems to me that you have the people
who may be covering the events choosing the kind of thing they want to
cover.
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In my studies of science communicating, I looked at about 50 visible
scientist-celebrities in detail. And I found that these celebrities
were, first of all, willing to go public. In spite of their diversity,
these scientists have something in common- -they are colorful, eccentric

* people. They are very quotable. -They're talking about areas that are
controversial or at least have a considerable amount of human interest.
These scientists are credible in the sense that they come from solidly
established institutions of various kinds. What I immediately observed
was that these qualities in scientists are what the media need, not so
much the specialized science writers, b't the general reporters. General
reporters covering science need a lot of help, and they get it from these
celebrities. Sometimes they might get too much help. Margaret Mead, out
of frustratio when a reporter was inept, would sometimes just write the
story hersel and say, "Here. That's what you're supposed to say." I'm

not disturb by the reasonable amounts of help that these scientists
give to general reporters. In your universities, however, there is a
fair amourit of consternation about these scientists, and a fair amount

of not very nice things are said about them. I'd like to address some
of the c iiticisms and some possible responses to them.

One of the first criticisms is that those scientists are speaking outside
their areas of expertise. As Jean Mayer suggested in an earlier session,

V. one needs scientists who are out of their areas of expertisein the narrow
sense, who are willing to talk about more than their immediate research
area and to give us a perspective on a whole area of science or science
policies. One can go too far, of course. The question.of what is too
far is a matter of judgment, and will depend upon your assessment of
public need and the wishes of the scientific community and your adminis-
trators. In addition, I think one has to realize that these celebrities,
particularly if they are eccentric and colorful, are still only human.
It's obvious that they have prejudices. That's not nearly as harmful, I
think, as the kind of scientist who appeari very straight, who appears to
be talking in his or her narrow area, such as a nuclear physicist talking
about nuclear power and appearing to be simply giving the facts. In a 4
way that's more misleading than the scientist who is talking flamboyantly
about a broad area and is stimulating, but clearly opinionated.

A second criticism is.that these scientists aren't scientists at all- -
they are just popular artists; they're not doing any serious research.
I looked at the question of the research of these scientists, and with
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a few exceptions, I couldn't find any serious criticism of the research
of these scientists within their areas. Some of their research was con-.
troversial, but it did have a solid following and was considered a solid
contribution to the particular research area. A more important question,'
in my opinion is, "So what?" Clearly,, one doesn't want quacks communi-
cating science, but dc the public scientists have to be actively doing
research? Is that really a-necessary connection? Or, do we perhaps need
a special role for these scientists in the universities to give them
some status and recognition? Should the popularization of science in
itself be considered a contribution? Dr. Mayer also pointed out that
American society tends to emphasize data collecting and number crunching.
What about the theorists? 'Linus Pauling has always been a theorist.
Carl Sagan is somewhat of a,theorist, too. Other scientists tend to say,
"But th4t's just a theory." And they fail to acknowledge the importance
of theory.

X

Another criticism we hear is that these scientists are bad for the public
image of science. They're creating the wrong impression of science.
They're being very human and biased. They're not being precise, and this
is bad for science's image. I suggest that, on the contrary,'it's very
good for the image of science. In the long run, a more honest vision of
science within the public will help the publio'have a clearer understanding
of the whole of science. A perspective of science's hiiman side as well
as it's data-collecting side will in the long run create less misunder-
standing between science and the public. As. a result, there will be
more support for science than can be generated with the kind 'of image-
making that scientists are striving for--that effort to project always
a positive image. That's Madison Avenue, and I think it causes distrust
on the part of the public. A much more honest image of science would
have a better effect.

I'm suggesting thaethese are some other ways of looking at these public
scientists. I'm not saying that they all are right or that theke are
not enough of them. But I suggest that perhaps they .do play a positive
role in the communication of science.

CRISTINE RUSSELL

/

I'm looking at this topic from a slightly different p,rpective. As a
daily science journalist, I'm regularly faced with )his nroblem: pre-
paring a story, and then getting my newspaper to..pay attention to the
story so that it doesn't end up buried on page D-14 or behind the
classifieds. When I'm covering a scienti-fic topic, I'm also considering
who is making this news or where it's coming from. Obviously these
visible scientists attract attention and help convince our editors to
get the stories in the newspaper: Like other journalists, I'm afraid
that we are often stampeded into staged events or press conferences,
particularly if someone does have a prestigious name or has won a Nobel
Prize. But these are the exceptions.

There are two groups of scientists that we deal with traditionally. We
have the more reluctant scientists, the ones who hate the press, who
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think they're going to be misquoted, who immediately start talking in
the most technical language possible, who grimace if you ask for any
prediction of when their work will actually have some practical value.
I was at a meeting at St4pford on artificial intelligence recently.

The scientists involved had apparently been burned by the presg.'several
years ago, and they seemed to have made an informal pact among themselves ,

never to say another thing in plain English to a journalist. We literally
had to follow some of these people around;.we had called their offices
and been told that they did not want to speak to the press, that they
had no comment. Yet their research was being funded by the public, by
the National'Institutes of Health. Th were at that one extreme of not
being willing to talk.

we have to deal with the other extreme of the visible
scientist, the newsmaker, the person who is willing to talk. Within
thiS group we do have some glib, big-name scientists Who are attractive
to joulnalists, especially those who are not science writers. I happen
to think that because they are so quotable and have developed this
remarkable ability to speak in English to large audiences, they do get
quoted too much. It is sometimes hard to avoid that. I think that in
some ways Carl Sagan, within the scientific Community, has overexposed
himself. But he also in a sense has changed his role. He has now.per-
haps jumped across to our side of the fence as a TV celebrity. At the
moment he's.much more a journalist than a scientist. I know some other
scientists who talk as well as Carl Sagan does but, because of pressures
they have felt within their particular area of science, have consciously
tried to'back off from their public roles. They've made a decision not
to attend press conferences this year because they've been getting
vibrations from their colleagues that they are too public, that they are
speaking too often, and that they are not scientific enough. It's
unfortunate when a scientist who has something to say feels pressure
within the scientific community not to talk. I think somewhere there
is a h.7 py medium.

A problem arises when some of these big names do go out of their areas of
expertise into less orthodox areas of science. Knowing how to deal with
Linus Pauling and his research is always a problem, bit he is always
showing up. And he will usually find someone who's going to be attracted
to write something about his vitamin C research.

As scie,:e journalists, we have to be careful not to write off this kind
of research just because some of Pauling's colleagues are skeptical.
Somehow we have to find the middle road in dealing with these less
orthodox areas in which big names can attract attention.

More recently we've had much more of a problem witn scientists and their
causes. Again, the idea that scientists are neutral and objective Is
appealing, but obviously not true. Increasingly, scientists have been
willing to step outside of their supposedly neutral role, particularly
on scientific issues. Often, particularly in Washington, we're faced
with scientists on both sides of the fence. And it seems on almost any
issue these days you'can get someone to say something on either side.
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The saccharin debate, for example, was a constant source of difficulty
in terms of whether saccharin posed a health risk to anyone besides the
mice that drank 800 bottles of pap. But each side, whether it was the
Calorie Control Council backed by the.industry or the consumer groups,
could bring forth it own studies and experts on the topic.

When we're faced with experts who are involved in yecial interests or
causes, journalists have to sort that out. Let's take an extreme example,
such as Barry Commoner, who over the last several years has increasingly
stepped outside his role as a scientist and more into his role as an
activis`. It's our responsibility as journalists to point out to our
readers aot only his scientific credentials, but his current role in a
particular organization or political movement. We have to help our readers
distinguish, between the scientist as activist and the scientist reporting
scientific research.

Also, I often receive calls from obscure scientists who want to be news-
makers, but no one has ever heard of them. Again. I don't want to be in
the position of just writing off everyone who does not come from Harvard.
But sometimes it's very difficult to know how to deal with these people
who call up, particularly if they say they have this great research that
the journals are ignoring. There's a tendency to make the assumption
that what they are talking about is not acceptable, but I never say,
"Don't call me." I ask them to send it, and I try to find.out whether
what they're saying is sound. Again, we don't want to control the news
or control what the public is going to hear to the extent that it doesn't
get anything new or anything outside of the orthodox channels. In

covering areas such as -the laetrile debate, it's important for us to
distinguish whom we're talking to and to check and see who is helping or
funding the scientist in his or her work. If someone won't tell me who's
funding the research, then I'm a little suspicious.

In ele last couple of years, I've encountered another problem: scientists
or their institutions who are tryirig to sell us stories because they're,
interested in funding for their project. The Washington newspapers are
particularly attractive far this because the people promoting the story
assume that members of Cohgress and NIH officials will see it in the
newspaper. Sometimes it's only by accident that you find out the
scientist's grant proposal is awaiting approval or is up for renewal.
That doesn't mean we're nct going to do the story about that research,
but, again, it's often helpful to know someone's motive for pushing a
story.

We get dozens of calls every day from very fancy publicity agents or
firms representing scientists. Many scientists have discovered this
great journalism market and are writing books on healtW or science. I

probably get three or four calls a day from some publicity agent who is
setting up a national'tour for a doctor. Often it's hard to figure out
whether that doctor is really saying something new. But the doctor is
probably going to pick up a lot of attention around the country just
because he or she has a very effective agent. I think this is a change
for scientists, and more of them are willing to be "sold" in thiltway.
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I'm not saying that in (4 negative way, but there's just a lot more pro-
motion going on.

AS a result of all the pressure we get, we're naturally skeptical, and
we have to be. We have to watch out for the particularly shrill voices
we are encountering. And sometimes we have to_dare to ignore those with
big names but with little to say at a particular time. We have to
determine if something is really a news story or an interesting feature
story and not just cover things pro forma because someone is offering the
story or because he or she has the right credentials. We must often go
back and check with the expefts in the field to find out whether something
being promoted is a legitimate advance.

Question: We have had visible scientists on our campus,and they have
gone back behind their doors. They saw.their research turned completely
topsy-turvy by a national television network and as a.result want no more
contact with the media. I man continue to get through the door because
I have worked with them in the past. And I find it difficult to explain
to them that the national media did that once, but they probably won't do
it again. How can I be an effective liaison between the media and
scientists under these circumstances?

Russell: That's difficult. Without saying something negative about my
hlcolleagues or anyone in the press, I think it should be explained t t

there is a difference between people covering science full time and people
on general assignment who,may dip into any area of expertise at any A
moment. Sometimes for the particularly reluctant scientists, it's help-
ful to explain the credentials of the person'seeking the interview and
maybe even to provide some examples of the science writer's work. I'm
always happy to provide-that if somebody is being particularly reluc-
tant. I'm not going to defend every journalist, and your scientist is
not going to defend every scientist. We're all sort of independent
practitioners, and I don't want every other journalist to have the
.story, anyway; I'd'rather have it myself. The reluctant scientists are
P?obably not going to volunteer to have a press conference at your insti-
tution. But maybe on a one-to-one basis with a science writer they can
get some understanding of the way the writer has covered things in the
past and can set some ground rules during the interview. We're often
willing to agree to things, but the ground rules must be clear.. Again,
there are different approaches to covering any story, and I think you
just have to deal with reporters on a case-by-case basis.

Sometimes, however, I think this fear is a kind of phony excuse by some
scientists who are reluctant to take the time to deal wit!, the press.
They'd rather have the public affairs office tell the story, write a very,
nice press release, and deal with the press. I'm very reluctant as a
science writer to deal with it that way. I love to get the fantastic press
release. I love to deal with the public information officer on the story,
but I'm generally not going to write the story unless I can talk to the
scientist. Very few of us would do anything based purely on paper. I

don't get the New England Journal of Medicine and write a story directly
from that without talking to the person, unless it's something I've
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written 50 stories on and I know every wrin.Je of it. Sp it seems very
strange to get-a press release and then call up to learn tnis scientist
won't talk to anybody, that having gone half way he or she suddenly wants
to pull back. Maybe other people will operate on that basis. But I think
t's unfair for that scientist not to subject his or her work to the
scrutiny of the science writer.

Goodell: You might also point out to these scientists that their refusal
to talk to reporters because of one bad experience is really sloppy
thinking. If they were to do an experiment that didn't work out, it
Wouldn't stop them from ever doing research again. Suppose they were to
publish something in a technical publication an have it plagiarized.
I doubt that even a traumatic experience like t at would cause theM not
to publish a technical paper again. So in a se se they're inconsistent
in their reasoning that a bad experience with t e press justifies never
interacting with the press again. On the contrary, in most cases, when
you have had a bad experience you learn from it and know how to handle
that situation better the next time.

Question: In this particular situation with the network, was the prOblem
brought to the network's attention, and what were the results?

Answer_from audience: The network was very unsympathetic. The network
had fabricated some scenes that it thought applied to this gentleman's
research, but which in fact did not, and the implication was serious.
The network did not apologize and said nothing could or would be done
about it. I will continue to work with the network, but I will always
have in the back of.my mind this particular producer. It's going to be
very hard for me to help him gain access in the future to any other
scientists or our institution.

Question: Do scientists ever ask you to read back a story or send copy
for approval? If they do, how do you handle that?

Russell: With people who have not dealt with the press before there is
a universal attempt to check the story, and I'm sure if I were in their
position I. -ould ask the same question. I always respond that I,can't
send them the article for approval. I say, "No, I would get fired if I
gave someone that I interviewed the right of scrutinizing the article and
deciding whether or not this was indeed the way the story should run."
There's-too much danger in even trying to play that game-. I think that
scientists somehow want to do it much more than others.do. I've never
had any problems explaining this. It usually comes up.ahead of time. I
will occasionally call back and read the scientist specific quotes and
say I am checking them for accuracy. I don't mind checking things for
accuracy, but usually time doesn't allow us to get a story back to some-
body and have him or her read it. A daily newspaper literally is
coming out daily. 'If I'm doing a long story or something where I have
time, L1m going to che-K back. But usually I have a tape recorder and
I've never had anybody say their quotes were inaccurate. That reluc-
tance is usually expressed at the beginning of the interview. If the
interview has gone well and the scientist has some sense that tne reporter
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understands what he or she is talking about, and if the reporter is
asking seasonable questions, the scientist seems less nervous at the
end of the interview and less insistent that he.or she has to check the
story. Scientists have to understand that Oe're professionals, toe,
and that we have no desire to write a story that's inaccurate or mis-
leading. Once they've agreed to the interview and once they understand
the journalistic ground rules, there'is less of a problem. I just don't

know of any science writer, particularly in daily journalism, who would
send a story back and give the scientist veto power. But we would check
for accuracy, and I always say I will call a source if I have the slightest
question. Sometimes people won't agree to be interviewed on the record.
They might want a purely background interview, and I might agree to that.
Then if there is something that I particularly want to quote, I would
call and say, "I want F., quote this sentence; do you have any objections
to that?" So we just ha0e to wcrk that out without violating our pro-
fesgiona- Jthics or ground rules.

Continent from audience: There seems to be a range of answers to that
question. They vary all the way from, "No, I won't check a word with a
scientist," to, "Yes, I will check quotes and anything that's directly
attributable to the scientist." There seems to be a variety of ways

. people handle that problem and no one particular way of solving it.

Russell: I dott't thin' anybon, would send anyone a story and say, "O.K.,
go to it." Its such a t,-mptation. Once a person gets the story, he or
she is going tb start tinkering with it. I don't think it's a problem
unless someone is not candid with the person being interviewed to start
with. And if the scientist is nervous, the reporter as to be very

specific about the ground rules. It's very frustrating if, after a
reporter has been there an hour, the scientist says, I won't let
you use my name unless . . . ." That happens, too. Some people a-^

naive, and others are just trying to manipulate the journalist. I think

we just have to try to work it out as best we can without totally giving
away all of our rights as journalists.

Question: Does everything have to go th.ough the entire scientific review
process and be generalize] by the professional journal before it's ready
to be public infotmation? Isn't it all right to wnte a story about Linus
Pauling's ideas on vitamin C provided you've set them in the context that
shows the ideas have not been experimently demonstrated?

Russell: A lot of what we cover is controversial, and i don't try to
simply write about issues that everyone has already agreed upon. That
would be rather boring for our readers. Again, I would never write a
story about Linus Pauling's vitamin C experiments or whatever without
some commentary from other experts. We don't want to dismiss these
people out of hand, but we want to be fair and present the evidence and
the reaction. I think we can do that and be fair to both sides and also
be fair to the readers by giving them some perspective on where the
uncertainty lies. Unfortunately, as my editors are always saying, all
I ever write are stories where I lay out the facts on the one hand and

. on the other hand, and where the experts don't agree. Most of my time
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seems to be spent on problems for which there is no one scientific
answer.

Question: How did you handle the Steve McQueen cancer story?

Russell: I didn't handle that. On various cancer treatments and drug
treatments in general I have a very conservative approach. I don't do
very much with them unless the treatment is getting to be so Lervasive
or unless so many people are concerned about it that I have to put it in
context. There are so many new cures and drugs. There are so many
dangers in writing about these things before they have been proven that
I try to stay away from treatment stories unless there have been serious
scientific trials. I always think of the readers, and people take those
stories very seriously.

Question: Do you get a lot of prebsure..from yot.r editors to do a story
just because your cottition is doing it?

Russell' We're all very competitive so that's always a problem. I'm
always' unhappy when I feel I'm being manipulated into doing something for
that reason. In general, I think we're very lucky in the science area.
In my case the competition is The Washington Post, and we usually both
have the big stories. Because ours is an,afternoon newspaper I get a
certain number of calls at 11 o'clock at night after the first edition
of the Post has come out. If the Post has an important science story
that I know something abour, I may try to match a story and do it at
midnight that night and get it in our newspaper. But,a lot of other
stories the Post may have are just feature stories of interest, and we
may not have them. I have more flexibility, because our editors don't
know that much about science. In general, I think science writers are
self generators of stories. I get very few suggestions of stories.
The reporters who cover politics and other beats in Washington have to
he more concerned about having a story when the competition has it. I
have less of that pressure. The flip side of the situation is that some-
times the editors think science and medicine stories are not as impor-
tant as what's happening at the State Department. But on the very big
science news stories I hope I will not be so out of,it that I don't have
a story the competition has. If it's something that I should have had,
then I will try to get it. But I don't like to match stories. It's not
fun to be following in someone's footsteps in trying to track down a
story.

Question: If you are called to a press conference, do you routinely go?

Russell: It depends on what the press conference is about. We are called
to so many conference:; that if I went routinely, all I would be doing is
going to press conferences. Washington is really a city of staged events,
and there's always that kind of manipulation. In a sense it's very
helpful to us. That's a very easy way to cover any beat. If the subject
is important, go to the press :onference. Sometimes we are misled
by people giving us the information about the story, and so we again
have to judge whether everyone's going to be there. I cover the Depazt-
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ment of Health and Human Services. So every time the Secre ary has a

press conference, I show up. If I don't, I'm going to miss mething.

But there are numerous other press conferences that I might or might

not attend, depending on the subject matter and my own judgment. And

there are lots of tricks. I was invited to a press conference recently,
but the organizers initially wouldn't tell me who was going to be there.
They didn't want to reveal the name of the person because they were afraid

we would call this person. There was so much mystery involved. Well, I

did show up, but onl, after I had found out the name of the person and
also written the story in advance to fit in with our deadlines as well

as their embargo. Because I'm on the afternoon newspaper, I have to work

either forwards or backwards much of the time. For competitive purposes

I try to get today's news in the newspaper today. I usually am interested

in press conferences, but usually may have already written a story by

the time I get to the press conference.

Question: Dr. Goodell, I'm curious about your job at MIT. What do you

teach?

Goodell: I teach elective courses in,writing for the mass media that
students take usually for fun. There are also technical,writing courses,

which are probably less fun. The courses I teach are for students who
think that they might want to try writing for the mass media as scientists
and engineers, or who at least want to know how to talk n a reporter

intelligently. In addition, MI11:-.1s developing a master s degree program

for people who want to become professional science writ,rs, for students
with backgrounds in science or engineering who might want to use that
background for a career in writing instead of a career in research.
It's experimental; we're just trying it to see how it works.

Question: What kind of interest in the program is being shown?

Goodell: There has been a llot of interest in the graduate program. I

think there are a lot of disaffected science and engineering undergradu-
ates who are thinking that they'u rather become writers than researchers.
I'm not at all sure they won't be equally disillusioned when they find
out what journalism is like. But there has been more interest than I
might have expected in the graduate program. There's also interest in

the undergraduate courses. There are students who think it's fun to

learn about science writing.

I
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THE GENUINE ARTICLE: REPORTING REAL RESEARCH

Warren Leary
Science Writer
Associated Press

Susan West
Earth Sciences Editor
Science News

Patrick Young
Science Writer
Newhouse News Service

PATRICK YOUNG

Every reporter wants to get published as much as possible. In the news-
paper chain work for, I want to get published in more than four or five
newspaperS, which is about my average, out of a chain of about 23 papers.
So there is always pressure to report on stories that we feel are going
to get some type of play. I do some stories just because I want to do
them. I figure that for once I'm going to do some "real science"--and
then these stories end up getting much better play than some of the

Athings, such as medical stories, that I thought would get phenomenal
play. So there is that problem.

The bigger problem, however, is trying to explain adequately, accurately,
and interestingly a complex techni-el subject in 900, 1,000, or 1,200
words. It's a very difficult thing to do. If we're t :Ting to explain,
for example, the various research techniques used in high-energy physics,
we really can get bogged down. So, frankly, I tend to limit the amber
of stories involving a great deal of complexity. I prefer. to talk about
what's been found and exp]cin the significance of it because that'S'what
I can do best in 800 or 1,200 words. And if it's the type of story in
whicheI have to explain the technique itself, the chances are good that
it won't be written for Newhouse. It's not a situation I'm particularly
happy with, but I think I do a better service to readers if they can walk
away from a story understanding it rather than being confused. The other
problem is that if the editors get confused by a story, they're not going
to run the piece.

Regarding the selection of stories, we all have our favorites, andwe tend
to write a little more about subjects we favor. There are also stories
that tend to be more interesting to people. The truth is, if we have a
choice between dinosaurs and clams, dinosaurs are going to win hands down
every time.

SUSAN WEST

I agree that Science News also covers basic research, real science, or
however you want to phrase it. We're obliged to cover basic research
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because our audience is primarily scientists. But our readers still have

to be interested in the story. They still have to be motivated to read

the story. They won't just read charts and sets of data. If they did

that, then they'd just go to the journals instead of reading our publica-

tion. tIAInd in that sense, we don't pick stories just because we we to

cover e em. Each writer certainly has areas that he or she prefers, but
we're also obligated to get out the major news in that field and to
thoroughly explain the major developments, no matter how boring eiey are

to us. Sometimes, as far as I was concerned, I've written some really
boring stories, but the scientists Wanted to read them. It was their way

of getting information.

A lot ok Science News readers are other science writers who aim for more
general audiences. So we are sort of an intermediate between the jargdn

of the journals and what the general publications have to come out with.
We have to have all the pieces there; we can't leave out as many pieces
as a lot of other people do. We do that with varying degrees of success,
of course, as everybody does. But we try to make things relevant, to
explain them in context, such as why a housewife would care about
quantum mechanics, and so on. It gets very difficult. Sometimes you
have to have an intrinsic interest in that subject, and sometimes there's
no way of making something r ally se . We had an article recently about

a mathematical subject. It as well written, but it was very
dense and difficult. The c tent w s so difficult to understand that
there was no way the writer'gould,0 ve broken it down any further. So

you had to be interested in that in)lorder to read it. I think we do

cover real science, and we trAt6d4 it in a readable way.

.1

WARREN LEARY

At the Associated Press, we don't even pretend to cover basiC science
as much as we should, and I'm not even sure we have that obligation. We
have to look at our audience, our time constraints, and our space
restraints. I don't frequently have 900 or 1,200 words to explain some-

. thing in a story. I might have 400 or 500 words. There might be a
story that interests me, but there :day be no way I can write it. For
'example, I recently saw a story in Science about prime numbers. I

thought it, was interesting and passed it around to some people in the
office. But I realized I couldr't write mathematics stories for the
general audience. My readership is a general audience, served by 1,300
papers in this country and 3,500 radio and TV stations. Anything I write

has to be in some way condensed for broadcast, also. If I can't cover a

subject in 500 words for a newspaper, I certainly can't condense it to
100 words for a broadcast story. So some topics I have to leave alone.
Of course, certain areas are of special interest to me, and every once in
awhile I'll take a chance and try to write a basic research story in this
particular area--with me it's subatomic physics, which I particularly

like. I know that story is not going to appear in a lot of papers, but.

I write it and ship it out. And sometimes I'm s%rprised because a paer
will pick up this obscure story. Sometimes I Want to go on record as
having written a story, even though sometimes 1 r:An't even explain what
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the story is about. The discovery of the third quark was one of these.
I wrote a story about that and in it I had to tell the reader, in essence,
"You probably won't understand what this is about, but it is really impor-
tant. I'm going to give you 400 words of physicists saying it's really
important, but I really can't tell you what they did." We write these and
ship them out and hope that there's someone interested enough in'the sub-
ject to pursue it in a science magazine and get some more details on it.

There are also stories that we as writers may like, but that readersdon't particularly care for. We usually have a sense of what readerslike. They like archeology stories and astronomy stories to a cer-. .

tain extent. So we try to find an interesting way to relate what we're
writing about to something the reader might understand. If we're
Writing about high energy astronomy, which is not as 'sexy' as niting
about visible astronomy, and we don't have a picture to go with it, we

. have to figure out some way to relate that with this visible astronomy
that the reader can understand. I don't think there's an active aversion
to writing about basic, or real, science. It's just very difficult todo within the constraints of our.work. If we can find a way to,do it,we. try. Sometimes we get good help from talented scientists who are
thinking about what they are doing and can actually 'xplain it. If that
particular scientist has a certain gift for explaining what he or she isdoingland its implications, th,t's a help. Sometimes just having that
help will allow you to write about this basic research. To some extent,
public information officers can help identify those people at their insti-tutions. There are not a lot of Carl Sagans .round who can explain
things lke that. Every once in awhile there is a scientist who can gohome fro the lab at night and very simply and reasonably explain to herhusband hat shel'S been doing all day. Or the scientist who comes homeand a ki jumps up in his lap and says, "Gee, Daddy, what happened today?"And he c n explai what this molecule he's building realty means. If you
can help us identify people who can explain basic research in a way that
is palatable and knteresting to the public, tnat would be a big help.

Young: That's a key point. A technique I use is to tell thescientist
to. pretend I'm a one-man Rotary Club and to explain his or her work.
Sometimes it really ignites; sometimes there's this look of horror. I
also ha-tie a rule of thumb that I rarely violate anymore--I don't like todo stories on anything smaller than a molecule, or at least an atom. Ihave had some very frustrating experiences with people trying to explain
to me solne of the things that go on inside atoms. They were trying veryhard and I was trying'very hard, and it just wasn't coming across. Therole of the information officer in this case can be very helpful. AtNIH, for example, the information officers have their key dog and ponyshow members. "Do y)u want to talk about aging and the cell? Well, we'vegot Dr. So and So at one of our labs." They're very good at getting
someb:dy who can just explain the mechanisms involved. When I'm doing
something on fairly basic work in setstology I like to touch base with
bon Anderson out at Cal Tech, for instance. There are a couple of
astronomers and scientists in various fields whom I like to just checkWith occasionally on what's new and what's significant.
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West: I think it's a fallacy, to think that the general public isn't

interested in just the goings-on of science. I think they really are.

I think this whole growth of science magazines, science sections, and

science stories that the newspapers are picking up these days shows that.

But we have problems with editors who don't believe that people are

interested in that.,Mind of story. When I was working on a newspaper, the

editors would 'cut any science story down to 500 words. They didn't

-believe there was anything important enough in science that couldn't be

said in 500 words. And they didn't want a story to explain how scientists

work, how they carry out the process of science. I think a lot of people

really are interested in that. That's another place where public infor-

mation officers can help. If you can obtain more of the nuts and bolts
and present it in an intelligible way, it would help us to get more of

that into our stories. It would also help overcome the attitude that

people don't really want to know the background, how many tittles thiS

.scientist mixed the solution in the test tube, and so on. A lot of

people are interested.

Question: One of the things really missing in a lot of science writing

is the lengthier interview or profile of what scientists are doing. For

example, recombinant DNA as a topic is really important. Can you sell

that kind of story?

Leary: Rarely. There are times when I Can do
'What scientists are doing, and construct the pr
abig challenge to be a science writer. Let's s

which for me is a lot of space-, and I'm trying
I have to explain what plasma 4s; what enzymes a
And I can get bogged down in trying to explain s

t

longer piece, talk about
cess for the reader. It's

y I have 1,500 wards,
construct a process.

e, and what they're doing.
mething like this. So it

'makes a writer become more creative in finding ways to do it. I've

succeeded in some cases and failed in others. Genetics is an area I

have difficulty writing about. A number of years ago when I was starting

out in science writing, I saw a front pag, story in The New York Times by

Walter Sullivan about some great d' ry in genetics, and it jumped'

inside to almost half a page. It

diagrams. The text of the story w
with ladders, taking them off this
.ing and putting them up.' I went th

it,,so I read it again. I think

to explain this story. Yet I still didn't understand it and I figured i

must be important because it was there. 2 became convinced then that there

are some stories Ide just can't write at at time. Maybe later somethi

will happen; a writer will become more talented or will find someone w

can explain it a little better so this sequence of thoughts can be put

together in a way that's understandable to the general public. I ge

annoyed receiving certain news releases about studies being done. '11

get a two-page news release and I'll really want to see the paper or
presentation it refers to so I can get some details out of it. So I have

to call somebody and have it mailed, and that slows me down. If you're

writing a release about a major piece of work being published in a jour-
nal or if someone is presenting it at a meeting, put the original paper

or the text of the talk with the release. That allowsme to perhaps get

ust weilt on and on with all these little
talking about little firemen running
ilding and'running to the next build-
ugh the article and didn't understand

did everything humanly possible to try
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-more detail and gives me source document from which to work. Often
when I call other scientists for comments they'll say they haven't seen
the paper so they can't comment on it. If I have the paper, I can read
them a few sections from it and put it in a certain context. Then perhaps
they can comment. That is a big help. That helps'us get stories from
releases.

Question: 'Do we have to learn to deal with people who specialize in
science writing differently than we do with general assignment newspaper
writers and editors?

Young: As I've said, you're in a position similar to that of a free
lance writer. If you're really serious about getting something in the
"big time," if you're talking about trying to get something on/the AP
wire or in Science News, Science 81, Science Digest, or even the Newhouse
chain or the The Washington Post, you really have to know your market.
You've got to know what they're publishing and what approaches they're
taking. We think of ourselves as news writers, but I'm not a news writer.
rf a story isn't exclusive, if I don'f,get.it first, there's no chance,
with the attitude of my Iureau chief, I'm going to do it. So I'm going
to do the trend stories, the followups that appear weeks later. Science
magazines are all different. There are slight variations that you should
start to Pick up. If you're serious about publicizing your institutions,
you're going to,haire to start reading the publications, get to know the
writers, and figure, out how to pitch. And some stories are always going
to be much more interesting than others.

Leary: You 4ye,,t(ilearn what each writer wants and what someone else
doesn't. I've been in Washingtongfor about five years now, and I pretty
well have my people 1i-ere trained. They know what I want. They'll send
a news release and because they know I always want to be able to get to
a researcher in some way, 'they write the researcher's office telephone
number on the'top and maybe the home number. If possible, they'll include
the paper that goes with the release. They know T'll be calling them
later as%ing them for this information. I have had to train information
officers over a period of time. So you hPve to get to know the people,
and you'll also know certain science writers are interested in certain
kinds of stories. Maybe you'll pitch a story to them first before you go
to someone else.

Question: I've heard two kinds of things in these different sessions.
One of them is that newspapers tend to copy each other. Then I've
heard you say you want only original material, or that you want some-
thing sent to you before it's sent to anybody else. There is a dichotomy
here that does not match up. Am I missing something here?

Leary: There is pack journalism to this, but it's still very competitive.
I am good friends with a lot of scienca writers in this town. We go to
a meeting and a -;ontroversial story will come up and someone says, "Gee,
I wonder how we are going to handle this." Someone will say, "Well, this
guy lied to me in the past about his research and I frankly question his
data." And someone will say, "Yes, I had a similar experience with
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himn." So we talk about that kind of think). And we share certain pro

fessional knowledge about these topics, about whether something is news.
If we're at a meeting, we may suddenly disappear to our hotel rooms and
our typewriters are going like crazy. We may be writing the same story,

or we're doing a very different story. One thing didn't come out of an

earlier discussion about the AAAS survey on the type of stories that come

out after a meeting. It appears the stories were all from the news

conferences. If that survey had gone on six to eight months longer, per-

haps you would have seen other residuals of that meeting. I'll talk to

a scientist in the hall and say, "This is interesting; I'm not going to

write about it now, but I'll call_you back later." Six months later I'll

talk to this scientist and say, "I heard yoU at the AAAS meeting; let's

talk about it." In the story I don't mention AAAS, so there's no way
anyone can know I got it from that meeting. Therefore, you miss seeing

this individual effort on my part. You see the pack journalism, as it

were, if you go to the news conferences, but you don't see what comes

afterward. Weetompete very strongly with each other, but we are still

colleagues and friends, and we share certain information.

Young: It's true that a lot of stuff comes out of the press conferences
at the AAAS meeting. One of the reasons is th t it gives you tore time to
grab those other papers, to find people to talk to in the hall for later

Use. If there were only some way to identify how many stories over the
course of a year come out of that meeting. The American Psychological
Association meeting is another great one to attend to get papers, meet
people, and just follow up throughout the year on topics. Meetings are

not being covered as much as they used to be. There is more of a trend

to attend specialized seminars. Another technique is to go out on

reporting trips--we go for three or four days into an area and hit one
city, maybe an institution or two, move on to another city, and pick up a

variety of stories. Usually we've got something in mind when we go out

on these things. Sometimes we call somebody up and say, "Hey, I'm going

to b.! in town. I've got a story over at this university. What have you

got in your shop that might be interesti_4?" We tend to do that with

people we know whose judgment we trust. A lot of this business is based

on trust. It's the trust of the scientist in the writer and the trust of

the writer in the scientist. There are scientists who exchange notes

among themselves on science writers.

Question: In your view, is there justification for the use of an

exclusive? If so, IWIen do you think that justification exists?

Young: When I get t. If I do not have that exclusive, there's abso-
lutely no reason anybody else to have it. We are sort of a different

breed in science writing. We still work for newspaper editors, and we

are still under the constraints of their thinking. And they decide what

get; published, not us.

Question: On the subject of trust, scientists don't trust us, and editors
don't trust us because they thing we're after free advertising for our

institutions. So we have Special problems. We're almost better off if

we don't have friends anyplace. Your friends on newspapers stop being
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your friends the minute you try to sell them a story. Scientists may go
to parties with us and have a good time. But the minute we try to do
something on their research, we get a closed door. How can we deal with
this total lack of trust?

Leary:- There are some public information officers whom I trust. They
will call and say, "I just put this release in the mail; ignore it." And
we realize what constraints they are working under. We talk to them about
it. This is not uncommon. A public information officer will have to put
something out and doesn't want me to think it was his or her judgment that
the story was worth publicizing. I think more highly of that,person forthat. I Elso can short circuit some of my editors who might also get the
release and want to know if it's a story; I can tell them it isn't. We do
develop these relationships with public information officers. Some become
friends aneWe have them over to our-homes for dinner when we're not
working, and no one is trying to get ..an exclusive. But we can call up
someone and say, "Look, I have this. What do you know about_this person?"
And the information officer can say, "Wow, he's kind of flakey." 'Mere is
trust, and I tell information officers initially: "We're going to get
along very well if you never lie to me. If Isask you something that you
can't comment on, just tell me you can't say anything about it. And I
understand the constraintsl. But if you tell me one thiing and I find
out later that you've lied, that's a very different kind of thing.' Then
that person loses MY trust. We level with information officers an try
to understand what their jobs are and the constraints they are working
under. And once we understand that, we can have these kinds of conver-
sations. We can call up and say, "I hear this is going to break." And
rather than saying,"No, I don't know anything about it," the information
officer will think of some other basic way to say, "I can't comment on it."
At least they didn't say, "No, it's not going to happen." They didn't
lie when they had certain information.

Youn/g: Another thing involved is simply respect, for talent--does the,
information officer know what's going on at the institution? Does he or
she have good judgment about what is news, what'is valuable, and what is
important? And is the information officer Billing to be cooperative and
helpful? A lot of it is mutual respect, and frankly, sometimes person-
ality just comes into play.

West: Regarding trust from scientists, it would be a real service to us
if you can cultivate those scientists, convince them that your job is not
threatening_ them, and give them good examples of people who write well
about science. Show them what other people in the media.can do and
cultivate their trust that way. A lot of scientists have been burned, and
it's hard to get them to talk to reporters or public information officers
because they have had bad experiences. But you ju,t have to try to
convince them. It's also helpful to explain how the media work. If
scientists know what a story goes through while it's being written, if they
can understand that news process, maybe it will be easier for them to see
how those mistakes can occur or how to correct them. There are a lot of
researchers who have been burned. The classic example is the scientist in
CalifOrnia who came up with the theory that an asteroid hit the earth-and
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killed the dinosaurs. The first time that came out it was reported as

being a super nova. He did not say it was a super nova, but one of the

papers picked it up that way. He didn't know whom to*go to; he had no

idea what steps he could take because that's not his world. And if some-

body at his university had said, "Call the city.editor and get the paper
to run a correction," he could have handled it. But scientists are

unfamiliar with the way the media work.

Leary: Few scientists have gotten burned as such; they think they have.

With a lot of them, it's word of mouth--their friends tell them that
they've gotten burned.

Young: They may well perceive that they've been burned because any degree
of simplification is considered an inaccuracy; therefore, the reporter is

inaccurate. once addressed a meeting of neural scientists, and they

wanted to know,how we did our jobs. I told them, to expect some distortion

because the work they do is so complex. With the limited space I have,.

I'm going to have to simplify, and any simplification is going to be a
degree of distortion, And that's true. It's very helpful when scientists

can give you a good analogy. They're usually much better at it than we

are. This is still an adversary business in some ways. There is more

and miore this question of who's gaining what out of what. You can manipu-

late the media; it's not that hard. But you don't manipulate me more than

rnce.

Question: When you wt a release on a science story, do you prefer it to
be short and concise or longer and more detailed?

Leary: I personally want it long but we all have our different prefer-

ences. What some people are doin ow is using a short version on the

front and then attaching a copy of the'paper or speech. I'd rather have

more information than not enough, particularly when I have to sit down
and write on a deadline, or if I won't know where the cientist is. A

paper will come out and Dr. Solland So is down in Bolivia. It's kind of

a good story, but we can't get to the scientist. So we ask information

officers to try to find out where he or she is, or if there are any

coworkers around. I'm on a tight deadline. can't wait two weeks for

the scientist to get back. So I'd rather have more good quality infor-

mation than not enough.
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PAUL LOWENBERG

One of the dileOnas that all of us face is credibility as public infor-
mation people. How do we-establish our credibility? Why should a reporter
believe-what we have to say? Why shoUld faculty members believe us when
we tell them about the media? We have to establish our own presence on
the campus.

We also face a conflict of science writing versus public relations. ,What
are we? As information people on campuses, we want to be accepted as

.

writers; we want to be accepted as authoritative, knowledgeable people.
But we also wear that public relations hat, and therefore we're subject
to a number of different pressures from deans, department chairmen,
'chancello 914 and presidents who face problems other than communicating

i
science r Search. They're worried about student enrollments, about making
the campu look attractive, and about alumni. These are all competing
pressures. Scientists, themselves, have'pressures. They're pressured
for tenure and to get grant money. It's up to us as information people
to sort through this morass and find out what we should be communicating
abdut the, scientific enterprise to science writers.

This poses a real conflict. When is news news? What makes science news?
Often we're the ones who have to determine that. We're called upon to
judge when to publicize a story. What goes into that decision-making
process? How do we decide when to report a story? When it's published?
When we just happen to interview somebody and it sounds interesting to
us? How do we publish that story? When do we publish it? Where do we
market it? Our problem is that we walk in both worlds\. We are the
.university when we're dealing with the media, and we are the media when
we're dealing with the university. In that sense, we are outside the
mainstream of everything When I interview scientists, often they're
ddhcerned becaUse they think I'm the media and they think that if they're
telling me, they're telling The Los Angeles Times or the San Diego Union.
They may well be doing that in some ultimate sense of the word, but
there's a suspicion on campus that we're the media and we're not to be
trusted. There's also the suspicion off-campus that we're the university,
and we're trying to market a story. I'm curious about the role of the
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information person. How do the media view the viabiL.ty and credibility

of the public information function? What' the sorting.procedure Of

information officers to determine what role ey really do serve?

ROBERT BAZELL

I deal with p lic relations people at versities a lot. .There are

good ones and t = e are bad ones. An it might be wise to talk a little

bit about what the ence is. A ad public relations person thinks
that everything going.on is t, or that nothinl=going on is impor-

tant. Both are equal sins. I maintain that the latter is more of a

common problem. There are people who don't even know what's going on in

their own backyard. More often than not I don't come up with stories
throUgh a university public relationS office. This isn't because I've
conducted an incredible investigation,where I've gone through somebody's
garbage in the lab, have come up with-a missing test tube, and have dis-
covered that this person has threerheaded monsters in the back room.
Often a research report has already been published. And often some other

scientist will ask, "Did you hear that Joe Smith and Dorothy Jones at the

university are working on that? That's really interesting stuff; I heard.

it at a meeting. the other day."' Then I'll call up the public relations

person and he or she will say, "Oh! Really?" So that's a real problem.

I can empathize with yoU because I know what it is like to go around
a d be treated like a leper when you're trying to find out what's impor-

t.

I also want to emphasize that public relations people should know what,a

'

good story is. Your job requires to a large extent the ability to be a

Lreporter, even if that wasn't your background, even if ou came into Our
job through some other route. You should face the factithat this is
partly what you're doing, and you shouldn't grind out news releases to
use up paper and ink. Maybe you should be sending them only to areas
where you think they are going to be used., You watch local television;

you read the local newspapers. You should ask: Is thi's a story that

would fit with them? If it isn't, don't nother. The same goes for

dealing with the national. media. On the other hand, there are many
stories in almost every institution that you can make interesting for

newspapers or magazines.
-.--

.0° .

There are other situations. The scientist down/the hall published some

thing yesterday,that got picked up by The New York Times or The Los Angeles
Times this morning and I'm one of a horde of repqrters calling you up and
wanting to come into the lab to take pictures. The scientist,thinks this
is the most obscene thing that's ever happened to him or her atid doesn't

feel any responsibility to do this. Obnoxious managing editors are

screaming at you: "Why can't we have this? You gave it to the other

ones in there!" You have to be ready for that moment. It's like being

a pilot of a 747. The automatic pilot is on most of the time, and it's

a really boring job. But when that tiny airplane starts coming at you,

you have to know what to do. It's the same in your case. And that really

is the second crucial test of a,good PR person or a bad one. There are
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ways of handling that, of dealing with the pressure, of orchestrating
the situation so most of the media get what they want and so the
National Enquirer doesn't get in ahead of.Associated Press.

ALLEN L. HAMMOND

The most important part of serving as a useful conduit between scientists
and the media-implicitly, i-etween institutions and the media--is to be .

aware of the reeds ofthe media you are serving. NOt everything is
interesting to everybody. We get lots of news releas,ls, but probably a
'tenth of those are worth reading. The rest are simply. not the kinds of
stories we run. Public information officers should reflect on that and
tailor their messages accordingly. Even so, a pews release pasabbut.a
one-thousandth chance of getting-into the magazine. It's probably also
true for.getting a story on the air. So for those few stories that arereally worth something, that really have a good chance of being picked
up, you ought to calibrate a little higher. And maybe a letter is better
than a news release. If you're trying for national media, a letter gets
read more often than a news release does.

You need to use so selectiVity and have an understanding of what's
likely'to be used y the person you'e trying to get to use it.' Th t
means you have to now the medium. Iritrying to get on the "Today" show,
you had better wat h the "Today" show. If you want to get in Scierfce 81,
you should know wh t we do and then have the judgment to select those
things that areof interest. It may not hurt to try to place lots of
material that isn't very interesting, but it doesn't enhance your reputa-

.tion as a source. The better you t.:.,:ome at functioning as a reporter andcovering your own institution, '..ne better you will be as a public informa-:
ion pfficer.

The number of times I have called a university press office,for help on
a story is fairly small. I normally find out about things through the
scientific community, and I normally 4o diiectly to the source. If
call the university press office, it has more to do with control of access
for one thing or anoth For example, I know about a story; the press'
office 'isn't goi o make it public until a certain time; the office
controls photo pportunities or, access to that ,.ind of thing. Those nego-
tiations are important. Handling that part of the job well is important.
Everybody wants to be first and to have an exclusive. How well you handle
that is important. How you-want to handle it, in fact, depends on what
your motives are, on who you think ypur best play is. There'are a lot
.of good stories out there that never go anywhere because-they're not
visible. And we have our own channels. Any good pews operation tlas itsown channels. For everything we pick up, however, there are 10 equakly
interesting stories that aren't done. The more you know the people,in
your own,institution, the better you'll be. If it's a major university,
you've got your hands full. My instinct is that a lot of the things
pushed on you by your institution to keep you busy are relatively.
ineffective. You can spend your time better by knowing what's going on,
knowing the people, getting their confidence, ant' therefore being able to
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be-an effective alerter. 'You'll be better able to recognize when you've
got'a story that really could get some play if,you.get it to the right.

person. Secondly, when a news event occurs and you're trying to track

it, you'll have a much better change.of success if you already know the
scientist involved, have some working relationship with him or her, and

can, in effect, advise the scientist on how to handle the traffic. My

.own peiption is that the quality of people in the university news

offices has gone up very sharply in the last five years. I don't sense

that the potential is being well used in terms of direct contact with

established media.

There may be another channel. We're a free-lance magazine; we're always &

interested in people who -Can write well and do good stories. We're

obviously nest -going to buy a story by a unixersity PR person about his-01w'.

.her own university. But science rarely happens in one place. -Professor.'

X inaY have. done something interesting in immunology, but immunology is a.

_big subject and there's a lot more going on in that area, If you've sharp

enough, you're in a wonderful position to pick up on those kings of tilling's'

early, to see trends, to putitogether stories that,you can Sell to people

like us. You have the license to do that kind of thing, and you have to

:take a broadview of your job to do that. You can't think that the only

thing that counts is a story about your-institution or your professor.
In scine eases, better visibility may entail a story that is quite bro.56.--

one, in which a principal investig&tor happens to be.at your university.'

That kind of visibility in a major national magazine orgon a major '/
television program is worth as much, maybe more, than local stories'about

the wonderful Professor X. , If there is a way to improve what you do,

both in' terms of the normal PR function and in terms of this larger role,
it is to be better writers:and journalists.' Cover yolc backyards better.

Look outside yonr own backyards and cover what's going on across all of

science. Use that as an information base =from which to generate things
that,iin 'fact, get published and influence the flow of information and.

discussion on the national level. We're very open ,to things like that.

And so are other magazines that bIly free-lance copy. I think that iflyou

look at it correctly and can escape the immediate prassures to bring out

X, you have a wonderful base to offer. And my suggestion is, use it.

question: If a' group of information people at several universities were

to manage to breakdown the institutional barriers and pool their

resources to,produce a joint story on a national scope in'some field of

science, would that be acceptable to the national puhlications?

Hammond: I'M leery of 7, '.ntly authored stories; committees don't' write

well. I would rather deal with a.writer in most cases. Doing it that

way begins to arouse my suspicions. It's a concerted PR thing, and I

don't have the same confpende I do ifI'm dealing with a 'writer and know

where he or she is coming from. But why not pool resources, talk with.

your colleagues, and know what's going on? Then individually you can

write your stories.. There are lots of magazines and newspapers out there.

You escape the sense.of "flackery" when you broaden both your sources and

your scope beyond the'imnediate university. I suggest that's a concept

worth promoting to your intelnal structure. Indeed, your institution's

tr
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scientists would like to get mentioned. But isn'tit equally important
that the work itself is discussed ihcontegt, which invariably is multi-
insttutional? Let me aslp:you people d question: What do you want from
us?.-Wha't:s.wrong with tits way we operate2' I'm sure .there are abbuE
10;000 things: You must talkabout them when we are not in.the room.,

. .

Question: Frequently scientists are asiced to explain very complex
stories in 15 secona: In the-news industry, is there glAtmqvement
toward doing fewer stories on the evening"news programs?

Baze14: No.' The evening.news programs'are a headline service that gives
the day's news. However, there is.a movement ,toward doing longer pieces
NBC does something called "special segments" as'part of the nightly-news.Thede are much longer than normal, although they'reStill not long. the
other two networks are d6ing the same thing. Also, I do a regular thing
on the "Today" show every week,that.is just about science, and. it's morerelaxed. it's still not as long as I'd like it to be, but the time is

,very valuable. And five minutes on science is a lot for '"Today." I don't'
maintain that if something is.important it can't be condensed. If it's
s complicated that it can't be explAined in a-few'sentences, then it's,
not important and it's not news.

Q ultion: I think that's the media reaction but I don't think many people
14.

believe that.

Hammond: An editor of, mine' once said that any story 'can be written' anylength. It's true that you lose something in the shorter length, but
-it's also true'that most important ideas .inscience are relatively simpleideas. And most important impacts on society are also relatively simple,
at least in an overt sense. Either people died or they didn't, or rats -.died or they didn't. We always'have the problem of"oversimplification,
even in a magazine like Science 81 where we have what We might,call theluAry of 3,00b words to deal with a topic: We get complaints from the
scientific community'that the-magazine is too superficial and that we
don't put enough s8ince in it. kBat to complain about- that is to be runrealistic. You're dealing with the way.the world is. -The.essense of '

the problem is that, in fact, being artidulate and direct is a skill0
that's useful to have when you're trying,to deal with the constraints ofnational Media.

Question: Do you at NBC. raid Hammond's material in Science 81?

Bazell: I could raid it-Only after it had been'Published in Science 81-
ana then it wouldWt matter anymore. But I haven't yet. A lot of
'material on_TV hai already been in a'newspaper or in a mag nine. -Exclu-
sivity is a very clumsy thing. Unless it's some investi ation of wrong-
doing or something that is really going tb focus nations attention ob.
the meditiM, it doesn't matter to me if 'a storylhas been r somewhereelse. Particularlywhen it's a feature article, if it's interesting, I
can do it again on TV. And teleyision is so different'from a magazine
in terms.Of how it affects people and how it's perceived that
is npL big deal to do a story that'has been in a magazine.
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Question: What'do you do to determine your stories?Can you give ut a

little idea of how much materipal'You get? : ,41

: p s .

. .

1
. .

Bazell: I have a full-time researcher whq reads all the press releases

sent to me. I ought to put in a, plug td.ggt more. Despite what I've

said about the usefulness of most press releases, only about 4percent of
the universities send me materiA1,-and I would reallylike to hear from .

everybody. I.think tAisis_rue for most science writers. But, again)

I want to hear only about tne workthat is really good., My address is

4NBC News, 30 ROCkefeller Plaza, ,NeWcYdrk, NY 10020. r gc through journalS;

I gothrough press releases: and I talk to people. There's no other way. 4
ilk...

And I read.the*newspapers. , ,

, .

>

... 'Question: Mr. Bazell, how big is yOur t vel budget? 1)D-I have to 'wait:

for my colleagues on the West Coast to proadce,worthwhaIestories before
NBC`would.come to )see usZ - -

. _.:

` .

...I

Bazell: *travel budget is unfortunately
7

g

very large. I spend all my'

time on the road.. For example, I went to Seattie'recently for one day

and for one story. That happens all the time: - _ , .
.

. .
.

, ...,./ e
. .

,
.

,Question: Do you like freelancers to come to you with'ideas or do you

want to hear from the
.

university PR office? .

/

Hammond: Both. We woOlod a written query system because otherwise the

. - phones get too busy. We are open to queries from adybodyeanyc:therer-at
any time, either-for feature articles or, for the shorter articles ii the'

back. In effect,,we commission nearly everything. Abut 40 p'erbent

arises-from ideas that come in on queries and then. we go back to those

,people. On the other hind, any time an event happens, we immepiatelYgget

20 queries on that stbject. Andif we ever do anything on,it,, then we .

get chaiges that We are stealing ideas froft.them and not going back to

them to write the stories. You havetofi
*

e a little realistic about:the

process. But About half of the time we come up with our own ideas and,

find a writer to execute )hem. Th'eother half of the time we get ideas
in, accept them or modifyrthem, and go back to the writers to have the

.4 stories done. The "Crossburrent" section in the back of the magazine

'::is explicitly designed for getting acquainted with new'writers. It's -

a looSer format both in style and subject matter, and it's a good place

to experiment.. That's the bAsic process. Try-an idea on us, send us a
couple of paragraphs that tell us what the idea is, and We'll get back ,

to.you.
.

,
.

. 5-

. :'" -',' .

Question: If you get the idea from a PR person and like it, would you

assign it to a )griterr-

Hammond: yes. "Write me a letter. Let me know about it. Or write

someone in my senidr group. Tell us what's important and why, some of ,

.
the antecedents, and who the people are: 'You can do that in a paragraph.

And we'll be glad to have aflow of that kind of mateiial. It's infor-

. mative; it's actuatTY better than a press release, from my point ofNview,

..becaute it shows that somebody,thought-about this magazine and decided
, .

J
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this dtOry oul.d be' right for 'us.... We wotild.,love t6 be al4teislto things.As I said, ,there's iloway, eiren,with2all our 8hatilnels and.AAAS: access
rptes., that ke can know afracti,on of gang on out 'there. Letus know .abotIt it. We'd be delighted to have those k,inds of ell:4 in that - .); - particular, frrna A tip in a letter ,leaVes us" completely.free "tó. do .what

"V.% we want.with it. We may ever0.;gome back to Viu and as it-you knovi'any. - )'-

..

, '

"good writers who may 'want to dO-.... . , .
l.

it-
c t .,

Questions 13,it-I you prefer gOing) to a. free-lance writer first? 4

'-- \.: . .h S
--

I 0-
Haramond:- We probably would go to a free-]1 writer.

4

. 4 ., sk:- ,
t I . - - -I.- - i

-Question:' ,What if we went to the free.,-lance,writer Hist with the idea?', te e. I . .
.

1,

0.Hammond: 0u-could also feed it to ,a ;freelancer and get- himor,her -toi
..0 -

4'le easy .
1. query us, if you want. put we have lots. of writers. s' to find, , ,

. .

'writers to.do stories. The'key ;thing is .knOwing t e is gomething there N e ,iCthativ fit" our needs ,_ particularly stories that are .c ming up. We 'd ,likei -:
. to know if ,you see 4 lot oi interesting things, develo ing in a field onto of campuses; 'tine of them is yours, and you've got key people. who are,excited..' They may have some publications poning.3.1p in six months and some`

otler key----experiments, underway. Let us kqow about it.. .That,ipsorething
we can monitor for 4 few monthS ariVjump ,in at, the right .time. ThaCkindt Am,of material rs invaluable, particularly in a magazine with thatIciSd oflead time. We don't wait for events.; we're not,t inl fact, very re6Donsivpto events, in contrast t.o televfsioxyand newspaperS, except ,when they do -.features: We are a feature Magazine, aild when you're clang color printing,you don't coo it .overnight. So' alert us if you see activity building.

. , That's the key thing. If you do that, you've done your job' because if we \want .1111) in getting the material written, or photSgraphed; we'll come 4

back to.yOut .
,

..,: . .
. . 'V 4 , 4

LOWenberg: I'm curious about how various pe'ople on the campus ,g0 _about-
, determining what's important enough to send to Al Hammond or -Bob .HaZell.
Does' anybody have any formula for that? How do you decide what to write ..-, . .about? .S.

1

Cl

'DiAnswer from the audiences You should ask three .questionsi: Who wants to
know? Why do they want to know? And ,why do ,they want to know now? IfI can 'get good answers to thoSe three questions, V11, pursue the story.I have a couple Of times pulled my name off of a press release. '. I'm

ashamed to send th6 press, releaseout by the .time the adminietrator is
_finished putting' iii the quotes or Making other changes.' Administratorswant fo.ma.ke it'more Sophisticated, meaning a little less understandable.
I find that a great problem,. I think people in media ought to be awarethat very often Skid may get a press 'release froth a news person "at auniversity, and think that person 'doesn't knowAhow to write7----I-tz'may not\ be ari.acctirate judgment. It may simply be that it was rei/kitten by an? . .' administritor. ,

...`

. .:/
. ..

. . ---.
. C

.

Comment from another member of 'the audience: If I feel a need to do so,' II" show stories' and ,rel&ses to the. investigators involved. They don' t go s 't

t

.

- .4?

f l t _:
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. t . .through the administration. If'an investigator.. deys he or she wants, the

release to he more I negotiate on 'the wordingscithat the -.

explan4tion is still inla'y language but satisfies the investigator. It

1.as to go hack and ,forth until you're both satisfied., That seems tdiwork
". in my experience. . - ,

',A

, .

.,,, Another comment from =the audience: You. ask what you as science: writers,

could do- to help us. When you visit campuses,kI know 'you don't h#ve arcV

more time than...we do, but it.woul'd really help if-l'iod could take some
time andttaik to a handful-of hastily gathered faculty members and t411

them the facts
1

of your life--haw you do business, what your ,constraints
are,'what you,expect of.them..I've spent the days at this conference

wishing about 256 people I know were here. That's one thing. I try to

getumedia people to come ty bur place,/but they don't have the time or
the interest. ,The problem I face iinaivetebn the part'of-the faculty

.

tegarding the real world of,news ,gathering and dissemination. And I try

to get. news people tecomeg.in and meet with a few faculty; oflat.least
my'boss., to explain how they do their Work,'"

.
1

-

.
..

... . .

..
, ,

-.

Bazell: It's something I would be willing to do if I had time, Which is

sometimes. It is generally better thanbeing taken on a tourof yet
another lab., That's a clod idea, and I would be bpedtdthat. But it's

. . .

never been suggested to me.

.

-

'..

.'
% , Or

Hammond; Have-you thought,of actually putting togethdr a,symposium on
.:,. how to.deal with the.media and inviting Precisely those people who com-

plain all the time? In'my experiehcealot of the peOple\in the Science o

journalism business sere as a serious national problem the arrogance or

. unwilligne'ss to communicate on ,this side - of the communiy. It is

serious in the sedge that.it wounds the scientific community As Much as -%

it does the general public.. So'most of us feeithat if you giye us a
podium we'll wait for.people toshow.up and we'll' be more open. Wesit

interested in thatprofeisionallye So I thiNc:if you hire a hall and
get an audience, it's not too hard to attract the speakers, and maybe
that's the`. way to do it.

.

Lowenberg: ;think the rear heart of the problem is this: Why isn't the

faculty .1stening tethe public inforthation officer? Why isn't-he or

she the one that can explain to them what the problems in the media are?
7-

I think we all suffer frOm this. I'm referring to the credibility of the

information person as 4e media representative on campus as ell as the
i- campus representative to the media: As I see t, the function of .the -

information p6rson is the go- between kind offtnction..`We shou'ldn't have .'

to b'ing a media person on campus to explain the problem. -We should '

have the credibility on campus to be able to explain those,problems.-

. -
Comment from, the audience: .I:d -just like- to mention thaelast year at

the 'University of Toronto I set up some workshops on how to deal with

the media°and how to be1your own reiortef. Igot a television re rteri

to come in and tell what his ,day was like, explain the step of doi g a
news show, and do some test interviews with some of the people there.

It was very good. But I got the middle management people there. I did

not get any of our.top adMinistrators. 0 I"
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..Question: Are you interested in talking with administrators?
g

Bazell: -Administrators don''t have news stories; they can have a negativg
effect in that they can stand in the way., We in media can really be.
olpokiope and often 'are. And a- lot of.times when scientists sal they
don't want to talk to us, hey 'really have a good reason, ,based on what's.
,happened. to their frfends.or to their'. ;. It's not just that these Wtight .

' scientists areconderned with keeping their secrets-and their specific
.details intact. They have good reason to be afraid ofthe'media. One
of the things asipublic information officers is to be selective,
because Some scientists.ar4 not ,as good'as others in dealing with the
Media. , 4

.

Commedt from theaudience: I've foundfrom my 'own experience that at the
endof an,interview the scientist is most likely to giveme suggestions.

1
about Other people to talk to. If.I';ee the scientist in the hall or at
a partyli.I often get a blank response to questions of what's going'on.
Ahd at tbeend of an intdrview, it's different. It maybe that the.
scienti;eis then in a frame of mind to think about things from that

'. point of view= -from the standpoint of a news story--and it-make him or
her bettel'sable to think of what else is going onin the department. And
Iiyjust coo 'from one story to .another like that. Many of".the things that
41-ireferred to are things I would"have found oft in other ways, for
exaMple, from the name of the, grant. But OcaSsionally6I run across sqme- ' .

thing that I would not have recognized as a possible story-kromthe names
.

of the grants, if the names are very technical, Anil yet these are'thiNgs
that I don't learn about inmore socAl situations.

.

.

' " A'. . .
hammond: Ong of the reasons I thought it appropriate for the ,AAAS to,.
start a popular science magazine was that Lhopedit would legitimize to
the acadeMic community a bitmore the idea'bf popular science.. And in ,

fact, I.think we operate like any othermagazind orlany.other-newsxorga-.
nization. But nonetheless, the academic.commdnity may view us as c,

.. ,

different, since the magazine is published by the AAAS. The scientists . ,

may feel we have to resoecscientisis and deal properly with them. And
we try to do that. The experiences are sometimes negative. We just had t

a story that we held for thrpe or four months at.the plea of the investi-
gator. Even though we obtained'the sto rY independently, he wanted us to

I
wait unto -1 his work was accepted by The New England Journalof Medicine.,
Then-he-promised that we would have prior access. Wherit'came down to
it, he couldn't.deliver the prior access, so the story ran after it had
run other places. Basically, we felt burned.: .But we are in principle
willing tb beocooperative- And because we are published in effect by
thesCientific community, there are no fofmal constraints except an -.

iMplieit, one to.,behave in a 'responsible manner. If that's a usefdi ploy
to get peopleto open up or to cooperate, we're delighted. .I ,p,, t , ,--

Question: Getting back to the credibility,.1 don't know if I'm extreMely.
lucky in having a, wonderful University to workriOr;butlt don't have any.
problems. I suspect it's becaps61/41 ?as the science writer for the local
newspaper for,nlneyears and peopf4 know me and, I hope, respect me. I

.. '1 .

ti
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wonder if public irformation officers who were in the news media find
. .

their 'Jobe `easier 'because oethat?, .- ..

-

CoMment from the-audien6e: I find the Apposite. My background is in

biotlogY and th#t gives credibility with the scientists. If-I had s

1

media background they''Would treat me just the sarci as everybody 610.
4 e. .

. .. .

- Comment from the audieAge:.!'One of the things-we've done at the'University
of Massachusetts toeatiablish. some credibility is'-co,publish our own maga-

zine, Reports on Research. Over a period of five years essentially one
. of the steps we've#taken to:gain credibility with the faculty is tt, see

not only, sCi'entifio'material is reported, but tha't it's reported with

. "a certain amount of depth and sphistication. And as a result, if wet'

--could only sit,in the office, the scientists,Would come to ds. , .., .

. .

Hammond: I'd.iike to put in a-plug for these university magazines and
the national lab magazines, which I think are a veiy sophisticated,forre
of4PR. 1-think they're also valuable because they do train' writers. ,

It's very hard to break in as a beginning writer, andothat's a very Dice
` plice to'show that,y9i can write. We like to 'see thoSe maga;ines;'we

look at Ahem verycarefUlly, not only because there are-some good storieg
. .there that we can jump on or dd versions of, but because we're als'o,looking

si* Wif writers. .are always wlookirig for writers. I think those kinds of

. publications tend to serve their institutions well But they also serve

n other publics, and Im'one of them.
. . 4,

, ,.fr ,. :, . .._
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I /TIES AND INFORMATION ABOUT RESEARCH: THE NEW AGENDA
., ,. i

i

..., : George 4pllee . ° .4

Assistant to 'the:President, ....

University of Maryland ,

.

'When you think about it, t -.Situation is pecu ler.

Excluding military and applied industrial researchinhe overwhelming.por-
tion of America's research is being done at our ma= sir universities' and
bestscorre"ges. To put it anether way, in the three decades wince the end
of4W6erld War II, AMerica's universities have dramatically- increased their
emphasii on generating new knowledge and.inFormation and now ponstitute
a network of research institutes that are indispensahle to this nation's
leading position in medicine, science, technology, agriculture, compbter
science, and social. studies.; q Indeed, this network is now the critical
factor in the country's progrers.rAs Peter Drucker wrote in his Age of
Discontinuity, 'Knowledge, during the last few deCades, has become the
central capital, the cdst center, the crucial resource of. the economy."

But these same colleges and universities, with only a few exceptions,
.still use a strategy of communicating with'th'e public anecommunications
vehicles. that derive from the 1950s, Or even the 1930s. Thati.is, the role
of research universities in our society has changed radically, but univer-
isity methods of public communication have changed-very'little.

The tructure of communicating research from our campuses is fairly well
kno . By tradition, it has three'prongs.

For reaching,other scholars, the professots write in their discipline's
learned And semi-'scholarly journaXs. For alumni, friends, and opinion
makers, the campus publishes an'alumni or college magdziner newsletter,
or newspaper. And for the general public; campus public relatiohs
officerS turn, out news releases and features for' the papers and news -.
magazines, and they try to influence reporters and editors of The Los
Angeles Times, The Houston Chronicle; or The Toledo Blade, and Fortune,
Newsweek, or Sciehce 81 to do astory about the best work at their
ingtitutions.,

This-three-Pron-ged-S-ttlictute is obviousl a bit simple. The more enter -,
prising campuseS also send out radio spot and try to entice televiSion
inews people 16 the university. SeVeral such. as Betkeley,

_,-_Brown,,,:*hn6 Hopkins, Harvard, ana Princeton, have.gplendid university
magaziries that report on research as well as new deans and programs,
sports, and successful graduates.

Several other universities, such as Georgia, andiana, Michigan, Oh.o
State, Rutgers, and 'the University of California at SartuFrancisco, have
recent* b un magazines devoted largely to reporting research, and
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most are well - written despite theiroften ilerry public relations tone.
There is editor John Mattill's excellent Technology Review, a semi-
popular magazine that MIT sells. on newsst:pdsiDr. Timothy Johnson's
informative Harvard,MedicalSchool Health Letter, and editor William

. Kell's pew magazine, Research, for.the Upiversity of Minnesota. For 0

three years I edited a researc quarterly fox the State UniVersity of New
York called Search, which trie to break pew ground by.relating in-house
research in many academic fie ds with the state of knowledge nationally.

In the past five yeait or so, 'there has been an extraordinary takeoff
at tome of our best universities in trying to reach out td the public,
re trend that has paralleled the outburst of new commercial magaziries,

'---covering science, technology, and social science.

Ott on-the whole, uni versitieschave n9ityet developed their own,communi-
catiOns vehicles for the pUblic, like"Anientific American, The Public

.Interest, the Wilson Quarterly, and great Britain's The New Scientist.
A few campuses have their, Kenyon Review or Virginia Quarterly for litera-
turd-and ()Pinion, and there is the famous Harvard Business Review. But
few hay.e similar publications for science, technology, Medicine, or
social science research as yet. We make almoSt nc films for the schools,
other cplleges, television, or the commercial market. There are few
records or tapes that-we issue like books from our university presses
or elsewhere on our campuses.

For-the most part, higher educ tion has tended to stick with our sacred
trinity: the learried journal -k, the Magazines or newsletters, and the
public relations entrepreneurs'pleading with and pushing among the
commercial mass media forspace and attention. This is despite'the .

.enormous growth,..qUentity, quality, and importance of university research
since the late 1950s.

Soye have this sVuation. Universities have changed. The pace of .
research has changed. The educational level of the public has changed.
The pface of science, technology, and social science in our lives has
changed. The interplay between campus research and butiness has changed.,
(Think of the recent, intrirferon phenomenon.) And the technology of
communication.has,expl A. But-the structure of communicating
sity research remains pretty much what it was in the late 1950s.

There are 'many reasons for his. You could probably name a half7dozen--
'from kost universities' astonishing neglet of the public that supports
'Ahem and the difficulty of the language of research, to the fact that
good science writers and editors are as tragically scarce as black
mathematiciansand our inability to get out of the creativity box. :

You all know the standard little test on creativity quizzes, where the -

problem can be solved only by going outside the selfimposed limits of
looking at the problem. Well,.most,of is tend to continue blaming the
Media for not _covering...science, research, and hard education news
adequately, which they don't; or we struggle to do a few more news
releases or devote a few more pages in the alumni magazine each year to
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. research. Bat we seldom/ if ever, sit down to design a, fresh strategy
4 for communicating research to our new .oublics, using the amaiing...new tech7

neology available.

ti

think the time is at hand fo'r .% leap out
suspect the need for r)better communications
sity. And as a writer-scholar, I,am fully
that should be used sparingly.

of the traditional box. I

is approaching crisis inten--
aware that :'crisis" is a'word

.I believe this is so for a number of reasons. I'd likesto 'describe just.
three of them briefly. I have chosen these three partly because they may
not.be among the usual ones people think of.

The first reason is thae'Americana now.have a deep ambivalence toward
science and technology and indeed all research. And this.ambivalenCe
,is potentially disruptive,to universities.

4

We are both fascinated by and fearful of scientific research. Once we
were convinced that science] discovery,nd technology held a marvelous
future for us. The 1939 World Fair in New York nicellA,revealed that
.confidence. In the 1960s we, were persuaded instead that science and
technology we life- destroying rathgethan life-enhancing r Now we are
profoundly ambivalent.

.r

We are comforted, say, by pharmacology's ability to relieve tile night-
,

mares of mental illness by various drugs thdt manipulate, the brain and
nervous system; but'we are almost equallPafraid of that kind of neuro-
biolOgical research, even though it is one of the most exe,,ting new
,fields in science. We 'are,aghast when scholars like Arthar Jefisen and
Edwin.O. Wilson begin poking around in hupan genetics; yet in the core
of our:brains we knothat genes make'a difference in breeding Our dogs
and horses and that human beings are a product of Darwinian evolution
like:all other forms of life on earth. '

.
I believe this mood, this deep ambivalence and uneasiness, affec ur
universities and their suppOrt, especially the funding cor resear
"The U:S. Congress especially is full of wavering and equivocation. The
ambivalence certainly affects academ freedom,.as Harvard and others
disCovered in the recombinant DNA 6ontroversy a few..years ago.

t
I

Perhaps ambivalence is proper and inevitable here. Rut surely some
alleviation of the 'growing emotionalism surrounding science, technology,
medicine; and social science Can be gained by helping people have a
better, clearer understanding of. who scientists *eally are, why some e
professors delve so fiercely, how researchers work, what place a piece
of research copies in our knowledge of certain areas, and wha/ it could

.mean for us both` positively and negatively.

Unless we communicate better, thebcontinuity of support, which is so
important.for research results, could,be disrupted bf the widening
oscillations of.the public.and its nervous legislators.

.191
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Second, there is the disjunction between the
7
needs of our society and what

is happening in American-educiation. .

.
.

.

1

0. / . F 0.

On the one hand, we can document the growing importance of basic research, '.

applied research, andocialresearch. Whether you examine how.;We travel,

what we eat, how manufacturing is done, the ways we communicate or pkbcess

words .and, images, the methods of-treating cancer, Or how a' company tests

a product and advertises it, you will find a growingPuse of electronics,
biochemical science, astrophysical research, and the latett-findings of
sociologY,.eciponomics, and psychology. . .

',
,

1 . . -
,4

.

There is growing talk,of.areindustrializaion," the need to retool our
research and development capabilities and*gur industrial economy to
meet the strong economic challenges of the Japanese, Germans, and other
nations--in everything from automotive engineering to semiconauctors.`, °

We look to'research to help us out of*theyery serious problems of our.
rapidly dwindling supplies of petroleum and natural gas, which currently '..

supply 75 percentof oup energy,. through such miracles as solar energy,
nuclear fusion, or hydrogen energy.

, .
.

Y4t on the other hand, the nation borders on scientific and technological' ,

illiteracy. How many people know how electricity is made or can explain.
how their automobile engines work? The SAT scores in mattematics and' .

science keep dropping slightly every year. According to he 1978 National
Assessment-of Educational Progreps study, the1979 National Research .

Council study, and President Carter's study, ,'Science and Engineering
Educetion for the 1980st" these has been an alarming drop in high school
instruction and learning in science and mathematics in the past decade.-
The number of scud.entstaking science courses has decreased from 18
percent in 1968 to a mere 10 percent in1978.$ Two-thiris of the school .;

'districts require only one year Of.science for high school graduation;._
and there is pitifully little science taught in most elementary schools...
Nearly 55 percent of alllhigh,school graduates never gq beyond 10X11 grade
biology: Half the high schools in America no longer even teach physics.
Only 7 percerit of all college -bound students take advanced math or
calculus, In 1979 'alone' the National,Science Teachers Association lost
nearly 1,000 of its 10,000 members::

At the College level,_enallments in \science courses are decreasing, and-
until.last year the number of engineering students was declining, '/n A

977, 43 percent of all Ph.D.'s in engineering went to foreign students.
There_is an acute shortage of computer scientists, especially in software

---

engineering. Federal support for graduate study in science,and technology :

has declined to one - fourth of what it Was 15 years ago. Saddest of all,
black students are extrethellprare,in the,physical and life sciences,
Ingineefing, agriculture, computer science's,- mathematics-, and increasingly

scarce in the professions of medicine., dentistry, and architecture, and
it advanced research, except for a few.fields like history, sociology, .

or edurfition.

I think it is evident that. our complex, scientific society, and our educe-

tional system are out of harmony. While our culture depends more and more
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upon-research and advanced technology, growing numbers of our young
-people, beneath the ttip.3 or 4 percent, are remaihinj dangerously ignorant
of science, mathematics, and technology. And science is the most Xciting
intelleCtual adventure of theOth century.

ile the - Germans, Japanese, and Soviets are increasing the depth and .
ri9or of theiS schooling in science, Mathematics, engineering, economics,
and,foreign languages, our newspapers currently devote more space to
astroloa, according 'to one study, than to all their science and medical,.
mews combined. We are.experiencing a huge'revival of mysticism and cults
and witnessing the spectacle of a new wave of nuclear protestors, many of
whom could not tell you what radiation is, what levelg are.dangerous, or
exactly what would be radiated across the land if there were a nuclear
power plang leak; ,

Surelythe best colleges and universities, which are at the center of this
coUntry'sPreSearch, have-Some respcnsibility tb expand their commications
about research and scholarship, to counter the growing trend to pseudo- .

science and superstition, from biorhythms to the Bermuda Triangle, a4to
help bring education more in-line with the basic information needs of our
advanced society.

There is a'third and more insidioup reason that universities should invent
'new strategies and vehicles for communicating their research. We have
growing evidence that research and scholarship itself are being retarded
by the -,lack of adequate exchanges of research news. That is, the pro-
dubtivity and creativity of our research facul is being hurt by the
preseht pattern cf communications. Let me Bain what I mean.

.Much of the success of Ameriban-zedicine, science, and research has
derived from increased specializaii6h-a competition. 'We have gone
_deeper and deeper into smaller and smaller a That success has been
enormous, as the latest batch of Nobel Prizes s. But the conse-.

, .

quence of this still intensifying s ecialization has been. at the disci-
, 1clines have Itibmed,AParther apart' fro one another.

40.
voL.

It is rare for a sch4lar today to read outside his or her owp specialty.
The American universities are becOminc increasingly fragmented. While
the accomplishments of research have become more impressive, the break-

, down of communication between researchers, and between researchers and
the public, has become more ominous.

Rogers Hollingsworth of the University of Wisconsin spelled out some of
thezresaiS'of increased specialization- and the collapse of communica-

..f." ,
.tions in a remarkable paper he delivered at the University of Maryland.
Leaning on his paper,Id like to point to five of these results.

One is that the integrating mechailism of theory is being strained to the
breaking point. Knowledge grows, but fewer and fewer persons are able

-' \ to, or encouraged to, put the pieces together, Theory, which is such a
`, powerful tool for research and often drives experiments, iPdisintegrating.
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Whole fields are in theoretical disarray.' If you want a juicy sample
of this, read the special 1980 issue of The Public Interest devoted to
"The Crisis in Economic Theory." In medicine, doctors in one specialty
are having increasing difficulty communicating with their colleagues at
the same medical school. .

Second, the consequences for teaching at the 'universitiet are'serious.

Curriculums today resemble patchwork quiltsrather than well-conceived,
student-oriented introductions to scholarship. Liberal education is
falling apart, and students more and more search for meaning frOin
itinerant maharishis, professional radicals, drugs, or exciting personal
experiences. 1

Third, funding for research becomes more precarious because researchers
write hostly for the other specialized researchers in their field and
speak less and less to the public, the media,,or government agencies and
legislators. tThe relevance of some research becomes more and more remote,

ia

and 'the Senator Proxmires have a field day tOitting the specialist . The
financial support of research becomes more and more a matter, exc t to
the small circle of peer reviewers, of blind faith rather than a.r ,soned 1

selection of priorities.

Fourth, the soCial utility of research tends to diminish. Perhaps
medicine is the chief example of a field where specialized gxpertise has
reached extraordinary heightA. But the attention to developing a health
care delivery system appropriate for our times is minimal, despite the
rocketing costs of modern medical and hospital care. Again, the
integrative mechanisms are lacking, the'theory underneath it-all-is--
threadbare, and the needs and problems of people seem-overlooked.

Most of the ill health of our time, thanks to the extraordinary success
of medical research, stems from such causes as Smoking, obesity, drug con-
sumption, crime, alcoholism, toxic chemicals, accidents, and mental
health disorders. Yet curative medicine concentrates on cancer, cardio-

,vascular, kidney, and pulmonary diseases of the elderly, which as Dr. Lewis
niomas and the late Dr. John Knowles have pointed out, may not be.sus-
ceprdble at all to cures and may represent a touching but unwise invest-
ment of scarce financial resources.

_ .

Fifth, Elad perhaps most ironically tragic, is that increasing specializa-
tion and the lack gf communication across disciplines are gradually weakening
the quality, power, and creativity 9f research. Several investigators
like Don4ld P,Az havedemdnstrated that one of the best ways to enhance
academic cretiv .tty and productivity is to bring people together from
different fields. For example, the DNA discovery was facilitated because
Jim Watson was..a biologist and Francis Crick was a physicist, and they
both met Rosi.and Franklin, who had expertise in x-ray diffraction. Lire's
problems and hature's mysteries are not organized into departments that
match our academic disciplines.

Neither specialization,nor in:Lisciplinary work is inherently superior,
It is the interplay biglween sp4cializationand interdisciplinary work
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that is most conducive to great research and indispensable for break-
throughs out of our current models'of thought and behqviorl% Geniuses
like Enrico Fermi, Albert Einstein, and Linus Pauling/have fiequently
changed their fields of special inquiry and have .constantly kept in touch
with developments in other, allied fields Ideas n ,ded to be jostled and
seen from fresh perspectives to take a new turn. And experimental work
to be most fruitful needs pollen from flowerS elsewhere. Hybrid vigor
applies not only to plants. 'Communication across the disciplines is
vital.

//

* *

I have_talked a great deal abou the urgent need for better comAunications
about research, both among sch ars and between researchers and the public.
I have not offered any specific ideas about how to igprove-university
communications, nor can I do so in the brief time we have today. I take
some comfort, however, because others followin4,me will address that
subject and I am sure they willlopuggest some new directions.

The
-

points I wish to submit are simply these.

Recent history and the rapid growth of science, technology, research, and
social studies in the past few decades have raced beyond our present
structure and trinity of communications--learned journals, university
magazines, and public relations with the commercial media.

We need to change Trtir attitudes about communicating with the public. We
need to invent_ new strategies and vehicles for informing people about.
out scholarship and research. Just as the nation is tryihg to improve
its "technology transfer," it should try to improve its "people transfer"
or the exchange of science, technology, and social science research -

between the universities and the American people.

Criticisms and analyses of the functioning in our present, traditional
scheme of communtdations are very useful. We need to do better what we 4
are now doing. But we also should recognize that we must move beyond
that onto new ground, developing fresh forms of delivery and harnessing
the emerging. electronic technology of communications. We in university.
life need to think more boldly and more_innovatively, ad our colleagues
in the _research labo ories are doing.,

And we 'must remember that the consequences of not improving communica-
tions about research at our universities are quite damaging- -for people,
for progress, for America, for universities, for students, and for the
researchers themselves. We simply cannot afford to go on doing what we
have in the past. t

In the October 1980 issue of The Atlandic, the novelist John Hersey has
an article with a striking sentence. He says, "Numbers have become more
powerful; words have grown weaker." Itis a trenchant observation.

We need to restore the power and beauty of words, and add to chem where
appropy_ate the gift of pictures, if we are not to be drowned in

1.95
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statistics, vast quantities of data, and,sophisticated mathematics. We

need to share more widely and describe more fully and frequently-what we
know_and are attempting to know. We need to break out of our trinity: and
use the new technologies in creative,.ways.

Matthew Arnold put it:IlIceiy in an essay in 1867:

"The great men of cultur are those who have aspassion for
diffusing, for ,making prevail, for carrying from orreend of
society to the other,.the best knowledge, the best ideas of
their time; who, labor todiVest knowledge of all that is
abstract, professional, e*clusivei to humamize it, to make it
effipient outside the clique of the cultivAed and learned."
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EADERpHIP ApD COVERAGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHN6LOGY IN NEWSPAPERS AND
INES: REPORT TO THE COUNCIL FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

RITI G* , . ry

I

San'a Siwolop

Graduate Student in Science gomtunication
Massachusetts Institute of Techriology

-

-SUMMARY
, - .

'1

1
% ,

. 1

=is there a demand for Science news within the American public? ,Iso,- ,

., is it being met by an adequate supply? itcording to research summarized
in this report: .

.. .

4 .
"'.' 1,' The American public enjoys the science news now available

... .-- ... n newspapers and would like to see more of it. A 1977 -

Newspaper.AdVertising Bureau (JAB) survey, for example,
.

showsthat science articles are considered tobe. among the
most interesting of all newspaper editorial items. In'a -

. 1975 Canadian government study, nearly half the.-respondents
felt that the Media were not prOvidini enough science

. .

information. ..1.

. I
: . ., r .

.2. A.large segment of the population is now interested. in,
Science news. ReP-ors frOm.suiirays.and informal polls
suggest that more young peop}e, women, and college -
educated readers are.'interested in sclence news today than
in previous decades.

.
...

.

- I 4
3. 'Infact, thplepublic

-

depends.on the.iedia for'much of.the
.4

A science information it needs\in daily life. A recent
survey conducted by General Mills, Inc., found that
American families rely orb, nevSpaPers and magazines, second
only to doctors. Snd-dentists, for much of their, health
information.

4.
. i -

.

While the demand or Scie3ce news appears to be incr4i2;ng,
. . .

the supply ha . ayed.,abodt the same since 1938t If any-
" thing, according to the !AB survey; the amount of science

.

,,,

'in newspapers decreaged slightly during the 19705. °

1-.

.... -..

.Conclusions about cu'ireii science readerghip and coverage must be -... ,,

regarded.as tentative, however, because available data are limited in
'escopepnd/or out-of-date,. New, comprehensive infomation is needed to :-
assist science writers, editors, -and poMicymakers\in improving public .

understanding

of scienct. . .

. N
.

*This report was'Made possible by a giant from the Council for the
Advancement of Science Writing,.Inc. It vas completed in-April, 1980.

1

Reprinted' by permission'of CASW.
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WHAT. IS /WE DEMAND ZOR SCIENCE NEWS?

The public reads sdience.news, wants more science news, and

depends on getting its science information from the media.

Since the 1950e, surveyd have consistently indicated-that the public is

interested in, reading about science; and would like to read more.. In a

national survey conducted in 1957 and 1958 by the Survey Research Center'

(SRC) for the National Association of Science Writers, two-fifthsof the
: 1,919 adult tespondents wanted newspapers to print more Medical news,

and a quarte wanted more non - medical science news. Twolthirds were

willing tcrhave other news cut in order to proVide more space forscienge,
0P and medical stories.1,2

A,1971 .urvey of 1,714 Americans by the Newspaper Advertising Bureau (NAB)
suggests that reader interest in'science news is still high. Science .

articles. ere considered to .be among the most interesting of all news-.
paper.editorial items. -survey respondents rated 24 percent of all

ediforidiiitems and 32 percent of articles on science and technolOgy
)'very interesting." -Science'news had relatively strong appeal to infre-

-.---quent-readers,-is- well as to frequent readers.3 .
v

The,'OkB-survey also showed a possible increase in sophistication among

media consumers' news choices. .Suchitems as' advice columns and comics,

which had been favored in a 1971 NAWSurirey,.disakoeared frOM the t.'p of .

the itpi; by 1977, while science-related articles on energy, public health,

and the environment rose to occum, very high positions among the content

categories. most'likel4 tote rated"veryinteresting.", Furthermore, when

survey representitivevmere asked to which subjects they would assign '

more space if they were. newspaper editors, environment and:health news

items were among the most frequently mentioned. (The categoxr"of "science"

was not among the choices Offered.) Young adults under 30 ranked "consumer

news" first, followed by "the environment" and "health4ftutrition,' The
over-;30 gimp placed "best food'buys"first, "health/nutrition"\-second,

and "the environment" sixth (behind human interest stories, editorials,

-anA.conOhmer.news). Both.groUps allOtted relatively little space to

categoiteS-dealing with. "mysterimie/psychic predictions" and "astrology/

horosCope."4 A

Am
.

,

A survey conducted:by the'Gannett Company.in 1975 also found high reader

interest in science. R ders were asked to rank .37 categories of news on

a scale Of one to,fivee::w h five meaning "read all the time" and one

,naning ,read never:" .Two categories> "healtkand science" and "space
exploration" both ranked very, high in the reership pategory, with a

ranking of. 3.5 each. .('Categories that ranked first, "World events" and

"natural disasiers/tragedies4-had 'a scord'of 4.1 each.)5

Among magazines., a few lisheis indidate that they have conduCted /

extensive-in-house ma ing research but the results are usually not

,available to the,, public. 'Wbatever the evidence,jt seems sugicient to

have encouraged investment in a new array Of popular magazines such as

Science:80, Geo, pd Omni.
.

1

a.
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Accorc%ing to a spokesman for the marketing division at Time, Inc.. cover.
- stories on science are usually among the'year's five or 10 best-sellers,

r In'1979, a Time cover story on the evolution of early min was at the top
of the-list, while an Einstein cover was also an instant best-seller.F.

. Time covers that'have science-tagged feature flaps are also popular,' es- '
. /

pecially in areas such as- astronomy land medicine.7 Time, Inc. is-plin- 6

ning a new monthly magazine, Discover, based "largely on the evidences
...

of success of the Time science section."8
,

.
.

Canadians
. .

.

When 2,000' Canadians were questioned in a 1975 survey sponsored bythe :la
'Canadian Miniitry Qf State, 'Science and.TecpnolOgy, four out.of'five of
the most popular news topic 'Preferences were science-related: education.) ..--

.----medicineand health; pollution,,ecology and the environment; and-st-Zaal i

issues such as overpOpulation, 'urban planning, and child development.
Only focal news or local'events outranked these-lour. Among magazine
aAicles,.close tofoueout of five acters found science topics both

f
.-..-: _

r.,..interesting and enjoyable r , .

. . '.1 ,
t'''

.More than three-quarters of the Canadians surveyed wanted to keep abreast .

0 of science news: Ye' 54 percent of these people felt that not epough
- science news was being made public, anti 43 percentfeltsthat the media

...,,
(.sere not providing sufficient science coverage. Half0of those interested
in science expected.theirkt doience infOrmation to come frsm newspapers,T
while'srighty more expected it from television and magazines. The
authors of the reportestimate 'that only one-quarter of the Canadian

aridience feels it receives adequate science information.10
.

-10
Major scientific events appear to-increase the demand lor 'science news
The second Survey Research, Center Mikc) survey in 1958,, a month after the
launchipg- of Sputnik; found that 9 percent more responpents read alf or
somestiencenews thaffhad seven months earlier. The greatest increases
,in eXpoi4re to science information occurred among women and the less )

educatedr-the groliDsleast exposed to.qcience informationin the 1957 % ,,
.

,surveys.11
.

.-
.

.. . 4-.

Evidence also suggests that thepublic.:i depends onthe media for the ,
!--;

science information it needs in-daily life. A recent study conducted by
General' Wills assessea cOmmon.sourCes of health information amohg.1,254
Americanfamilies.) Doc -tors and dentists were found to be the most common. ..

,

source of'hekth:information, followed by:television programs, newt
stbries, health columns in popular magazines and newspapers, and health
and physical fitness magazines.12 '

4. %

4
1', V,

!

:)AmeriCans'may be more dependent on the media for their science informa-
tion thak,ther realite. In a 1957 survey cohducfed.by Stanford Univer-.
sitY,:flieople were asked where they would go, and where.they did gb, for .

information on cancer,"-*child-rearin, and menta

f)

health. Nearly 90 per- .

,-- cent claimed that they 'would consult -,pofessio al expert f4 informa-
' ticmon these three topics, but.orily 10 percent had actually done so. .,%

Similarly, roughly one-third claimed that they Would consult libra?ies

v for information, but fewer than 1 percent ha.41 actually d ne so. On the 0

other harid,.many more respondents had consulted both fri nd and the
1
mass

media for information than hadanticipated.doing so.13' 4 ,

"
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The dement for science news 'varies according to,the reader's
A

level of"education, incOmelifestylee, sex,,anderegjonof
the countrw.'. tenerally, consumers of sciencedpfOrmation ,tend, ,

to hive more education than averageohi4her incomes, and more'
,positive attitudes toward science and technology.

At the time-4f th' Survey Research Center surveys in the,1950s, the
typical science news reader as likely to be male, young or middle-aged,-
well-gducated, and in the higher income bracket§. He also tended to live
in West or Midwest metropolitan suburbs, and tehave takedsciencg courses
in high school or'c011ege. .Men in the surveys named the print media
more often as a prim4y source. of science information, while women named
radio and' television. Respondents within. the 25-64 age group usually.'

mentioned the print media as a primary source of' science news, whereas
the youngest and oldest respondents weremore likely to name the broad-
cast media.14'

. .

4'
,

ite No: re ent, comprehensive information about science news consumers is
Availab e, although the 1977 survey by theNewspaper Advertising Bureau
shows a possible shift in science readership to-AoyoungEa',segment of the
population% According to the survey, young. adults (18-25 years) were
more likely (37 =percent) than order adults*(45-plus years) to rate science
articiesin newspawes a's Rvery interesting" (31 percerit):15 In informal
telephone conversations, science magaZine,editors speOulata4 that t6ir
audigno.included more young,people, more women, and more college
educated readers than in previous decades. According to the executive

*.editoPok the new magazine, Science 80,` published by the American
40 AssOciation for the Advancement of Science) the average reader of the

magazine is about 35 years old, with an income'beti4eim $26;000 and
$28,000; 88 percent are college-educated,:And 44 percent have some sort
of post-)college education.16 .. .

Readers of science pews also tendto beipeofle with relatively positive
attitudes toward science. Among respondents in the 1957 SRC study, those
who read the most science news afso had the mpst favorable views of

. science. Nine out of 10 who _read all thesclence items in their news-
papers agreed that "ail thiings science had unquestionably

Made the world better. Among those skipped science new items, only
73percent thought that this Was true,, andlpg those who read no papeis
regularly, only 64 percent agreed 17. Y . .

'4 I , . - .

At the time of the SRC survey, theepublic in, general had positive atti-'-

..
.
tudes toward sOence..,Subsequent.surveys indicate prily, a moderate ge.
In poIld taken for the science Indicators reports published blf the ,
National SCience Foundation, for example, scientists were desaribed'in.
favorable terms by 96 percent of survey respondents in 1972, 89'percehp

in 1974, and 81 percent-in 1976.18. Simitarly,,045ercent of California
Sample ofpeople surveyed in,19/.2 believed that the net effect of. .

f technology was to make life better rather than woi-se.19, Last year{ 'a

national poll taken fon Union Carbiie foun' that,60 percent of 'the 1.,500

I1
4
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Americans surveyed believe that science and technology do more good than
harm, 28 percent responded "about the same," and only 5 percent said they

more harm than good.20 And among young neopleithe National Assissment
of ucational Progress found in 1976-1977 that 58 percent of the 13-year-
olds (compared tp g5 percent of your adults) feel that science eventually
will solN're some of the nation's problehs.21

There is,"howeyer, some Ambivalence in public attitudes toward science.
On questions of confidence in social institutions in a 1973 study, science \
and technology eceived the highest,nuMber of "donJ.t knows." A substantial
minority of respondentS felt that "the degree of c -trol which- society .

has over technology should be increased."22 Other research suggests, that
.-the public may be dkawing a distinction between "s ience" and "technology"

1

in which scientificipsearch is seen for the most part as necetsary and
'beneficial, but the 'passible hazardous lises of this research are seen
as a problem.23 Fluctuations in attitudes toward science, in, response
to social changes and events such as the accident at Three Mile Island,
have not been studied. '4T' ,

To some extent, exposure to science ews may lessen public hostility
toward cscience. An intense:media campaign on the subject of, mental
retardation in a small Wisconsin `community in die 1960s led to large
gain's in information abdut retardation. and fostered positive'.
aeitudesloward 'the subject among community residents.24 In"two sets
of\tests adminiitered to students in 1970 and 1971, the reading of
materials on Varied scientific topics also Asulted in more positive

-,..attitudes toward the areas of science.25''

to
/In 1979, a national survey of public attitu es toward sole.. e was con-

ducted for the Science Indicators Unit of e National Science FOundation.
The,guestionnairewasdevelped by the National Qpiaion. Research Center,
University of Chicago, and administered,hy the Institute.for Surve-4.
Research, Temle University. Based on a n tional probability sample of.",
1,635 adult Americans, the survey measures atterns of.media use "as well
'as.attitudes, and seeks to identify an "attentive publieofor science.
A repert analyzing the main reedits wild be available in late 1980, as
will the data base for those who wish tWeconduct further analysis.26

0

WHO IS PUBLISHING SCIENCE NEWS?
0

The demand for science news seems to be increasing, yetthe
. Sgpply,of science news has stayed the same.

In studies o'f29newepapers in 1938, anq 130 newspapers in the period
from 1939 to 1950, only about 1 percent of the non-advertising space was
devoted to science news:27 If anything, the actual percentage of space
given to science and invention news has declieed; according toNewspaper
Advertising Bureau results, space decreased, from 1.0 percent in 1971 to
0.7 percent in 1977. Space devoted to environment and public health/
welfare increased, but the articles did not generally have significant
science contl.tt.28

201 ,
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It is not clear whether the number of newspaper writers assigned to
science is increasing or decreasing. The 1977 NIO report indicated

that 11 percent. of daily newspapers had science leditors.,29 and recommended

. that "science and its impact is a subject that deserves a greater share
of newspaper resources and gpace."30 Telephone calls to a few of the
nation's largest newspapers suggest that, althougtl,newspapers are not "

i %necessarily increasingtheir number of science writers per se, some have
. .

increased the number of writers that specialize ir\ a broad range of '..

science- related topics. The Los Angeles Times, for example, increased
.

(.its science writing staff between 1969 and 1980 from two writers (one
medical writer-and one science writer) .to a presents total of seven
writers (two science writprg,itwo medical writgEv and writers specializing
ill energy, air and water pollution, the envifonment and human behayior).31

4,
1

ry In magazines, the most striking trend recently has been the introduction
of.n6; magazines.thA popularize science, such as'Omni, Geo, Science 80,

t Next, a reformated Science Digest, 4nd Discoyer.32 Newsweek haSannow :ed
that i

!t willstest market a bimonthly, Newsweek'Fcus, the first issue of
which will treat "Mysteries of the Cosmos."33

. '

Conclusions about,both readership and coverage'of science in newspapers.
4..and,l'agaTinesmustbe regarded as highly tentative, however, becai.se the.. .

available data are limited in scope and tend to be out -of -date. Clearly,

anew, comprehensive study 1.s needed to guide science w4 tears, editors,

and policymakers in improving public undeKstanding of science. .

'
,

\
.
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SOUNDING BOARD

GENE CLONING 3Y
PRESS CONFERENCE

FOR years many scientists have maintained-apt sci-
ence journalists are frequentlyinaccurate, that they

.oversimplify, and that in their rush forldeadlines and
headlines they fail to wait for completion of the order--
ly processes Of scientific review and Ptiblication

In recent months, however, we have begun to wit-
ness a reversal unheard of in the annals of scientific
communication: the phenomerions,Tentists pub-
lishing research data by:press conferences

is not entirely clear what is causing this depar-
ture from the established porms; however, there is evi-
dence that competition And the increasing involve-
ment of academic scientists in the field of commercial
application may be part of the problem. Free inquiry
and the pressures of competition associated with the
application of technology are not necessarily compat-
ible.

It 'was Joshua Lederberg geneticist, Nobel lau-
reate, and now nresident of Rockefeller University
who anticipated this conflict in a Ietler to Sen
Gay!ord Nelson (D-Wig.): "The possibility of profit

especially wheriother funding is so tight will be
&distorting influence on open communication and on
the pursuit of basic scholarship," Lederberg wrote,
addirig that most university people disagreed with his
vied's.'

The dbficulties that prompted Lederberg's w arning
are clearly demonstrated by recent events involving
the reporting of scientific progress in the field of re-
combinant DNA research. The method of disclosure
was not throtgh the accepted channels of scientific
cor9inunication, but by press conference in which un-
published data were presented by -Scientists and ac-
cepted by the press as valid.

In some instances the academic researchers were
individually associated with private companies whose
stock gained many points after the public announce-
ments. I see nothing wrctng with the scientists' associ-
ations or with the stock market. Pecuniary rewards
are' an important element in our economic systern,by
which capital risks are taken and inventions reach the
marketplace to serve the public. But is'the press con-
ference the proper avenue for publishing scientific re-
sults? And should science reporters give them un-
qualified cqverage?

As a science writer in an academic institution, I
have felt bound by the tradition of announcing scien-
tific "breakthroughs" in the lay press only after the
work has been published in refereed journals or pre-
sented at scientific conferences. Even then I do not
always take the author's word about the importance
of the work since investigators are likely to be either
aggrandizing or self-effacing. I send my manuscripts
to key people, 'whose scientific and medical judgment
I respect, for their opinions.

I therefore became concerned when the morning

papers of September 7, 1978 announced that scien-
tists at the. City of Hope National Medical Center in
Los Angeles, ancGenentech, Inc., a small research
company in San Francisco; had produced "human in-
sulin" using reetmlbinant 'DNA--tec-tiques.z-
----M-y-reaction had nothing to do with the feat itself.
The werk was The logical extension of the exciting ge-
netic discoveries of the past 20 years, and welcome
news. My concern was related to the announcement,
which had been made at a press conference without
the benefit of prior scientific ptiblication.

It was an unusual method of presenting scientific
data. Nevertheless, the story became front-page news
everywhere, and was greeted with enthusiasm in both
houses of Congress.' Rep. Paul Rogers (D-Fla.), now
retired, though cautioning the nation's diabetics that
it would be.years before the process was commercial-
ized, called the achievement "one further example of
the piopeering research typical of American science."
And Sen. Richard Schweiker (R-Pa.) proudly ah:
nounced that the National Institutes of Health had
shared the research costs.

Buried in the news accounts was a clue to the sig-
nificance of this news event. Eli Lilly and Company
had entered into an agreement with Genentech for
eventual commercial application.

Was the insulin story a science "breakthrough" or a
business story? Some scientists in the field concede
that it was only a step. For one thing, the production
of rat insulin had been reported by Harvard scientists
a month earlier.' "While perhaps not as glamorous as
human insulin, one could have written the same story
about any number of cloning experiments at the
time," a scientist said to me.

Yet journalists reported it as a "breakthrough,"
failing to ask critical questions that would have helped
place the work_in perspective. Only Judy Ismach of
Medical World News got in touch with Dr. William
Gartland, director.of recombinant DNA activities at
the National Institutes of Health.

Gartland told Ismach, "It would have been nice if
they had demonstrated biological activity." S To
claim that one has produced human insulin requires
that the gene product must carry out the same func-
tions as it would naturally.

Three 'months after the City of Hope-Genentech
announcement, the insulin work appeared in a sci-
entific report.' On the basis of the published data,
the insulin was not shown to be functioning biologi-
cally.

Less widely noticed, however, was a report of the
production of a biologically active mammalian gene
product in bacteria, published in Nature' by Stanford
scientists Stanley Cohen, Robert Schimke, and their
colleagues. In heir experiments, which had been
completed and submitted for publication before the
City of Hope announcement and had appeared in
print several months before the insulin work was pub-
lished, the Stanford group did not clone a hormone
but the enzyme dihydrofolate reductase jDHFR)

,Reprinted by permission of The New England Journal of Medicine 302 : -
743 -746 (March 27) , 1980.
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The paper showed that immunologic reactivity is not
sufficient evidence that a biologically functioning
product has been produced, as immunologists have
long recognized After pointing out that this was the
first reported instance in which bacteria were shown
able to "synthesize biologically active molecules
according to instructions provided by a mammalian
biological gene," the Nature-Times News Service
commented. "Because bacterial cells can produce bio-
logically active DHFR, they should also be al.It to
produce hormones that will be therapeutically, ac-
tive."'

The Stanford News Bureau took steps to bring all
this to public attention Important work had been
completed and published in final form in an estab-
lished journal, and therefore a carefully worded news
release describing how the Cohen-Schimke group,had
demonstrated synthesis of a biologically active mam-
malian gene product in bacteria (the enzyme DHFR)
was mailed out.

A reporter later called me to say he didn't think the
story was really newsworthy.

I asked why. He said the feat had been accom-
plished pre iously by the City of Hope in making in-
sulin.

The insul n story and the way it reached the public
before it h a chance to become visible through the
normal ch+nels of scientific communication is not an
isolated example.

Last July a group at Genenteth and a competing re-
search group at the University of California in San
Francisco sent out press announcements on the same
day in an apparent attempt to be credited with the
first synthesis in bacteria of "human growth hor-
mone " In the UCSF announcement, the public in-
formation office, normally very careful about such
matters, did include a statement that the biological
activity of the hormone still needed to be tested an
important detail left out in most news reports. Sever-
al months passed before either group's work was pub-
lished in the scientific literature. In neither case,
on the basis of the published data, was the product
shown to be fun 'ioning biologically.? '° Under these
circumstances, was a public announcement before
publication really warranted?

The latest of these extraordinary media events took
place on January 16 of this year, when the European-
based company Biogen announced in Boston that its
scientists had developed clones of interferon-produc-
ing bacteria The claim was widely reported and led
to a gratifying boost in the share prices of Biogen's
major corporate stockholders.'r

At the time of the announcement the work had not
been published.

Dr Walter Gilbert, a Harvard professor and chair;
man of the scientific board of Biogen, and Dr Charles
Weissmann, a professor of molecular biology at the
University of Zurich, distributed to reporters a draft of
a paper that they said was being prepared for sub-
mission to oae Proceedings of the National Academy of Sci:

enter and that has, as of this writing, not yet been
published.

Before the briefing, a seminar in which the scien-
tists described their research apparently was held in
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. But the
journalists who were later to receive the Biogen brief-
ing were not invited, thus missing an opportunity to
hear how other scientists viewed the. work.

One scientist interested in the clinical aspects of
interferon, Dr. Thomas Nlerigan of Stanford Univer-
sity, had difficulty making an assessment. "Itisia little
ha\cd to know without seeing the data," he told the Los
Angeles Times. "Until there is published paper, the
resti(ts cannot be evaluated, especially with regard to
the cpnical significance.

"I don't know who is going to publish first" NIcri-.
gan added. "Many people are trying to copy (in bac-
terial the human gene, including researchers in Isra-
el, France, and Japan. " '=

Interferon is being studied as a potentially all-
purpose antiviral drug and as a treatment for certain
types of cancer. But it is difficult to obtain enough of
the substance by conventional methods. The excite-
ment is therefore justified becailse recombinant DNA
technology "holds gre4 promise for producing inter-
feron cheaply and in large quantities.

Why didn't the researchers choose the accepted
channels for their announcement? One speculation
was offered by Boston Globe science reporter Richard
Knox. He told me that the scientists had applied for a
patent. "They feared rumors had already begun to
circulate about the interferon work," Knctx said.

The Los Angeles Times account is more revealing.
After quoting Gilbert, who had stated that the Bio-
gen people had attacked the interferoa problem using
"a brute force" approach, the Los Angeles Times said,
"Gilbert had, in effect, declared himself a winner of
the race." The Times alluded to the/situation as "the
interferon derby. " '=

It is not my purpose here to question the claim. or
the integrity of any of the scientists engaged in. re-
combinant DNA work. Dr. Weisgmannand Dr. Gil-
bert are highly reputable, respected molecular biolo-
gists. PresumaSly, they would not be staking their
professional repuAtions on this unless,they believed
they had solid findings. What I am'concerned about is
the tr nd that is being established. In place of pub-
lished ta, open to all for examination and critical
review, now get scientific information by press con-
ference. e aErogation by scientists of the normal
processes of scientific communication does not help
science or the reporters covering it.

No matter how sincere a scientist's belief is t at he
has accompliihed a particular goal, other sc ntists
may view the data differently. Providing critical
analysis of the data from a,ri independent poi f view
is tr?'e function of referees for scientific journals, ess

conferences bypass this critical analysis. It is, of
course, tt.e journalist's job to publish facts, to call on
others to verify claims or obtain different points of
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view. But how can.other scientists offer reportersin-
formed opinions on the basis .of someone's anpub
fished data? The answer is that they'can't. The only
notable exception to the reporting of the interferon
story was JerryBishop's lucid and cautious account in
the -Wall Stretijournctk" He noted not only that prov-
.mg/interferon's value may take a long time, but-also
that the bacterium used in the experiment has enasty
habit of producing a protein that is poisonous to
humans. Hence, there may be problems in removing
the poison from the final interferon product. .

'There is still another aspect to tifis question,
although not all scientists that. I talked to think it is
important. Should scientific priority be established by
scientific publication or by press conference? The Bio-
gen announcement, as-reported in the New Tork Times,
said, "The scientists believe the research group,_was
the first to get the gene for. interferon' into bacte-
ria...." '4 But the feat had already been accomplished
by a Japanese research team and published in the P:o-
ceedings ofthe Japanese Academy in 1979.'5 In addition, I
have been told. that at least 'one othe? U.S. research
grout!, had cloned the gene coding for interferon be--
fore the -Biogen press-conference and is preparing the
data for publication.

It .seems that the field of recombinant DNA re-
search has become so extremely competitive that some
people are tempted -to take shortcuts inv announcing
their results. But their behavior does not contribute to
either good science or go;dscience reporting, and it is
incumbent on the scientific community' as well
journalist's to debate this issue widely.

There .is also the broader conflict between academ-
ic research and the pressure for quick applications
that should concern scientists as well as the public.

"It must never be forgotten," said Nobel laureate
Arthur Kornberg recently, "that technblogy rests
squarely on a foundation of science. This scientific
base is often obscured and ignored wheit refinements
in technology, heaped upon one another, make it seem

er'
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that marketirig is more important than knowledge. In
many instates merging of science and technology
either in the laboratory or, in the funding of research
can weaken both.... If this blending is not carefully
watched and seasoned to taste, it can eventually de-
stroy them." 16

News Bureau
Stanford University Medical Center
Stanford. CA 94305 SPYROS At REOPOULOS
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Science Writers at Work
.0

Attempts to single out criteria that define news 'havtbeenjoing on for
some time. But it is only Withifuecent years that invtigigators have moved
away from the, search for "universal" criteria that presumably:define news
consistently across time and .events and 'instead have intensified the ex-
amination of news-selection situation!!}. One can no longer- be satisfied
with determininglhat certain variableS niay affect what 'becomes news, in'

'-general. Theproblernarises,in'that what is elevated to "newS status' ih one
social context May be ignored in:anotherCa particular criterion may be
crucial to one coverage event but irrelevant to the next. -

The question of "what's' newt," then, requires a situation-spe fic answer.
One must look for criteria- relevant to specific -journalists in ilk
coverage areas.

. This study attempts to do just that by examining the effects of two factors
on the neWS-selection behavior of a special grew of journalists in a single
situation. It-gauges the effects of (1) newsroom production pressure's and (2)
degree of pe teraction on the news selections of science - writers at the an-
nual meain of the American Association for the Advancement-Of Science
(AAAS). he study does so by examining how these two factors affect in-
dividual journalists' dependence on AAAS for news selection guidance:

That "guidance'', comes in the 'form of 'press conferences, One of the
largest scientific meetings in 'the country, the AAAS appal meeting 'at-
tracts from 300 to 600 science journalists every year:A main goal of AAAS
is "to increase public understanding and appreciatron of the inkortarice and
prOmise of the methods of science in hunian progress,"' so the institution is .
interested in attracting as much Overage of its meeting by journalists as
possible..Toward 'that end, AAAS sets up a series 'of press conferences that
continue from 'the beginning of the six-day nieetring to its ere The 'institu-
tion thus makes a conscious and sophisticated effort to' determine what
becomes news about its own meeting. And the goal of this research was to
see how newsroom production pressuresand peer status affected the extent

to which AAAS actually could, "control" news selection decisions of the
workingpress.
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The'J,Ouritaliatle ileititig

Why were,nyysioom,Produetion pressures and peer status
sekcted frdm among many potential factors for study? One ma-

Jo"- 'reason. is that the annual ineetini situation provides an ex-
.Celient "lahOratory" for examining the two variables: itis 'a
huge event that offers Many stories. with "hgrd news pegs," and
itattracti.,a' group of competing specialty writers who have for-
ined's6Me very strong professional and personal associations
-with one another.. Let's define the two factors more clearly:

"fsleWirooni production pressures: The selection of.news may
.he..gioveined by a host of constraints built,int6 a journalist's job.
'NW reporters are free-to cover what they please; among other.

Ifiey are limited by deadlines, by knoWledge of what.
-coniptting, reporters are doing, and by the amount of equip- -
thent(carnerasitpe recorders, technicians) needed to d6 their

,jobs. Investigators such as Epstein and Tuchmare argue that
news is largely determined by . such mechanical and
otganiiational`Constraiks. , -

Exteot _ of ,peer interaction: A number, of other researchers,
-among them .Crouse, Tunstall and_Chihnall,' have found that
specialty' writers ,..WhO cover the 'same news- situations- often
develop intense-interactiVe,patterns that include. sharing story
ideas; notes andinforthation. Although the reporters maybe in.

.direetCormietitionlvith-orie another, they form claw bonds of.
friendship, and their behaviors in a news-gathering situation are

'Predominantly cooperative.

.

This seems to be the case with a group of experienced science
writers WhO work for the prestige newspapers, news magazine.,

a:tid,sYire services in the United States. Since the heyday of the
-.Manned space prograin in the 1960s, these reporters often travel
'far fitTh their city rooms to cover such national events as scien/
rifle meetings, space shuttle tests and the Viking landings on
Mars. `While - remaining; attonomous of the newsroom back'

'home, members of this sciencewriting-"inner club" are con,
;st:riptly. coming into contact with each other on the road. The
question for this study was whether participation in this inner.
dub affected a science writer's dependence on AAAS.press con-
ferences.

Findings In Brief
\ .

Analysis of interviews with `science writers, observation of
`their behaviors at the meeting and consent analysis of the
resulting stories led to these conclusions:

I. The "average" jcornalist in the study was highly dependept
on 'press-conferences, indicatirig4hat AAAS generally could
control what became news 'about jts meeting through the press'
conference structure.

2 Reporters operating under a greater humber of newsroom
constraintsprincipally deadlineswere more dependent on
press conferences than were reporters with few constraints.
Thus science writers-who anticipated writing few- or even no

;,stories froth the meeting were more independent of AAAS than
were reporters Who were expected (by their editors) to produce
at leUit one story a day. Increases in other kinds of job con-
straints had the tame effect. If a repot-ter-felt he was in direct
Cortipetition with other reporters he depended.more heavily on
AAAS press conferences than did reporters who perceived less
,competition. And dependence on AAAS topic selections in-
creased as the number of equipment constraints increased,
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'making broadcast journalists more dependent.on.AAAS than
print jounralisis.

3. Greater 'expertise in covering science convorselpdecreasid;
a reporter's,dependence on AAAS piess conferences. The less a.
journalist knew about science, then, the more he pr she:was
likely to depend on ,AAAS to tell him or her/ what was
important.

4. When considered together, findings 2 and 3 meant:Mat the
ex rienced print science writerikho came to th meeting with-
few eadlines 'was the most independent of AA , while
boo' cast reporter who knew little about sci t who had to
produce dairy stories was the most dep'endAt on AAAS..

'-5. An inforMal organization an inner club seems to
*have evolved to help its "netilber" science journalists deal with-
their newsrooin deadline and competitive pressures When they,
are away from the-city room without sacrificing the potential
benefits of Coo0eration'ainong each other.

6. Membership in the science writing inner dull Old not sub=
stantially alter n rePirter'S dependence on preSs conferenceS
but it did to increase the accuracy and ultimate.quality of
the stories produced by serving as a large pool of shared;
resources for members.

postription of the Study

Data for the study were collected in four phases during,late
1976 and throughout 1977: (I) a group of inner club and non-
inner club science writers was interviewedabout their work; (2)
the news-selection behaviors of the reporters were observed at
the 1977 AAAS annual meeting; (3) all stories about, the
meeting published in,daily newspapers and magazines were con-
tent analyzed; and (4) the group of science writers was reinter-
viewed after the meeting._i .

The science writers: Twenty-four science journalists were in-
volved in all phases of the study. Of the 24, seventeen were idyl:-
rifled as inner club members (see Table I) and seven as ribn-
members (sec Table 2).4 Because the inner club numbers no

memore than 25 to 30 altogether, the 17 represent themajority of
mbers in ihc country and included all inner club members .

who attended the meeting. The seven non-inner dui: members
were included to provide perspectives on the inner club from
persons outside the group.'

Phase I: Prior to .the meeting, face-to-face interviews were
conducted with the science,journalists. The main purpose of the
interviews was to obtain self reports from journalists about
criteria they use to select newsworthy information, particularly
at an AAAS meeting. Additionally, during this phase the in-.
vestigator interviewed two AAAS officials, one of whom. is
primarily responsible for organizing the annual meeting and the
other for constructing the press conferences. They are, respec-
tively, Arihur Hersehman, head of the AAAS Meetings and
Publications Division, and Carol Rogers, public inarmation

,office' r.

Phase 2: Four persons trained in observational techniques
then 4ttendsd the 1977 i.AAAS annual meeting, held 21-25

ry Denver, to observe the science writers on the jolt.
'Observers remained priniarily in the press area, wheie most
reporters attended the press conferences, wiote and filed their
stories, and interacted with one another and with the press
officials. -
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:Phase, 1- AAAShires,a clipping service to monitor coverage
,,,

O4the annual' meeting in_all, daily newspapers and 'news
.inagazines.inthe country.' All 71;,stories id..ntified by the ser-
471eiPthrough,.May 1977 were collected-and -content- analyzed
:with. Me-story, as-the unit yf analysis: Emphasis in the analysi
Wasson the siihject of each story, perceived sources of informs
Alan., and on such characteristics of the newspapers and-
magazines as size and geogOphic location.

-Phase 4: Polio' tiring the conteriSmalysis, all scienet jour-
::nalisaciii the sample who had covered the meeting' were contac-
ted by telephone_and asked to discuss in detail their reasons for
Selecting topics and sources for each story.

I

Detailed Findings

When covering the rneeting,a science writer had four. major
:Information sources et his disposal: news conferences. sym-
posia, individual interviewswith scientists, ana researchpapers.,
Heavy use of press conferences would indicate a. high degree of,

:dePeridenee on AAAS for selection guidance, while use of the.-.
other three sources would indicate a selection process more in-

:dependent of AAAS.-:
Additionally,. a-science writer could vary the number ofL.

sources he or she would, use for any single story. In this analysis
Stories will be ,classified as single-source, doublersoprce or
multiple-source (three or more sources) stories:ir

The information-selectipn behaviors of the 19 journalists at5
-first examined as a group. Then the writers are divided into
,those with daily deadlines (14 reportersUnd' those with few or
rio.deadlines (5) to,examine the constraints question, and into
inner ClUbpiembers (14) and outsiders (5) to look for effects of
Peel status on news seledons.

The "composite" science writer: The average science writer in
this study'wrote more than one story a day during the six-day
Meeting (see Table 3). ,lie produced either single - source or two-
source storieS, and more of his stories utilizedpress conferences
than any other source.

Stories util4ing more than two sourees were rare; in fact.
nearly half ofall the storieswriiten by the 19 respondents were
single- source stories, while another 41 percept of the stories
were produced from only two sources.

. _ 'Of the single-source stories, press conferences accounted for
40,percent, more than any other single source. ,

In sum, the "averages' journalist in this study managed to file
at lea'strone story a day by limiting the number of sources he
used for each story to one or two and by utilizing the available.
press conferences more heavily than any other source.

Our composite journalist was quite prolific and indeed
seemed to be dependent to some degree on press conferences as

! sources of information. But was that dependence related to
either of the factors being examined in this study?

-

Newsroom constraints: Number of constraints proved tope
the best predictor of dependenge pn AAAS. Three types of con-
straints will be examined briefly here: number of deadlines, the
=pressures Of compejition, and equipment requirements.

I. Deadline pressures. The more stories a reporterivas expec-
ted to.write, the more likely he was to rely on the press con-
ferences as an efficient means of gathering information. In fact.
there isra startling difference betWeen the number of press con -

,% ferences attended by constrained reporters and the number at-
tended by reporters with few constraints (see, Table 3).
Similarly, the "average" constrained science writer utilized
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-press conferences as story sources Tar more often,tnan any other
source, while reporters with few or no deadlines were more .

'likely to have gone to a meeting symposium or obtained an in-
terview with the scientist.
, The number of cons onts under which the reporteroperated

also seems to have been the major tacfor governing the number
of sources used for a, story. More than 50 percent of the storks
prcichieezi by .reporters with daily deadlines were single-source.
storiesswhile the majority -oEstories Written by the lesscOni
strained journalistsused,two sources. Constrained 'reporters did
% er) few multiple-source_storiess but less constrained reporter's
were more likels 'to write stories utilizing more than two sources

-
than they were to do single-source sniries, '

Titus daily deadline's seemed to force rejiorters into a single:
source or .double-souree story pattdrn that in thin-man-dated:

..dependence on the press conference structure. When tiiifewas
of the essence, press conferences offered an efficient means
goheringinformation in a large meeting'setting. One respon,
dent noted that "you'll find some peoplemyself sometimes
includedwho"go to nothing. but press conferences" beeause
sitting through meeting symposia can "waste an-awful lotof
time. Prot conferences are vital: If you've got to produce., a
story every day. that's the way you're going to get it."

2. Competitive factors.,Competition proved to be-another
constraint that increased dependence on press conferences:
members of the prestige. press, inner club members particularly.
are,each other's main competitiOn. They know their editois,are:
gauging the qu,ality of their work on the basis of whafthe corn=
petition is-doing, and if the 'Bonin Globe and the New Yorlt
Tunes science writers each write different stories on a given day,.
they leave themselves alien to,accusations from their city rooms
that they somehow "missed" a story that the OtheLreporter ob-
tained.

Even -editors on less prestigiousAewspapers will tend*);
define "good" coverage of scientific events on the basis of what
comes over the AP or UPI wires: thus the ukimate quality, of
science writer's coverage (in the eyes of her newspaper) may be
largely dependent:on how closely she follows the leads of thl
wire service reporters. .

Science writers can minimize complaints from, their city
rooms, then. not by, doing different stories but by duplicating,
each other. And press conferences provide the best means of do-
ing this. If all journalists cover the same event in the same morn
and write essentially the same story, there's no question about
whether one "got" the story for that day.ReporterssLusing press
conferences. hate rcated the story for the day en 111CIA.W. One
innerclub member explained the situation succinctly.

'I' . go to a press conference becausg don't want to
be surprised the. next day hyt'seeing that somebody
else picked up a big story that I missed. I know
what newspapers my editors watch, too. If (the
competition) tiles a story. I want to be i don't
get a call the 'next day (from the desk wondering)
why I didn't write it. I know that they've seen the
wires and I'm out there (at the meeting). SO there's

. ',1 bit of self protection.

3. Equipment 1onstraints.Observill mal data indicated that,cm

while the print reporters with few dead es were most indepen-
dent of AAAS, the broadcasting reporters. who were saddled
not only with deadlines but also with equipment constraints,
were most dependent on AAAS to tell them what to cover.
Local television and radio reporters were frequently observed
asking AAAS personnel to give them "a couple good ideas" for

.
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stories for the next day.)f a broadcast reporter had isolated a
"story toisic, then'he or she often would ask AAAS to find an ap-
prOppate scientj*?t to talk about,it.

= Peer - Interaction; inner club affiliatio n seemed to have little
,effect ,on a scieneewriter's dependence on press conferences. In-

ciub Members were under the same daily deadline (10-
."straints'asy:tre outsiders, and production of daily stories' made

them just as dependent on press conferences (seeTable 3). The
only .difference in -source usage seemed to be that inner club

,-,naliiibers, when writing single-source stories, were just as likely.
to -use scientific papers as they were press conferences, while

, nonmeMberi.relied. primarily on press conferences and secon-
darily on interviews for their single-source stories.

So whether Or-not you were an inner,club member made little
differenCe. in your dePendente on HAAS for story selection,
guidance; because everyone relied on the press conferences.
'Club membership did seem to have an effect, however, on the
aCetiracy, and -overall ,quality of stories produced. For all prac-
ilcal ,purposes, the inner club -aL.-ari event like the AAAS
meeting-series its-Members as a large pool bf resources. Inner

1club lePoitc&C-an share 'information, provide each other with
technical'de tuitions and can warn each -other,. away from

soususpicious rceSand unsubstantiated research reports. .

In one:instancat-'the meeting, for example, an inner club
member came-away from 'ipreis conference about the Martian
Moon Phobbi with the idea that the tiny:n-1°6n' harbored huge
'reserve's of oil. Other club members quickly checked out thie
'possibility and 1.4,inadliteir ctolliague that this conclitsion was
"not substantiated by theiesearcir presented. The reporter subse-
quently downplayed the. pbtentially misleading, "little Saudi
Arabia" theme in his story.

, ..Thus access to the expertise of other science writersone
benefit of the inner club=m4 not have a substantial effect on a

reporter's dependence onpre.sstonferences but may indeed of-
-feet hii or her ability-to be criticatof the scientific information,
- presented in those press conferences.

.Extent df scientific knowledge 'did increase independence
:from AAAS selections, and this is best illustrated with broad-

east repenters. Both local and national broadcast media covered
the event, but AAAS personnel were able to exercise much
greater control oVer local reporters than over the network and
'National Public Radio, crews. Since equipment constraints for
atl broadgasters were similar, the ma or difference seemed to lie
in scientific expertise. Few broadcast reporters in this ,country
have.have extensive science knowledge, and th,ose who do are likely
to work for national media. Thus. local radio, and television
reporters; who knew, little about science and who had virtually
no access to the opinions of science writers covering the
meeting, were almost completely dependent on AAAS for topic, . .

suggestidhs. For thrs group, then, what's news was literally up
tc, the institution itself.

Why 'dog the inner ci ey(*st? All journalists must deal with
the kinds of newsroom p ess es described above. But few find
themselves in the conflictin positions of the experienced science
writers In this study.

Jo cover their beati, science writers for the prestige publica-
tions must often leave their city rooms, fly to other parti of the
country and cover stories for days or weeks at a time. Under
these conditions, their constant companions are science writers
from other prestige newspapers, A reporter lit;es and writes in
the lap of his or her main competitors.

Additionally, the reporters are faced with the, task of tran-
slating difficult technical material into lay language and must

deal With sources 4(scientiits) who are v.ory7' sometimes ill-
preparesd to talktb journalists, and who are likely to be very
critical of the journalistic product.

The result is that science writers band together on the road; a'
journalist's main competitor becomes his best: friend. As one in-
ner club, member noted:

We see- rwre of each oilier because of going to
thek meetings, covering these stories. You're with
each other f r several days at a time, most of the
day and mo of the evening; you tend to go out and
eat dinnef t gether. So, you get to be very good
friends. You'vegot a common inter-st. . . I have
more in common with science writes from other
papers than I do with reporters here on the
*awl were covering the same stories, we inter-

ihe same people, and we' see each other not
just casually. So we all 'get tube pretty good friends.

Tha contradiction lies in thab.these "friends". must also res..
pond to tlie.organifationai and coMpetitive requireinents)of
their own editors, who view competing science writers is,oppo-
nents, not as'friends.

The inner club seems to have evoled in part as a way gdeal-
ing with this opponent/friend contradiction. The group has "its:
roots in, the - ,manned space program of the I-960s, wheti the,
reporters suddenly -found themselves appointed science writers
and were sent to Gape Canaveral and Houston to cover one of
thetost exciting stories of the decade.

One writer who places the genesis of the club with the space
program described it in this way:

At the height of it, 'they were making a major
launch every three months, and you would be down
there at the 'Cape for two and a half weeks at a.
time. The. result was that,it (the group ok science
writers) became Your family. -There were love af-
fairs, there were bates and fights... it became a -
traveling road show with the same people showing
up time and time again, goirig to the same places
and' doing the same things. There was great
cohesiveness.

The club seryes as a means of accommodating the various
cdnilicting pressures encountered ty.science writers away from
the city room by promoting cooperation among members'.
rather than competition. By sharing ideas and information, the
science writers can more efficiently meet their deadline de-
mands grid at the same time can reduce the potential for being
scooped:

Effiejency is increased because the journalistS are working
together, using each other as sounding boards for story ideas,,
sharing information from interviews at the writing stage, help- 4.1,
ing one another with definitions and concepts.

The club reduces competitive tensions through the 'same shar-
ing mechanisms' One neutralizes competition not by scooping
one's colleagues ,but by duplicating news judgments. So the
cooperative aspect of the club facilitates such duplicationt.

_ By turning what should be a highly competitive situf.tion into
a highly cooperative one, then, the club allows the science wnter
to meet the demands of his or her city room without sacrificing
the strong personal and professional relatibnships that have
developed among colleagues-6n the road.

.213 1317,1:7"7
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Tabie1

Innef;kt Members Interviewed'

Name r- Title_s

. George Alexander .
Jerry,BishoP .

Bob Cdoke`
Ed Edelson.
Peter Gwynne
Don' Kirkman
Ron.Kotulak
John'Langone
Tont O'Toole
David Perlman
Judy' Nidal

. Joann Rodgers
Al ROSSitit
Joel Shtirkin
*ion Sullivan
Walter Sullivan
PaVoung*

n= 17

Science writer

Staff,reporter
Science editor
Science editor/
Science editor,
Science writer
Science editor
*Medical editor
Scienbe editor ,

Science editor
Science,writer
Medical writer .

Science editor
ScienceWriter
Science writer
Science editor
Sciencewriter-

fl

et.

Affiliation

111 ;, las,Angeles Times

- Wall ..gieet.lournal

1 Barton Globe s. .
New Yorkpaily News
Newsweek .
Scripps-Howard f'riewspapers,

Chicago Tribune
Boston Herald-Americim ..

Washington Post .

San.Franciii.O.Chranicle
;NewNeW York Daily News . ,

4

Hearst Nesyspapet5/Baltintore News-American.

United Pis International e

Philadelphia Inquitir .

St

Associated Press
The New Pork Times
The National Observer

Since the demise of The National Observer in July. 1977, Yung has worked as a free-lance science writer in

_the Washingten,.D1c. area.

11110040ns

This study was conducted primgily to examine criteria that
control'."what's nets" about a large scientific meeting. The
overwhelming answer seems to be: the institution itself. AAAS
can dietate,what becomes news about its own meetings to a
great degree .simply by offering particular topics irr press-
Conference fordiats. .

The reason why this is the case, however, should be more
immediate interest to practicing journalists. ALMS is successful

.because heaters to a set of selection criteria that4Ominites the
information-selection proces? at the meeting: newsroom
production pressures. The more dealinei, competitive
pressures and equipment restlaints the journalist is saddled

-With, the greatr the degree of "control" by A AAS over its own
news coverage.

Additionally; the less a reporter knows about science. the"
more successfully AAAS can dictate what's 'Yaws.

Thus the journalist in such a meeting situation see to lose
control over the information-selection process as thenumber of
Traditional demands placed. on hint by the city room increase.
Oneway, then, of putting control back into the hands of the

journalist would be to decrease those demands. Fbur recom-
inetklations would ha've.that effect:

1. Many editors who ?Ito* their reporters to cover events
:away from the city room expect a return on their, travel invest-

. meet, initerrns of sheer numbers of stories. But by eliminating
-deadline presstires, editors may give their reporters room to

make independent news judgments: ltather theiVexpecting a.
story or two a day; from an evenclike the AAAS annual,
meeting, editors could instruct theirjournalists to write a story
when something worth writing about takes place and to spend'

the rest of the time gathering information and making contacts

for future stories.

2. Competition is soniethipg of a saw in journaliim,
out it bcco- mes counterproductive when it reinforces the kind of ,
"mass' coverage of the same-events (press conferences) found
at meetings. The newspaper science writer covers the itiine
press conference and writes:the sar .ejforY as the AP scienc
writer, for example, because he knows his editor 'Fs defining:
"good" coverage of the meeting in terms of what the wire ser,i ;
vices are producing. .

One alternative would be to regard the presali of more than':';
one reporter as a supplementary rather than competitiit situa-
tion. This would work only if an editor stopped evaluating-the 17
quality of his reporter's choices on the basis Of *hat others'

, choose and instead assumed that his reporter can and will apply:

some reasonable criterion to the selection process. If die-corn=
peting. newspaper publishes a story on a different topic, then; .;."

the editor would not conclude that his reporter had "missed"
story rout rather that there were many, ration 1 top' choices'

=

available at the meeting.

3. It is clear from this study that the more /a reporter knowi-7j:

about the topic he is covering, the more control he will be able.

to exercise ovee the information-seleCtion proCess in situation*

_ 4!.097,
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New

Ira Flatow
Jon Franklin
Bob Gillette

ElizabetkMaggio
Cristine Russell

David Salisbury

Michael Woods

Table 2 -

:Younger:Journalists Interviewhl

Title affiliation
Science reporter

Science writer

Science writer

Science writer

Science /medical writer

Science writer

Science editor

n = 7 '

National Public Radio'
Baltimore Sun

Los Angeles Timeses

Pail). Star
Washingtonpar
Ghrlitfian Science Monitor

Toledo Blade

t)

Table 3 .
The "Avetege" 400rpi: Periorthance During the 048 Meeting:

Mom tfahree ona Dumber of PioduCtion/flothe Vitiables

a
a

L.

4 All
(n=19)*

Status
a

Inner Club 'Other

(n= r4)) (n=5)

Constraints ,

Many 'Few

(n=14) (n=5)

Mean number of stories

Mean number of press conferences attended

6.5

6.4

6.5 ° 6.4

6.0.

7.6

7.7

3.4

2.6,

Mean number of stories utilizing:

Press conference if1 2.8 1.0 3,4 1.2

Symposium 1.3 . 1.2 4.6 1.1 1.8

Paper '41
411

2.6 1.8 1.0

Interview. 2.6 2.3 3.6 2.8 2.2

Single Source .3.0 3.0 2.8 .3.8 .6

Two sources 2.6 2.2 2.8 1.8

Multiple Sources .7 .5' 1.2 .6 TC;

*n's indicate number of respondents in the resprtive subgroups.

like the AAAS meeting. Skil' a finding argues for specialty
writers in the mass media, for persons .,ho ,can maintain

oiigh expertise in a content area to make independent news
gmenti. possible. Broadcast operations have even fewfr
'ally- reporters than ;do print media, but if this study is any

'lion, this lack of specialists may cost them dearly in terms
f their ability to controlinformation selection in situations Ike

AAS meeting.
1:

4. The media have traditionally viewed cooperation between
'competing reporters rather negatively; the term "pack jour-

,` :holism," for example; is one negative label often applied tic) the
concept. kid to the extent that cooperative bqpior promotes
rampant hOmogeneity in story selections, criticism is warran-
ted..

But when information in a &JO is highly technical, when one
reporter simply cannot bring enough expertise to The job to per-
form-effeCtiimly at all times, then cooperatA-behavior could be
highly beneficial. . ,

'The, science- writing inner club sanctions cooperative
33.0

behavior, its members argue, precisely because scientific infor-
mation is so difficult that reporters can do their jobs better if
given access to other reporters. Noted One inner ctith,tnember:

S.
As a whole, scipice writers arele...5s competitive

than othekinds of writers. That's my assessment...
By and large I've always had a sense among my
Colleagues that we-have more of a community in-
terest in promoting science news accurately and
fairly, if not uniformly( t

If one can argue that cooperation indeed benefits science
writers, then it would seem that such behaviormuld benefit
other reporters as well. Traditionally, jgurnalirceive them-
selves as loners, one individual against the conwetition: This
study suggests that in a field where concepts are complex and
where it is difficult for one individual to understand the entire
subject Geld (in short, most fields), reporters and readers may .

gain haich from cooperative behavior.

_a_
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' Margaret Mead, "Towards a Human Science.' Science
191:903-909, 5 March 1976. p. 909:

Edward J. Epstein, "News From Nowhere." in Gaye
Tuchman, ed., Tie TV Establishinent. Programming for Ppwer
and Profit (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.. 1974)
pp. 4452 ;Gaye Tuchman, Making Nem.. A Study in the Con-
struction of Reality (New York: Free Press, in press).

' Timothy Crouse, The Boys on the Bus (New York: Ballan-
tine Books, 1973); Jeremy. Tunstall, Journalists at Work
(London: Constable, 1971); Steve Chibriall, Law-and-Order
News (London: Tavistock Publications Liptited; 1977).

l'o isolate those mass media science journalists who, make

up the inner.club, three newspaper science writers who have
held leadership positions in the National Association of Science
Writers, Inc., and four public information persons who,
through their work for large scientific institutions, come into
regular contact with the inner club were asked to list journalists

/*who the felt- were inner club members. Providing' lists were
David Perlman, then-science editor of the San Fiaticisco
Chronicle; Ed Edelson, sciinmeditor of the New York Daily
News; Ron Kotlilak, science editof cif the Chicago Tribune;

4

t..

7

A

21.6

1

Don Phillips, American Hospital Association; Audrey Likely,
director of public, relations fOr the American Institute of-
Physics; Dorothy Smith, manager of the news service for the
American Chemical Society; and Caro: Rogeia, AAAS public
inforniation officer. The lists were merged,and the journalists
ranked according to the number of times they were mentioned.
Those named by four or more persons were considered the most
likely candidates for inner club status, and interviews were ob- --
tamed with all such individuals who indicated they were likely \
to attaid,the AAV meeting.

The non-inner club respondents were ranked by three or
fewer persons on the list, they too planned to attend the AAAS
meeting, and most of them worked for media compatible in
size and prestige to those employing inner club reporters.

' AAAS subscribes to the Washington-based Pre In-
telligenee, Inc.

' These data are not discussed in this report. Details of the
content analysis u're available from the author upon request.

' Of the 24 journalists in the sample, five did not Vend the
meeting for various sons. They wereDavid Perlm/ii, San
Francisco Chronicle. Joe hurkin, Philadelphia Inquirer; Jerry,

Bishop, Wall Street Journa ichael Woods, Toledo Blade;
and Bob.Gillette, Los Angeles Times.
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BOOKS ABOUT RESEARCH FOR THE GENERAL AUDIENCE
.

a

4
. ,at

iferns.tain, Jeremy. Experiencing Science: Profiles in Discovery. E.P.
Dutton (paperback). 1978.

With the grace of an essayist and the perspective of an insider,
Bernstein tells stories of several scientists from Kepler to Lewis
/M. -Arias, digresseS on the fantasies of Arthur Clarke,,and.conclhdes
'with a love story involving Bertrand Russell and Gbdell's theorem.e

.

rW/Dain, Charlds. The Voyage of the Beagle. E. P. Dutton (paperback).
1980.-
/ Less approachable than the TV version but. easier than the Origin.

Darwin was- able to assume that first-rate science would have an
audience among all educated persons, not just, because his research
was adventurous, but because hip data and conclusions would change
the way all of hiss readers looked at the world.

,t 4

Feinberg, Gerald. What Is the World Made of? Atoms, Leptons; Quarks,
and Other Tantalizing Particles. Anchor Books (paperback). 1978.

A lucid presentation of what is known and what remains baffling to
contemporary physicists. Feinberg is enthusiastically endorsed

-1TBernstein and Weinberg. ,

Gardiner, !sartin. The Relativity Explosion. Vintage (paperback). . 1976.

Gardiner writes a puzzle and game column for the Scientific American,
and is the author of a number of accessible books onphysics and
matherlatics. This one explains black holes, quasars, and. other
astronomical marvels that are helping to solve the greatest puzzle
of all, Einstein's theory.

1(1

Janovy, John, Jr. Keith County Journal. St. Martin's Press (paPeback).
1978.

.

A biology professor aneyaterpolorist, Janovy writes with a flexible '

style ranging from dart* to ironic to orotund. He makes the details
of life among snails, intestinal worms, and marsh, wrens more enter-
taining.than the sins of'the Ewings.

de Kruif, Paul. Microbe Hunters. Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich (paperback).
1966.

Originally published in the 1920s, this story of the things t'at
make us sick and the men who discovered them is an enduring, itsome-

. what archaically written,'-classic of science writing.
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Paz, Octavio. Claude Levi-Strauss: An Introduction. Dell (paperback).

1974. i

. .

Paz is a Mexican poet and former ambassador who has mastered the
intricacies of Levi-Strauss's "science of mythology" and translated
them into language not only accessible but stunning.

Sagan, Carl. The Dragons of Eden: Spgpulations on the Evolution of Human

Intelligence. Ballantine Books. ,L978.
Weaves together research data on brdin anatomy, sleep and dreams,
fossil,evidence of human origins, Greek and Biblical mythology, and
more: Sagan, a prolific writer on the subject of everything, soars
where specialists tread lightlyvir not at Yet he is credible,

and'makes current knowledge not only understandable but irresistible;

he puts it in the vice of answering basic questions about who we
are, where we .come from, and whereNwe.ought to be going.

t
Scheffer, Victor. The'Year of the Whale. Scribnet (paperback). 1969.

A. wildlife biologist who specialized in sea mammals, Scheffer.nopted
the animal story to the purpose o f t elling readers most of, what there

is to know about whales. The resulting narrative is both moving and

precise.
A

Silk, Leonatdz The'Economists. Avon (paperback). 1978.

A study Of five contemporary economists layina bare, for the lay
reader, the'fault lines in the foundations of the discipline." The
"dismal science"has other, literate interpreters, of course,
notably Robert Heilbroner, whose The Worldly Philosophers'(Simon and
Schuster. paperback, 1964) is a witty survey of economists before
the present.

Simpson, George Gaylord. The Major Features of Evolution. Simon and

Schuster (paperback). 1967.

The author is a paleontologist, geologist, and traveler whose-books
rest as easily on the scholar's desk as they do-on Abe coffee table.

In this work-and The Meaning of Evolution (Simon and Schuster, paper-
back, 1967) he surveys his scholarly field and lets the lay.reader
in on the story. He has also written well about various kinds of

fossils, penguins, and 'mself.

Steen, Lynn Arthur, editor. thematics Today:. Random (paperback). 1980.

. One critic calls it "a rarity: a first-rate popular book about
modern mathematics.", Includes essays on computers, the geometry of

.4 space and time, weather-forecasting, and the insolubilityeven by
computers--9f certain problems.

oafinbeck, John. The Log from the Sea of Cortez. Penguin (paperback).

1977.-

.4

Steinbeck was an enthusiastic amateur biologist. This book tells

the story of his service as a helper gathering specimens on a
.research voyage with a man who was the model for a charactei in

Cannery Row.
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Watson, James. The Double Helix. New American Library (paperback).

'the witty. rid unsparing reminiscence of how the structure of DNA was
discoyered. It tells all the details of the intellectual adventure
that got left out of the scientific report. Watson's treatment of
one investigator, Rosalind Franklin, (he admitted the shabbiness of
his behavior), spawned a rebuttal: Rosalind Franklin and DNA (Anne
Sae, Norton, hardback, 1978). Comparing the two, one can see that
the personal. adventures of the investigators are part and parcel of
the discovery procvsp. A more thorough treatment Eighth,Day
pf Creation: The Makers of the Revolution in Biology (Horace.
Freeland Judson, Simon and Schuster, hardback, .i.97v).

Weinbeig, Steven. The First Three Minutes: A Modern View of the Origin
of the Universe. Bantam Books (paperback). 1977.

Lucidly explains the experimental evidence that makes scientists'
(Weinberg is one) able t6 say, with ome confidence, that the
universe began with a Big Bang.r

1969.

BOOKS AidUT RESEARCH COMMUNICAON

Dixon, Bernard. What Is Science For? Harper & Row (paperback). 1973.
A repOrter with scientific training dissects the scientific community.
Est.pecially good on the structure of scientific articles and the rela-
tionship of that form of writing to the scientific view of reality.

Goo 11, 'Rae. The Visible Scientists. Little, Brown (hardback). 1977.
A science-writing scholar looks at scientists in many disciplines who
have learned to use modern journalism to shape public beliefs about
science, e.., B.F. Skinner, Carl Sagan,- Barry CoMnoner, William
Shockley.,

Green, Martin B. Science and the Shabby Curate of Poetry: Essays about
the Two Cultures. Greenwood (,lardkack). 1978. -

An excellent but eccentric collection of essays on the gulf between i

the sciences and the humanities,, including a first-rate discussion
of the popularizatior of science.

Latour, Bruno and Steve Woolgar. Laboratory Life: The Social Construc-
tion of Scientific Facts. Sage Publications (paperback). 1919.

An anthropological report on two years of field-work studying the
culture of laboratory life to determine how sciencelcmstructs order
out of the raw disorder of obse..vation.

Mills, C. Wright. The Sociological Imagination. Oxford University Press
(paperback). 1967.

Mills, a sociologiSt who was "visible" ddring His career, interprets
the place of the social sciences within the humanities, "the proper
study of mankind.' An appendix provides the sociological equivalent
of a laboratory manual. Especially iood--and witty--is his analysis
'and translation ofsome of sociology's more impenetrable rhetoric.
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Shahn, Ben. The Shape4of Content. Harvard University Press (paperback).

195V.
With clarity and eloquence the American painter analyze.. art and
demonstrates that it, too, can be discussed in the mother tongue.
In'explaining his own works, he provides a model for other artists

and critics. Good on the relationship of style, form, and content

in all communitation.

Wilson, David Scofield. In the Presence of Nature. University of Massa-

chusetts Press (hardback). 1978.

A tritical.study of the lives and writings'of three contributors to
17th century science, with detailed attention to the evolution of
scientific style in England and America from those days up to our

own..

ARTICLES ABOUT RESEARCH COMMUNICATION

Bernstein, Jeremy. "From Quarks to Cosmos." The New Yorker. October 8,

1979. "Popular Science." The New Yorker. September 19, 1977..
Bernstein, a scientist and a regular book reviewer for The New Yorker,
here, gives an overview.of the-field of science writing and a list

of his favorite examples.

.Campbell, Paul Newell. "The Personae of Scientific Discourse." Quarterly

Journal of Speech. Vol. 61, December 1975.
A professor of theatre argues that science writing is rhetorical and

_that the persona. created by the writer it important to the effective-
ness of the argument.

Dunwoo on. "Reslarch Report No. 7--Science Writers at Work."
Center "fotew Communications Research Reports, School of Journalism,
India niversiy, Bloomington. 1978.

A'study of who decides what news isxfit to print in a particular
situation:_ an annual AAAS meeting. Dunwoody concludes that AAAS

press conferences decide in most cases, especially for reporters
with tight deadlines. Reporters with good science training and
flexible deadlines see more sources, read more articles, and write
better science news.,

Funkhouser, G. Ray and Nathan Maccoby. "Tailoring Science Writing to the

General Audience." Journalism Quarterly. Summer 1973.

The authors derive practical rules for effective science' writing
based on surveys of readers.

Grunig, James E. "Research on Science Communication: What is Known and

What Needs To Be Known," ACEQuarierlY. Vol. 62, No. 4, October -
December, 1979.

A survey of the literature aimed toward developing a general theory

0 of science communication.
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Hamilton, David. "Writing Science." College English. Vol. 40, No. 1,
Summer 1978..

Zs A teacher of what he has come to call "writing science" explains,
.

with some help from Heidegger, the rblationship between good
A writing and complete understanding. Includes a deft swat at the

reigning king of the science'essaY, Lewis Thomas.

Ritterbush, Philip C. "The Public Side of Science: Science and the Demo-
cratic Commitment." Change. September, 1977.

In a historically framed argument, the author blames inadequacy of
science communication on the elitist belief that the public needs no
knowledge; experts, will run things for us. Hence, he advocates
formation of Regional Communications Systems to, provide information
to democratically organized groups, such as those working to restore
the natural environment.

Ryan, Michael. "Attitudes of Scientists and Journalists Toward Media
Coverage of Science News." Journalism Quarterly. Vol. 56, No. 1,
Swing 1979.. .

Surveys show the extent of disagreement between scientists and
reporters on how well science is covered'and how it' should ha
covered.

2 4
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FOR ADDITIONAL READING . .

The following items come frOm annotated bibliographies published in
.Sciphers, a quarterly newsletter published by the Science Writing Educa-

tors Group for teachers of Science writing and others' interested in

science communication; The newsletter is available for $8 a year from

the School of Journalism, University of Missouri, 'Columbia, MO 65201.

Co-editors are Sharon Dunwoody of Ohio State University and Joye
Patterson, UM.

( .

//

Armstrong, J.. C. "Does Unintelligible Research Mean High Prestige?"

Society for Social Studies of Science Newsletter 4:3-4, Sumner 1979.
Armstrong has'conducted several studies in an attempt to testthe
hypothesis that unintelligiblA writing in science does more for -,the

scientist's reputation than does clear writing, The studies, briefly

described in this short article; all support his hypothesis. A more
complete description of his work is available: J: Scott Armstrong,

Research and Academic Prestige: Further Adventures
of Dr. Fox," Department of.Marketing Working Paper, Wharton,Schonl,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,.PA 19104.

Barclay, William R. "Science Reporting to AlarM the Public." Journal of
the American Medical Association 242:754, 24/31, August 1979.

The author, JAMA editor and an MD, argues that government agencies
are not as careful validators of science as are jdurnals. Agencies
sometimes release questionable research that is then picked up by
media, and the :resulting publicity can be distorting. As anxample,
he cites information released by HEW stating that reserpine, a drug

used,for control of hypertension, was carcinogenic. When the full
research report was issued later, Barclay felt it dill not contain

data justifying the charge. He suggests that editors of major
medical journals organize a task force to respond to prematurely
issued reports and to advise journalists.when such *Les arise.

Carlisle, E. v. and Kinsinger, J. B. "Scientific Writing--A Humanistic

and Scientific Course for Science Undergraduates, Journal of Chemical

Engineering 54:632-634, October 1977.
The authors outline a year -long course they developed and taught
on'an experimental basis at Michigan State University through- the
cooperation of the English, chemistry and physics departments. This

article mentions course emphases, the texts used and some of the

actual writing exercises assigned. In general, the experiment seems

to have been a successful interaction between humanistic and scientific
departments.

-4 '

Crichton, Michael. "Medical. Obfuscation: Structure'and Function."

New England Journal of Medicine 293: 1257-1259, 11 December 1975.

Crichton feels that "medical %arriting in general is weak." To

bolster his case, he analyzed the prose from three 1975 issues of
the New England Journal of Medicine and then describes the 10 most

222
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common faults: Scoring the highest in frequency was poor fla/.of
ideas from sentence to sentence. He feels that such complex writing
is not accidental; rather, obfuscation has become a game that
scientists must play. In' fact; he argues, it may be dangerous not
to play. ".This may explain why only the most eminent physicians .

'feel free to express themselves.lucidly," he writes. "They are
above attack."

Dunwoody, Sharon. "The Sciace Writing Inner Club: ,(Communication Link .

Between Scienqk and the Lay Public." Science, Technology and Human Values
5:14 -22, Winter 1980.

The author argues that a relatively small group of prestigious
science journalists plays a dominant role in determining what the

. public sees about science in media. She discusses the genesis of
the group- and outlines the advantages and disadvantages of such a
coalition.

Garfield, Eugene. "Science on Television." Current Contents (Life
Sciences) 1980:5-10, 5 May 1980.

The wealth of new science shows,now appearing on both commercial and
public networks is detailed in this article.

GladstOne, Jo. "Commentary: Remarks on, the Portrayal of. Scientists."
Science, Technology and Human Values 5:4-9, Summer 1980.

The article briefly examines the documentary film genre as a
vehicle for portraying scientists realistically. Gladstone is,
executive producer of the Public. Affairs Division of WtBH-TV., Boston.

Gubanich, K. A. "Writing the Sciirkific Paper in 'the Investigtive Lab," (
The American Biclogy Teacher 39:27-34, January 1977.

-Gubanich found that college students had difficulty writing
scientific papers for a laboratory course, sd he prepared a hand-
out discussing the rationale and format of the traditional scien-

tific research report. The guide, printed in this article, is
Simple, easy to read, and would.be a big help to, journalism students
whoa.re encountering their first scientific papers in a science
writing course.

Hunsaker, A. "Enjoyment and Information Gain in Science Articles,"
Journalism Quarterly, 56:617-619, Autumn 1979.

In an-experimental setting, the author compared readei enjoyment and
information gain among subjects whotread one of three verstions of a
psychology journal article. The three articles varied in language
simplicity. Findings indicated that while reader enjoyment increased
as the writing became more popularized, information gain remained
the same. He concluded that science can be written in a form that
lay people would enjoy without sacrificing the amount of information
presented.

Jones, G. and Meadows, A. J. "Sources and Selection of Scientific
Material for Newspapers and Radio Programs,""Journal of Research Communi-.
cation Studies .1:69-82, 978.
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The authors examined nearly 200 items selected by two BBC radio
departEents for science programs over a period of seVeral, months

and also interviewed a &rtur.ber of science journalists about their

sources of news, Among'theirfindings are that formal sources of
inforMation for science reporters are limited in number'and "not
.necessarily representative of scientific research as a whole.'"

Kemeny?"' John G. "Saving American Democracy:, The Lessons of Three Mile

Island." Technology Review 83: 65-75, June/July 1980.:,

The chairman of the President's Commission on the Accident at Three
Mile Island reflects upon some of the experiences that took place
during the six-month investigation and on the implications of the

1
accident for America's future. The article contain some of his

feelings (mostly negative) about media coverage of he accident and,

_particularly, about coverage--or the lack of,it--of the commission's

findings. ..-

LUrie, Joan. "Science-C unication in the Mass Media." Cosmic Search

2:39-40, Sumner 1980.
The author summarizes the messages of a panel of science journaliSts,
and scientists who discussed "New Initiatives in Science Communica-
tions" at a meeting of the ATerican Physical Society. PaneliSts

included New York Times science writer John Nobel Wilford; who
discussed the Tuesday "Science Times" section; LeonsJaroff of
Time magazine, who talked about the Time science magazine, Discover;
physicist G. F. Wheeler, whotalked about the process of creating
"3-2-1 Contact," PBS's science program for children; and David
Kalson of the American Institute of Physics, who discussed AIP's
attempts to market 90-second science "spots" to commercial television

stations.

"Popular Reportipg of Agricultural Science: Strategies for Improvement."

Proceedings of.the,National Agricultural Wence;Information Conference,
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 22-26, October 1979.

This conference offered papers and talks on a wide range of science

communication topics. Included are remarks on''-the process and pro-

blems of science communication by scientists/farmers, science
writers and consumers. Copies of the proceedings are available free

of charge by writing to Mason Miller, Office of.the Depaty Director
for Cooperative Research, Science and Education Administration, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC 20250, In addition, papers

from the conference have been printed in the October/December 1979
issue of The ACE Quarterly (volume 62, no. 4).

Rubin,, D. "Science Writers Never Had a Chance in the Three Mile Islancj

Nuclear Debacle," NASW Newsletter 28:1-2, 10-13, January.1980.

Rubin, who headed the Task Force on Public Information for the
President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile-Island, argues
in this article tha't science writers were not well served by their
information sources. ,Although many reporters covering the accident

were not science writers, some were. But RUbin'says that these.

pebple often,were no better off than generalists, since-Metropolitan
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Edison's personnel and other.ptblic informAtion officials sometimes
avoided all journiligtsoffered no support and few y

official 'spokesperson. 'In some cases public information officials
deliberatelyihose not to cater to specialty writers who knew what
they were doing. Said oheofficialr the Nuclear RegulatoryiCommission
was reluctant to set up special technical briefings for science
writers for fear of offending those reporters not inyited.. Conse-

quently, says,.Rubin, science writers.had*no opportunity to perform
a "pivotal role" by helping less skillea reporters gather the correct .

° information.

Schoenfeld, A. C. "The Changing Role of Mass Communication in Environmental
:Education," The journal of Environmental Education 8:60-64, Spring 1977.

This article provides a brief but fascinatihg history of the rela-
tionship between mass cOmmuni,Cation md envitonpent. It also poses
the notion that the National Environmental Policy Aci, passed in
1969, has done more to take environthental issues fit'into."news"
criteria than'any'oiher event.

Scioenfeld, A. C. "The Press and NEPA:: The Case of the Missing Agenda,"
Journalism Quarterly 56:577-585, Autumn 1979.

The author looks in vain for.media coverage of the National
Environmental Policy Act during the legislation's birth and passage
in 1969. He concludes that mpsCmedia--even the specialized
environmental press--paid'no attention until after the landmark
legislation made its presence known through environmental impact
statements. In this case, he argues, media failed to set the public
agenda.

Tagliacozzo, R. "Some Stylistic Variations in Scientific*Oriting,"
Journal of the American Society for Information Science 29:136-1,
May 19/8..

The author is interested,in identifying some characteristics of
written scientific language that may 4e used to differentiate levels
of technicality. By comparing Scientific American articles with

4related articles published in scientific journals, she found thi;
the journal articles used fewer "function words" (articles, conjunc-
tions, adjectives, prepositions, pronouns) than did articles written
for amore general public. She also found that the journal articles
were more likely to use nouns as adjectives, as in "head movements,
tether than.'movements of the head."
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OTHER RESOURCES
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Friedman, Sharon M., Goodell; Rad:.and.Verbit, Lawrence. Directory of

Science Communication Courses and Programs. State University of New York

at Binghamton, 978..

The Direc lists by-state those science communication courses

and progr that appear to teach science_ communication aimed at

the gener 1 public. It Itsts and describes 34 programs and 105
courses offered by 58 colleges and universities; including program
or course title, focus and scope, enrollment, predomiaant majors
enrolled, average-number -f students, and instructor. it does not

evaluate the offerings. Available for $4.95 from, the Department of'
Chemistry,' State University of New Yort at Binghamton, Binghamton,

NY 13901.

"1981 Directory of Journalism,Awards and Fellowships." 'Editor and Pub-

lisher, December 27, 1980.
The listing-describes regional, national, and_international compe-
titions, priies, awards, fellowships, and scholarships for journa-

lists,lists, reporters, columnists, editors, cartoonists, and photographers.
Listed.by subject area, thecompetitions include several relating to
communicating scientific information in such areas as health,
physics/astronomy, psychology, speech/lan4uage, nutrition, economics,

41.

engineering, and environment/energy.
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